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(b) maintain the right of workers to choose their
own medical or health practitioner;
(c) improve access and levels of benefits by

The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.02 a.m. and read the prayer.

CLERK OF ASSEMBLY OF
PARLIAMENT OF NIUE
The PRESIDENT - Order! I advise the house
that we have with us this week Mrs Moka
Tano-Puleosi, the Clerk of the Assembly of the
Parliament of Niue, who is undertaking a training
attachment to the Victorian Parliament under the
auspices of the CPA Education Trust Fund. During
this period Mrs Tano-Puleosi is spending time in
both houses of Parliament, the Parliamentary
Library and Hansard to observe their operations.
Honourable members can also expect to see her
seated at the chamber table during question time
this afternoon.
For honourable members who may not be aware of
its geographical position, Niue, which is the largest
uplifted coral island in the world, is situated 1343
miles from Auckland and 580 miles from Raratonga.
Niue became a British protectorate in 1900, was
annexed to New Zealand in 1901 and became
self-governing in 1974 in association with New
Zealand, which took responsibility for external
affairs and defence. Niue is 258 square kilometres in
area and has a population of approximately 2000. It
has a Legislative Assembly of 20 members with
14 members elected from 14 constituencies based on
local villages and 6 members elected by all
constituencies. I know honourable members will
extend a warm welcome to Mrs Tano-Puleosi.
For the interest of honourable members, I point out
that I have received a further message: in one year
from today an honourable member for Ballarat
Province, Mr de Fegely, will have attained the age of
70 years.

PETITION
Workcover: changes
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) presented
a petition from certain citizens of Victoria
requesting in respect of Workcover that the
govemment(a) reject any proposals to further limit access to
common law for injuries or illnesses;

restructuring payments to one level after 26
weeks;
(d) improve access to independent rehabilitation
services and return-ta-work opportunities;
(e) increase average premiums in line with the
Australian average rather than reduce rights
and entitlements; and
(f) improve health and safety standards and

enforcement in the workplace.
(5099 signatures)
Laid on table.

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL
RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Ballast water
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) presented
report on ballast water and hull fouling, together
with appendices and minutes of evidence.
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) (By leave) This is a particularly serious issue in Victoria. It
should be viewed with a certain degree of concern
because at the moment Victoria's coastal ecosystems
are vulnerable. We can never take for granted or
underestimate the wonderful assets our coast, bays
and peninsulas are for industries such as
aqua culture, fishing and tourism, which provide
financial and economic benefits to the Victorian
economy as well as employment opportunities.
These benefits are under threat because of the
introduction of exotic organisms.
Translocation of exotic organisms by ships' ballast
water and hulls has to be controlled right now. The
challenge is to address the problem in the most
effective and practical way without undermining
Victoria's competitive advantages. One of the key
recommendations in the committee's report is the
implementation of the Victorian ballast water
management system based on current Australian
and international guidelines. It is hoped this system
will be implemented by the Environment Protection
Authority and will have a strong emphasis on risk
assessment before ships discharge their ballast so
that ships that are deemed to be unsuitable or
contaminated will be advised of the risk before they
discharge their ballast into Victoria's coastal waters.
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I stress that Australian ports, particularly Victorian
ports, are still the cleanest and best managed in the
world. The management systems we have in place
are certainly testimony to the ongoing work of the
Victorian channel and port authorities, and the
committee acknowledges the cooperation and
enthusiasm all authorities showed.
The committee also recommends that the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
release an action statement under the Flora and
Fauna Guarantee Act to deal with current organisms
in Victorian waters. Honourable members will have
heard of organisms such as the sabela worm and
undaria, which is commonly known as Japanese
kelp, which are in plague proportions in Port Phillip
Bay, and there is another exotic organism we do not
want to come in to our waters, the Northern Pacific
Seastar.
The committee urges the department to get behind
the report and to take notice of its recommendations
to ensure that Victoria's coastal waters are kept in
pristine condition. We are pleased and proud to
have such wonderful assets, which, as I have said,
should never be taken for granted.
I take the opportwlity of thanking my colleagues on
the committee, Mr Bishop and Mr Eren, who
unfortunately are not in the chamber today. They
worked hard and cooperatively with other members
of the committee to produce this bipartisan report. I
also thank the staff of the committee, the executive
officer, Sarah Waiters, the office manager, Julie
Currey, and the research officers for their hard work
and enthusiasm in completing the report.
I urge all Victorians, especially those with an interest
in the management of Victoria's coastal areas, to
read the report and its recommendations and to take
an interest in the environment of Victoria's coastal
waters.
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Legal Practice Act 1996 - Report of the Legal
Ombudsman in the Matter of a Complaint by Ronald
V. Legge, October 1997.
Victorian Government Purchasing Board - Report,
1996-97 (two papers).

PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY FOR
PLANNING AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I move:
That pursuant to section 300 of The Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1958, this house refers to the Court of
Disputed Returns the question as to whether the
Honourable B. N. Atkinson has engaged in activities
which contravene the provisions of section 55 of the
Constitution Act 1975 and whether, as a result, the seat
to which he has been elected has become vacant.

Today the opposition seeks to extend the
opportunity to Mr Atkinson to have his day in court.
Throughout the previous parliamentary sitting the
opposition raised a number of issues about the
moonlighting activities of Mr Atkinson because it
was concerned that a number of breaches had
occurred as a result of his employment as a retail
consultant for local government.
The opposition believed a breach of the constitution
had occurred and following the government's failure
to act on the matter or even to stand down
Mr Atkinson as parliamentary secretary sought to
take the matter to the Supreme Court. It was alleged
in affidavits filed in support of the application
before the court that since his election to the
membership of the Legislative Council the
defendant, Mr Atkinson, had engaged in activities
that contravened the section 55 of the Constitution
Act and that accordingly the seat he had been
elected to represent had become vacant by operation
of law.

Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Gaming Machine Control Act 1991 - Victorian Casino
and Gaming Authority Rules 1997.

As honourable members will be aware the presiding
judge, Mr Justice Vincent, determined that the virtue
of the opposition case could not be heard unless it
was referred to him by this chamber. In effect the
merit of the case, the question of whether a breach
had occurred, was never examined by the Supreme
Court. As a consequence of Mr Justice Vincent's
finding and recommendations the opposition today
seeks from this chamber an undertaking to refer the
matter to an independent umpire to empower the
Supreme Court to look at the case. The opposition
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wants the matter settled quickly, fairly and
independently.

opposition sought advice from a leading barrister,
Mr Stuart Morris, QC - -

Hon. M. A. Birrell - So you are not going to
prejudge it?

Hon. R. I. Knowles - He has not been able to get
any work since you went out of government.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We want the
matter settled by an independent court. We want
Mr Atkinson to have his day in court.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - And from
Mark Dreyfus. The opposition provided them with a
number of issues. Government members can
denigrate people if they wish. The opposition will
simply put the case on the record and the
government can do its normal trick of not being
prepared to address the very important issues that
are being raised - that will not deter the opposition
from putting on the record these issues, which are of
great importance to the people of Victoria.

Hon. Louise Asher - He has had one.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Actually he has
not, and that is precisely the point. The opposition is
acutely aware that the government can stonewall on
this matter or vote it down. However, if the
government takes such action it will do so on the
basis of knowing that even Mr Justice Vincent was
very concerned at the fact that there was no
independent process and that he was unable to
examine the merit of the case.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Have you heard about the
separation of powers, with Parliament being
supreme?
Hon. T. C. TIIEOPHANOUS - The opposition
will be putting a very strong argument that it is in
the interests of the house and of all honourable
members for a precedent not to be set under which
the only way a member will be able to be referred
from this house to the Court of Disputed Returns
will be on the basis of whoever might hold the
majority in this house and not on the merit of the
case. That is precisely what is happening in relation
to the issue we are discussing today. The opposition
wants Mr Atkinson to clear his name. It also wants
the truth; and more importantly, the people of
Koonung Province demand the truth of their elected
representatives.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It gives the
opposition no joy to have to bring this matter
forward. Whatever individual members might feel
about the issue and about Mr Atkinson personally,
the issue that faces us here is whether we will allow
an independent arbiter, the Supreme Court of
Victoria, to examine the case and reach a conclusion.
An Honourable Member - There is no case.
Hon. T. C. TIIEOPHANOUS - In seeking to
clear up the matter of the Atkinson issue and given
the government's unpreparedness to investigate, the

Hon. K. M. Smith interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! This is a serious
matter and I am sure the house wants to hear the
case being put by the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr Smith should not interject from that pOSition, or
perhaps from any position. I ask the house to allow
the Leader of the Opposition to put his case.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The preamble to
the advice from Mr Morris and Mr Dreyfus indicates
what information and documents were provided to
them by the opposition. The advice states:
We have been supplied with copies of documents that
show that:
(1)

Since 1982 Mr Atkinson has carned on business as a
consultant under the name of 'the Atkinson group';

(2) In February 1993 the Atkinson group entered into a
contract for $5000 with the Williamstown City
Council for the development of a retail strategy.
The contract was terminated in July 1993 by the
council after Mr Atkinson failed to deliver a report
on the project.
(3) Between November 1993 and December 1995, the
AtlOnson group provided consultancy services to
the value of $13 784.70 to the Boroondara City
Council and to its predecessor, Camberwell City
Council; and
(4) In or about December 1995 and again in or about
March 1996 the Atkinson group was paid $300 by
the Port Phillip City Council for Mr Atkinson's
participation in a workshop and business breakfast.

They continue:
We have been asked to advise whether as a result of
these payments Mr Atkinson's seat as a member of the
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Legislative Council has become vacant in accordance
with section 55 of the Constitution Act 1975.

In their advice these two learned gentlemen noted
that the issue actually turned on the question of
whether the term 'public statutory body' or more
broadly the term 'Her Majesty in the state of
Victoria' referred to local government and therefore
to the Crown.
If the terms referred to the Crown there would be a
breach of section 55 of the Constitution Act. Even
Mr Atkinson is not denying that the contractual
arrangements took place. The question asked of the
learned gentlemen was whether in entering into the
contractual arrangements with local councils a
breach of the constitution had occurred, and
whether, therefore, contracts with local government
were not allowed under the Constitution Act.
The two learned gentlemen advised that there were
a number of cases in which municipal councils were
held to be statutory bodies, and they concluded with
this advice:
Because municipal councils are public statutory bodies,
by virtue of paragraph 56(1)(b) of the Constitution Act
they are deemed to be included within the expression
'Her Majesty in right of the state of Victoria'. As a
result, any contract between a member of the
Legislative Council or the Legislative Assembly and a
municipal council will fall foul of section 55 of the
Constitution Act.
On the basis of facts disclosed in the documents

provided to us, we advise that the seat of the
Honourable Bruce Norman Atkinson has become
vacant by operation of section 55 of the Constitution
Act.
This advice is from a leading barrister and a QC, and
it raises a serious question. The opposition is seeking
to have the Supreme Court determine this matter
once and for all because not only it is in the interests
of Mr Atkinson, but all honourable members in this
place need to know whether they can enter into such
contracts or whether in so doing they will be in
breach of the Constitution Act.
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The issue therefore becomes a serious one and the
government needs to deal with it seriously rather
than seeking to make cheap political points. There
may be arguments Mr Atkinson can put - and it is
unfortunate that he is the one who has to have the
issue tested in the Supreme Court - but until it is
tested no-one knows whether a contractual
arrangement entered into by any member with a
local council automatically puts the member in
breach of section 55 of the constitution.

In seeking to have the matter heard by the Supreme
Court the ALP also uncovered other potential
breaches concerning government instrumentalities.
In one of the affidavits put before the Supreme
Court by Sharon Eills, the candidate who stood for
the ALP against Mr Atkinson in the last election,
who obviously has an interest in the outcome - -

Hon. M. A. Birrell - Yes, she happens to be a
member of the same party as your QC!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - She is the
appropriate person to lodge the affidavit,
irrespective of which party she is from. In her
affidavit she raised another issue relating to the
Urban Villages project. I have a copy of an affidavit
relating to that project entitled 'The Urban Villages
Project East Richmond Case Study'. The affidavit is
dated 6 June, and in it Ms Ellis states:
The front cover of the report carries the logos of Energy
Victoria, the Environment Protection AuthOrity, the
Department of Infrastructure of the government of
Victoria, and the Energy Research and Development
Corporation.
The title page of the report states that it was prepared
by Fisher Stewart Pty Ltd in conjunction with
Ecologically Sustainable Design Pty Ltd for City of
Yarra, Environment Protection Authority, Victoria,
Energy Victoria, Department of Infrastructure, and
Energy Research and Development Corporation. The
title page gives the date of the report as August 1996.
The fourth page of the report lists the personnel
involved in the project. Amongst the 15 names given is
'Bruce Atkinson The Atkinson Group Pty Ltd retail
consultant' .

Mr Atkinson is not saying that he did not enter into
these contracts with local government. He may
contest whether it constituted a breach of the
constitution, but he cannot contest having entered
into the contracts and received payment from local
government.

The introduction to the report at page 5 states:
The Urban Villages Project lead [sic] by the
Environment Protection Authority (EPA), Energy
Victoria and the Department of Planning and
Development, is a jOint initiative of state and local
governments. The project is overseen by a steering
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committee comprising of [sicllocal and state
governments, the Commonwealth Energy
Development Corporation, and chaired by the
EPA.
At page 19 of the report 'Bruce Atkinson retail
consultant' is listed as one of eight members of a tearn
involved in developing the proposal the subject of the
report.
In appendix 1 to the report, at page 39, a timetable for
meetings held on 25 March 1995 as part of the project
the subject of the report is set out. The activity listed for
2.00 p.m. is 'Briefing by subconsultants - retail
issue - Bruce Atkinson; traffic/movement Gim Higgs).

The affidavit goes on to make the following point:
On the basis of the report, in particular the matters
referred to in paragraphs 3 to 6, I believe that the
defendant has entered into a contract with the
consultants Fisher Stewart Pty Ltd to provide
sub consultancy services to Fisher Stewart Pty Ltd in
relation to a contract between Fisher Stewart Pty Ltd
and a state government department and/ Or various
public statutory bodies. As a result, I believe that the
defendant has directly or indirectly become concerned
or interested in a contract with a state government
department or public statutory body, or has
participated or is entitled to participate directly or
indirectly in the profit of such contract or in some
benefit or emolument arising from such a contract.

This is a very serious matter. Mr Atkinson has not
had an opportunity to defend it in court and Sharon
Ellis has not had an opportunity to prosecute it in
court. However, if the report can be believed the
matter clearly represents a breach of the
Constitution Act. Even if Mr Atkinson were to argue
that he was Simply a subcontractor that would not
be an adequate defence because the Constitution Act
clearly refers to direct or indirect involvement with
the Crown. A case clearly exists for Mr Atkinson to
answer.
That is not the full extent of it. It is the opposition's
strong view that Mr Atkinson has a case to answer
on the urban villages project. Only in a court of law
can the truth be brought out about whether
Mr Atkinson received a payment, how much it was,
whether it was direct or indirect, and whether he
knew that he was involved in a contract with the
C~own. Those questions cannot be determined by
this house. They can be answered only in a court of
law, with witnesses giving evidence and being
subject to cross-examination.
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Mr Atkinson has not such an opportunity and he
will not get it by simply putting a case here in the
full knowledge that he has 30 people - or whatever
number - on the government side who are locked
into voting against the motion. It does not matter
what Mr Atkinson may say because the case has
been predetermined in the party rooms of the
Liberal and National parties. It has not been
determined by an independent authority. It does not
matter what Mr Atkinson says because irrespective
of that he will be deemed by the government to not
have a case to answer.

The opposition seeks the opportunity to put a
number of other issues before the court. I do not
intend to refer to them all during this debate. I will
use two fundamental issues to illustrate the point.
The opposition knows for certain that contracts were
entered into with local government authorities and
its legal advice puts the strong view that that
constitutes a breach of the Constitution Act. Only the
Supreme Court can determine that issue.
The opposition also knows of cases - I have given
the example of the urban villages project, but it is by
no means the only example - where Mr Atkinson
entered into contracts either directly or indirectly
with state government departments or
instrumentalities. That would have been an even
more obvious breach of the Constitution Act and I
should have thought he would want to take the
opportunity of clearing his name on that matter.
In his ruling of 3 July Mr Justice Vincent asserted the
importance of the Parliament and of its members
acting within the limits of the law. If a constitutional
or criminal transgression occurs, Parliament or the
individual member must be subject to judicial
review.

Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - On which page does
he say that?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am not
quoting; I am making a speech. This idea goes to the
very heart of the Westminster system. In
emphasising the importance of the role of the
judiciary over the executive, Mr Justice Vincent
stated:
Under the structure which has evolved, Parliament and
its constituent houses must act in accordance with the
law of the land and within the limits of their
constitutional powers. If they do not do so, and as a
great many authorities in a large number of
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jurisdictions make dear, they are subject to judicial
review ...

Today a heavy duty falls on every member of this
house. If the chamber refuses to refer the matter to
the Supreme Court it signals that all power is vested
in the Parliament or in the executive, and none in the
courts. If today the chamber asserts that the courts
should not hear the matter it gives the green light to
any member of a government that has the numbers
in this house, irrespective of its political persuasion,
to engage in any illegal act or acts of a dubious
nature in the full knowledge that that member can
have his or her political colleagues simply vote that
the matter should not be referred to a court.
The matter goes beyond Mr Atkinson. It goes
beyond the considerations of a Labor, Liberal or
National party or any other party. It goes to the
heart of good and responsible government and to
the question of accountability. It is a point that
Mr Justice Vincent made in his ruling when he
declared:
Although the Parliament has, through the enactment of
section 55 of the Constitution Act and earlier
equivalents, established standards of conduct which it
has asserted in strong language must be met by a
member of either house if that person is to retain their
seat, it has also retained control of the standards and
their enforcement.
As I suggested earlier, it is, to put it mildly, unfortunate
that the entitlement of a member of the legislature of
this state to sit and vote on matters of great public
importance cannot be determined through some
independent and impartial process and may ultimately
depend upon the balance of political power within the
house itself.

These are profound words which all honourable
members should consider seriously. They are not the
words of the Labor Party but those of an eminent
justice in our community. Even the Premier
indicated that he would seriously consider the
finding of Mr Justice Vincent. Even the Premier
indicated that he had high regard for Mr Justice
Vincent. It is not enough to simply have high regard
for Mr Justice Vincent. This matter requires action; it
requires the house to take a difficult decision.
I have given a number of examples of how the
opposition believes that Mr Atkinson has breached
the Constitution Act, or at least examples where only
a court of law can make a final determination. It is
not the role of the opposition or the government to
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try to make this judgment. The court must
determine whether Mr Atkinson breached section 55
of the Constitution Act.
I remind honourable members that section 55 of the
act specifically states that seats are to become vacant
in certain cases:
if any member of the Council or the Assembly:
(a) either directly or indirectly becomes concerned or
interested in any bargain or contract entered into
by or on behalf of Her Majesty in right of the State
of Victoria.

The legal advice is that this has occurred. That legal
advice has to be tested in a court of law.
Today the opposition wants honourable members to
look beyond their party and to make a decision that
will allow Mr Atkinson to have his day in court to
clarify these issues. If Mr Atkinson is innocent he
will be proven so by that court of law and will be
able to walk into this place without a cloud hanging
over him. I should have thought Mr Atkinson would
want to be able to do that.
I refer to another case where this chamber made a
difficult decision and that is the case of Bunna
Walsh. In the 1970 state elections Bunna Walsh or
Ronald William Walsh was elected to represent
Melbourne West Province. However, despite being
elected by the constituents to Melbourne West
Province, the Minister for Local Government at that
time, Mr Rupert Hamer, as he then was, queried
whether Mr Walsh was qualified to sit as a member
of the Legislative Council on the ground that he had
been convicted of a minor assault in February 1950,
some 20 years earlier. His penalty, initially at least,
was to be given a two-year suspended gaol sentence
and the equivalent of a 510 bond.
On the day that Mr Walsh was sworn in, Mr Hamer
raised the question of eligibility in the Legislative
Council of which he was then a member. In the
course of the debate Mr Hamer was unequivocal in
his contention that an issue regarding the
qualification of a member had been raised and,
therefore, that the proper body to hear the concern
was the Supreme Court of Victoria. Mr Hamer
stated in unequivocal terms:
With great reluctance - -

Hon. M. A. Birrell interjected.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He might have
given a speech similar to the one that you are
accusing me of making. Mr Hamer said:
With great reluctance, I raise a matter which concerns a
member of this house and the house as a whole. The
Attorney-General has drawn to my attention a matter
which appears to put in question the qualification of a
member declared to be elected at the recent election.
Therefore, it devolved upon me, as Acting Leader of
the House, as a repugnant duty and one which I think
would not be welcomed by any member, to raise this
question ... Once a question such as this has been
raised, I believe the house has no option but to deal
with it and to take any necessary steps to resolve it,
both for its own sake and, perhaps more importantly,
for the sake of the member concerned.

Again, profound words from Mr Hamer. The
opposition believes the house has no option but to
deal with the question of Mr Atkinson's qualification
to sit in this chamber by referring it to the Court of
Disputed Returns. It cannot be resolved simply by
honourable members voting down this motion,
killing it off, sweeping it under the carpet. It has to
be referred to an independent, impartial umpire.
In 1970 Mr Hamer fully concurred with the
assessment the opposition is putting on
Mr Atkinson. He argued:
This question of qualification has arisen and '" the
house has no choice but to seek a resolution of the
whole matter. A state of uncertainty exists involving
both this house and the member concerned ... I believe
that any member whose qualification is in question
would wish the matter to be resolved as soon as
possible. The whole purpose of the motion is to make
that possible.

That is precisely what the opposition's motion
attempts to do. Mr Hamer went on to state:
I submit, therefore, that on the outline I have furnished
to the house there is a question concerning the
qualification of a member within the meaning of
section 300 of The Constitution Act Amendment Act
and that the appropriate course to be adopted by the
house is to carry the motion to enable the Court of
Disputed Returns to examine the case as a whole, to
reach a conclusion, and to resolve the whole question.

At the time Mr Hamer was, of course, supported in
his motion by the then Country Party, now the
National Party, and in particular by the Country
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Party's leader in the Legislative Council, the
Honourable Ivan (Archie) Swinburne. I hope the
current Leader of the National Party, and perhaps
the Leader of the House as well, will pay careful
attention to some of the remarks made by the then
Leader of the National Party.
Like Mr Hamer, the Honourable Ivan Swinburne
believed that once an issue such as this had been
raised it was up to the Legislative Council to resolve
the matter and that the role belonged exclusively to
the Supreme Court. He declared:
My party has decided to support the motion for one
reason, that the qualification of a member has been
challenged and it believes that the right and proper
body to determine the qualification is the Court of
Disputed Returns of the Supreme Court of Victoria.
The court is set up for that purpose, and this house is
not ... It is in the interests of the member concerned that
the case be dealt with by the Court of Disputed Returns
so that he, all other members of this house and the
people of Victoria will know whether the points raised
are correct or incorrect. This house is not qualified to
make a decision on this point, nor was it intended that
it should be.

That was the view of the Country Party, now the
National Party, on Bunna Walsh. Points were made
by a number of members during the course of that
debate, and I urge honourable members to examine
the report of the debate and the sorts of arguments
that were put. It is important to understand that the
temptation is there on both sides of the house,
whether Labor Party or Liberal Party, not to refer
such matters to the Court of Disputed Returns when
members of either party are involved. That is
precisely the weakness which Justice Vincent
identified.
Another example is the case of the former member
for Richmond in another place, Theo Sidiropoulos.
In 1986 the then member for Richmond was
involved in a cooperative which received $166 000 in
loans and grants from the government. On
discovering this the then Premier, Mr John Cain,
referred the matter to the Crown Solicitor, who
found that no breach was involved - which is a
great deal more than the present government has
done in relation to its actions on the Bruce Atkinson
case.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - Why didn't you refer it to
the Supreme Court?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The matter was
referred to the Crown Solicitor, and he indicated
there was no breach. Nevertheless, the Atkinson
issue has not been referred to the Crown Solicitor.
Despite the advice of the Crown Solicitor, the then
Leader of the Opposition, Mr Kennett, sought to
have the matter referred to the Supreme Court
sitting as a Court of Disputed Returns. In doing so
he made the following point:
If the government opposes the motion it is opposing
the proper movement of this matter from the politics of

the Legislative Assembly to the Court of Disputed
Returns, which is another name for the Supreme Court,
where it ought to be properly determined for the
benefit of future generations and all members of
Parliament.
That is what Mr Kennett said about referring the
matter of Theo Sidiropoulos, even though the Crown
Solicitor had said that there was no case to hear.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I started my
remarks by saying that there is always a temptation
on both sides not to want to refer a matter involving
a member of their party. I am not saying that we are
all innocent in relation to these matters - certainly
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology is
not - I am saying this is a matter that depends on
who has the numbers in the respective houses.
I was not one of the people who had the duty of
voting in relation to the matter of Mr Sidiropoulos so
I am not aware of the merits of the case, but I can say
that the Crown Solicitor had said that
Mr Sidiropoulos did not have a case to answer, so
there was at least some basis for the then
government not wanting to refer the matter to the
Supreme of Disputed Returns.
The Premier, Mr Kennett, then the Leader of the
Opposition, was prepared to say that even though
the Crown Solicitor had said that there was no case
to answer the matter should still have been referred
to the Supreme Court, so on the flimsiest of bases the
Premier was prepared to refer it because it
happened to concern a Labor Party member.
However, in this case where there is such a body of
evidence, neither the Premier nor the government is
prepared to refer the matter to the Supreme Court.
In arguing that the matter be referred to the
Supreme Court the then Leader of the Opposition
also outlined the importance of members of
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Parliament being beyond reproach not only in their
dealings but in the way they were being seen. The
then Leader of the Opposition explored the division
between public office and private gain and said the
following:
This provision has not appeared suddenly in the
Constitution Act 1975; it was not a rabbit pulled out of
a hat. In fact, the concept that parliamentarians must be
clean in relation to government contracts have been
part of the law of the state of Victoria ever since our
state came into being.
The current Premier, then Leader of the Opposition,
went on to say:
The purpose of the provision is dear: to avoid
politicians being involved in conflicts of interest. The
words might have changed over the years, but the
thought behind them has been constant and
unchanging: that a politician must be beyond reproach
in relation to public money; that a politician must not
only do the right thing but must also be seen to do the
right thing. The law is crystal dear in both principle
and intent.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - What date was that?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Hansard,
15 April 1986.
I have raised the matter to demonstrate the
hypocrisy of the Premier and his government in
consistently arguing, whenever a Labor member has
come under question, that the matter ought to be
referred to the Court of Disputed Returns, yet
whenever one of the government's members comes
into question, even in the most serious and obvious
of ways where legal advice has been provided and
where there is clear evidence of breaches of the
constitution, it stonewalls. It is yet another example
of the double standards in which the government
has been involved.
I do not intend to give further examples of how the
present government differs from the standards it
adopted in opposition, but it is quite obvious to
anyone who looks at the old Hansard reports that the
arguments put by the then opposition are certainly
not the arguments that the present government is
putting here today.
I recognise that there is a tendency for parties to
want to protect their own; Justice Vincent recognised
it, which is why he made the point in his judgment
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about the need for an independent arbiter or some
independent process to determine such matters.
Mr Atkinson can stonewall and use the numbers of
his party to avoid facing up to the law of the land
and the courts, but he will do neither himself, his
party nor this chamber any credit by resolving the
matter simply on the numbers of his party.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung)Notwithstanding the measured nature of the Leader
of the Opposition's comments today, which to some
extent were appreciated and were in sharp contrast
to the previous attacks and tactics used by the Labor
Party over an extended period, Parliament is again
diminished. It is diminished by this debate, not by
my actions or the circumstances that have led to the
motion.
The opposition has adopted a different tactical
approach, which shows that all else has failed - the
filibuster, the lies, the innuendos, the leaks to the
press, the character assassinations, the sort of power
push that conceals the blind ambition of some Labor
Party leaders - Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - And the lack of policy.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Yes, and the fact that
the opposition is bereft of policy. The Labor Party is
now adopting a reasoned approach, but that
approach would have looked a lot more believable if
it had been adopted six months ago.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You will always be
besmirched.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - There is no mark
against my name because there is no proof of any
wrongdoing. Early in the debate on this issue perhaps after the first week these matters were
brought to the Parliament - an Age journalist wrote
in an editorial that the Labor Party had scored a bit
that week, but there was no smoking gun. Indeed,
not only is there no smoking gun, there is no motive,
no body and no evidence.
At best we have the Labor Party anonymous tips.
We all know they come from the honourable
member for Niddrie in the other place, Rob Hulls the man who would play Brutus to John Brumby's
Caesar. He makes Brutuslook like Mother Teresa!
His actions demonstrate his blind ambition for the
leadership and have nothing to do with the
circumstances presented to Parliament.
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On two previous occasions I answered all the
substantive matters that go to the core of the motion.
I have been extremely reasonable over a protracted
period in explaining all manner of things, many of
which are totally irrelevant to issues that ought
properly to be brought to Parliament and to issues
that go to the core of whether I am competent to
represent the electors of Koonung Province. There is
no doubt this measured debate refuses to recognise
that Bruce Atkinson has done absolutely nothing
wrong. There is absolutely no reason for Bruce
Atkinson to go further.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What are you afraid
of?
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - The sanctimonious
approach taken by the Leader of the Opposition
today suggests that this is the end of the road and
that there is a cloud over me. Towards the end of his
remarks he said the matters brought against me
were put in the most serious way.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - It cost you $500 to get
a matter listed in the Supreme Court.
Mr Theophanous said he was raising serious
accusations and that there is a cloud hanging over
me. He suggested I should go along with his
proposal for a test case because no-one knows
whether in the future members can work with local
government. Mr Theophanous referred to
supposedly learned legal opinions he has obtained,
yet by his own admission says that they are not
conclusive and he does not know whether they are
right. But, he said, 'We would like to see them
tested!'. He said Bruce Atkinson, in his benevolence,
should go to the Supreme Court to test the issues.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are hopeless.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - That is what you said.
I am putting your arguments. It is not hard to get a
legal opinion on anything. The first part of the legal
opinion was tested in the courts and the Labor Party
lost the case and costs were awarded against it,
which proves that its legal advice was not based on
strong grounds.
The legal advice I have received has consistently
indicated from day one that local government and
Parliament are not one and the same thing. It is
incumbent on the opposition, in moving this motion,
to substantiate its case. No wonder the electorate is
cynical and sick and tired of the unsubstantiated
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allegations and tactics employed by the Labor Party.
In most cases the matters raised are distortions of the
truth or are mischievous.

so they could follow the process server all around
Mitcham until he found the solicitor to whom the
writ should be delivered, as I had instructed.

There has been some discussion about the details
and information obtained through freedom of
information applications. It makes it hard for me to
argue that the freedom of information legislation
ought not be tightened when I see how it has been
misused. Its misuse in this way is wrong and
mischievous.

That is almost a contempt of the court. In relation to
many of the matters that were raised in the period
leading up to that court case the press were
constantly on the phone asking me, 'What is your
comment on the latest accusations being made?'. I
consistently said, 'These matters are before the court.
I am surprised you would even raise these
questions' .

I have run a gauntlet in the past six months where
truth has been a casualty of tactics; where facts have
been a casualty of fabrication; where there has been
an abuse of the freedom of information system and a
misuse of the media through the leaking of
information which is known to be wrong and
inaccurate but which is deliberately cast in a
different context.
After six months there is still no evidence of
dishonesty, corruption or the misuse of my position
for illegal activity, and certainly no conflict of
interest with the discharge of my duties as either a
member for Koonung Province or a parliamentary
secretary. I have on two occasions answered all the
substantive accusations, even those made today in
this house. I hope no other honourable member is
put in this position where he faces a concerted and
considered political campaign in which no
sustainable substantive accusations are made.
As I said earlier, even though Mr Theophanous's
comments were measured, the Labor Party has
consistently been in contempt of the processes it set
in train. Mr Theophanous suggested today that the
government has not referred the matter to the courts.
The Labor Party took action in the courts and the
government had the opportunity - as he well
knows because he inquired whether we would avail
ourselves of the opportunity to invoke section 61 of
the Constitution Act to prevent the court
proceedings from going ahead - of stopping the
action, but it allowed the proceedings to go ahead
and for due process to be observed.
The government has allowed a member to go further
through the court process than ever before, and
certainly further than the examples referred to by
Mr Theophanous, yet the Labor Party is in contempt
of the process. The day the Supreme Court writ was
served I received a telephone call seeking to find out
where I would be on that day, not because the
opposition wanted to serve a writ on me personally
but because it wanted to alert members of the media

On the one hand Labor was prepared to run a court
case as a stunt, yet on the other hand it was much
keener to try to eke out every drop of unfavourable
publicity it could. Were these matters to be tested in
court - even the matter of jurisdiction, which has
already been tested in court - they would require a
much higher burden of proof than the Labor Party
has been able to muster in any of the debates or in
any of the media accusations that have been made
against me. In court innuendo is not good enough,
the 3D-second grab is not good enough and
attributing motive to documents taken out of context
is not good enough - you really have to have facts.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Which is why it
should go to court.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - The facts do not stand
up. The only point I want to raise that has not been
covered in detail in parliamentary debate on this
occasion is the urban villages project in East
Richmond. I was not engaged by any government
agency in that project. I had no contract or
agreement with and no obligations to any
government agency. I had no knowledge of any
contracts with any government agency entered into
by Fisher Stewart, who were the people I did have
an agreement with. I was not paid by any
government agency. No government agency had the
capacity to terminate, vary or influence my work.
I provided comments and advice solely to
Fisher Stewart and other consultants working on the
East Richmond charrette project. I would have been
expected to be paid by Fisher Stewart irrespective of
the performance or non-performance of any other
parties with which they had contracts or agreements.
My position there was simply to provide advice on
retail issues and the impact of some concepts and
designs to a fairly well-constructed design team,
which included a former minister who was
responsible for planning, the Honourable Andrew
McCutcheon.
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There was no transgression on the particular issue
that was raised by the Leader of the Opposition
today. I have not contested the principle of the issues
that were brought in affidavits by Sharon Ellis and
other parties associated with the Labor Party in their
writ to the Supreme Court. I have not contested the
principle that I did undertake work for local
government. I would certainly argue about the
description of some of that work because it became
more colourful as my salary increased.
The biggest problem I had throughout this whole
situation was explaining to my wife what I was
doing with all the money I was making. In every
newspaper article I was reported to be making more
money and she kept asking where it was. It was
extraordinary .
Certainly in the context of the Supreme Court writs
that were lodged I do not dispute the fact that I
undertook some work for some local government
authorities. The matter of principle was never at
issue. I dispute some of the matters of detail, and
some of the information that was obtained under
freedom of information and released at different
stages was wrong, including the original
Camberwell one, which comprised a substantial part
of the case. I was not interested in the detail. I agreed
with the matter of principle. However, I put it to this
house that although I do not dispute the fact that I
was involved in some of those activities, I say they in
no way contravened the Constitution Act. Local
government is not the Crown.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Have it tested.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - It has been tested on a
number of occasions. There is case law. A succession
of acts of this Parliament have demonstrated very
clearly that the Crown is not local government.
I do not believe there is any case to answer. The
events of today are very much a case of requiring the
Labor Party to put up on this matter and indicate
where there was a case to answer. Nothing new has
been led. I have had consistent legal advice from
nine solicitors and from eminent barristers, whom I
suggest are more highly regarded in the legal
profeSSion than Stuart Morris. Notwithstanding that
I like Stuart Morris as a person and we get on very
well, I am not sure he was expecting to go well in
that case.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Did he get paid?
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Hon. B. N.ATKINSON - Who knows?
Certainly the people I had involved in the legal case
are far more qualified and respected in the legal
profession than Mr Morris, and they unanimously
concluded that Bruce Atkinson had not offended the
Constitution Act and that there was absolutely no
doubt about his competence or ability to fulfil his
duties.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I support
the motion moved by Mr Theophanous which asks
the house pursuant to section 300 of The
Constitution Act Amendment Act to refer a number
of matters to the Supreme Court sitting as the Court
of Disputed Returns.
In his contribution Mr Theophanous mentioned the
case of Bunna Walsh in 1970, and I will raise a
number of other points from similar debates that
have occurred here and in another place to
complement that. Mr Theophanous raised the matter
of a former member for Richmond,
Theo Sidiropoulos, who was involved in receiving a
contract, loans and grants from the government.
When the then Premier, John Cain, was made aware
of the matter he referred it to the Crown solicitor,
who found that there was no breach. However, there
has been no reference to the Crown solicitor in
relation to Mr Atkinson.

At least on that earlier occasion former Premier Cain
referred the issue to the Crown solicitor for a legal
opinion. The current Premier has not done that. As
the then Leader of the Opposition, Mr Kennett
sought to have that earlier matter referred to the
Supreme Court sitting as the Court of Disputed
Returns. In doing so he clearly highlighted the
concerns of the then opposition - it is what the
opposition today has raised as the right and the
proper role of the Parliament - and declared:
If the government opposes the motion it is opposing
the proper movement of this matter from the politics of
the Legislative Assembly to the Court of Disputed
Returns, which is another name for the Supreme Court,
where it ought to be properly determined for the
benefit of future generations and all members of
Parliament.

Today the opposition urges that this matter be
properly determined by the appropriate body that is, the Supreme Court sitting as the Court of
Disputed Returns. However, in arguing that the
matter be referred to the Supreme Court the then
Leader of the Opposition also outlined the
importance of members of Parliament not only being
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beyond reproach in their dealings but also being
seen to be beyond reproach.
At an earlier time the Premier, who was then Leader
of the Opposition, explored the division between
public office and private gain. On 15 April 1986 he
asserted that:
This provision has not appeared suddenly in the
Constitution Act 1975; it was not a rabbit pulled out of
a hat. In fact, the concept that parliamentarians must be
clean in relation to government contracts has been part
of the law of the state of Victoria ever since our state
came into being.

He goes on to state that:
A politician must be beyond reproach in relation to
public money. A politician must not only do the right
thing but must also be seen to do the right thing. The
law is crystal clear in both principle and intent.

Mr Kennett, then Leader of the Opposition, said this
goes back as far as 1859 to a law relating to the
independence of the Victorian legislature. He further
states:
... but the concept in law that a politician must be seen
to be dean with the public's money has never changed.
Even the present government has not seen fit to try to
change that law; no doubt, because the
Attorney-General thinks it is a proper law.
That was said back in 1986 by the current Premier
when he was Leader of the OppOSition. In his words
this proper law involves the principle that any
government and its members must be above and
beyond reproach.
What is even more pertinent to the debate is that if
we were having this debate 11 years ago in another
place, the present Premier would be voting with the
opposition on this matter. At that time, when he was
Leader of the Opposition, the current Premier was
confronted with the same position as the opposition
is now. He contended that the Parliament was not
the appropriate body to deal with these issues.
Clearly he believed that the best equipped body to
deal with the allegations was the Supreme Court
sitting as a Court of Disputed Returns. The Leader of
the Opposition stated on 15 April 1986:
The public and the media should not find it tolerable
that numbers are used in this place to prevent a court
from examining a question that has properly arisen and
that ought properly be determined by the appropriate
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tribunal. The Court of Disputed Returns is that proper
place.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - At least he had a
Crown solicitor's opinion!
Hon. M. M. GOULD - Yes. the Premier has not
even referred this matter to the Crown solicitor for a
view and the member concerned is not even
prepared to lay on the table his legal advice or state
who his solicitors were.
The then Leader of the Opposition could not have
been any more categorical in his assessment of the
situation, and in the same vein this house has no
option but to refer the matter to the courts.
Justice Vincent handed down his verdict on the
Bruce Atkinson matter, and it was reported in the
Herald Sun of 4 July 1997. The Premier said he would
consider the judge's comments and take advice on
the matter. He comments on His Honour
Justice Vincent as follows:
He's a judge I have a high regard for.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Not high enough, by
the sound of it!
Hon. M. M. GOULD - He obviously did not
hold him in high enough regard because he has not
even referred this matter to the Solicitor-General or
passed it on to the Supreme Court. We want the
Premier to consider Justice Vincent's remarks, refer
this case to the Supreme Court and provide
Bruce Atkinson with his day in court. If
Bruce Atkinson had been a minister in the Cain
government the then Leader of the Opposition
would have demanded that the case be referred to
the courts. TIris belief is bome out by his question
without notice to the then Premier, John Cain, on
20 October 1982, as reported at page 1207 of Hansard:
Has the Premier, prior to the appointment of his
ministers, or since, ever sought or demanded
information and disclosure of any directorships that
they have held and has the honourable gentleman also
demanded that ministers who held directorships
dispose of those directorships to avoid any possible
conflict of interest with their ministerial portfolios; if
the Premier has not made these simple basic requests
and demands of his ministerial team, why not, and
when will he do so?
That is the question the now Premier asked
John Cain early in his time in office. Given the fact
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that Mr Kennett raised these concerns of ministerial
propriety with the Labor Party, one would think he
would be just as anxious to ensure that those
standards were met by members of his own coalition.
If the then Leader of the Opposition was sincere
back in 1982 and again in 1986, as a matter of course
he would this year have referred our concerns about
Bruce Atkinson to the Supreme Court sitting as a
Court of Disputed Returns. The question today is:
does the government stand by the comments that
the Premier, then Leader of the Opposition, made in
1986?

Although the current leader of the government in
this house, the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology, Mr Mark Birrell, was not a party to that
action regarding Mr Sidiropoulos, in seeking to have
the matter referred he made an important statement
in 1989 on the question of the political freedom of
the coalition members.
On 1 November 1989 Mr Birrell, who was then the

Leader of the Opposition, attacked the then
government and particularly the then Minister for
PI arming and Environment over the use of statutory
rules. While the topic of the debate is not specifically
related to the matter before the house, it is
interesting and highly relevant to note that there
was a plea by Mr Birrell to members of the then
Labor government. He said:
When regulations are bad, the house will call the
government to account. Over the past two years the
opposition has insisted on including with every new
piece of legislation the power for this house alone to
throw out regulations. That provision has been
ridiculed by our opponents and members of the Labor
Party have asked why we have insisted on it.

In putting that argument to the house Mr Birrell
called on the then Labor government members to
show that they were obligated more to upholding
the propriety of Parliament than to their political
party. He went on to ask whether the then
government members had a conscience and would
do the right thing and cross the floor. He put the
argument that if any government members were
truly concerned about upholding the integrity of this
place they should vote with the opposition. In this
case that would mean giving Mr Atkinson the
opportunity to have his day in court.
Government Members - He's had it!
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Hon. M. M. GOULD - The case was never
argued in court. In case government members are
unsure whether they are allowed to follow their
consciences by doing the right thing and voting with
the opposition on this motion, I direct to their
attention what their present leader said on
1 November 1989:
Members of the Liberal Party have a right to cross the
floor; we have the right to express our individual
opinion.

The Leader of the Government has given his
members the opportunity to vote with the
opposition today, to cross the floor, and by
supporting Mr Theophanous's motion to do the
right thing by upholding the propriety of the house.
The government is refusing to listen to the apolitical
comment of a judge of the Supreme Court that the
matter should be referred to the Supreme Court
sitting as the Court of Disputed Returns. I repeat
that the Leader of the Government has given
government members the opportunity to do the
right thing by crossing the floor and voting in
support of the motion. The motion gives
government members an opportunity to put on the
record that each one of them is not just a numbers
person - that is, just a member of a party machine.
Back in 1989 the current Leader of the Government
stated:
Let us see if any member of the Labor Party is prepared
to break out of the closed shop.

Let us see if any member of the current government
is prepared to break out of the closed shop that the
government has today - whether any of the
32 members of the coalition will stand up and do the
right thing.
Hon. G. R. Craige - Where did I come from? We
are from the same union!
Hon. M. M. GOULD - I'm not a rat like you!
The opposition has stated that the time has come
and it is appropriate for the matter to be referred to
the Supreme Court sitting as the Court of Disputed
Returns. In his ruling Mr Justice Vincent indicated
that that is the correct course when he said that he
reluctantly found that he was unable to hear the
merits of the case. The opposition invites
government members to carefully consider both the
merits of the case and, more importantly, the
broader issues that have been discussed.
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Irrespective of whether a member has had or will
have a long and distinguished career in the chamber
or whether membership of Parliament is just a
passing phase in a member's life, today each
government member has an opportunity to maintain
the integrity of the house. It is appropriate that the
case against Mr Atkinson that has been brought by
Sharon Ellis and others as plaintiffs should be
argued and deternrined in court.
I ask all government members to be aware of the
ramifications of the motion not passing and the
appropriateness of ensuring that the matter is
referred to the Supreme Court sitting as the Court of
Disputed Returns.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - I
oppose the motion moved by the Leader of the
Opposition. The motion is about an extremely
serious matter. It asks the house to in effect raise the
question of a vacancy in this house with the
Supreme Court sitting as the Court of Disputed
Returns. It asks the Supreme Court to make a
determination that a member of this house has by
his or her actions vacated his or her seat in
Parliament. The motion follows six months or more
of rumour, innuendo and unsubstantiated
accusations made by the opposition. In one way I
am glad that the motion has been moved because I
hope once it has been voted on it will have come to
its natural conclusion.
Today the attitude of the opposition is different.
Members of the opposition have come into the
chamber not full of vitriol, as they have done in the
past six months or so, but almost in humility and as
if they have their tails between their legs, so to
speak - and in effect, they have.
Ustening to opposition members today one would
think the government was denying people the right
to take this matter to the Supreme Court. This matter
was taken to the Supreme Court and a judgment
was handed down by Mr Justice Vincent on 3 July.
At page 16 of his judgment, Mr Justice Vincent states:
.... this court does not have jurisdiction to entertain the
plaintiff's application.
Although Parliament has, through the enactment of
section 55 of the Constitution Act and its earlier
equivalents, established standards of conduct which it
has asserted in strong language must be met by a
member of either house if that person is to retain their
seat, it has also retained control of the standards and
their enforcement.
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So Mr Justice Vincent actually said that
Parliament - in this case the Legislative Council is the proper forum to hear the sorts of matters the
opposition has brought before the house, namely,
whether a member of this place should retain his
seat. I commend Mr Justice Vincent's judgment to
the house. In an era when, to put it diplomatically,
courts have taken a flexible interpretation of
constitutions and other implied rights, although
Mr Justice Vincent may have been tempted to use
that more flexible approach he stuck to the law as it
stands.

Mr Justice Vincent's judgment reinforces ancient and
historic rights of parliaments around the world to
determine their constitutions and memberships. It
reinforces a right that parliamentarians should
guard jealously - the separation of powers between
Parliament and the judiciary and the supremacy of
Parliament as the law-making body in Victoria. It is
a right that I guard jealously, as I hope would every
other member of the house.
Parliament has the means to raise questions with the
Court of Disputed Returns regarding vacancies,
namely, section 300 of The Constitution Act
Amendment Act, and it is that provision on which
the opposition relies today in its attempt to refer the
matter to the Court of Disputed Returns. Section 301
provides that any matter that the house decides to
refer to the Court of Disputed Returns must be
argued in the court by the President. The section
states:
When any question is referred to the Court of Disputed
Returns under this division the President or the
Speaker (as the case requires) shall transmit to the
Court of Disputed Returns a statement of the question
upon which the determination of the court is desired,
together with any proceedings papers reports or
documents relating to the question in the possession of
the Council or the Assembly (as the case requires).
It is incumbent on, in this case, the President to refer
such a matter to the Court of Disputed Returns and
to provide the evidence available to the house. The
rules of justice apply. However, in order to have
such a matter referred to the Court of Disputed
Returns evidence must be provided and a case
submitted. The matter does not necessarily have to
be proved beyond reasonable doubt - that is the
function of the court - but one would need to prove
what is called, Mr Theophanous, a prima facie
case - the sort of case that needs to be established
before a criminal prosecution can be taken.
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In civil litigation a person who brings what the court

considers is a frivolous or vexatious case - one
effectively based on little or no evidence - is
considered to be engaging in an abuse of the legal
process and heavy penalties can be imposed on that
person, including being declared a vexatious
litigant. It is incumbent on parliamentarians when
relying on section 300 of The Constitution Act
Amendment Act to ensure the President is not
placed in the invidious position of being unable to
prove a prima facie case in the Court of Disputed
Returns. Effectively, it is incumbent on the mover of
a motion such as the one before the house to put a
prima facie case to the house.
When I saw this motion on the notice paper and
discovered that the opposition was moving it today I
welcomed the opportunity for the opposition to put
its prima facie case, something it has not done to
date through the media and by innuendo. For the
past six months opposition members have been
picking up mud and throwing it in the hope that it
will stick. The motion requires the opposition to
provide evidence of a breach of section 55 of the
Constitution Act. The opposition insists that
Mr Atkinson has somehow by his activities breached
that section.
In his contribution Mr Theophanous contended that

the opposition has evidence to suggest a breach of
section 55. I listened very closely to what he said
because at the end of the day it is incumbent on
parliamentarians to listen to the facts put before
them and to make their decisions based on those
facts, not any party allegiance, especially in relation
to these sorts of extremely important cases that go to
the reason for our existence as parliamentarians.
However, I found not a skerrick of evidence. In fact,
Mr Theophanous skated over any possible breaches
of section 55 and concentrated on some other
extraneous matters in his lengthy, verbose
disserta tion.

Mr Theophanous contended that the opposition had
legal advice that in a number of cases it had been
concluded that councils were public statutory bodies
and it followed that because Mr Atkinson had
contracted with local government authorities he had
somehow or other breached section 55 of the
Constitution Act. I would like to have seen
Mr Theophanous put forward the cases that he
supposedly relied on - that is, that councils are
public statutory bodies. That would have been novel.

I have done research to determine whether
Mr Atkinson breached section 55. The section states,
in part:
If any member of the Council or the Assembly -

(a) either directly or indirectly becomes concerned or
interested in any bargain or contract entered into
by or on behalf of Her Majesty in right of the State
of Victoria ...
his seat shall thereupon become vacant.

Section 56(1) states:
Any reference in the last two preceding sectionswhich includes section 55 to any bargain or contract entered into by or on behalf
of Her Majesty in right of the State of Victoria shall
subject to subsection (2) be deemed to include a
reference to ...
(b)

(without affecting the generality of the last
preceding paragraph) any contract entered into by
any public statutory body.

Mr Theophanous contends that councils are public
statutory bodies. He also contends that Mr Atkinson
entered into contracts with those local government
authorities and therefore breached section 55 of the
Constitution Act. As I said, I would like to have seen
these cases on which the opposition's legal advice
was supposedly based. It suggests that local
government was deemed to be a public statutory
body.
I have looked into the history of the proviSions of
sections 55 and 56. Certainly section 56 can be traced
back to section 2(1)(b) of the Members of Parliament
(Disqualification) Act 1939, which listed the sorts of
bodies that were seen to be public statutory bodies.
If Mr Theophanous and Miss Gould would listen
they might actually find this enlightening. These are
what were considered to be public statutory bodies
in 1939:
(i)

the Board of Land and Works;

(ii) the Victorian Railways Commissioners;
(ill)

the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission;

(iv) the Country Roads Board;
(v) the Forests Commission;
(vi) the State Electricity Commission of Victoria;
(vii) the Housing Commission; and
(viii) the Council of Agricultural Education.
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A government member interjected.
Hon. P. A. KA TSAMBANIS - It does not
mention local government, but I will get to that,
Mr Lucas. This section of the 1939 act was picked up
in section 25(1)(b) of the Constitution Act
Amendment Act of 1958 as it was originally enacted,
not the amended act we have today. It re-enacted the
section save for the Council of Agricultural
Education, which it removed from the list of public
statutory bodies.
In 1975, section 25(1)(b) of The Constitution Act
(Amendment) Act 1958 became section 56(1)(b) of
the current Constitution Act, and it was essentially a
consolidation of that act. I refer to the speech made
in this place by the Honourable A. J. Hunt, who said:
The measure is primarily a consolidation of the acts
relating to the constitution. It also consolidates the two
main constitutional acts to give the Supreme Court
constitutional recognition. It does not represent a
change in the law but a consolidation into a different
act. There are minor changes of wording here and
there, which the government considers do not involve
any change in principle, or certainly politics of any
kind. These are of a minor nature in which the whole
purpose of the government has been to avoid changes
of principle which should be a matter of the most
thorough investigation on an all-party basis.

It was quite clear from the debates in 1975 that when
referring to a public statutory body, section 56(1)(b),
actually means what was included as public
statutory bodies in the 1958 act, namely the
authorities that I listed. Nowhere does it say local
government is a public statutory body.
It gets even better with more research. In the case of
Melbourne City Council v. State Superannuation Board
of Victoria (1992) in the Full Court of the Supreme
Court of Victoria there was argument on whether
the State Superannuation Board of Victoria was a
public statutory body incorporated under the law of
Victoria. Mr Justice Brooking found that in order for
the board to be a public statutory body two essential
elements were needed: that such a body played an
important role in the administration of the state
government's affairs and that its employees were
required by statute to be appointed under and
subject to the Public Service Act. He found that in
fact the State Superannuation Board was a public
statutory body - that was for the purposes of
another act, but it was exactly the same definition.
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Neither of those considerations applies to a
municipal council, which certainly does not play any
role in the administration of state government
affairs; it administers the affairs of the local
government authority. Certainly its employees are
not required by statute to be appointed under and
subject to the Public Service Act or any other act
governing the employment of public servants, so
that is why I say I would have been enlightened had
Mr Theophanous referred to the number of cases
that he concluded, according to his legal advice,
referred to the fact that local councils were public
statutory bodies.
I would argue with that. The law is crystal clear: no
issue is to be determined with regard to whether
local government is a public statutory body for the
purposes of section 56 of the Constitution Act. It
clearly is not. There is no issue for determination, no
issue to be referred to the Supreme Court. Because of
the lack of any evidence to the contrary, that part of
Mr Theophanous's contention that Mr Atkinson is in
breach section 55 of the Constitution Act has not a
shred of evidence to support it and can be
completely disregarded.
Mr Theophanous also contended that Mr Atkinson
had entered into a contract with a consulting
group called, I believe, Fisher Stewart Pty Ltd, and
that because somehow or another Fisher Stewart had
entered a separate contract with a government
instrumentality Mr Atkinson's contract with
Fisher Stewart became a contract with the Crown.
That is a complete legal nonsense and a nonsense in
logic; it is therefore unnecessary to rely on the
legalities of it.
Mr Theophanous relied on the fact that
Fisher Stewart just happened to have had a contract
with a body that may of itself have been considered
to be a public authority - that is fine. The law of
privity of contract says that Fisher Stewart can have
a contract with whomever it wants; that it operates
between those two parties and is completely
separate from a contract entered into by Fisher
Stewart with any other person.

I will try to explain this to Mr Theophanous so he
can understand it. It is very simple: Mr Atkinson
entered into a contract with Fisher Stewart - he has
not denied that. If for some reason Fisher Stewart
became bankrupt, could Mr Atkinson have relied on
a contract Fisher Stewart had with someone else to
collect his money - be it with a local government, a
state body or a privateer? No. The law of privity of
contract says that could not happen; Mr Atkinson
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was not a party to any contract between
Fisher Stewart and anyone else; he could not be, and
he could not benefit directly or indirectly from any
contract that Fisher Stewart had entered into other
than the one it had entered into with Mr Atkinson.
That is simple and logical. It makes sense in
reasoning and it makes sense in the law.
The second point that he used to try to prove that
Mr Atkinson had breached section 55 of the
Constitution Act is completely false. It is no more
than an assertion, and that is what Mr Theophanous
is doing here - making assertions with no evidence
whatsoever to back them up. Today he had the
opportunity to raise a prima facie case that
Mr Atkinson had breached section 55 of the
Constitution Act. Had he done that this house
would have to seriously consider referring the
matter, as it has the right to do, to the Court of
Disputed Returns under section 300 of the
Constitution Act Amendment Act.
Despite the fact that Mr Theophanous was not his
usual vitriolic self, he presented no evidence, as is
regularly the case in matters like this. In continuing
to run this unsubstantiated smear campaign in this
place and through the media, Mr Theophanous's
tactics have been to blacken the name of a fine,
upstanding member of this house who has not
breached the Constitution Act and should in no way
be dragged through the courts simply for the benefit
of the Labor Party.
Mr Theophanous should think again before he asks
this house and the Presiding Officers in particular to
refer a case under sections 300 and 301 of the
Constitution Act Amendment Act to the Court of
Disputed Returns when the case has no merit,
because he leaves it open for the court to find that
the case is frivolous or vexatious. If such a finding
were made it would be shown to be a serious breach
of the legal process, and it is ridiculous for
Mr Theophanous to ask this place to institute a
serious breach of that process. I hope
Mr Theophanous reconsiders his position before
again raising this or a similar matter.

In my research on the origins of section 55 of the
Constitution Act and its predecessor acts going back
to 1939 I could find not one instance of anyone in
this or the other place contending that there was a
breach of section 55. The spin Mr Theophanous put
on this matter is interesting. Does he believe section
55 was enacted to prove contempt by a member of
this place? Chief Justice Barwick ruled in re Webster
(1975) that proviSions such as section 55 were not
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enacted to stop members of Parliament from gaining
some benefit but to stop the Crown, the executive
govemment, from using contracted members of
Parliament to extract some leverage. When these
provisions were enacted there was a belief that
somehow the government, by its patronage, could
use contracts with members of Parliament to buy, if
you like, the influence of those members.
Hon. Pat Power - That is paranoia.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - That is what the
High Court found. Are you suggesting that
somehow the authorities have entered into a
contract with Mr Atkinson to gain some leverage?
That is complete and utter nonsense.
Mr Theophanous also contended that somehow
there were cases that proved his view that the matter
should be taken to the Court of Disputed Returns. I
notice Mr Theophanous is leaving the chamber
because he does not want to hear the truth.
Mr Theophanous cited a case involving Theo
Sidiropoulos, a former member for Richmond in
another place, which he said demonstrated that the
then Cain govemment showed good faith because it
referred the matter to the Crown Solicitor. I ask the
house to look closely at the judgment of Mr Justice
Vincent, because honourable members will find that
the Solicitor-General appeared in the case brought
against Mr Atkinson by the Labor Party. The
Solicitor-General considered the matter and was of
the same opinion as Mr Justice Vincent, that the
right place to hear the matter was this place, and
that is what we are now doing.

I do not want to predict what the house will dedde,
but I believe it will find there has been no breach of
section 55 and, more importantly, there is no
evidence that proves that any prime facie case
should be referred to the Court of Disputed Returns.
What is sad is that, in order to prove that the
opposition has no evidence, the good name and
good character of an honourable member of this
house have been besmirched.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - That was the intention
all along.
Hon. P. A. I<ATSAMBANIS - I am inclined to
agree with Mr Hartigan. I do not pretend to try to
understand the logic of the opposition, because it
has no logic. The intention was to blacken someone's
name through innuendo and rumour. That is an
abuse of this place, and the people who do that
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inside and outside this place should take a good
look at themselves.
The opposition has not made out a case for the
motion to be accepted. It has made no case
suggesting that there is evidence that section 55 has
been breached. It claimed to rely on numerous cases
provided to it in legal advice, but they are brought
into question because the opposition used the same
legal argument that convinced it to bring a case in
the Supreme Court, a case which Mr Justice Vincent
rightly threw out and in which he awarded costs
against the Labor Party.
I urge the house to vote against the motion and in so
doing to show that it will not lightly entertain
motions of this kind unless they are firmly based on
real, substantive evidence.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA <Melbourne North) - It
gives the opposition and me no pleasure to bring
this motion to the house today. Unfortunately it is a
further instance of the opposition being required to
act on behalf of the Victorian community. The
matters raised are extremely serious. They arise from
the court case and the events of the past six months.
The opposition is putting to the house today that the
matter should be finalised once and for all, not in a
political process that is tainted because one side has
more members than the other, but through an
independent judicial process that is not corrupted
and does not depend on the numbers in this place
and the personal and party political affiliations of
members.
Raising this issue today was not an easy decision for
the opposition because it involves Mr Atkinson, his
colleagues and his friends.
We all know Mr Atkinson personally because he is
our colleague in this house. He is a government
member who is highly respected within his party.
However, the matter will not go away unless the
course of action the opposition has suggested here
today is followed.
It was unfortunate that Mr Katsambanis chose to
give us a lecture that would have been suitable for a
course unit in law 101 because he did not deal with
the real issue. The real issue is the way this house
refers the matters concerning Mr Atkinson to the
independent judicial body.
The basic point in Mr Justice Vincent's judgment
that is extremely important is that for the Supreme
Court to hear a matter it must be referred to it from
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this house. In the first instance, the Supreme Court
must act as the Court of Disputed Returns and
determine whether local government is in fact the
Crown. Members of this house must have the
courage to refer the matter to the Supreme Court.
That is the basis of what Mr Justice Vincent
determined.
Mr Justice Vincent thought long and hard about how
he should deal with the case that was before him. It
would not have been easy. Unfortunately,
Mr Katsambanis does not understand or does not
want to understand what Mr Justice Vincent said in
his determination. I shall quote Mr Justice Vincent's
ruling because it deals with the issue the house has
to grapple with. Mr Justice Vincent said:
As I suggested earlier, it is, to put it mildly, unfortunate

that the entitlement of a member of the legislature of
this state to sit and vote on matters of great public
importance cannot be determined through some
independent and impartial process and may ultimately
depend upon the balance of political power within the
house itself.
That is what Mr Justice Vincent determined.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - No, he said he
couldn't hear the case.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - This is the major
issue. He said correctly that he could not determine
the case, he said correctly that he could not hear
further argument upon that matter because the law
clearly states that the matter must be referred from
this house to the Supreme Court sitting as the Court
of Disputed Returns. So Mr Justice Vincent did the
right thing. He determined not to hear the case
because of the law of the land.
What we are now putting before the house is that he
has outlined the process to be gone through so that
this matter can be determined - that is, that it be
referred by this house to the Supreme Court sitting
as the Court of Disputed Returns. The course of
action that has been set down by Mr Justice Vincent
is the appropriate course of action.
There have been instances at both federal and state
levels where eligibility of a member of Parliament
has not been determined by the house but through
an independent judicial process. Such a
determination was made in a case involving this
house in 1970 when a matter was referred to the
Supreme Court sitting as the Court of Disputed
Returns. The opposition is urging the house to
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follow the precedent established in that case. There
have also been other cases where that has not
occurred, such as the case involving
Mr Sidiropoulos, a former member of the other
place, which is of importance in this matter.
The point I make is that we have to be mature
enough to determine the course of action that must
be taken. If a member has transgressed it is difficult
to have the matter determined by the house when
one party has a clear majority. That sort of case must
be referred to an independent judicial process,
which is what the Liberal and National parties said
about the Sidiropoulos case. Regardless of what they
thought and what their leaders in opposition said in
1986 about the case against Mr Sidiropoulos,
political debate took place in the lower house and
the then opposition parties did not have the
numbers. The political determination was that
Mr Sidiropoulos had done no wrong and the was
not referred to an independent judicial process.
That highlights the position we are in today. Because
of its majority in this house the government will
Wldoubtedly not refer this matter to the appropriate
independent judicial process. Honourable members
on the government side of the house might think it
okay to refuse to refer a matter involving one of their
members when the conservative parties have the
majority, but they are quite willing to do so if the
matter involves a member from the other side of
politics. That is not how it should be. The house
should be mature enough to put in place
mechanisms to ensure that we do not have these
types of debates, and that if allegations of
transgressions are made people in the community
will be able to take independent processes that are
apart from the political process - that are outside
Parliament.
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Hon. P. A. Katsambanis interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is very good.
You learnt something in law 101! That is a fact. The
house should understand that these types of matters
should be dealt with only through an independent
judicial process. They should be dealt with only by
going outside the personal support of, for instance,
Mr Brideson, any other government member or
Mr President - by going outside the situation in
this house where the opposition is locked into a
political position in which these matters do not
COWlt. Party allegiances should not determine these
types of matters.
It is a difficult concept because there has to be a
different and non-political process to determine
matters of probity and high standards that come
before the house. That is what the opposition has
proposed today. Mr Atkinson stated today that
Parliament is diminished by this debate, that the
opposition has taken a tactical position and that all
else has failed. He then went on to talk about
bullyboy tactics.
The opposition's motion is the direct result of both
the issues that the opposition has raised in the house
in the past and, more importantly, the judgment of
Mr Justice Vincent. It is appropriate that the
opposition should bring the matter to the house
today because Mr Justice Vincent pointed out in his
judgment that it is the only process that will enable
either he or his colleagues on the Supreme Court to
deal with this matter.
The motion has been moved as a matter of principle.
It is not about the blind ambition of honourable
members in this house or the other place, as
Mr Atkinson has claimed. It is a matter of

maintaining parliamentary standards.
An Honourable Member - What has this got to

do with the motion?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - It has everything to
do with the motion because the motion seeks an
independent judicial process to be undertaken so
that scrutiny of the actions of Mr Atkinson can occur
outside of the political processes of Parliament.
An Honourable Member - But you have not
established your case.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - The court has not
been able to establish the facts because Mr Justice
Vincent determined that he did not have jurisdiction
in the matter.

Hon. E. G. Stoney - You are playing the man.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I am not playing the
man at all. The matters before the house today are
very serious and need to be determined through an
independent judicial process. They are matters that
have been raised inside and outside the house over a
long period. Unless the matter is the subject of a
judicial process I am afraid that it will not rest with
the decision of the house and that there will always
be a cloud over Mr Atkinson in relation to the
allegations made against him.
I urge honourable members to support the motion to
allow these matters to be dealt with in the Supreme
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Court. We will then be able to put aside these
matters and allow Mr Atkinson to clear his name
and to continue his contribution to his electorate and
Parliament.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister ior Industry,
Science and Technology) - The government does
not support the motion. However, the government
does treat it with considerable seriousness - it is
hard to imagine a more serious motion against any
member of a house of Parliament. I find it hard to
accept the attempted moderate tone of the
opposition's presentation today on this issue - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Serious tone.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - The alleged serious tone.
I find it hard to accept, given that it follows six
months of personal vilification of Mr Atkinson
during which, as Mr Stoney just said, the opposition
played the man.
There has never been any attempt by the opposition
to play the ball and raise issues of principle. It has
been an attempt to personally denigrate and
humiliate an individual through selective leaks,
misstatements of fact and outright lies. Mr Atkinson
has had to put up with that six months of
vilification. Like many honourable members I regret
seeing someone being put through such a
humiliating experience.
I do not accept the suggestion of Mr Theophanous
and Mr Nardella that, 'It gives us no pleasure to
move this motion', because those two individuals do
gain pleasure and joy out of personal vilification. We
have seen this happen year after year. Now two
lesser figures are going down the same grubby path
that was taken by former members such as the
Honourables David White, Jim Kennan and Bill
Landeryou.
I hoped that state Labor would have reflected on
recent national events that have directed everyone's
attention to the fact that personal vilification is not a
smart tactic and that this type of playing the man
tactic is not going to get us anywhere. We saw that
ad nauseam between 1992 and 1996 when the state
Labor Party's only tactic was to try to denigrate
individuals.
Their only aim was to impart cruelty onto
individuals because they got some kind of
short-term pleasure out of the headline it created.
There is the rich tradition in this place of the David
Whites, the Bill Landeryous and the Jim Kennans
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playing it tough, but I might say that at least some of
their speeches actually had content!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I'll tell David you
said that!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I think David White
knows that I was happy to be his opponent but I also
respected some of his advocacy. It is not something I
will ever be able to say about you, Mr Theophanous,
but I am happy to be your opponent.
We should reflect on the last two weeks of national
debate about issues that I will not refer to
specifically, and work out whether this current
debate is very productive and helpful to public life,
to the science of politics or to the pursuit of
community debate. I doubt that it is. I am also
convinced that it is of no value to the opposition in
advancing its cause. It is the threat of new ideas that
harms government; it is not this stuff, and until you
as an opposition put up policy and threaten us with
new ideas, you will not lay a glove on us.
It is instructive that during the debate three thi'1.gs
happened. Firstly, the electronic media did not seek
permission from the house to cover it. That is quite
unusual, and is a clear statement by the media that it
is not interested. Secondly, the print media left the
gallery; and thirdly, for most of the debate only two
members of the Labor Party were present.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That's two more than
your side!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Not even half the elected
members of the Labor Party are present in the
chamber now. What that says is that there is
absolute disinterest among the observers let alone
the participants in this debate. And why? Because
the Labor Party has not been able to make a case.
I commend Mr Katsambanis for his erudite outline
of the weaknesses of the Labor Party's presentation.
The issue is not whether the Legislative Council has,
and has had since 1901, the right to refer these
matters to the Supreme Court. The issue is whether
it should do so. Mr Katsambanis coolly and with
legal detail stated why there was no case to answer.
For some bizarre reason Mr Theophanous,
Miss Gould and Mr Nardella referred to the
Sidiropoulos case of 1986. It was the only content of
Miss Gould's speech. I cannot work out how the
Sidiropoulos case does anything but strengthen the
fact that the government rejects this motion. In fact,
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every single element of the Sidiropoulos case
strengthens, firstly, the fact that the Parliament
makes this decision; secondly, that the Labor Party
has never suggested anything to the contrary, and,
thirdly, that a house of the Parliament has to vote on
the matter.
Instead of quoting the then Leader of the Opposition
to strengthen your case, Mr Theophanous, I you
would have been more credible if you had quoted
the then Premier - your man!
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to be referred to the Supreme Court. The
government does not believe a case has been made
to do that but through its efforts it has ensured that
the debate can ensue. We could have used our
powers months ago, under the constitution, to stop
this matter going to the Supreme Court. We could
have used it five months ago. We had every right to
do it and we had the numbers, but we did not. You
baited us, Mr Theophanous; you challenged us
across the chamber - 'Are you going to move that
motion you are allowed to move under the
constitution to clear the issue?'.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - We quoted your man.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You did it for Jeffrey!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - But you were trying to
make a point.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - To show what a
hypocrite he is and what a hypocrite you are!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - If you were trying to
make that point you failed, because explicit in that
point is that you are trying to evidence some
consistent code of conduct on the part of the Labor
Party.
What did John Cain say about this matter in 1986?
As reported at page 1096 of Hansard he treated this
whole concept of referring the matter to the
Supreme Court with absolute contempt when he
said:

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Yes, absolutely. I'm
happy to answer that interjection. There was a
motion in the Legislative Assembly to clear the
Premier. That is right. That is what the motion does.
It says that he is clear of any of the claims.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Even though he's
guilty! I'm glad you put all that on the record!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - That is what the motion
does. I am trying to work out the consistency of your
argument. You say we are using the crushing
numbers of the Legislative Assembly. What I have
proved is the fact that the Cain government also
exercised its rights under the constitution and, in
accordance with history, to do exactly the same
thing. But more importantly - -

Mr Speaker, I shall not waste any more time of the
house. The matter should be disposed of quickly. It is
nonsense and a beat-up ... The state government is
concerned about more important issues. It is not
concerned about fine, esoteric matters such as one
backbench member's right to speak.

It was a case of 'away with it!'. The Labor Party then
used its powers in the Legislative Assembly to pass
judgment on whether there was merit in the case.

I was not going to raise the Sidiropoulos matter - I
do not know enough about it and was not involved
in that house at the time - but the opposition has
raised it. All it does is reinforce the fact that this
house and the Legislative Assembly traditionally
have this power and have traditionally exercised it,
and that is part of the separation of powers between
the Parliament and the courts of this land.
I do not know why we are debating this specific
topic because that is not the motion before the house.
The motion is about the existing system and whether
there is a case for the allegation about Mr Atkinson

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - At least they had a
Crown Solicitor's ruling!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Mr Katsambanis has
drawn your attention to the Solicitor-General's
views. I don't know if you regard him as being more
or less important than the Crown Solicitor, but
certainly in the ranking of the law, he's a peg up!
In any event, that is not the point I am making. We
could have used our numbers under the provisions
of the Constitution Act to stop this debate going
ahead, to stop you going to the Supreme Court, to
stop Mr Atkinson and the government having to
present a case. But we did not.

We were happy for the debate to occur because we
had nothing to hide. And now you come back and
repeat the same tawdry allegations - nothing new
was offered today so far as I can recall, and indeed,
what you have simply tried to do with a slightly
different tone is impart a similar degree of
defamation as was imparted in the past.
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Mr Katsambanis's bottom line was: we have to vote
on the basis of some evidence. You have to prove
your case and the government does not believe
Mr Theophanous has proved his case. Beyond that,
we recognise that this house has the power, as does
Mr Theophanous, because he has moved a motion
based on that power.

I will conclude on the other rich irony of the debate:
that most of Mr Theophanous's speech was an
argument against members of this chamber
exercising power. He said it should be exercised by
someone else. If he wanted to conduct that argument
he should have moved a motion to that effect, but he
did not.
The motion Mr Theophanous moved reinforces the
fact that this house has the power. The very motion
that he has asked us to vote on makes a
contemporary statement about the fact that the
Legislative Council has addressed the issue and
restated that it has the power. Mr Theophanous has
created a contemporary practical example, as did the
Cain government in 1986, of exercising a historically
available power on the basis of making a rational
judgment. Mr Theophanous has not challenged that
power at all in that his motion does not seek to do so.
In this speech I have no intention of reflecting on the
matters raised by Mr Theophanous in his
accusations, which we have heard time and again.
The bottom line is the question: based on the views
put forward by Mr Theophanous, do we wish to see
the matter put into the hands of the Supreme Court?
The government does not believe it is necessary.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
Leader of the Government started off in a fairly
sorrowful tone about where honourable members
find themselves, but it was not long before he
resorted to his normal trick of playing the man. If
one person proudly bears the title 'hypocrite' it is the
Leader of the Government! He started by
complaining about the opposition playing the
man and then spent the major part of his speech
himself playing the man. In so far as he made any
argument, he said, 'Well, I agree with
Mr Katsambanis'. He made no points.

Mr Katsambanis made two points. The first was that
he believed, presumably based on his legal
knowledge, that there was no breach in respect of
local government because he did not believe that
local government was part of the Crown.
Mr Atkinson said that, too, but did not produce any
legal advice to back up his case. Mr Katsambanis
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also did not produce any legal advice. On the other
hand the opposition has produced legal advice, from
which I will quote further.
Hon. Bill Forwood - No new material.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is the same
advice that I quoted from earlier.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Different point.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is the same
point - the question of whether local government
can be rightly considered to be part of the Crown.
The advice reads:
There are numerous cases in which municipal councils
have been held to be statutory bodies. In the High
Court decision of North West County Council v. Dunn
(1971) 126 CLR 247 Barwick CJ at p. 251 described the
appellant municipal council as 'a statutory body under
a statutory duty'. Similarly, Southwell Jof the Supreme
Court of Victoria in Shire of Kilmore v. Dally [1989] VR
314 said at p. 319 of the plaintiff municipal council ...
Municipal councils have similarly been held to be
statutory bodies by the Supreme Court of New
South Wales: Ku-ring-gai Municipal Council v.
Gormly ... and the Supreme Court of Western
Australia ...

Although we have decisions on the question by the
High Court, the Supreme Court of Victoria, the
Supreme Court of Western Australia and the
Supreme Court of New South Wales, they are not
good enough. Mr Katsambanis has given us his legal
advice. Obviously Mr Katsambanis knows better
than the judges of the High Court and state Supreme
courts! So much for Mr Katsambanis's advice.
Mr Katsambanis has asked the opposition to
produce the advice. The opposition has produced
that advice, and the advice refers to the appropriate
precedents. I am happy for him to look at them
when he has done so to apologise. I repeat that
neither Mr Katsambanis nor Mr Atkinson have
produced any legal advice. The matter is serious and
the legal ad vice is unequivocal.

The government made three points. The first was a
question of whether based on the legal advice there
is a prima facie case. The second point was about the
Solicitor-General and was made by Mr Katsambanis.
The advice referred to was on the jurisdictional
question and was not about the merits of the case.
Mr Katsambanis can pretend that the jurisdictional
question is the same as the merits issue and try and
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pull the wool over the eyes of honourable members,
but that will not convince people outside Parliament.
I am sure when Mr Justice Vincent reads the
debate he will consider Mr Katsambanis to be fool!
Mr Justice Vincent not only said that the jurisdiction
was there, he said emphatically that it was
unfortunate - to put it mildly - that he could not
hear the case. Here is an opportunity for the case to
be heard.
The third and most important point was that an
issue has been raised about the urban villages
project. Mr Atkinson responded on that point and
his comments confirmed what the opposition has
been claiming. In his contribution Mr Atkinson said
of the contract which he had with Fisher Stewart that
it related to the urban villages project, and that he
was not paid by a government agency or
department - or words to that effect. That may well
be correct. He may not have been paid directly by a
government agency or department but he confirmed
that he was in fact paid by Fisher Stewart.
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with Fisher Stewart but also that he derived an
income from that contract. That condemns
Mr Atkinson. Clearly it means that Mr Atkinson
derived an income from a government department.
It cannot be interpreted any other way. It is
somewhat unfortunate that the government has
decided to take this course of action. The
government is not doing Mr Atkinson any favours.
It was instructive that during the course of his
contribution to the debate Mr Atkinson was at pains
to point out that he had no knowledge of the
involvement of government agencies. Obviously, if
he did have such knowledge, that would represent a
contract with the Crown. How could anyone believe
that Mr Atkinson had no knowledge of the
involvement of government agencies? In taking this
job with Fisher Stewart he would have been
provided with a brief which contained the names of
any government agencies involved. So in saying that
he had no knowledge of the involvement of
government agencies Mr Atkinson misled both the
house and the people of Victoria once again.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You should be
very careful about this. The Constitution Act refers
not only to direct payment but specifically to
indirect payment.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Atkinson
confirmed that he had a contract with Fisher Stewart
involving government departments. Here is the
Urban Richmond Case Study Report, which refers to
Energy Victoria and a range of other government
departments, and Mr Atkinson is named in the
report.

There is only one way to resolve this issue: give
Mr Atkinson his day in court where the merits of the
case can be heard, as opposed to the jurisdiction
question. I again urge honourable members to think
carefully about this issue because there is no doubt
that the opposition has established a prima facie case
in both matters that Mr Atkinson should answer.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 9
Gould, Miss
Hogg, Mrs
MeLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr (Teller)
Nguyen,Mr

Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr

Hon. P. A. Katsambanis interjected.
Noes, 32

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He was being
paid and he has confirmed that. Mr Atkinson
derived an income from a contract which involved a
government department. The money came from the
departments involved in the project, and the name
of Mr Atkinson is listed on the front page of the
report amongst the 15 personnel involved in the
project. Do honourable members seriously believe
Mr Atkinson did not know that government
departments were involved in this matter? It would
stretch credibility to believe otherwise.
Today Mr Atkinson confirmed - incidentally, for
the first time - that not only did he have a contract

Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr

Hall, Mr
Hallam, Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lueas,Mr
Luekins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs

Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D. MeL. (Teller)
Davis, Mr P. R. (Teller)

Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs

Ross, Or
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Forwood,Mr
Furletti, Mr

Wells, Or

Eren,Mr

de Fegely, Mr

Wilding, Mrs

Pair
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it does not provide for the evidence against
persons who have been found unfit to plead to be
tested, but rather provides that the court must
immediately order that they be detained at the
Governor's pleasure;

Motion negatived.

it is inappropriate that release decisions are made

Sitting suspended 1.03 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.

by the executive and may therefore potentially be
subject to political considerations.

CRIMES (MENT AL IMPAIRMENT AND
UNFITNESS TO BE TRIED) BILL
Second reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This is a bill to abolish what is known as the
Governor's pleasure system and to establish new
procedures to deal with persons who are presented
for trial before the County Court or the Supreme
Court charged with an indictable offence and who
are found to be unfit to be tried or not guilty on the
ground of mental impairment. The bill provides for
the courts, rather than the executive, to be
responsible for making highly sensitive release
decisions.
Background
The current legislation governing the detention,
management and release of persons found by a court
to be either unfit to plead or not guilty on the
ground of insanity is contained in the Crimes Act
1958, the Corrections Act 1986, the Mental Health
Act 1986 and the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services Act 1986.
Such persons must be ordered by the court to be
kept in strict custody until the Governor's pleasure
is known. The court does not have a discretion in
this respect. A Governor's pleasure order can be
revoked only by the Governor of Victoria, acting on
the advice of the Premier after a decision has been
made by cabinet. The initial recommendation for
release comes from the Adult Parole Board, which
has a duty under the Corrections Act to prepare an
annual report on each Governor's pleasure detainee
and to forward those reports to the Minister for
Corrections, who in turn forwards them to the
Attorney-General. The current system is generally
recognised as antiquated and unjust for the
following reasons:

The impetus for this bill arose from two main
sources. In 1995 the Model Criminal Code Officers
Committee was given a reference by the Standing
Committee of Attorneys-General to prepare model
legislation to reform the law in relation to the
Governor's pleasure system. The committee is
comprised of officers from all Australian
jurisdictions and prepared the Mental Impairment
and Unfitness to be Tried (Criminal Proceedings)
Model Bill.
In October 1995 the Victorian parliamentary
Community Development Committee tabled in
Parliament its report entitled Inquiry into Persons
Detained at the Governor's Pleasure. The committee
was given a reference by state cabinet to inquire into,
consider and make recommendations about the
appropriateness of the current legislation governing
the detention, management and release of persons
found by a court to be either not guilty on the
ground of insanity or unfit to plead. The
government response to that report was tabled in
June 1996.

I take this opportunity to thank the Community
Development Committee for its excellent work,
which was of invaluable assistance in preparing this
legislation.
Overview of bill
The bill has the following aims:
to transfer responsibility for release decisions of
detainees from the Governor in Council to the
judiciary;
to provide for a special hearing process to be
undertaken in respect of persons who are unfit to
be tried to enable the evidence of the prosecution
to be tested;
to provide for notification to and consultation
with the next of kin of the alleged offender and
the victim where the court is considering
releasing the person or substantially reducing the
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degree of supervision to which the person is
subject;
to vest the trial court with the power to make the
most appropriate order in the circumstances
rather than having no option but to order
detention at the Governor's pleasure as required
under the current regime;
to require regular reporting to the trial court
where the court has ordered that a person be
subject to a supervision order under the bill this is to ensure these people are not lost in the
system;
to require leave decisions to be made by a
specially constituted panel to be chaired by a
judicial member - this will ensure the leave
process is transparent and accessible;
to set a nominal term (in accordance with the
table set out in the bill) where a supervision order
is imposed as a further safeguard against a person
being forgotten about. If a person is still subject to
a supervision order at the expiration of the
nominal term the court of disposition must
conduct a major review into the person's case to
see whether the person should in fact be released
or at least have the degree of supervision to which
the person is subject reduced; and
to set out the matters to which a court should
have regard and, in so doing, to strike the
appropriate balance between the protection of the
comm uni ty on the one hand and the clinical or
therapeutic needs of the person on the other.
Unfitness to be tried

The bill provides that if a jury finds a defendant is
unfit to stand trial, the trial judge must determine
whether or not that person is likely to become fit to
stand trial over the next 12 months. If the person is
likely to become fit and in fact does become fit the
trial will resume.
If the person remains unfit to be tried or is not likely

to become fit within 12 months a special hearing
must be conducted to determine whether, despite
the unfitness of the person to stand trial, the person
is (a) not guilty, (b) not guilty on the ground of
mental impairment, or (c) the person committed the
offence. This procedure will replace the current
system whereby persons are not given an
opportunity to become fit nor to have the evidence
against them tested.
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Where a person is found to be not guilty at a special
hearing this is to be treated as though it were a
finding of not guilty at a trial and the person must
be released.
Disposition options
Where the person is found to be either not guilty on
the ground of mental impairment or to have
committed the offence, the judge will have a
discretion as to the appropriate order to make in the
circumstances. The judge may either unconditionally
release the person or order that the person be subject
to a supervision order. If the judge orders that the
person be subject to a supervision order that order
may be declared to be either custodial or
non-custodial, depending on the particular
circumstances of the case.
Where the court is considering imposing a
supervision order it will be required to obtain a
certificate of available services from the Department
of Human Services in order to inform itself of
appropriate options for disposition. A person in
respect of whom a supervision order is to be
imposed is not to be detained in a prison unless
there is no practicable alternative.
Nominal term and major review
As a means of providing the trial court with a
further power of review, when a court imposes a
supervision order it must also specify the nominal
term applicable to the offence as set out in a table in
the bill. The nominal term is life where the offence
charged is murder; it is the statutory maximum
where the offence is a serious offence within the
definition of 'serious offence' in the Sentencing Act
1991; and in respect of other offences the nominal
term is the equivalent of half the statutory maximum
sentence for that offence.
At the conclusion of the nominal term a major
review is to be conducted by the trial court in respect
of a person who is still subject to a supervision
order. In the case of persons with sentences of a
nominal term of life imprisonment a major review is
to be conducted at the end of 25 years. At a major
review the court must consider whether it is still
appropriate that the person be subject to a
supervision order or whether the person ought to be
unconditionally released.
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Variation or revocation of a supervision order
In addition to the major review, the bill provides
that an application for variation or revocation of a
non-custodial supervision order can be made to the
trial court at any time by a person who is subject to
the order or someone who has supervision of the
person. A person who is subject to a custodial
supervision order will be able to apply at any time
for a variation of the order but cannot have the order
revoked unless it has first been varied to a
non-custodial order. Further, the court must not
revoke a supervision order unless the order has been
of a non-custodial nature for at least 12 months.
'This procedure recognises that the treatment or
reintegration of persons with a mental disorder is
most appropriately considered on a gradual basis. In
some cases the transition from a custodial order to
unconditional release may result in instability of a
person's mental condition. The bill provides for a
high degree of flexibility in terms of treatment, the
provision of services and the degree of supervision
to which a person is subject in order to facilitate the
tailoring of appropriate conditions in each
individual case.

Leave provisions
The bill establishes a new procedure for granting
leave to people who are subject to custodial
supervision orders. It also establishes a new body to
make these decisions. One of the problems of the
current leave process identified by the Community
Development Committee was that leave decisions
were opaque and that the Office of Correctional
Services was inappropriately represented on an
advisory council. lbis advisory council was
established to assist the chief psychiatrist in making
leave decisions for persons in a mental health
facility, but the council has no legal authority.
The bill will establish the Forensic Leave Panel,
which will be responsible for granting certain types
of leave to persons who are subject to a custodial
supervision order under the bill and who are
detained in either an approved mental health facility
or a specified residential institution or facility. The
panel may grant leave to the person to move beyond
the place of custody (which, for example, would be a
ward in the case of a forensic psychiatry
centre) within the defined surrounds of the place of
custody.
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be able to grant these types of leave for periods of up
to six months. 'This will enable six-month plans to be
prepared in respect of forensic patients or forensic
residents to best assist them in their response to
treatment and services.
Special leave, which may be granted in exceptional
circumstances for a maximum of 24 hours, is to be
granted by the person having immediate
responsibility for the person. In the case of forensic
patients - the term that will apply to persons
detained in mental health facilities - this will be the
authorised psychiatrist. In the case of forensic
residents - the term that will apply to persons
receiving services from intellectual disability
services - this will ostensibly be the Secretary to the
Department of Human Services. 'This power may,
however, be delegated to the person in charge of
each residential institution or service.
The panel is to be constituted by one or more judges
of each of the Supreme and County courts, the chief
psychiatrist and such other members as are
necessary from time to time. These other members
may be forensic experts in the fields of psychiatry
and psychology and community representatives
with relevant experience or qualifications. Each
sitting of the panel is to be chaired by a judge of the
court before which the person was originally
presented for trial.
The procedure of the Forensic Leave Panel will be
transparent and applicants will have a right to
appear before the panel and may be assisted by a
family member or legal representative.

Extended leave to be granted by the courts
Leave that will effectively allow a person to live
within the community is to be called extended leave
and can be granted only by the court. This will
ensure these types of leave decisions will be open to
public scrutiny. Extended leave may be granted for
periods of up to 12 months at a time and may be
granted more than once. Extended leave is another
means of ensuring that treatment or reintegration is
facilitated on a gradual basis to ensure that the
needs of the person on the supervision order can be
appropriately addressed. Extended leave is a step on
the way to a revocation.

Terminology
The panel will also be able to grant leave enabling
the person to go beyond the grounds of the place
within certain limitations, but not so that the person
is effectively released from custody. The panel will

The term 'insanity' has been replaced by the term
'mental impairment' because the former term is
antiquated and carries an historical stigma.
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However, it is important to note that the bill does
not alter the existing common law in relation to
determining criminal responsibility or unfitness to
be tried. The common-law test of insanity derives
from the M'Naghten rules of 1843 and the test for
unfitness derives from the decision of the Supreme
Court in R v. Presser. Both these common-law tests
have been incorporated into the provisions of the
bill. The bill makes it clear that the new defence of
mental impairment has the same meaning as the
defence formerly known as the defence of insanity
and is to be interpreted accordingly.
The change in terminology from 'insanity' to 'mental
impairment' will also apply to the summary
jurisdiction. However, the new option to impose a
supervision order will not be available in the
Magistrates Court jurisdiction. Likewise, the new
procedures for investigation into fitness and a
special hearing will not apply to the Magistrates
Court jurisdiction.
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who are subject to a supervision order are regularly
reviewed and are not lost in the system.
The bill gives due consideration to the issue of
victims' rights. A victim report may be presented to
the court setting out the views of the victim and the
next of kin of the person charged with the offence.
The report may outline the person's conduct and the
impact of that conduct on the person making the
report. Victim reports may be used for the purposes
of assisting counselling and treatment processes for
all persons affected by the incident and to assist the
court in determining any conditions it may impose
under the bill.
Statements under section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975

I wish to make two statements under section 85(5) of
the Constitution Act 1975 explaining why clauses 79
and 82(1) would alter or vary section 85 of the act in
relation to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.

Transitional provisions

Clause 79
In respect of current Governor's pleasure detainees
the bill provides that they are to be deemed to be
subject to a custodial supervision order upon
commencement of the bill and to have a nominal
term applicable in accordance with the relevant
provision in the bill. Those existing detainees who
have been granted leave prior to the commencement
of the bill which but for the commencement of the
bill would have continued beyond the
commencement of the bill are deemed to have been
granted leave which accords with or is substantially
the same as the types of leave available under the
bill. The bill also provides that existing detainees
will have an immediate right to apply to the court
for a variation of their order to a non-custodial order
or a revocation of their order where they have been
on the equivalent of extended leave for at least
12 months.

Reporting requirements

The bill also provides for a comprehensive system of
reports to be prepared about all persons who are
subject to supervision under the bill. These reports
are required to be considered by the courts in
determining whether to release a person from
custody or from supervision. The reports will assist
the court in understanding the na ture of the person's
mental impairment and the appropriate order to
impose. Annual reports are also required to be
submitted to the court in order to ensure that people

Clause 78(1) of the bill makes it clear that the current
power of the County Court and Supreme Court to
make an order under sections 393 or 420 of the
Crimes Act 1958 that a person be kept in strict
custody until the Governor's pleasure is known is
revoked. The current section 393 of the Crimes Act
relates to people who have been found unfit to
plead. The current section 420 of the Crimes Act
relates to people who have been found not guilty on
the ground of insanity. Clause 79 is necessary as the
bill provides for new procedures where a person is
found to be unfit to be tried or not guilty on the
ground of mental impairment.

Clause 82(1)
Clause 82(1) amends section 361(4)(c) of the Crimes
Act 1958 by inserting references to a residential
service within the meaning of the Intellectually
Disabled Persons Services Act 1986. Section 361 of
the Crimes Act provides for accused persons
detained in a prison, police gaol, youth training
centre, youth residential centre or approved mental
health service to be removed to and from the place
of detention to a court without a writ of habeas
corpus or any other writ being required.
Clause 82(1) extends the application of the provision
to an accused who is in custody in a residential
institution. This clause is necessary to close a lacuna
in the legislation in relation to accused persons who
are in residential institutions.
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Conclusion
Current law has been inadequate and inappropriate
in dealing with people who are either unfit to be
tried or not guilty on the ground of insanity. The
role of the executive in release decisions may have
resulted in people remaining subject to the stigma of
a Governor's pleasure order for longer than either
the alleged offence or the degree of mental
impairment would warrant. Further, the procedure
whereby persons who are unfit can be detained
without the evidence against them being tested is
completely unacceptable. The government believes
this bill fundamentally redresses the injustices
inherent in the present system and will put in its
place a system that is just and responsive to the
needs of the individual.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Hon. D. A. NARDELLA
(Melbourne North) on motion of
Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

EDUCATION (WORK EXPERIENCE)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

In 1974 the Victorian Parliament passed

amendments to the Education Act 1958 to include a
new part 4A - headed 'Work Experience' dealing with work experience. Part 4A was
subsequently reviewed in 1988.
The work experience provisions allow secondary
school pupils from government and
non-government schools to obtain work experience
as part of their education. In practice this generally
means year 10 pupils spending one to two weeks
with employers.
In 1994-1995 a review was undertaken of the work

experience provisions of the Education Act 1958. The
review recommended that work experience is an
important aspect of school curriculum and it should,
with minor changes, be maintained. The following
changes, which are incorporated in the bill, were
recommended:
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firstly, amend the legislation to reflect a four-term
year and a maximum of 40 days work experience
within the school year with a maximum of
10 days per term;
secondly, permit pupils to be engaged more than
once by the same employer in respect of the same
type of employment;
thirdly, maintain the existing restriction on
minimum age while removing the restriction on
maximum age; and
fourthly, remove the requirement of schools
having to consult with the secretary of the Trades
Hall Council.
I now turn to the particular provisions of the bill.
The current work experience arrangements have
been available to a pupil only until that pupil attains
the age of 21 years. Clause 4 of the bill enables the
Minister for Education to approve a work experience
arrangement for a pupil of or over the age of 21
subject to such terms and conditions as the minister
ma y specify.

The need to expand work experience to enable a
pupil of or over the age of 21 years has arisen
because many pupils of this age group are still
enrolled in secondary schools and language centres
annexed to secondary schools. Many of these pupils,
some of whom are classified as refugees from
war-torn countries, have had little exposure to the
workplace or to work culture. It is important that
these pupils be given the opportunity to undertake
work experience. The literacy skills of some pupils
often preclude them from undertaking courses
accredited by the Board of Studies or the State
Training Board, and as a consequence they are
unable to take advantage of the provisions relating
to work placement arrangements. The continued
impact of migration together with the introduction
of the commonwealth's youth allowance in 1998 has
further necessitated the proposed amendment.
Clause 5 of the bill amends section 64M(5) of the
Education Act 1958 to enable the Minister for
Education from time to time, by ministerial order, to
declare certain classes of employment as having a
higher than usual possibility of a pupil being
exposed to the risk of physical injury. It also amends
the act so that permission will need to be sought
from the Secretary to the Department of State
Development for pupils under the age of 15 who
wish to undertake work experience in such high-risk
industries as well as in factories.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Clause 6 makes a number of changes to section 64N
of the Education Act 1958. Firstly, the bill proposes
that the maximum number of days in a school year
and in a school term be changed to 40 and 10 days
respectively. This amendment reflects the four-term
school year. The current provisions were based on a
three-term school year.
Further, the bill proposes that a work experience
arrangement can be made for a particular pupil with
the one employer in the same type of employment.
This proposed amendment will especially benefit
pupils at risk - namely, those pupils who may not
complete their secondary education. These pupils
often take longer to develop a relationship with an
employer and once that relationship is formed it is in
the interests of the pupil to continue the placement
with the same employer. Some pupils often require a
longer period to develop skills in a particular job or
feel more secure in a familiar environment without
having to frequently change workplaces.
Clause 8 of the bill provides for the repeal of
section 64R of the Education Act 1958. Comments
made by various groups to the independent review
of the work experience provisions recommended
that section 64R of the Education Act 1958 should be
repealed. Discussions regarding the repeal of
section 64R were held with the Trades Hall Council.
As the Trades Hall Council does not have adequate
resources to deal with the work experience forms,
schools should not be required to forward these
forms to the Trades Hall Council.
Clause 9 of the bill proposes amending section 64S
of the Education Act 1958. This amendment will
enable the Minister for Education to make orders
about the placement of pupils for obtaining work
experience as part of a pupil's education. This
amendment will permit the minister to regulate
work experience arrangements in a similar way to
work placement arrangements.
As stated above, the proposals largely reflect the
recommendations of an independent review
undertaken in 1994-1995 during which consultation
occurred with numerous education and training
groups, the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and non-government
schools. Since September 1995 further consultation
has been undertaken with employer and other
interested groups.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla).
Debate adjourned until next day.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Workcover: injury categories
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - My
question without notice is to the minister responsible
for Workcover.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Is this your own question
or have you already asked it in the lower house?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He has received
his briefing so now he should be able to give a
proper answer. I refer the minister to the Treasurer's
statement yesterday that the government's proposed
Workcover changes were 'providing a strong
standard of care which is the equal of anything in
the world'. I also refer him to his own comments
about how injured workers will be better off. I
further refer to a letter dated 10 October from the
honourable member for Cranbourne in another
place, Mr Rowe, to the minister attacking the
proposed reduction in benefits for seriously injured
workers, whom Mr Rowe claims will lose $100 a
week.
Does the minister now agree with what the
honourable member for Cranbourne stated in his
letter - namely, that the unfairness of the position is
clear?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) The answer is an emphatic no. I have already
discussed the letter with the honourable member for
Cranbourne. While I have not personally seen the
letter - I am advised that it is on its way - I refute
that it conveys the message - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How can you do that
without seeing it?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Because I have talked to
the member who wrote the letter. I refute absolutely
that the thrust of the honourable member's message
is the way it has been represented in the chamber. I
stand by the commitment I gave to the house at the
time that injured workers in this state will not be
disadvantaged in aggregate by anything within the
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package and that they will be offered even better
security as a result of the package.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You said they are
going to be $100 a week worse off.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If it is of any consolation
to Mr Theophanous, when I frame a response to the
honourable member for Cranboume I will send a
copy to him.

Roads: funding
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports inform the house of the
1997-98 road funding allocation from state
appropriations ?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
question. It is time that for the benefit of the people
of Victoria we clarified the position concerning the
misinformation that is being spread throughout
Victoria by the Leader of the Opposition in another
place, Mr Brumby. In a recent interview he really
showed his lack of understanding of road funding
issues.
I invite Mr Power to spend a little time with
Mr Brumby because I know Mr Power knows about
the issues. It would be good if Mr Power could spare
Mr Brumby some time to explain to him some of the
details of overall road funding. However, in a recent
interview on 3SR in Shepparton Mr Power also
misrepresented the real picture concerning road
funding allocation. Fortunately he was unaware that
I was in Elmore that day. I heard his interview and
managed to ring the radio station, which is the radio
station I always listen to when I am in the area.
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wants to scrap a stupid tax that has funded
515 projects to the value of $850 million in this state
since 1993. More than a third of that money has gone
to country Victoria.
Mr Brumby claimed in the interview that apart from
the levy there is no other budget allocation from
general revenue. That is wrong. I inform the house,
the people of Victoria and Mr Brumby - I know
Mr Power already knows this so he does not need to
listen - that in addition to the Better Roads levy the
state government has allocated more than
$360 million to road funding in Victoria for 1997-98,
and that is in addition to $190 million from the fuel
levy and $60 million from other revenue sources.
The total state road funding for Victoria in 1997-98 is
more than $610 million, three times more than
Mr Brumby suggested.

But it gets worse. Mr Brumby went on to claim that
that was less than the average during the years of
Labor government. He was wrong again. The
average road funding allocation from state sources
under Labor was $382 million. Clearly Mr Brumby
was wrong on all counts because that was more than
$230 million less than the amount the government
has spent in 1997-98.
The Leader of the Opposition in another place has
called the Better Roads Victoria levy a stupid tax and
has pledged to cut it out. So all Victorians need to
know, I assume on advice from Mr Power, that they
should get rid of the Better Roads levy and that that
is what the current Labor opposition would do.
The government is committed to repairing the
damage done to the state's roads during the 10 years
of anti-road Labor government.

Workcover: benefits
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is too much
noise. Hansard cannot possibly hear the debate and
record it. I ask the house to settle down.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - In his interview the
Leader of the Opposition in another place claimed
that the only allocation the Kennett government now
makes to road funding is the money it raises from
the Better Roads Victoria levy. However, as most
members of this chamber would know, Mr Brumby
has described the levy as a stupid tax and has
pledged to scrap it, unlike his Labor colleagues in
New South Wales who have extended a
4-cent-a-litre levy for another four years. Mr Brumby

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the minister responsible for W orkcover to his
statement in the house yesterday when he said that
he had applied to the federal government only five
days ago for an agreement that would ensure that
workers would not be worse off as a result of being
forced to take part of their lump sums in weekly
payments. Doesn't that demonstrate that the
proposed changes have not been properly thought
through, and will the minister now give an
assurance that he will not introduce measures that
will leave injured workers worse off?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
acknowledge that yesterday in suggesting that I
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sought the approval of my commonwealth
colleagues five days ago I should have said five
working days because the letters were dated
8 October, the day on which I announced the policy
package. The formal application to the federal
government was forwarded on the same day that the
proposed reform package was announced here in
Victoria - on exactly the same day.

In relation to the operation of emergency
departments, again there was a small increase in the
number of patients treated. What is more significant
is that although there was a small increase in the
number of people waiting more than 12 hours, that
number is half what it was 12 months ago 760 people compared with 1427 waiting more than
12 hours at the same time last year.

I stand by the commitment I gave on the day the
announcement was made, that Victorian workers
could expect to be better off under the package. I
had already given a commitment, in respect of the
shift from the lump sum settlements to periodic
payments, that no-one would be disadvantaged as a
direct result of that move.

It is important to reiterate that this is the first time a
government has measured the performance of the
department in this manner, so it is not possible to
compare the situation with, say, the performance of
the emergency departments when the coalition
inherited government in 1992. It is also important to
be realistic about the likely performance of the
public hospital system in the current quarter. The
influenza epidemic has affected not only the staffing
of public hospitals but also people's ability to access
them.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Do you still hold to
that view with the new measures?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous, I am
not sure how many times I have to say it, but I have
already put that on the record in response to a
question you and Miss Gould raised, and I have now
answered it for the third time.

Hospitals: patient numbers
Hon. SUE WILDING (Chelsea) - Will the
Minister for Health advise the house of any recent
indicators regarding the performance of public
hospitals in Victoria?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - As
honourable members are aware, each quarter the
government publishes a great deal of data about the
performance of Victoria's public hospitals over the
previous three months.
I am pleased to be releasing today the second
quarter report of the Victorian public hospitals,
which shows that public hospitals are continuing to
treat more patients than ever before. In fact there
was an 8.4 per cent increase in the number of
patients treated in the June quarter.
The number treated rose from 202 871 to 219 881
patients. As a result of that increased number there
was a small reduction in the number of people on
the waiting list, but this occurred against a
background of a continuing decline in the number of
Victorians with private health insurance.
Unfortunately, over the same period the number of
privately insured patients reduced from 32.2 per
cent to 31.4 per cent of the population.

The industrial disruption that has occurred over the
past month or so will also have an impact on the
figures. Hospitals have sought to renegotiate new
workplace agreements with the various professions
necessary for the operation of the public hospital
system.
Honourable members can be reassured by the
information contained in the report that public
hospitals continue to perform magnificently,
providing increasing access to Victorians who seek
the services of the high-quality public hospital
system in this state.

Rural Victoria: community health and
aged care
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Health, who is also the Minister for
Aged Care, to the document entitled Aged
Community and Mental Health Division Purchasing
Framework, released in May this year, which
proposed funding cuts of between $1.9 million and
$7.5 million for community health and aged care in
the five country regions of Victoria.
Will the minister now categorically rule out further
cuts to community health and aged care budgets in
any country regions next year?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) That is a very good question, but it is based on a
wrong premise. Miss Gould referred not to the
purchasing policy but to a draft document showing
the allocation of resources on a per capita basis
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across a range of programs. It should come as no
great surprise to members of the government or the
opposition that it reflects decision making of former
governments which developed on an ad hoc basis
and had absolutely no framework in terms of good
policy settings. It showed that there was an
enormous area - Hon. M. M. Gould - Are you going to cut the
budget next year?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - It showed the wider
variation in the distribution of resources. I remind
the house of the Labor Party's approach to mental
health and the allocation of resources in the mental
health area. In my own area of Ballarat something
like $18 per head of population is being spent on
mental health services. In many of the metropolitan
areas less than $1 per head of population was being
spent on mental health under the previous
government.
Over the past four years the government has
ensured an equitable distribution of those resources
across country Victoria as a whole. The government
is presiding over a significant increase in palliative
care funds going to country Victoria, as well as a
significant increase in allocations to alcohol and
drug services so that there can be a statewide
distribution of those services.
The draft framework drew attention to the fact that
the government has achieved an equitable
distribution of mental health resources and now has
a more comprehensive and accessible mental health
service throughout Victoria. Every Victorian
requiring access to a crisis assessment team can
access one in the local community.
The policy document drew attention to the fact that
the government has still not achieved the right
balance across all programs, particularly in aged
care and community health programs. It is on the
record that the government will over a period ensure
there is an increase in funds with the redevelopment
of some services.
In the Ballarat area, which I represent, it appears that

this year on a per capita basis there has been a
reduction of spending in mental health. However,
that reduction has occurred entirely because of the
decommissioning of Lakeside Hospital. It represents
absolutely no withdrawal of services, and every
country region this financial year has received an
increased allocation in the budget for aged,
community and mental health programs.
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Hon. M. M. Gould interjected.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Miss Gould is not
interested in the answer or the facts.
Hon. M. M. Gould - I am asking a question on
the five regional areas.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Her party has taken a
draft plan document and treated it as if it were a
purchasing document, which it is not. It never has
been, and it has been flatly rejected as such.
Therefore this issue has been nothing more than a
grubby little exercise. It has been a grubby little
exercise with the Labor Party trying to pretend that
the government is not concerned about rural
Victoria. Yet the record shows that the government
has brought services to rural Victoria and is giving
Victorians access to services in mental health,
alcohol and drug programs, primary care and
palliative care.
In the aged care area the government has developed
specialist geriatric services. The Labor Party's policy
in aged care was to spend scarce dollars rebuilding
30-bed nursing homes and winding back extended
aged care centres, with no emphasis on any
specialist rehabilitation or geriatric services, despite
the fact that although 90 per cent of older people will
live all of their lives independently, with increased
longevity they will need access to specialist services.

This government is very happy to compare its
record and performance with the performance of its
predecessors. Labor has no policy in opposition, so it
is impossible for the government to compare its
performance with Labor's policy. The only thing the
government can compare its record with is Labor's
performance in government. The government's
performance stands overwhelmingly out in front; so
much so that every other state government,
including the New South Wales Labor government,
is looking at embracing the sorts of policies that have
been implemented in Victoria.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What, cuts?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - If Mr Theophanous
thinks spending $6 million more a year in rural
Victoria represents a cut, it demonstrates his
economic illiteracy. The facts are that the
government is spending more in country Victoria
this year than it did last year, and that is more than
was spent in the year before.
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Melbourne Festival
Hon. C. A. STRONG CHiginbotham) - I refer the
Minister for Tourism to the recent very successful
Melbourne festivals that many of us have seen and
ask her to inform the house of the economic benefi t
that will come from the 1997 festival.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
am happy to advise the house that the Melbourne
Festival, which is probably Australia's greatest arts
festival, will open tomorrow. Given Melbourne's
events strategy and the focus on the many sporting
events that are held in this city, it is very important
to give the Melbourne Festival a good wrap because
it is an arts festival. It is a traditional festival that is
very valuable to the state of Victoria.
The Melbourne Festival is in its 12th year, and the
1997 event will run for a fortnight. Everyone has
focused on Leo Schofield and commented on the
impact of his departure, but I am convinced that this
year's festival, which is directed by Clifford
Hocking, will be bigger and better than ever.
The highlights of the festival have an international
status. They include the New York City Ballet, 'An
Evening with Joel Grey', a traditional African dance
company, the Gate Theatre of Dublin and a range of
additional features, including the Australian Ballet
and other activities. The 1997 festival is varied in
scope and includes dance, music, theatre, opera, live
performance and the like. Events will be conducted
both indoors and outdoors.
The festival's sponsors are Arts Victoria, the City of
Melbourne, the channel 9 network, the Age, ABC
Radio, Vichealth, APN, Myer, Southgate, and most
importantly, Tourism Victoria. My department,
Tourism Victoria, has contributed $150000 to the
1997 event, plus an additional $30 000 for marketing.
This year through a very good arrangement between
Tourism Victoria, Qantas and the festival organisers
we have put together a whole range of packages to
get interstate and overseas visitors to come to
Melbourne for the festival.
One of the strong selling points for Melbourne is
that in the packages offered we have been able to
promote not only the festival but also the Madame
Tussaud and Rembrandt exhibitions, and a range of
other very exciting activities that are available in
Melbourne at the moment. As a segment of its
tourism strategy the government has pursued a
concept of events, and the festival is a hallmark
event. Under the events program we try to have on a
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monthly basis a major event that attracts national
and overseas visitors.
The 1996 Melbourne Festival generated more than
$12 million in economic value to the Victorian
economy, but also contributed to the more important
issue of focusing on branding Melbourne as a great
city of entertairunent and excitement. Last year the
festival attracted more than 16000 international and
interstate visitors who indicated in their economic
impact statements that the festival was the main
reason for their travel. The festival has a very strong
pull for tourists to Melbourne.
I urge honourable members not only to make all
visitors to Melbourne welcome over the next
fortnight, but also to see some of the fantastic events
in the festival.

Community health centres: privatisation
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I refer
the Minister for Health to the government's
proposals to allow private companies to own and
operate a number of Victorian hospitals. Will the
minister rule out private operation of community
health centres in the future?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health)There has been no consideration given to or any
suggestion made that a private operator might
provide such a service. However, it is important to
record that the bulk of primary care is already
provided through private operators - they are
called general practitioners - who own their own
practices, or often work for a practice that is
privately owned. That is the largest form of primary
care provision.
What the government has now focused on in terms
of big investment is re~ngineering and updating
Victoria's public hospital system. There is obviously
a limit to the amount of capital available. The
government does not want to focus on the fact that
the Labor Party in government not only got its
recurrent expenditure wrong but wound back public
infrastructure, including public hospitals. The
government faced a major challenge in trying to
upgrade those facilities so that they would be
available for the community and would provide
first-class services into the next century.
To give only one example, the government is
overseeing a $900 million investment in the
metropolitan hospital system. In October last year
the government announced that it saw $250 million
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of that investment coming through private sector
provision. That is in addition to and will be a
variation of the model that has been developed in
the Latrobe Valley, where a new regional hospital is
under construction. The government is about to
embark on getting a new hospital at Mildura on the
same basis. So the government's focus has been on
trying to use the private sector to ensure that it
drives the available capital as far as possible.
Although there are some proposals for capital
investment in the primary care area of community
health centres, they tend to be modest. The
government has not contemplated, nor has it had
any interest expressed by the private sector in taking
on the development of such centres.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But you won't rule it
out?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Of course I won't rule it
out. It would be stupid for the government to be so
ideologically driven. One understands that the
Labor Party has a blind ideological faith and will
stick to it irrespective of any rational or logical
argument.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - In relation to
community health centres, yes.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - No, in all health.
Mr Theophanous might not have been at the
conference, but as I understand it the one policy
Labor has is that it is not going to have any private
provision of public services in health.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - 'We won't privatise
the hospitals', that's right!
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask the house to
settle down. Perhaps if the minister does not get so
excited the house will not get so excited.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - It is a welcome change
to have at least one policy initiative from the Labor
Party. It is a graphic indication of the future that the
Labor Party's only policy is to stick with that
age-old, blind ideological approach that says these
services can be delivered only through public
ownership, thus denying the Victorian community a
wider range of services that could be provided by
using the capital and expertise of the private sector.
The government does not stand for blind ideological
faith in the private sector as opposed to the public
sector. It looks at every proposal on its merits to give
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the best comprehensive return to the Victorian
community, whether it be publicly or privately
provided.
Victoria has a very good public hospital system that
will be further enhanced not only by the injection of
capital funds from the state purse but also by
contracting with the private sector to provide many
of the services that cannot be funded from the public
purse.

Health and Safety Week
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - I trust
my question will not draw such a provocative
response from the responsible minister. I know he is
the sort of chap who will handle this calmly. Will the
Minister for Finance please advise the house of some
of the activities in country Victoria during Health
and Safety Week?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank Mr Hartigan for his question. While there is
some levity in the chamber, I would remind
honourable members that we are talking about a
very important subject. Health and Safety Week
represents the highlight of the Victorian Workcover
Authority calendar.
One of the sad facts of life is that of the 25 fatalities
in Victorian workplaces this calendar year 19
occurred in country Victoria. That is not a record in
which any honourable member can take any pride.
Indeed, I repeat the commitment on behalf of the
entire Kennett government to not rest until the
government has improved that record dramatically.
This terrible fact underscores the importance not
only of workplace safety and Health and Safety
Week but also of driving improvement right across
the Victorian community and placing even more
emphasis on rural communities and the farming
sector.
As I reported to the house yesterday, the theme of
this year's Health and Safety Week is Get up and
Get Involved. I have invited all honourable members
of this chamber, as well as all members of the
Victorian community to become involved, and I
particularly extend that invitation to regional
Victorian communities. I want to give examples of
the seminars being held throughout regional
Victoria this week. This is not an exclusive list, but it
highlights the importance placed on this issue. In
Gippsland there have been two seminars - one
based on back care at work and the other on
managing contractor health and safety. In the
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Shepparton-Wangaratta region there have been
three seminars - one on managing back pain, one
on workplace safety and the other on managing
occupational health and safety in the workplace.
In the Bendigo region there have been two
seminars - a farm safety forum and injury
management. In Warmambool there have been
Operation Murphy, which involves a simulated
accident staged by the Warrnambool City
Emergency Services, and a seminar on the transport
of dangerous goods. In Geelong there have been
information sessions on spray painting and asbestos
removal and the Geelong Region Truck Show, which
is an important part of Health and Safety Week. In
Ballarat there has been a three-day conference on
occupational health and safety and rehabilitation
aimed at small and medi urn businesses in regional
Victoria.
I repeat: the Kennett government takes very
seriously the issue of health and safety throughout
the year. I highlight that by the extent to which I
have been personally involved in some of the special
events over recent months. For instance, I was proud
to be involved in launching Workcover's Operation
Safety results in Ballarat. The project was restricted
to Ballarat and was innovative in giving us the
chance to look at the structure of injury across that
community with a much more intensive focus. I am
delighted to report to the chamber that we have seen
some dramatic results in reducing claim numbers
and the seriousness of the claims as a direct result of
that campaign - a clear indicator of the way that
model might be extended into other communities.
I also had the pleasant duty of presenting a
5afetymap achievement certificate to the
5t John of God Hospital in Geelong - the first
regional hospital to achieve that award - and I was
delighted and proud to be part of the presentation.
Additionally, in the past few weeks I have been
involved in a farm safety awareness day in Wallup,
a little country town just south of Warracknabeal in
the prOvince you, Mr President, and I represent. I
was delighted with the number of local farmers who
took time out during the busy time of the year to
become involved in farm safety, thus clearly
demonstrating that they are not prepared to simply
accept the notion that accidents happen on farms
because of the inherent nature of the operation.
Clearly, the number of workplace injuries and
fatalities in the farming sector is far too high. The
government acknowledges that and is working
strenuously and assiduously to shift those statistics
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in the right direction. The day in Wallup was an
important step in that process.
The important message of Health and Safety Week is
spreading beyond Victoria. I am delighted to hear
that the Ministry of Labor of the People's Republic of
China is sending a delegation of specialists to
observe the Health and Safety Week activities. I will
be proud to ensure that they return to their country
with a very good message about health and safety in
the Victorian community.

Road rage
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Minister for
Roads and Ports would be aware that Gordon Trinca
of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons has
responded to the alarming increase in the incidence
of road rage by calling for a radical shift in road
safety policy. Will the minister take up this matter or
does he still hold to the view that road rage is not a
responsibility of the Minister for Roads and Ports?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
ongoing interest in aggressive driver behaviour, and
indicate to the house that it is not a road safety issue.
The government will continue to be the leading state
in road safety and author of a well-received,
integrated road safety strategy between the TAC,
Victoria Police and Vicroads.
Following intensive investigations internationally
and nationally and a report submitted to me by
Elliot and Shanahan on the issue of aggressive driver
behaviour, the state government formed an
agreement - An opposition member interjected.

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - Hold on, you're getting
worse than Theo, and that is bad news!
Government Members - Withdraw! Withdraw!
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - I meant in his build. The
government, including the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and the Attorney-General, will
develop appropriate measures for handling
unacceptable social behaviour by aggressive drivers.
It is clearly the responsibility, firstly, of the
government and Vicroads to examine areas where
congestion occurs or where there are road traffic
management problems and, secondly, the Victoria
Police, to deal with the aggressive behaviour. In 1994
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the Victoria Police recorded 27 assaults related to
motor cars. In 1995 there were 12 and in 1996,9. We
want to continue to reduce the number, not to have
it increase. The government will not react in a
knee-jerk way. It will put together a properly
thought-out strategy that will achieve results.

Small business: Streetlife program
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash)- Will the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
advise the house of the recent activities and success
of the government's Streetlife program?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to advise
the house that the government recently launched the
100th project funded under the Streetlife initiative of
the Kennett government at Hardware Street in the
city. The precinct is a unique environment which is
now being revitalised as a result of the initiatives of
the local retailers and businesses.
As honourable members may be aware, Streetlife is a
$1 million program that I launched in May this year
following a very successful trial in 1996 throughout
Victorian country and suburban areas. It directly
assists individual retail and commercial centres and
helps small businesses to create local employment.

A total of $10 000 has been provided to the Streetlife
program in Hardware Street to focus on business
development activities aimed at reinvigorating the
precinct and helping the area's business and
pedestrian activities to grow. It involves structured
trading to help traders gain maximum benefits from
the commercial and social environment and to help
them make better use of vacant buildings and
shopfronts.
I am pleased that the Melbourne City Council has
also injected some funds into the area to enhance its
physical appearance through the installation of new
window boxes, hanging baskets and signage and
generally doing up the area.
In total, 37 Victorian communities now share in the
Streetlife funding, which will help increase local
usage of commercial centres and towns and attract
businesses to those areas. We on this side of the
house look forward to Streetlife continuing to
develop. It has been a popular success, particularly
in adding life to sometimes embattled commercial
centres.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That so much of the standing orders as require answers
to questions on notice to be delivered verbally in the
house be suspended for the sitting of the Council this
day and that the answers enumerated be incorporated
in Hansard.
There are many answers and again, as occurred
yesterday, by agreement a list of the answers has
been prepared and will be circulated to all
members.The question numbers are as follows:
1290-91, 1372, 1714-15, 1728, 17~1, 1753-54, 1766rl67,
1779-80,1792-93,1805-06,1818-19,1831-32,1844-45,
1857-58,1870-71,1883-84, 1896-97, 1909-10, 1922-23,
1935-36, 1948-49, 1960-61, 1972-73, 19~85, 1996-97,
2008-09,2020-21,2032-33,2044-45,2056-57,2068-69,
2080-81,2092-93,2104-05,2116-17,2128-29,2140-41,
2152-53,2164-65,2176-77,2188-89,2200-01, 2212-13.
Motion agreed to.

COMMONWEALTH POWERS (FAMILY
LAW-CHILDREN) (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this bill is twofold. First, it is to make
a further reference of power to the commonwealth
for family law purposes. The further reference will
confer jurisdiction on the commonwealth to make
laws with respect to:
custody, guardianship and access matters in
respect of ex-nuptial children who are subject to a
child welfare law where the relevant state
minister or authorised person consents;
maintenance for ex-nuptial children who are
subject to a child welfare law; and
declarations of parentage for commonwealth
purposes.
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Secondly, it is to clarify the jurisdiction of the state
and the commonwealth in relation to both welfare
laws and adoption law. It will clarify (in conjunction
with complementary regulations to be made by the
commonwealth) the types of child welfare orders
which exclude the jurisdiction of the
commonwealth. The bill will maintain the
preservation of the state's power in relation to child
welfare laws and it will maintain the state's
exclusive power to make adoption orders.
Commonwealth-state jurisdiction
Jurisdiction in relation to matters affecting children
is shared between the commonwealth and the states.
Section 51(xx.ii) of the commonwealth constitution
empowers the commonwealth Parliament to make
laws with respect to divorce and matrimonial
causes. The constitution does not enable the
commonwealth to legislate for maintenance,
custody, guardianship or access in respect of
ex-nuptial children.
Section 51(xxxvii) of the commonwealth constitution
empowers the commonwealth Parliament to make
laws with respect to matters which are expressly
referred to the Parliament of the commonwealth by
the Parliament of a state. A reference by a state
under this provision does not deprive the state of
any power but rather results in the creation of an
additional concurrent power in the commonwealth
Parliament.
The Commonwealth Powers (Family
Law-Children) Act 1986 (hereafter called the act)
referred power to the commonwealth to legislate
with respect to:
maintenance for ex-nuptial children except where
such children are subject to a state child welfare
law (for example, children who are subject to a
custody, guardianship, care or control prOvision
of the Children and Young Persons Act 1989); and
custody, guardianship and access for ex-nuptial
children except where those children are the
subject of child welfare law (again, for example,
children who are subject to a custody,
guardianship, care or control provision of the
Children and Young Persons Act 1989).
The 1986 referral of power in respect of
maintenance, custody, guardianship and access
substantially, but not completely, removed the
distinction between children whose parents were
married and those whose parents were not married.
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This referral of powers conferred concurrent
jurisdiction on the commonwealth Parliament to
make laws with respect to ex-nuptial children who
are not subject to a state child welfare law. The
transfer of jurisdiction served to enable these
children to access conciliation and counselling
support provided by the Family Court. The effect of
the referral was to create a distinction between
ex-nuptial children who are subject to a child
welfare order and ex-nuptial children who are not
subject to such an order. The bill will address this
issue.
Custody, guardianship and access matters
In early 1990, ministers responsible for child welfare
legislation and Attorneys-General considered a
report of the Family Law Council which identified
problems in dealing with child abuse matters. The
council reported that there was confusion over
whether the commonwealth or the state had the
appropriate jurisdiction in certain cases. The council
reported that it was common for proceedings
involving the same allegedly abused child to be
instituted in both the Family Court and a state child
welfare court and this duplication resulted in
confusion, delay, expense, inconvenience and the
possibility of a child being further abused because
each court assumed the other had responsibility.
In response to this report, ministers agreed to amend
state referral of power legislation to expressly
exclude the Family Court from hearing custody,
guardianship and access disputes where ex-nuptial
children are in the custody or guardianship of a state
unless the consent of the relevant state minister was
obtained.
In 1992 the Department of Health and Community
Services entered into a protocol with the Family
Court dealing with matters of coordination between
the Family Court and the department in cases
involving child abuse. The bill will enhance the
approach taken in the protocol.

Child maintenance
Currently the commonwealth can legislate with
respect to maintenance for any children of a
marriage but only for ex-nuptial children who are
not subject to a child welfare law. In 1991 ministers
agreed that a reference to the commonwealth of the
residual maintenance power should be included in
the amendment of the Commonwealth Powers
(Family Law - Children) Act 1986. This will remove
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the vestige of discrimination against ex-nuptial
children who are subject to a child welfare law.
Parentage declarations
In 1991 ministers also agreed that the referral of
powers legislation should include a reference to the
power to make declarations of parentage for
commonwealth purposes. The Family Court has no
specific power to make declarations of parentage
although it does have power to order a person to
undergo a parentage test. The Family Court
currently makes parentage declarations on the basis
that the power is implied from the power to make
such orders in the context of maintenance, custody
and access orders. It cannot determine parentage
where there are no other proceedings before the
court. The bill will confer concurrent jurisdiction on
the commonwealth to make laws with respect to
parentage for commonwealth purposes. Should the
commonwealth enact legislation, a party would
have the option of instituting parentage proceedings
in either a state court or the Family Court.
Adoption proceedings
The bill will also make it clear that the referral of
power does not include the power to make adoption
orders. It has always been and continues to be the
state's intention to retain sole jurisdiction in respect
of the making of adoption orders. Therefore, the bill
(in conjunction with complementary regulations to
be made by the commonwealth under the Family
Law Act 1975) will clarify that if adoption
proceedings in respect of a child are pending in the
County Court or Supreme Court, the Family Court
will not to be able to interfere with those
proceedings unless written consent is given by the
relevant state minister or authorised person.
However, once a final adoption order is made, any
subsequent family law matters (where there is no
child protection order in force) can automatically be
heard in the Family Court.
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The bill makes a number of consequential
amendments to the Maintenance Act 1965, the
Marriage Act 1958, the Status of Children Act 1974
and the Adoption Act 1984.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North).
Debate adjourned until next day.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
LEGISLATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill before the house makes miscellaneous
amendments to the Building Societies Act 1986, the
Co-operative Housing Societies Act 1958 and the
Financial Institutions (Victoria) Act 1992. The
amendments fall into three categories - first, the
clarification that appeals under the Victorian
financial institutions scheme legislation from
decisions of the Australian Financial Institutions
Appeals Tribunal are to be heard in the Victorian
Supreme Court and not the Queensland Supreme
Court; secondly, the abolition of two redundant
funds established under legislation prior to the
commencement of the financial institutions scheme
and the application of the balance of those funds to
the supervision of the relevant building society
industry; and, thirdly, the amendment of the
cooperative housing societies merger and transfer of
engagements provisions to overcome difficulties
experienced by cooperative housing societies when
lodging documents for registration at the Land Titles
Office following a merger of societies or transfer of
engagements between societies.

Other matters
The bill will amend section 3(2)(d) of the
Commonwealth Powers (Family Law-Children)
Act 1986 to clarify that the power of a bail justice to
make an interim accommodation order under the
Oilldren and Young Persons Act 1989 and the
power of the AAT to determine disputes over case
planning decisions made under the Oilldren and
Young Persons Act 1989 are not affected by the
referral unless the relevant consent is obtained.

The amendments to the Financial Institutions
(Victoria) Act 1992 repeal sections 14 and 15 of the
act in accordance with the resolution of the
Ministerial Council for Financial Institutions that
legislation in all states be amended to confer
jurisdiction in respect of appeals from decisions of
the Australian Financial Institutions Appeals
Tribunal to local Supreme courts only, instead of
concurrently on the Supreme Court of Queensland
and the local Supreme Court as is presently the case.
Similar amendments have already been passed in
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South Australia, New South Wales, Tasmania and
Western Australia.
The amendments to the Building Societies Act 1986
abolish the Building Societies General Reserve Fund,
which was established under that act. The fund was
originally established by the act for the purpose of
providing protection for members, depositors and
creditors of any building society. The fund was
accumulated by a levy on all building societies prior
to 1990. It was substantially applied to facilitate the
Bendigo--Compass building society transfer of
engagements. It has no further purpose and exists as
a dormant fund. The amendments to the act provide
that the amounts standing to the credit of the fund
will form part of the Supervision Fund under
section 41 of the Financial Institutions (Victoria) Act
1992, which receives the annual supervision levies
payable by all Victorian building societies. Transfer
of the balance of the fund will enable the benefits of
the fund to be distributed to all Victorian building
societies through a reduction in the supervision levy.
The building society industry is highly supportive of
this proposal.
A similar amendment is made to section 76 of the
Financial Institutions (Victoria) Act to deal with the
dormant Building Societies Liquidity Support Fund,
which has served no further purpose since a national
emergency liquidity support fund was established in
January 1993 under the Australian Financial
Institutions Code. All building societies in Australia
contribute to the national fund, hence the Victorian
fund is no longer required. The combined balance of
these funds is approximately $290 000.
The amendments to the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act 1958 deal with a problem experienced
by cooperative housing societies when lodging
discharges of mortgages following a merger or
transfer of engagements between societies in
Victoria. The Land Titles Office has requested that
societies lodge a further application under
section 59(2) of the Transfer of Land Act to have the
register amended to make the transferee or merged
society (as the case may be) the mortgagee before the
society can deal with the mortgage, despite the
statutory vesting of property in the merged or
transferee society pursuant to sections 17 or 18 of the
act.
Where a society takes over the mortgage portfolio of
a defunct society the application can become costly,
as it must cover all mortgages within the portfolio,
which often amount to hundreds of mortgages. The
amendments to the act overcome the need for this
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fwther application by inserting a provision in the act
which clarifies that in all documents a reference to a
merging society (or transferor society) is a reference
to the merged society (or transferee society as the
case may be).
The amendments apply to all mergers and transfers
of engagements which have occurred after 1 July
1992 to deal with a growing number of stopped
dealings which are currently in the Titles Office
which cannot proceed to registration without the
fwther application being lodged. The Land Titles
Office, the cooperative housing society industry and
the industry's prudential supervisor, the Victorian
Financial Institutions Commission, are all
supportive of this amendment.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ROAD TRANSPORT (DANGEROUS
GOODS) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill makes a number of housekeeping
amendments to the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) Act 1995. The purpose of that act is to adopt
national laws for the safe transport of dangerous
goods by road.
The adoption of uniform national road transport
laws is a requirement under intergovernmental
agreements of 1991 and 1992 for heavy and light
vehicles respectively. Under national competition
policy funding, it is a condition of payment to the
states, that the states demonstrate effective
observance of the agreed package of road transport
reforms.
The agreed package of dangerous goods road
transport reforms consists of a template act which
establishes the broad legislative framework; national
regulations specifying the powers and duties of
various parties; and a code which sets out tedmical
standards.
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Phase one of the national reforms was completed in
1995 with the passage of the template act through
the commonwealth Parliament. The template act
was adopted in Victoria through the Road Transport
(Dangerous Goods) Act 1995. Phase two of the
national reforms - that is, the making of the
national regulations - was completed in early
September 1997.
The final phase of the process will involve bringing
the complete package of national legislative reforms
into operation across all jurisdictions. This is
scheduled to take place on 31 March 1998. Victoria
needs only to proclaim the adopting act to bring the
legislation into effect in this jurisdiction.
The bill before the house makes some housekeeping
amendments to the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) Act 1995 to allow the final phase to be
completed. The necessity for the housekeeping
amendments emerged during the course of
developing the fine detail of the national regulations
and code.
These amendments achieve a number of ends. They
clarify that certain provisiOns in the national
regulations which call up laws of the commonwealth
and of the Australian Capital Territory do not apply
as laws of Victoria. The bill goes on, for the purposes
of Victorian law, to clarify the meaning of a number
of terms used in the national package. These
clarification amendments were recommended to the
states and territories by the body overseeing the
drafting of the national package.
The bill also alters the scope of the reform package.
It excludes explosives, radioactive substances and
infectious substances from the legislation. Again,
these amendments were recommended at the
national level and will be picked up by the other
states and territories.
It should be noted that for the time being, the
transport of explosives, radioactive substances and
infectious substances are more appropriately dealt
with by other Victorian laws. At a later point in time,
consideration will be given to extending the national
package to cover the proposed exclusions.

The final amending provision of the bill relates to
fees. Amongst other things, the national package
will establish a national licensing scheme for drivers
and vehicles under which licence-holders will be
able to use their licences throughout Australia rather
than having to obtain separate licences in each
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jurisdiction. A similar system will operate for
approvals.
However, it has been left up to the individual
jurisdictions to prescribe the dollar amount of the
fees for the purposes of the package. It is therefore
necessary to insert a power into the adopting act that
will allow for the making of regulations for those
purposes. Any such fees would be set to cover the
full costs of the service provided.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.

FORESTS (DUNSTAN AGREEMENT)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. G. R. CRAlGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

There are a number of legislated softwood
agreements, all of which provide for the guaranteed
supply of softwood sawlogs, enshrined in
legislation. Material changes to these agreements
require the ratification of the Parliament.
The Victorian Plantations Corporation is
progressively unravelling the complex entitlements
to softwood sawlogs enshrined in these legislated
agreements and replacing them with normal
commercial log supply contracts. This will allow the
corporation to operate in a more flexible and
commercial marmer.
The Forests (Duns tan Agreement) Act 1987 ratified
an agreement between the then Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands, the Treasurer, the
Forests Commission and the company, A. Dunstan
Timber Sales Pty Ltd. The Dunstan agreement
provided for the general supply of softwood
sawlogs from the Koetong and Ovens plantations in
north-eastern Victoria.
The rights of the company to sawlogs under the
Dunstan agreement are subject to the existing
entitlement of Bowater-Scott Ltd of softwood in the
Ovens and Koetong plantations, in the Forests
(Bowater-Scott Agreement) Act 1986. In the event of
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termination of the Bowater-Scott agreement, without
subsequent amendment to the Dunstan agreement,
Bowater-Scott Ltd will lose its pre-existing
entitlement to those sawlogs.
The Victorian Plantations Corporation and
Bowater-Scott's successor, Carter Holt Harvey, have
negotiated the termination of the Bowater-Scott
agreement, which will be replaced by a new
commercial agreement. In terminating the
Bowater-Scott agreement amendments to the
Dunstan agreement are therefore necessary and are
the subject of the bill now before the house.
The deed of amendment will essentially transfer an
entitlement to softwood sawlog taken from the
Koetong plantation from Bowater-Scott to the
Victorian Plantations Corporation. This will protect
Bowater-Scott's existing entitlement for the pending
new commercial agreement.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. PAT POWER (Jika
Jika) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

PORT SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL
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purchasers in 1996. Melbourne Port Services Pty Ltd
was sold on 30 May this year. From 1 July 1997 the
port of Hastings has been managed by a private port
operator under a port management agreement with
the PMA, which incorporates a Channel Operating
Agreement (Hastings) with the Victorian Channels
Authority. In the latter agreement the Victorian
Channels Authority contracts with the operator for
the operator to carry out the obligation to manage
and maintain shipping channels and the navigation
aids relating to them in the port of Hastings, as well
as the right to charge for that service.
The state must ensure certain port services, such as
channels and pilotage services, are provided at the
port under obligations which exist in the Western
Port state agreements (the Westernport
Development Act 1967 and the Western Port (Steel
Works) Act 1970). These obligations will be fulfilled
by the private port operator under the port
management agreement and the Hastings channel
operating agreement.
This bill establishes the Hastings Port (Holding)
Corporation to act as landlord for the port of
Hastings and to administer the Port Management
Agreement with the private port operator. It is
proposed that the Hastings Port (Holding)
Corporation will be established upon the dissolution
ofthePMA.

Second reading
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is intended to provide for the finalisation of
various details arising from the progress of this
government's port reform program outlined in the
January 1995 policy document entitled Reforming
Victoria's Ports: A Competitive Future.
Following passage of the Port Services Act 1995, the
commercial functions and assets of the Port of
Melbourne Authority (PMA) were assumed by two
new statutory corporations, the Melbourne Port
Corporation (:tv1PC) and the Victorian Channels
Authority, as well as the declared subsidiary of the
Melbourne Port Corporation, Melbourne Port
Services Pty Ltd, a company under Corporations
Law.
The business and major assets of the Port of Geelong
Authority (PGA) and the Port of Portland Authority
(PPA) were sold by competitive tender to private

This bill provides for the repeal of the port authority
acts, for the abolition of the authorities and for the
transfer of remaining port authority property, rights
and liabilities to the State Electricity Commission
(SEC) corporate shell. The administrator of the SEC
shell has to date also been the administrator and sole
director of the three port authorities, and in view of
the small amounts involved the creation of a
separate entity to administer the residual assets and
liabilities of the port authorities was unjustified. The
SEC shell's specialised experience in managing
similar remaining property, rights and liabilities of
former electricity businesses will assist in the
efficient administration of the former port authority
property. The bill amends the State Electricity
Commission Act 1958 to allow for the orderly
administration of the SEC shell's port-related
property, rights and liabilities and provides that the
SEC is the successor at law of the PMA, the PGA and
thePPA.
In addition, the bill makes amendments to the Port
Services Act 1995 to repeal or amend transitional or
superseded sections, in particular to repeal
references to the 'declared subsidiary' of the MPc.
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I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. PAT POWER (Jika
Jika) on motion of Hon. C. J. Hogg.
Debate adjourned until next day.

SENTENCING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Act
1997 introduced major reforms to Victoria's
sentencing laws as a result of widespread
consultation with the Victorian community and key
stakeholders in the criminal justice system, including
judges, magistrates and representatives of relevant
agencies. It also implemented changes arising out of
the report of the Premier's Drug Advisory Council
and the government's response to that report,
Turning the Tide.
The amendments proposed by the bill provide the
Director of Public Prosecutions with a new right to
appeal to the Court of Appeal in certain
circumstances, address some problems which have
arisen in the area of fine enforcement and make
some further technical amendments arising out of
the sentencing review.
Resentencing offenders who breach an
undertaking to assist law enforcement authorities
It is important for public policy reasons that the law
encourage co-offenders to cooperate with law
enforcement authorities in order to enable the main
perpetrators of offences to be brought to justice. In
large-scale drug prosecutions and other types of
complex trials, the reality is that it is often
impossible for the Crown to make a case against the
principal offenders without the evidence of lower
level accomplices - for example, the cook in an
amphetamine factory or sub-dealers in the heroin
trade. Those persons can often be the only ones able
to provide authorities with crucial links in the chain
of evidence against the main offenders.
In order to encourage accomplices to testify for the
prosecution and assist law enforcement authorities,
the courts will recognise their help by reducing the
sentence imposed on them for their part in the
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crimes. To minimise the risk of an informer falsely
implicating others and giving evidence merely to
please law enforcement authorities or the court
passing sentence, it is important for the informer's
criminal charges to be finalised and sentence passed
prior to the trials of the accomplices proceeding.
A problem arises, however, where the informer then
fails to honour the promise. Despite the undertaking
which gave rise to a lighter sentence having been
breached, there is no ability to challenge the reduced
sentence which resulted. An informer can therefore
make a promise to assist which he or she has no
intention of carrying through and receive a lesser
sentence. The broken promise will often fatally
weaken the prosecution case.
Both the commonwealth and the New South Wales
jurisdictions have legislated for a specific power to
appeal against reduced sentences imposed on
informers who subsequently refuse to honour their
undertaking to assist authorities. In other state
jurisdictions the issue is addressed by the Director of
Public Prosecutions (DPP) obtaining an extension of
time within which to appeal against the sentence
passed. The DPP appeal prOvisions in the Victorian
Crimes Act 1958, however, are not wide enough to
enable a similar practice to be adopted in this state.
The bill makes amendments modelled on a
combination of the commonwealth and New South
Wales reforms. Clauses 4, 20 and 25 of the bill
amend the Sentencing Act 1991, the Crimes Act 1958
and the Magistrates Court Act 1989 to grant the DPP
a new right of appeal.
Under the amendments the Court of Appeal will, if
satisfied that the undertaking was wholly or
partially breached, be able to resentence the offender
and impose such sentence as it thinks fit. Whether
the Court of Appeal will in fact increase the sentence
will depend on an exercise of its discretion and on
the individual circumstances of each case.
The government believes that the existence of the
new right of appeal will provide a deterrent to
informers generally from giving undertakings they
have no intention of keeping in order to obtain
lighter sentences. It is anticipated that the existence
of a specific mechanism designed to address this
situation will go a long way towards ensuring
compliance with promises to testify.
In addition, allowing for resentencing addresses the
fact that the offender has inappropriately received a
lighter sentence by reason of an undertaking which
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has then not been honoured. This enables correction
of the factual basis on which the offender was
sentenced and does not represent a punishment for
failing to testify.
As the resentencing is undertaken by the Court of
Appeal - rather than the original sentencing
judge - concerns raised by some that sentencing
should be a final act that ought to be disturbed only
by the Court of Appeal are addressed. The Court of
Appeal has full discretion upon resentencing and
will be able to take into account all the individual
circumstances of the case. The new right of appeal
direct to the Court of Appeal will also be available in
respect of sentences for indictable offences which
were imposed in the Magistrates Court. This
recognises that informers might also be dealt with in
the Magistrates Court jurisdiction and will allow for
a consistent approach in the determination of
appeals under the new section 567A(1A) of the
Crimes Act 1958.

Amendments to the fine provisions of the
Sentencing Act 1991

Fine default community-based orders and PERIN matters
Clause 7 of the bill amends the Sentencing Act to
ensure that in certain circumstances only a court can
convert a fine into to a community-based order. By
way of background, instead of issuing a summons to
a person to appear in the Magistrates Court to
answer charges for certain types of regulatory
offences, an infringement notice - on-the-spot
fine - may be issued. The PERIN - penalty
enforcement by registration of infringement
notices - procedure set out in schedule 7 to the
Magistrates Court Act 1989 applies to enforce
unpaid infringement penalties under nominated
acts. Section 69 of the Sentencing Act 1991
specifically provides that the fine enforcement
sections of the act do not apply to PERIN matters.
One of the consequences of this is that infringement
notices registered with the PERIN court cannot be
converted into community work orders.
However, where registration of an enforcement
order has been revoked or a person has successfully
appealed to the court against a refusal to revoke
registration, the matter will be determined by a
magistrate hearing the case in open court. If the
magistrate finds the infringement offence proven,
then sentencing will proceed pursuant to the
Sentencing Act 1991. The fine enforcement
proviSions of that act are then applicable, including
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the sections enabling conversion of the debt into a
community-based order.
Concerns have been raised about a practice adopted
by some people who have received infringement
notices which have been registered with the PERIN
court but are ultimately determined in open court.
Some defendants will fail to appear at the hearing of
the charge by the magistrate, and the court will
generally find the matter proven and order that the
fine be paid. As the Sentencing Act 1991 procedures
then apply to such persons, they are able to readily
convert the fine to a community-based order by
application to the registrar under section 55 of the
Sentencing Act 1991. The ease of this practice has the
undesirable result of defendants moving from the
automated PERIN system into the open court
system. There is no scrutiny of the person's ability to
pay the fine prior to the conversion, with the result
that persons with the means to pay are not doing so.
Clause 7 of the bill amends sections 55 and 62 of the
Sentencing Act 1991 to provide that only a
magistrate can convert these types of fines into
community-based orders. This will ensure a proper
scrutiny of such applications for conversion and will
encourage persons with the means to pay their fines
to do so.

Fine default conversion rates under section 63(2)
Section 63(2) of the Sentencing Act 1991 sets out a
formula by which the number of hours of
community work which a fine defaulter can be
ordered to perform is calculated. The equation is
1 hour for each $20, to a maximum of 500 hours.
Applying the equation, a fine of $10 000 may be
converted into a SOD-hour community work order.
An unfairness arises concerning people who are in

default of fines larger than $10 000. The ceiling of
500 hours of community work disproportionately
favours persons who have been fined larger
amounts and who convert such sums into
community work hours. For example, in one case a
defendant who was fined approximately $150 000
for serious offences against the Fair Trading Act was
successful in converting the entire amount into a
single community-based order. The government
believes this represents an unfair benefit to persons
who are fined larger amounts by the courts.
Clause 8 of the bill amends sections 55,62 and 63 of
the Sentencing Act 1991 to provide that fines in
excess of $10000 may be only partially converted
into community work. The provision will enable
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only that part of the fine up to $10 000 to be
converted into unpaid community work and the
offender will be required to pay the balance of the
fine.
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legislation. The amendments also ensure that
community-based orders are available to be imposed
in respect of common-law offences.

Maximum fines for bodies corporate
Miscellaneous amendments to the fine structure under
the Sentencing Act 1991
Clause 12 of the bill introduces a new maximum fine
scale into the Sentencing Act 1991, which has fewer
levels than previously and which is now
symmetrical with the scale of maximum
imprisonment terms. The ratio the scale reflects is
10 penalty units for each month of imprisonment.
Clauses 13, 16, 22 and 23 make tedmical adjustments
to the Sentencing Act 1991 and the Crimes Act 1958
which reflect the altered penalty scale.

Fine alone for level 2 offences
Under the present structure, offences punishable by
a term of imprisonment (other than offences where
life imprisonment is the maximum penalty) are
punishable in addition to or instead of
imprisonment by a fine of the number of penalty
units that is 10 times more than the maximum
number of months imprisonment that may be
imposed.
The amendment act created a new level of a
maximum penalty of 25 years. Level 2 offences
include: attempted murder, intentionally causing a
very serious disease, rape, child incest, sexual
penetration of a child under 10 years, maintaining a
sexual relationship with a child under 16,
kidnapping, armed robbery, aggravated burglary,
arson causing death, and attempting to pervert the
course of justice.
The government considers that it is inappropriate
for such serious offences to be punishable by fine
alone. Clause 14 of the bill amends the act to provide
that for level 2 offences, a fine may be imposed in
addition to a term of imprisonment but not instead
of imprisonment.

Fines and common-law offences
The Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Act
1997 prescribed maximum penalties for certain
common-law offences. Clause 15 of the bill amends
the Sentencing Act 1991 to ensure that such
common-law offences will no longer have a
maximum fine which is 'at large', but that the
calculation of the maximum fine which is applicable
will be pursuant to the rules laid down in the

As referred to above, under the Sentencing Act 1991
offences which are punishable by a maximum term
of imprisonment are also punishable by a related
maximum fine. However, if a corporation is
convicted of an offence against the Crimes Act 1958,
the most serious penalty that may be imposed is a
fine, it being impossible to imprison a corporation.
By way of example, a corporation convicted of
manslaughter would face a maximum fine of
$240 ODD, whereas a person committing that same
offence would in addition face a maximum penalty
of 20 years imprisonment. When sentencing Denbo
Pty Ltd on a charge of manslaughter in 1994, the
court observed that there were less serious
Occupational Health and Safety Act offences which
had higher maximum fine penalties.
The commonwealth Crimes Act 1914 addresses this
issue by providing that where the offender is a
corporation, the maximum penalty which may be
imposed is five times that which may be imposed on
a natural person. This reflects the reality that a
greater fine should be available where imprisonment
is not an option in sentencing. It also provides the
court with scope to reflect the situation that some
corporations have much greater resources than
individuals.
Clause 18 of the bill inserts a provision into the
Sentencing Act 1991 to provide for an increased
maximum penalty for a body corporate found guilty
of an offence against the Crimes Act 1958. Unless the
contrary intention appears, where the court has
power to fine the body corporate, the maximum
penalty which will be available to be imposed on the
corporation will be five times the amount of the
maximum penalty which would be available to be
imposed on a natural person found guilty of the
same offence committed at the same time.

Recognising the electronic issue of certain
warrants to the Sheriff
Clauses 9 and 28 of the bill make amendments
which enable certain warrants under the Sentencing
Act 1991 and the Magistrates' Court Act 1989
directed at the Sheriff to be issued electronically,
instead of in paper form. It is not intended to
invalidate the issue of these warrants in paper form,
but rather to recognise that they can also be issued
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electronically. These amendments follow on from
ones made last year in the Magistrates' Court
(Amendment) Act 1996, which provided for the
electronic issue of warrants to seize property and
penalty enforcement warrants issued by the registrar
of the PERIN court to the Sheriff.
Under the amendments, the warrant is issued by the
proper officer signing a document containing certain
particulars and causing those particulars to be
transferred electronically to the Sheriff. A warrant
issued in this fashion has the same effect as if it had
been issued in paper form. In addition, it may not be
amended, altered or varied after its issue.
Compensation orders
Section 86 of the Sentencing Act 1991 enables the
court to make orders against offenders
compensating victims for loss, destruction or
damage to property, or for their pain and suffering.
These orders may be made upon application once
the offender has been convicted of the offence.
Section 86(S)(b)(ii) sets out the persons who have
standing to make these applications on behalf of the
victim, being the Director of Public Prosecutions
(DPP), the informant or a police prosecutor.
Currently, the DPP only has standing to appear in
the County and Supreme courts.
Clause 10 of the bill amends section 86(S)(b)(ii) to
enable the DPP to appear in compensation order
applications in the Magistrates Court as well as in
the superior courts. This recognises the increased
responsibilities of the office of public prosecutions in
prosecuting matters in the Magistrates Court.
Technical amendments arising out of the passage
of the Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment)
Act 1997
Clauses 17, 19 and 21 of the bill make amendments
arising out of the passage last session of the
Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Act. These
amendments are technical in nature and do not
involve any changes in policy. They are inserted in
order to clarify the intended operation of certain
provisions of the amending legislation and to
promote an efficient usage of the new act. The
amendments are deemed to commence on 1
September 1997, which is the date on which the
relevant portions of the amendment act commenced
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Legal representation
The Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment)
Actl997 introduced uniform prOvisions for
instituting breach proceedings relating to
non-custodial orders under the Sentencing Act 1991.
Charges are filed by community corrections officers,
who by doing so, become the informant in relation
to that breaching matter. However, the person who
filed the charge is rarely the person who appears to
prosecute the matter. This is problematical as there
appears to be no power in section 38 of the
Magistrates' Court Act 1989 to provide for persons
other than the informant or a person empowered by
law to appear as a party to a criminal proceeding.
Clause 26 of the bill amends the Magistrates' Court
Act 1989 to enable any other prescribed person or
any other member of the prescribed class of persons
to appear in court in such matters.
I commend the bill to the house.
D~bate

adjourned for Hon. D. A. NARDELLA
(Melbourne North) on motion of
Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY (FURTHER
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 October; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition is not opposing the legislation but wants
to put on the record some of its concerns in relation
to both the legislation and more generally and by
way of background the outcome of privatisation
more than the process itself.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Which part of the
$22 billion didn't you like?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The opposition
does not like the lack of competition and the higher
electricity prices for consumers. We do not like the
blackouts, either.
The legislation relates to Victoria's efforts in the
national electricity market. Because the Labor Party
has supported a national electricity market both
while it was in government and during its time in
opposition, the opposition supports the aspects of
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the bill that promote the formation of such a national
electricity market.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - It will probably be more
noticeable in New South Wales, Mr Theophanous.

The bill deals with a complex set of amendments to a
range of disparate acts. Although the amendments
relate principally to the Electricity Industry Act, they
also affect the National Electricity (Victoria) Act, the
Electricity Industry (Miscellaneous Amendment)
Act, the Loy Yang B Act, the State Owned
Enterprises Act, the Crown Land (Reserves) Act, the
Forests Act, the Land Act and the National Parks Act.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am not going to
get into a debate about the relevant merits of New
South Wales and Victoria in electricity reform;
suffice to say that each state makes its own decisions
on these matters.

It is important to note that the Electricity Industry

Act appears to have developed a life of its own and
has generated a vast range of amendments in
virtually every parliamentary sitting period. In the
process it has become more and more complex and
convoluted, and consequently quite difficult to
follow. The implications of those changes to the
Electricity Industry Act have been quite profound,
and that is also the case with the proposed
amendments. The act also has important
environmental implications for the structure of the
industry. The issue of generation capacity presents
an example of the problems that will necessarily
result from some of the short-sighted aspects of the
electricity reforms the government seeks to
introduce.
The bill contains more modifications to
cross-ownership, which has been a feature of almost
every electricity bill the government has introduced.
The effect of those provisions is to water down
further the rules in relation to cross-ownership.
The bill amends the Electricity Industry Act 1993,
principally in relation to the introduction of a
national electricity market. It does so by splitting up
the Victorian power chain, with some of its tasks and
responsibilities going to the National Electricity
Market Management Company, otherwise known as
Nernrnco. The remainder goes to the Victorian
Energy Networks Corporation, or Vencorp. In other
words, the bill provides for the transfer to Vencorp
of those functions which are not transferred to
Nemmco. They relate to the plaruting of electricity
transmission and other services to assist in
investment decisions.
Vencorp was introduced with some fanfare by the
government, which stated that it would be vibrant
and competitive and would produce economies of
scale. I am not sure about these claims; time will tell
whether they come to fruition.

I am disappointed to see the privatisation of the
high-voltage electricity system in this state. There is
certainly no basis for that to be done, and even
Mr Strong, when he opened the debate on the
subject five years ago, was of the view, as was the
government at the time, that the one piece we ought
to keep is the high-voltage transmission system,
which is a national monopoly.
Hon. C. A. Strong - Things have changed over
the past five years.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Yes, certainly
one of the things that has changed is Mr Strong's
pOSition on the issue.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I suspect your
disappointment would be shared by New South
Wales, but for a different reason.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! We should
allow Mr Theophanous to put his point of view; then
Mr Strong and the minister will have a chance to
counter his views.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It was not
necessary to privatise the high-voltage transmission
system. We ought to be clear about the nature of our
opposition to the government's reforms. They are
based fundamentally on the fact that the
government has failed to bring about competition. It
has been so from the beginning, and the minister
knows that because I have raised the same issue in
numerous debates.
The government established five distributors which
are geographically based, and there is no
competition between them. The vast majority of
Victorians cannot even make a choice, but the large
companies that can make a choice are unable to
make it in terms of network costs. I have already
pointed out to the minister that some companies are
thinking about shifting their operations from one
side of Millers Road in Laverton to the other simply
to put themselves within the regime of the lower
networking costs which they cannot obtain through
Powercor.
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Hon. C. A. Strong - That is a graphic illustration
of competition at work.

prices achieved; it must be judged on a range of
factors.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - If Mr Strong
thinks competition means you are stuck in a
geographic zone where you cannot get access to a
particular distributor and are forced to pack up and
move to a different area as the only way of reducing
network costs, he has a pretty strange idea of
competition.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - But the prices were not too
bad; you have to admit that.

Hon. C. A. Strong - It means if I can't get a good
price from one shop, I will go to another shop.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I suppose that
means when the regime is extended to all Victorians,
all of those in the Power cor area will sell their
houses and go and live in the Solaris area.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He didn't say that at all.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is what he
said. If people want a lower price they can move;
Mr Strong is confirming it now and nodding his
head.
Hon. C. A. Strong - That's right. They have to
get their priorities right. If they want cheaper
electricity they have to shift into the Solaris area.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is unbelievable
that Mr Strong would defend what has taken place
by suggesting that the only alternative people have
if they want cheaper electricity and want to take
advantage of competition is to move house.
Hon. R. H. Bowden - That is silly.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I know it is, but
Mr Strong suggested it, nonetheless.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, you said that people
were wanting to shift to the other side of Millers
Road.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - And Mr Strong
said it is an indication of competition. He pointed
out that it was a good thing and went on to suggest
that it is a question of priorities - if your priority is
to live in the Powercor areas of Geelong, Hamilton
or Warrnambool, you will suffer the consequences
by paying higher electricity prices. You cannot have
both. This is Mr Strong's view of what competition
in the electricity industry is all about. The sale of the
electricity businesses cannot be judged only on the

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I repeat that the
sale cannot be judged simply on the prices.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, but they did blow you
away!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The prices are
one thing, but as the minister will understand in
principle one could get virtually the price one
wanted for an electricity business by giving people a
monopoly and an open cheque. That is precisely
what the government has done - and Mr Strong
has confirmed it in what he said to the house about
competition in the electricity business. The
government has said, 'We will give you exclusive
rights over this area of Victoria'.
Hon. S. M. Nguyen - And, 'You can make
money'.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That's rightit's a licence to print money. The government has
said also, 'You can increase prices to whatever level
you want and Victorians can foot the bill'. What is
the effect of higher electricity prices on our other
industries? Let us not forget that since this
government came to power electricity prices have
increased by about 17 per cent.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - In real terms or money
terms?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In real terms the
figure may be about 12 per cent, but nevertheless it
has been a significant increase. Whatever one might
say about the New South Wales electricity industry
the fact is that an average family consuming an
average amount of electricity in New South Wales
pays about $200 a year less for that electricity than
an equivalent household in Victoria. It can be
claimed that it is an outstanding success, but the
problem is that these matters simply cannot be
judged on the basis of the price that was achieved by
the government.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is true.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad that
the minister concedes that point.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - It was a very good deal on
every count. It wasn't just the money and I am
pleased to have that confirmed.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It has not
resulted in better services or lower electricity prices
and it certainly has not resulted in competition.
These issues will be addressed by a future Labor
government, which will bring real competition into
the industry, not the sort of Mickey Mouse
competition - Hon. K. M. Smith - You don't even know the
meaning of the word 'competition', except when
you're competing in preselections.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The record of the
Labor Party on competition is one of which I am
quite proud, because the Labor Party has done a
number of things in reform and in the introduction
of competition that have assisted the community.
One example is the deregulation of the liquor
industry by the Labor government against stiff
resistance from the conservative side of politics. As a
consequence of the changes introduced by the
former Labor government additional investment
estimated at more than $2 billion was put into a
wide range of restaurants and other services in the
hospitality industry around the state - more
competition.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Provided I concede that,
why didn't you apply the same principle to the
power industry?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Labor Party
supports competition in the power industry.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why didn't you do it when
you had your chance, then? Why didn't you
embrace it when you had the chance?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We have
conSistently supported the establishment of a
national electricity market. Indeed we have also
supported competition at a range of levels in the
industry.
Some issues in the bill need to be examined. One of
the opposition's concerns is long-term excess
generation capacity. We are concerned that in future
there may not be enough capacity because the
Treasurer criticised the former government for
establishing a system that he claimed had too much
capacity and was therefore inefficient. The fact is
that particularly during last summer's demand
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peaks, when everybody was using air-conditioners,
the system was under so much strain that in some
circumstances the spot price reached more than
$3500 a megawatt hour compared with an average
price of about $24 a megawatt hour.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Doesn't that represent
competition?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It represents an
acute shortage. Mr Strong is nodding his head in
agreement. Therefore the earlier claims of the
Treasurer that the former Labor government
introduced a system that had excess capacity have to
be questioned. If a price of $3500 per megawatt hour
is being achieved in the spot market there is an
extreme shortage of power in that period. As a result
of some of the problems experienced during
summer, last year the average price of Victorian
electricity was actually quite high. It is one of the
contributing factors that will result in the
maintenance of higher electricity prices in the state.
I turn to some other provisions of the bill. The bill
contains a number of miscellaneous amendments,
including the repeal of most of the Loy Yang B Act
and amendments to the State Owned Enterprises
Act, which will enable the state to recover tax
equivalent payments from Aluvic from 1 July 1994.
The bill also makes changes to the Forests Act, the
Crown Lands (Reserves) Act and the National Parks
Act.
The bill also amends the Constitution Act to alter the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. That is standard
practice for this government in just about every act
so it is not something new. That the bill provides for
the minister to be able to determine between fixtures
and chattels appears to be directly related to the
government's sale of Powernet's high-voltage
lines - because the lines cannot be sold without the
land to which they are attached, unless they are
declared not to be fixed.
The government's short-term approach is
characterised by the view that if it is there and it is
an asset, it is better to sell it. The sale of Powemet
Victoria created some cross-ownership problems
that have had to be addressed in other ways.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - And they will be.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I hope they will
be, Minister; the opposition looks forward to those
problems being properly addressed. Unless
something changes dramatically, Powemet will have
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a monopoly of high-voltage lines. Therefore, the
opposition hopes the government will continue to
regulate the price Powernet charges for the use of
high-voltage lines.
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enforced it can result in higher prices. That is
precisely what occurred in the United Kingdom
where the generators colluded in charging higher
rather than lower prices even though the intent was
to deliver competition.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - And access.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Access has its
price, that's correct. If the price is not regulated
access could be denied or pricing could simply
reflect Powernet's monopoly.
The Hilmer report on competition policy made the
specific point that if one is to have a monopoly, in
the end it is better to have a public monopoly rather
than a private monopoly. The worst of all worlds is a
private monopoly, because it is difficult to use
external regulatory powers to control its operations.
At least with a public monopoly direct lines of
authority can be used to try to prevent monopoly
pricing.
I do not necessarily agree with all of Hilmer's
arguments on this issue. Generally, a public
monopoly relies on clear lines of authority, an
enforceable charter and a clear accountability
structure. A private monopoly should depend on a
strong regulatory regime to control it.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Which there is.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The question of
whether there is a strong regulatory regime is an
open one at this stage. When we talk about
monopolies, only time will answer.
The opposition is not opposed to the bill but simply
indicates its concern that the issues should be
properly addressed. The opposition wants proper
regulation of this private monopoly which, unlike
some of the distributors, is not subject to the same
cost pressures. Part of the operation of distributors is
a monopoly, but not the entire operation, as such
distributors will be able to sell power to people in
other distribution zones even if the networking costs
in their zones are fixed. So there is some competition
between the distributors, but at this stage there is no
competition in the high-voltage transmission
business.
There is some competition between the generators
but it is a critical question whether it delivers lower
prices, because such competition can have two
effects. On the one hand it can deliver lower prices
but on the other hand if the regulatory regime is
inadequate and the collusion aspects are not

The opposition does not have an ideologically
blinkered view of this. The opposition believes that a
competitive structure must work. The opposition
will judge the government on the basis of whether
this results in cheaper electricity.
Interestingly, the government has delayed the onset
of competition. People are somewhat confused about
this. The government claims to have delayed the
onset of competition until the year 2000 when the
distributors will be free to compete. In fact,
competition will not occur in the year 2000. In the
year 2000 price regulation will end. One of the
Treasurer's more cunning political moves was to
write into the agreements governing the sale of the
distribution businesses the price regulation staying
in place until after the year 2000. Having increased
electricity prices by 17 per cent, the Treasurer was
able to introduce a regime of gradual price reduction
until the year 2000 but never cut it back to what it
was before privatisation.
What worried the Treasurer more than anything was
the prospect of having no price regulation because
he knows that once price regulation finishes in the
year 2000 prices will rise.
Hon. Bill Forwood - We have a crystal ball,
that's how we know.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I will tell you
how we know.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You think you're
a good chairperson of the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee but you're not even capable of
standing up to the Auditor-General! On this
occasion I am happy to bet you that electricity prices
will rise after 2000 when price regulation ceases. You
think that prices will drop after the year 2000. None
of the other economic commentators or anybody else
thinks that prices will drop, and there is a simple
reason.
Monopoly features have been structured into the
network costs in each distribution zone. Moreover,
the government structure for electricity generation is
such that unbelievably high prices have been
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charged because the investment is not going to the
industry to allow it to deliver the requirements for a
whole generation system. Investment will be pretty
ad hoc - nobody will invest money to provide
electricity for once or twice a year when there is an
enormous need and prices blowout to $3500, while
for the rest of the year the prices average around
$200. Nobody will invest on that basis, whereas
previously the role of government was to plan for an
overall generation system.
I am not saying that these matters cannot be
addressed, but in the generation area one of the
critical factors will be whether there can be real
competition between the states. By 'real competition'
I do not mean whether I can say electricity prices in
Victoria are $200 lower than they are in New South
Wales; that does not mean anything to anyone.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why did you use the
example? You took us through it at great length!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It does not mean
anything in terms of competition, even though it is
true that New South Wales prices are $200 lower
than they are in Victoria for the average family. The
only way people could get access to the $200 cheaper
electricity is, to use Mr Strong's example, to move to
New South Wales. Real competition would mean
that a Victorian would be able to get access to
cheaper electricity but still be able to live in Victoria.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Yes!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In agreeing with
me I hope the minister does not mean that to get the
cheaper electricity that Solaris is offering a person in
Hamilton would have to move into the area covered
by Solaris.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I am not suggesting that.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The problem is
that the system that has been established does
precisely that.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, it doesn't.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I would be
happy to take the minister through it again because
it appears, based on the minister's record from
Workcover, that it does not matter how many times
people take him through things, he has his ideas and
he will not change them. It does not matter how
many maimed or crippled people are put in front of
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him, he is going to stick to what he believes in, and
this is an example.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I will take that as a
compliment!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Well done.
Victoria has a system where the level of competition
between distributors is inadequate and the
generation system results in spectacularly high
prices for electricity in the peak periods, which
affects the overall price of electricity for Victorian
consumers. During some of those times many
consumers experience blackouts or brownouts as a
result either of the electricity not being available or
of the distribution companies not being prepared to
pay $3500 - in other words, not being prepared to
provide electricity to consumers at a loss, which is
what the companies would have had to do during
the peak brown out periods - so having a couple of
blackouts here and there was one way of resolving
the problem.
The opposition is concerned about aspects of the bill
that relate to its effect on the environment, which is
an issue for us all. I am very disappointed that the
national government has refused even to consider
greenhouse targets because - An honourable member interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You can use a
stupid, simple approach if you want, but it is a
serious problem and one that is difficult to address.
The opposition accepts that. However, it is not a
problem that we should simply walk away from. It
is something to address on a strategic, long-term
basis. I do not know how many jobs would be
created by gradually shifting production of
electricity to forms other than brown coal; possibly a
considerable number of jobs could be created in the
Latrobe Valley in the provision of technology or
other forms of electricity production.
I remind honourable members that some countries
around the world are attempting to provide up to 25
per cent of their electricity by wind power. I do not
know how many jobs that has created, but we can be
sure it would create quite a few - probably more
than are provided through the current means of
producing electricity, which is very capital intensive.
Most members have been to the Latrobe Valley and
see the massive machines that pull the brown coal
out of the ground. Nobody touches it and most of
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the work is automated. Not many people are
actually doing the work.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You said it was labour
intensive.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No, I said capital
intensive. I am sensitive to the issue of jobs. I also
think that we have more of a responsibility to our
own environment than we have generally to the
world in terms of greenhouse gas emission
initiatives. One of the significant difficulties of losing
control of the generation of electricity entirely to the
private sector is that we no longer have control over
that form of electricity. It is also quite difficult if the
private sector owns Loy Yang A or Loy Yang Band
produces regulations or some other form of
legislation that would curtail the capacity to sell
electricity, subsequently making it become less
profitable than would otherwise be the case.
They are significant challenges for the future. The
Prime Minister could have taken a much stronger
lead than he did. He was defensive about this in the
international forums he has attended and presented
Australia as having walked away from any
commitment to greenhouse gas emission initiatives.
The problem of greenhouse emissions can be
addressed not only through the generation process
or by limiting the number of brown coal stations but
also by reducing the consumption of electricity. It is
a serious problem, but it can be addressed in
practical ways. We can now produce a light globe
with a rating of 11 watts that emits the same amount
of light as a globe with a 75-watt rating.
Some honourable members may have received
correspondence, as I did, from Philips about that
company's attempt to increase the availability of
energy-efficient lighting. If the electricity
consumption of every light globe were reduced to a
quarter or a fifth of that of the globes currently in
use - while producing the same amount of light significant savings in electricity usage would be
made. The problem is that the capital cost of
energy-efficient globes is higher than the cost of
normal globes.
Honourable members will know that you can buy a
normal 75-watt globe for about $2, but an
energy-efficient globe that uses only 11 watts while
producing the same amount of light costs about $15
or $20. The limiting factor is the capital cost; it is not
that energy-efficient globes cannot be produced.
That tells us that we should try harder to think of
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innovative ways - perhaps by government
subsidies or through some other means - to reduce
the consumption of electricity.
A successful example with which Mr Strong would
be familiar involves a vertically integrated power
distribution and generation company in the United
States which, faced with the prospect of increasing
demand requiring it to build an additional power
station at a cost of $2 billion or $3 billion, decided
instead to institute an energy-efficient program that
entailed its visiting its customers' premises domestic, commercial and industrial- and
installing energy-efficient appliances and light
globes. The company decided to reduce the level of
consumption of electricity among its customers. It is
true that it increased its electricity prices, but even so
its customers were in a win-win situation because
although the electricity tariff increased the amount
of electricity used by each customer reduced, so the
overall result was almost cost neutral.
I do not know whether that is the solution for
Victoria, but I do know we are not serious enough
about energy conservation in the electricity industry.
Some innovations have been supported by both
parties - for example, the ratings introduced for
energy-efficient appliances. A person who wants to
purchase a refrigerator, washing machine or stove
will note the star rating system - the appliances
with the highest number of stars are the most energy
efficient. Unfortunately prospective purchasers will
also notice, as I did recently when building a new
home, that the more energy efficient the appliance
the more it costs. That could be addressed in a
number of ways, perhaps even through government
subsidy.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - The same old solution.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -If we are seeking
to reduce the impact on the environment and want
to promote the sale of energy-efficient appliances we
have to look at these things.
Hon. C. A. Strong - Which one did you
purchase, the more efficient?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I purchased the
most energy-efficient appliance I could afford. The
government may look at regulation rather than
subsidy. I do not know whether there is a role for
one-star appliances. I do not think one-star
appliances should be sold because an appliance that
has that rating is obviously energy inefficient.
Perhaps the answer is regulation rather than subsidy.
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The point I make is that we need to commit
. ourselves to solving these problems. I am
disappointed that neither the federal government
nor the Victorian government has taken up energy
conservation issues. The Victorian government is
interested only in the price it gets for its electricity
companies.
I refer now to a letter received by the shadow
minister for energy and resources, the honourable
member for Geelong North in the other place, from
the Victorian National Parks Association, which
states:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the

Electricity Industry (Further Miscellaneous
Amendment) Bill.
We would like to make the following comments:
The bill provides for private electricity companies
to enter into agreements with the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management allowing
them to 'manage and control' almost any areas
within national or state parks, without necessarily
being placed under any conditions. There is no
guarantee that protection for the prime focus of
our parks - nature conservation - will be
provided. This is especially important in a process
that hands over what was once the public function
to a private company.
In the bill the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management has sole responsibility for these
agreements. The VNPA believes that the bill must
provide for the agreements to be subject to a public
consultation process and where appropriate to an EES.
Although this bill seeks to establish the terms of access
and management regimes applying to existing assets, it
does not preclude any future developments in parks
and protected areas. We believe the bill should refer
only to existing assets and preclude any further
developments in parks and protected areas.
The VNPA believes that the agreements involving
national parks should only be entered into where a
national park already has electricity assets within it.
I simply direct that to the attention of the minister
because those issues again go to the question of
conservation, especially as it affects our national
parks. The issues have been drawn to the attention
of the opposition and they are cause for some
concern.
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I began by saying that the opposition does not
oppose the bill although it has concerns with it and
with the process, but I reiterate that the opposition
would really like to get away from the debate about
privatisation because after all is said and done it has
happened. The opposition would like to focus on
how we can have the most efficient and competitive
electricity industry possible and how we can address
the massive environmental issues that not only this
industry but a range of other industries bring up.
They are challenges for both government and
opposition.
Members of the opposition will support measures
which protect consumers and the environment and
which deliver competition in the industry, but we
will also be critical where there is a lack of
competition. We will be critical where consumers are
not protected, where there are blackouts, where the
services are not up to scratch, where investment is
not being made and where the environment is not
being protected. With those few words I extend the
support of the opposition to the bill.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I also
support the bill, which takes us through the next
step of the electricity deregulation process and
makes the electricity grid a national one. I am
pleased the opposition supports the bill and I note
that in his final comments Mr Theophanous said the
opposition would like to get away from the
privatisation debate and concentrate on other issues.
However, I also note that prior to making those
comments Mr Theophanous spoke for an hour about
nothing other than privatisation and was critical of it.
Members of the government support him when he
says he would like to get away from the
privatisation issue and concentrate on how the
industry will work, and we wish he would follow
his own advice because every time he puts these
privatisation scares on the record we are obliged to
respond and say they are nothing but scares,
nothing but a whole series of fabrications.
I shall deal with some of the issues Mr Theophanous
raised. The first was the remarkably successful
process of electricity privatisation and deregulation
in Victoria. It has been a most remarkable win-win
for this state because through electricity sales we
have managed to clear more than two-thirds of the
state debt Mr Theophanous and his colleagues so
recklessly built up over their term in office. As well
as that, and contrary to everything Mr Theophanous
said, we have delivered cheaper electricity to
Victorians. What a fantastic win-win. At the end of
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the process, when the final bits and pieces of hydro
and gas assets are sold off, on the Auditor-General's
figures close to $1 billion a year will be put back into
the pockets of Victorian taxpayers after paying off
two-thirds of the debts Mr Theophanous and his
colleagues built up - and Victorians have cheaper
power.
That Mr Theophanous can rave on for an hour
saying that it is a disaster beggars belief. As has been
said by others, we are used to Mr Theophanous
beggaring belief because he has been doing it for
almost five years now. One claim he made
constantly was that electricity has become more
expensive. That is simply a fabrication. Time and
again we have laid on the table figures that prove
that is not the case.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The average price is
$200.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - That just shows how

Mr Theophanous is unbelievably off the beam. If he
is saying that the average ex-generator price of

electricity is $200 a megawatt hour I would like to
have it on the record because it just shows how he is
completely and utterly divorced from any shred of
fact or knowledge.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That was in the
summer peak period.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - That was during the
summer peak. The summer peak is the average, is it?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It went up to $3500.

I shall come at it from another source that
Mr Theophanous may find more authoritative. An
article in the Age of 22 September - and the Age is
an authority organ for the Labor Party - talks about
the cost of living and deals with this issue. Under the
headline is 'Family misses out on the fruits of low
inflation' the article analyses a whole series of
consumer items bought by normal households and
concludes that low inflation has not delivered the
expected dividend to the family. It then looks at the
cost of electricity and says that from October 1992 to
October 1997 the average electricity bill for a typical
household has gone from $800 to $805. That is a
massive reduction in real terms.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Less than 1 per cent in
money terms.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - So on every count, even
on the information that is put out by the Age,
electricity bills have gone down for domestic
consumers. Electricity bills to industry and small
business have gone down even more.
Mr Theophanous's claim of a 17 per cent increase is
utter nonsense. In every way that assertion is proved
to be totally false. Mr Theophanous then discussed
further arguments before we again heard how the
reforms have failed to bring about competition.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It is true.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - How can that be,
particularly when the ex-generator price of
electricity has been reduced markedly. From his own
figures Mr Theophanous quoted a price of $24 a
megawatt hour, yet prior to this process being in
place the ex-generator price was closer to $50 a
megawatt hour.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - The manipulator talks
about the average price and when called on to justify
his comments says it is the price in the summer
peak. What a manipulating liar you are, and you
stand condemned by your own words.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - On a point of
order-Hon. C. A. STRONG - I am happy to withdraw,
but Mr Theophanous can draw his own conclusions
about what a deliberate manipulator of the facts is.
Quite clearly there is now very significant
competition in every way, and honourable members
should remember that previously ex-generator
electricity prices were upwards of about 60 per cent
of the total cost of electricity.
As was said earlier in the debate the Millers Road
example is clearly a dramatic example of
competition. What better situation for competition
could you have than one in which it is known that
new high-use industries will not want to go into an
area because it is very expensive to get electricity
into that area. The distributor in that high-use area
will be under a clear pressure because over time its
sales will reduce if new industries will not move into
the area because of the high cost of the electricity
supply.
What an enormous impact it will have on that
distributor to know that his market share will be
very significantly reduced in 10, 15 or 20 years.
Millers Road is a classic example of how competition
can exert enormous pressure on distributors to get
their prices down.
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It is hard to deal with all of the issues that were

raised in the course of Mr Theophanous's ramblings,
but a couple of corrections are needed. One is the
VI< example. Mr Theophanous blithely said that
privatisation of electricity there has led to higher
prices than existed previously. Again that is
factually not correct. Following privatisation in the
VI< electricity prices rose for a couple of years but
have now fallen way beneath their pre-privatisation
levels.
Another falsehood that was contradicted by the
Leader of the Opposition's own statement concerned
the whole alternative energy conservation area. The
basic thrust of his argument was that through
privatising the industry the ability to do anything
with alternative energy, energy conservation and so
on has been lost, and therefore privatisation is
contrary to what the state might want to do in the
environment area.
I direct the attention of the house to the fact that the
United States of America leads the world so far as
the proportion of its electricity generated through
the whole area of alternative energy sources such as
wind power, co generation and so on is concerned.
Mr Theophanous even quoted that example in one
of the USA utilities examples he gave. It may come
as a surprise to Mr Theophanous that the electricity
industry in the USA has always been in private
ownership, yet it has not inhibited that nation in
becoming the dear world leader in alternative
energy sources.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - It is not quite true; it
was made up of cooperatives.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Mr Theophanous says by
way of interjection that there are cooperatives
operating in the United States environment. That is
absolutely true. However, it needs to be borne in
mind that those cooperatives - and I am speaking
from memory - represent somewhere in the order
of 5 per cent of the total electricity generated, and
because they are cooperatives they are in private
ownership. I have some knowledge of the
cooperative industry because I have been working
very hard to get electricity cooperatives operating in
Victoria, and in many cases the electricity
cooperatives in the USA are not the best performers
in the field of alternative energy wind power.
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cheap prices and has provided enormous benefits to
Victoria through things such as reliability of supply
and so on, which are now measured by the Office of
the Regulator-General in a proper and systematic
way. All the indicators are much better today than
ever before. It is a win-win situation for Victoria.
It is a pity that Mr Theophanous has not done what
he suggested - that is, try to get off the

privatisation issue, concentrate on what
improvements can be made and dump the baggage
of his privatisation hang-up. He should accept that
privatisation has happened whether he likes it or not
and concentrate on improvements that can be made
without always harking back to the history. We
should all concentrate on how to do within the
current structure the positive things that remain to
be done.
I return to some of the issues dealt with in the bill.
One of the key issues is the' change to the structure
of the Victorian Power Exchange, which prior to the
national agreement managed in Victoria the high
voltage transmission grid, the pool and the system
planning, and which in the regulation of those issues
had a close relationship with the Office of the
Regulator-GeneraL
The Victorian Power Exchange, or VPX, is being
wound up with the move to a national market. A
new body, Nemmco, which is the National
Electricity Market Management Company Ltd, will
take over most of the management issues on the
national market concerning the grid, the pool and
the system plan,
Many of the regulatory aspects of transmission
pricing and access will no longer be dealt with by
VPX and the office of the Regulator-General but will
be transferred to the ACCC for national regulation
in accordance with the various codes, and a new
body - the Victorian Energy Networks
Corporation, or Vencorp - will be put in place to
look after the system planning aspects of the
Victorian electricity system and will pick up the
same aspects for the Victorian gas system. One body
will be examining the long-term planning issues for
energy supply to Victoria, which clearly will provide
a new flexibility because of the ability to integrate
electricity and gas supply demand to ensure that an
appropriate supply of energy is available to people
a t all times.

We hear the same old scare messages from
Mr Theophanous that privatisation has not worked,

when every bit of factual information one can lay on
the table states that it has worked, has delivered

Another provision of the bill allows for the
temporary exemption of the cross-ownership rules,
The benefit of that provision has been seen in the
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recent sale of the grid to GU - a United States
utility which is also a major shareholder in Solaris. It
will be necessary to sell some of its share in Solaris
to allow it to conform to the cross-ownership rules.
It is, by any account, only reasonable to allow
temporary exemption from these rules so that
owners in the electricity industry may change their
ownership of the various entities within it, with
sufficient time to sell down other assets to bring
them in line with the rules.
Up to this point the beneficiaries of allowing a
temporary exemption and a degree of flexibility in
the timing of the cross-subsidy rules have been the
Victorian taxpayers, because significant prices have
been obtained for the assets sold.
The bill also repeals most of the Loy Yang B Act. I
must say, as one who had some knowledge of the
way the Loy Yang B deal was formed, it gives me
great pleasure to see that legislation wiped off the
face of the earth because it was a very bad deal for
Victoria.
When the last electricity bill allowing for the sale of
Powernet came before the house, much was made
by Mr Theophanous of the fact that we had changed
our position on the government ownership of
Powernet Victoria. As was explained at the time and perhaps it needs to be reiterated - the original
rationale of keeping Powemet in government
ownership was to give us the flexibility to see how
the national market and the national grid would
develop and whether it would be necessary to
integrate the Victorian grid with the national grid. It
was, of course, prudent and appropriate not to
proceed with the privatisation of the Victorian grid
until those issues were resolved.
As has been explained many times, the issues have

now been resolved and the enormously successful
privatisation of Powemet Victoria was announced at
the weekend. That is a spectacular result and an
example of the confidence in which the international
community holds Victoria and the government. If
they did not have confidence in the government and
the future of Victoria, these people would not be
investing billions of dollars in the state as they are
doing. It is the most dramatic example of the
confidence that the world has in what the
government is doing in Victoria because there can be
no more dramatic example of confidence than
putting your money on the line.
Hon. R. A. Best - The same level of confidence
demonstrated in New South Wales!
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - In New South Wales
they are not game to do anything! There is no doubt,
by every account, that people who know and
understand the electricity industry have shown
enormous confidence in what the government has
done in Victoria, and that confidence is
demonstrated by the fact that they have had the
courage and the conviction to put their money
where their mouths are and make a lie of all the
scares that have been run out by the Leader of the
Opposition.
The bill proceeds with the important next step in the
electricity deregulation process and brings in the
other states. It is an enormous pity that the other
states have not chosen to become part of the fully
deregulated, privatised market, but there is no doubt
that now the national arrangements are in place the
Victorian industry will clean up the industries in the
other states, and New South Wales will be the
ultimate loser by holding back on a decision to
privatise. Every year the New South Wales
government waits it will lose value because the
aggressive, efficient operators in Victoria will take
market share away from it. The longer New South
Wales waits the better it is for our industry because
already in Victoria there is an enormous financial
base built up in a brand-new industry. The industry,
with its headquarters in Melbourne, is worth more
than $22 billion, and inevitably as it spreads through
the rest of Australia it will still have its headquarters
here.
It is a great vote of confidence in this city; it is a

whole new industry that over time will bring
enormous wealth to Melbourne, and for those
reasons it gives me great pleasure to support the bill.
Hon. s. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I
support the bill, which makes a number of
amendments to the Electricity Industry Act,
principally related to the introduction of the national
electricity market. Although they relate principally
to the Electricity Industry Act, they also affect the
National Electricity (Victoria) Act 1997, the Loy
Yang B Act 1992, the State Owned Enterprises Act
1992, the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978, the
Forests Act 1958, the Land Act 1958 and the National
Parks Act 1975.
The main aspects of the bill include the fact that VPX
is to be split up with some of its tasks and
responsibilities going to the National Electricity
Market Management Company (Nemmco), with the
remainder going to the Victorian Energy Networks
Corporation (Vencorp), which is the proposed
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market and system operator in the restructured gas
industry.
The bill provides for the transfer to Vencorp of the
functions of VPX that are not transferred to
Nemmco. Those functions relate to the planning of
the electricity transmissions and other services to
assist investment decisions. The bill also clarifies the
intention of the retailer-of-Iast-resort provisions by
including revocation of a retailer's licence as a
reason for the commencement of the scheme. It
repeals most of the Loy Yang B Act and amends the
State Owned Enterprises Act, which will enable the
state to recover tax-equivalent payments from
Aluvic from 1 July 1994.
The bill makes amendments to various other acts,
including the Forests Act, the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act and the National Parks Act. Those
amendments provide for appropriate ministers, such
as the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management, to enter into agreements with
generation, transmission and distribution companies
to establish the terms of access and management
regimes that should apply to existing assets on land
subject to the respective acts. The bill also amends
the Constitution Act to alter the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court in respect of the reviewing of
contraventions of the National Electricity Code.
The establishment of the national electricity market
has given responsibility for the wholesale electricity
market to the National Electricity Market
Management Company Ltd (Nemmco) and because
the responsibility for regulation of transmission
prices rests with the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCc), the Victorian
Power Exchange is largely redundant.
The proposal to give the few functions that will be
retained to the new gas industry market and system
operator, Vencorp, rather than leaving VPX as a
separate entity with only those functions seems to be
a sensible arrangement. However, the bill will
provide an opportunity to revisit the system by
which demand is now measured and met in the
Victorian system, including prediction by VPX of a
lack of capacity next summer and beyond.
The move to the national market is also behind the
amendment of section 85 of the Constitution Act.
The National Electricity Law establishes a National
Electricity Tribunal (NET) which will have the
power to review the decisions of the two bodies that
administer the code and to order sanctions for
proven breaches of the code. Aggrieved persons will
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have the right to seek reviews of the decisions of the
two administrations. The provision is based on the
fact that rights exist in another forum. All national
electricity market participants agree that the NET
should be the only forum and will introduce similar
legislation.
The proposals for agreements for access to electricity
assets on Crown land and in forests and national
parks follow similar legislation passed in 1995 and
1996 and result from a recent due diligence process
which identified that some assets of transmission
and distribution companies are on Crown land. The
agreements will be between the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management and the
relevant electricity authority and will be available to
the public.
However, there is no guarantee of a public
consultation process being conducted on the
agreements or of the undertaking of an environment
effects statement, when relevant. As national parks
have been included in lands to be covered by such
agreements the opposition hopes that the house will
adopt specific amendments to the bill. It is hoped
those amendments will require that the agreements
should be subject to a public consultation process
that will include advertising of the process, the
opportunity for the making of submissions and the
need to undertake an EES, and that the right to enter
agreements about national parks should be specific
to those areas that are already used by the electricity
industry, such as the Snowy Mountains.
In conclusion, the opposition is not opposing the bill
but strongly encourages the house to consider
specific amendments on the use of agreements about
Crown land and national parks to require full public
consultation and to limit the application of such
agreements to those areas of national parks that are
currently used by the electricity industry.

Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) - I thought
I should contribute to the debate because I consider
the privatisation of the electricity industry to be one
of the great success stories of the Kennett coalition
government. In some quarters it is perhaps an
unsung story and I consider it therefore bears
repeating. The principal proponents of the
restructuring of the electricity industry, particularly
the Treasurer, the Minister for Finance and other
senior ministers involved, deserve our heartiest
congratulations for the way they have executed the
restructure and the privatisation of the electricity
industry.
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As has been noted more than once in the debate this
afternoon, absolutely no-one could have foretold or
forecast the tremendous prices that were going to be
achieved for the sale of the industry into private
ownership. We recall that at one stage the former
Labor government was going to close down and
dismantle a power station in the Latrobe Valley as
being redundant, worn out and of no further use.
What happened? It has been sold for millions and
millions of dollars!
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generators. The private supply of electricity is
nothing new.
If honourable members look at the reality of what
has happened since privatisation they will realise
that the average domestic consumer will not yet
have noticed much difference except a price
reduction. As Mr Strong earlier so adequately
quoted from the Age, the journal that Mr Nardella
has as lot of faith in, there has been an electricity
price reduction.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Billions of dollars!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - That's right - billions of
dollars. The former Labor government was going to
hand it over to scrap metal merchants for a nil return
to the taxpayers of Victoria.
I know that there has been some concern expressed
around Victoria, including in country Victoria, about
the privatisation of power. Of course most of it has
been generated by the type of misleading
scaremongering that we have become accustomed to
hearing from members of the opposition. I hear it
particularly from the Leader of the Opposition in the
other place when he appears regularly my regional
radio station. I would like to apply some sort of
truth test to what Mr Brumby says on radio station
2CO, because it is extraordinary what he gets away
with on the ABC.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - They allow him to get
away with blue murder. Fortunately I happen to
have the call-back number and sometimes I am able
to get on and give the right story, but it does not
always happen.
Honourable members should bear in mind that
some country people did not get electricity until
quite late - in my family's case it was 1967 - and
that electricity came to some parts of Victoria only
30 years ago. There was some concern because most
country people had been accustomed to their power
being delivered by a government body, the former
State Electricity Commission of Victoria, and took it
that there were no alternatives.
Honourable members know what happened in the
United States, where the supply of electricity has
been always almost totally private. In the early days
of Melbourne the municipal electricity industry had
an undertaking with local government to provide
electricity and many country towns had private

Honourable members should look at what
privatisation has done for industry, where
contestability already applies. Not too long ago the
Deputy Premier visited a number of factories in
Wangaratta. I recall two positive responses from two
businesses: Bruck Mills, a well-known fabric
company, and Australian Country Spinners.
Representatives of those companies said the
government had done two things that had helped
immensely. One was the reduction in Workcover
premiums and the other was the reduction in
electricity prices. Those companies are paying
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year less for
power than they were previously.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - A good story.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER -It is an excellent story!
For years Wangaratta has relied on its textile
industry. The government has taken very positive
action for Wangaratta, as it has for all other regional
cities.
Look at the old SECV, which many honourable
members held in high regard. What about it? There
is no question that the SECV was really driven by
skilled engineers, but they were not at all
commercially orientated. I now feel quite
embarrassed and somewhat guilty when I look back
at my activities in Parliament prior to 1982 on the
parliamentary Public Works Committee, of which I
was the chairman for a year or two.
That period was a time of great expansion in power
generation. The SECV wanted to divert the Morwell
River and spend millions of dollars sticking up
power stations all over the place. Frankly the
committee, and I as the chairman, were sucked in by
the SECV - we thought the SECV had the answer to
everything. In reality the SECV was not running a
tight enterprise, and if it had been running on more
commercial lines the private companies would not
need to make the huge investment today that the
SECV avoided then.
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I was not as sharp and smart as I should have been.
Everyone believed that the SECV maintained its
infrastructure marvellously, and in places it did.
However, now that the industry is being privatised
we hear that Powercor is suffering enormous
problems in country areas in bringing power lines
up to scratch. I will give a couple of examples.
A veterinarian wanted to build a new clinic in
Melville Street, the main thoroughfare of
Numurkah, a small town of 1600 people.
Immediately following privatisation and before
Powercor had an opportunity to correct the situation
the vet approached the company to have the power
put on. He was told Powercor could not connect him
because the supply of electricity going to Numurkah
was not adequate for the installation he needed. It
was not some huge factory, it was a veterinary
surgeon's office. Powercor got into gear, made the
necessary investment and is now recognised for that.
People were led to believe that the infrastructure
was in place and had been well provided by the
SECV, yet clearly it was not in place.
Constituents of mine would like to expand their
business to encompass dairying, especially west of
Nathalia. However, it would cost something like
$60000 to replace the outdated technology of single
wire earth return lines and supply power to the
proposed dairy site, which makes it an uneconomic
proposition. That is another example of people being
led to believe that the old SECV was providing
adequate infrastructure when evidence now is that it
was not.
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I will finish where I began. This is a great success
story for Victoria and honourable members should
put it on the record as often as they can.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - It is
with pleasure that I rise to make my contribution in
support of the bill.

Opposition members interjecting.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN - I will come to the Labor
troglodytes of New South Wales later. Opposition
members should contain their excitement because I
will come to them - they will get their chance.
The bill contains a number of important
amendments to the Electricity Industry Act and
other acts so that the government can continue the
privatisation process and the delivery of good,
reliable and high-quality power to businesses and
consumers. That is the path the government took
and will continue to follow.
Mr Theophanous has just left the chamber. He is not
game enough to stay and listen to the criticism that I
will throw at the Labor Party conference and he is
not committed to the legislation. That he has left the
chamber demonstrates how seriously the Labor
Party takes electricity in Victoria. It is a pity he is not
in the chamber to hear my contribution, but I am not
cut to the quick. I will expose the wisdom of what I
am saying to the handful of remaining opposition
members.
This is very much a continuation of the positive

Let me reflect on the Luddites in New South Wales.
The Labor Party conference in Sydney two
weekends ago did two stupid things that I know of,
although there is probably a heap of others. One was
that it carried a totally inappropriate motion on the
Albury-Wodonga bypass. More particularly, it
opposed the privatisation of electricity in New South
Wales. That must have sent the Premier, Mr Carr,
and the Treasurer, Mr Egan, into apoplexy because
they know that New South Wales has absolutely no
option but to privatise its electricity generation. It
now seems that it will be done by a
Collins-Armstrong coalition government.
Whatever its attributes might be - there are not
many - the Carr government will simply not
survive if it does not privatise power generation in
New South Wales.

story and the progress the Victorian government has
made in delivering a number of other privatisation
issues: it has made strong progress in reducing state
debt with the proceeds of privatisation of the
electricity industry; it is also making a genuine
contribution to the national electricity market, which
is as a result of an agreement between the states on
the east coast and the federal government and has
been very efficiently done and brought significant
benefits to Victoria.
So far the proceeds of the privatisation process
amount to approximately $22 billion - that is,
$23 thousand million. The national electricity market
will be responsible for operating the wholesale
market. The management company in the national
electricity market management area will be a
corporation called Nemmco which will relate to the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC), so there will be regulation of the transfer
prices. The national market will be efficient, and
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benefits will flow from that competition right
through all levels of the distribution for the retail
and use of electricity in Victoria.
It cannot be emphasised. strongly enough that the
fine contribution the state government is making to
the Victorian economy is based on the honouring of
its obligations under state and federal agreements.
In contrast to Victoria, the New South Wales Labor
troglodytes cannot overcome the philosophical
hang-ups exhibited by the powers inside the New
South Wales Labor Party; they cannot overcome
their fundamental ideologies.
Approximately $30 billion in New South Wales can
be released. for the benefit of its people, but the Can
government cannot see it because its members are
blinkered by ideology and by their union mates in
unbelievable ways.
As opposed to the terrible performance of New
South Wales, the Victorian government, of which I
am proud to be a member, has made an economic
contribution to the state of $22 billion - and the
lights are still on, the quality of the power is straight,
the supply is still there, everything is running fine
and the reputation of Victoria is continuing to
improve rapidly throughout the world because the
massive investments in this state are based on
confidence.
Under the bill there will be a merger of the Victorian
Power Exchange and the proposed market and
system operator in the reformed gas industry,
Vencorp, which will then take on a very important
role. The establishment of Vencorp is a vital
component of the government's gas reform
objectives; it is about the efficient, productive and
professional management of energy. The bill
facilitates the effective integration of strategic
planning and operation for both the electricity and
gas entities. Strategic planning and control lead to
competition and benefits for industry and
consumers.
Another fine aspect of the proposed legislation that
has been well and truly taken care of in an excellent
way is the complex matter of access to the assets on
Crown land which is detailed in the bill. It will give
the citizens of Victoria better use of entities through
higher productivity, and the energy businesses can
more easily integrate their activities. There will be a
wider choice of energy sources and more
environmental benefits, and the policy of enabling
the best energy source to be considered will flow
from the bill and the details contained in it.
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A very wide aspect of the bill is contained in the
prOvisions for the extension of the cross-ownership
regulations to companies. The imporumce of the sale
of Powernet Victoria cannot be emphasised strongly
enough. The confidence that has been signalled
around the world because of the leadeThhip the
government has shown with the sale of Powernet
Victoria is fantastic and sets an example for
Australia and this part of the world. Victoria is
encouraging competition.
Another excellent aspect of the bill is the provision
limiting the equity of transmission companies in
distribution and generation companies. It is an
insurance and an indication to the community that
the government is aware that cross-ownership
regulations are desirable.
The Victorian taxpayer received $2.7 billion as a
benefit from the sale of Powernet Victoria, and that
is the second-largest privatisation in the electricity
industry so far. The savings on interest on state debt
obligations that can be made with the proceeds of
that sale and other sales will enable the government
to deliver further tremendous benefits.
In summary, I emphasise some of the core benefits
of this important legislation. The government
continues to support the national power exchange;
the government competition policy is delivering the
dollars, the goods and the savings and is further
facilitating choice for consumers. The freedom of
and improvement to competition and the business
environment and ethos that will be brought about by
the bill will further enhance productivity in the
energy industry and send signals that the
government is willing to be a sophisticated. provider
of legislation to enable a good market to operate.

The environmental aspects here are taken care of.
The more productivity that can be brought to
Victoria's electricity and gas industries, the more
Victorians will be able to take good care of the
environment. I sincerely believe the responsible
approach to the cross-ownership rules is not only
necessary but an excellent feature of the bill.
The national electricity law under the national
uniform code and national electricity law regime
will be excellent, and when it is established the
National Electricity Tribunal will be able to bring in
an efficient and simple way to resolve difficulties.
The government is performing well and the bill will
further assist that high level of performance and
fiscal responsibility. The government is fulfilling its

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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state and federal agreements, fostering competition
and continuing to develop a practical approach to
convince people around the world and in other parts
of Australia that Victoria is indeed the best place in
which to operate a business and to reside. It is my
pleasure to support the bill.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the
opinion that the second reading requires to be
passed by an absolute majority. I direct that the bells
be rung in order to ascertain whether an absolute
majority of the members is present.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
28 October.

Bells rung.
Motion agreed to.
Members having assembled in chamber:

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! So that I
may be satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I
ask honourable members supporting the motion to
rise in their places.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Required number of members having risen:

Employment: Vietnamese population
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions
to what has been a good debate on an important
issue. The bill is a strategic step along the road to a
truly national and vibrant electricity grid.
I am delighted that Victoria is again leading the way
in that process, and I am genuinely pleased that the
opposition has seen fit on this occasion to support
what is an important part of that process.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! So that I
may be satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I
ask honourable members supporting the motion to
rise in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology the results of a Monash
University survey published in the Herald Sun of
24 September which found that the rate of
Vietnamese migrant concentration is increasing in
certain suburbs and that, combined with poor job
prospects, it could lead to the development of an
ethnic underclass.
The survey found that in Melbourne 37 per cent of
Vietnamese-born males aged 25 to 44 years had
annual incomes of less than $15 600. In Maribymong
the figure was 46 per cent and in Richmond
45 per cent. The figures are higher for males aged 25
to 44 years who arrived in Melbourne from 1991
onwards, with 62 per cent being on low incomes.
Those figures, combined with the fact that the
Vietnamese-born population of Springvale has
increased from 15.7 per cent in 1991 to 21 per cent in
1996, show that the time has come for the
government to act. I ask the minister what programs
have been or will be established to aid these new
migrants who have come to Australia to gain
employment. What will he do to give them the
opportunity to contribute to this state?
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Cyclists: road rules
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - I ask the
Minister for Roads and Ports to refer to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services the serious
concerns and complaints of my constituents who
live on the Momington Peninsula and regularly
drive to the city along Nepean Highway. My
constituents complain that from North Road,
Moorabbin, to Punt Road pushbike riders infringe
the regulations by pausing only momentarily when
traffic is stopped at red lights and then going
through the red lights when there is little traffic;
monopolising whole lanes when there are adequate
bicycle paths; weaving between cars at high speeds
when the traffic is congested; and during the winter
months when visibility is poor, especially during
peak times, not having regulation lighting on their
bikes.
These actions put at risk not just the pushbike riders
but also the unfortunate car drivers, including my
constituents, who regularly use the highway. The
main area of concem along Nepean Highway is
from Moorabbin to 5t Kilda. I seek the minister's
assistance on this important matter.

Workcover: conciliation officers
Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I raise
with the minister responsible for Workcover the
inappropriate and biased actions of a conciliation
officer, Lewis 5tephens, at a conciliation conference
held in 5hepparton at 3.00 p.m. on Monday,
13 October.
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pressure or to coerce either party to achieve a result
is inappropriate and to be condemned.
I ask the minister to assure the house that he will
direct his conciliation officers to act in accordance
with the guidelines he issued.

Lancaster-Mooroopna Road, Shepparton
Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) - I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports a
delay in the carrying out of repairs to the
Lancaster-Mooroopna Road in the prOvince I
represent. The delay is due to the initial tenders for
the repairs to 2 kilometres of the road being much
higher than the estimated cost.
In March this year the minister, with my colleague
Mr Baxter and the chief executive officer, councillors

and engineering staff of the City of Greater
5hepparton, inspected a number of roads in the
province I represent and was able to see first hand
the poor state of the road. The
Lancaster-Mooroopna Road is important to the local
community because of its high volume of traffic,
which includes milk tankers, trucks carrying hay,
fruit and other produce, and of course school buses.
The minister acknowledged the importance of the
road by including it in a much bigger project. I
understand tenders for the project have been
readvertised.
Will the minister advise me whether a decision has
been made on the successful tender?

Workcover: injury categories
The conciliation officer sought to coerce a worker
into accepting an offer from an insurer by saying
that he would not issue a certificate of conciliation in
the form of a recommendation containing the
insurer's offer unless the worker indicated
agreement to the offer. He said that if the worker
failed to indicate agreement he would issue a
certificate of genuine dispute, which would mean
that the worker would have to proceed to the court
to have the matter determined.
The ministerial guidelines for the arrangement of the
business of conciliation officers states that a
conciliation officer should be even-handed and fair
and should address matters on their merits. It is the
understanding of people who regularly participate
in the process of conciliation that whether they
accept recommendations issued by conciliation
officers is up to the parties. Any attempt to apply

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I raise a
matter for the Minister for Finance, who is the
minister responsible for Workcover. The minister
stated in the house that on the whole workers will be
better off with the proposed changes to the
Workcover legislation, and I note that the
honourable member for Cranboume in another
place has written to the minister expressing his
concern about the unfairness of the proposed
changes. I ask the minister to confirm that the
following changes in compensation will occur:
currently a worker who suffers the loss of a leg
would receive $131 143 but under the proposed
changes will receive only $70 000; currently a worker
who loses a foot would receive $103 244 but under
the proposed changes will receive only $43 750. I ask
the minister whether the proposed changes will
severely curtail an injured worker's compensation
rights.
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Tarnagulla community hall
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Small Business,
representing the Minister for Rural Development in
another place, a matter concerning the provision of
toilets, including toilets for the disabled, at the
Tamagulla community hall. Tarnagulla is in the
Loddon Shire, south-west of Bendigo. A substantial
amount of gold has been discovered in the area and
the shire has been seeking assistance from a variety
of sources to erect these much-needed community
facilities.
Back in 1862 the hall was originally a Victorian
theatre, and it began operating as a community hall
in 1922. It has hosted Dame Nellie Melba, Lily
Langtree and many other distinguished artists. I am
also led to believe it is one of the few venues at
which Mr Cover has not performed. The operating
costs of the hall have generally been borne by the
hall committee, which has either specifically raised
funds or paid from funds held within the
community. However, the shire has been
approached by the committee to assist with the
building of the toilets at the hall. At present patrons
have to use the toilet facilities in the park adjacent to
the hall, which is embarrassing, especially when a
town the size of Tamagulla hosts dinners not only
for the Governor, as it has in the past, but also senior
citizens and other groups.
lbis project is perfect for funding through the
government's Rural Victoria 2001 Partnerships for
Growth program, particularly under strategy 4,
which provides funds to rural communities to assist
in the development of community facilities. I shall
read strategy 4 into the record because it is
important that honourable members, especially
those on the other side of the house, understand that
the government has a policy that reflects the quality
and standing of community assets and the
maintenance of those assets. Strategy 4 states:
The new Rural Community Development Scheme
reflects the government's recognition that the quality of
community facilities and assets often influences the
decisions made by companies to invest. The scheme
offers financial assistance to build or improve
community assets which are critical to revitalising local
areas and enhancing their civic and commercial appeal.

lbis is a project that is worthy of support. It will
help to enhance and protect a community asset for
the future. It is important to many of our small
towns in country areas, and I ask that my request be
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passed on to the Minister for Rural Development so
that these important facilities can be built for the
township of Tarnagulla.

Glen Eira: rate arrears
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I ask the
Minister for Finance to raise ,vith the Minister for
Planning and Local Government in another place a
matter relating to the Glen Eira City Council and its
ratepayer Mr C. Miodek. I appreciate receiving
correspondence from the minister as a consequence
of the matter being directed to his attention in
another place. His response, dated 7 October, says in
part:
I am advised that until 1989 rate notices were sent to
both C. and H. Miodek. Advice was then received to
send the notices to H. Miodek only.

I do not need to put on the record the breadth of the
issues involved in this matter as the minister will be
aware of them. However, the key concern is who
provided advice that the rate notices were to be sent
to Mrs H. Miodek rather than Mr and Mrs Miodek. I
ask the minister to report back on who provided that
advice to the City of Glen Eira.

Drugs: heroin detoxification
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) - I
direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Health. A fair amount of recent media publicity has
surrounded the ultra-rapid detoxification treatment
for heroin addicts developed by
Or Andrew Waismann in Israel. Dr Waismann
recently visited Sydney and a team of clinicians from
Westmead Hospital accepted an invitation to have a
look at the procedure in Israel. From all reports it is
a fairly stunning procedure, and the results claimed
by Dr Waismann and his clinic are that it is
96-100 per cent successful. I ask the Minister for
Health whether Victoria, through the Department of
Human Services, is interested in triating the
procedure.

HACC: Linkages program
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Aged Care the
various tendering arrangements entered into for the
delivery of home and community care. In the
Linkages program, for example, what provisions are
inserted into contracts to ensure assistance for
people from non-English-speaking backgrounds
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and, just as importantly, what mechanisms are in
place to ensure those arrangements are monitored?

Unions: membership
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) - I raise for
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology an
issue relating to the slump in union membership. I
ask the minister to advise the house of the effect on
the state's economy and the improvement in the
operation of business and government activity
resulting from the reduction across Australia, and
particularly within Victoria, of union membership.
A recent survey that came to light during the winter
recess showed that the proportion of workplaces
with active union members has fallen from 24 per
cent to around 18 per cent.
There was a slump in the past five years from
around 24 per cent to 18 per cent. The survey further
shows that 26 per cent of workplaces with 20 or
more employees had no union members at all, that
over the past five years the trade union movement
has suffered a net loss of 600 000 members, and that
the level was expected to fall by a further 100 000
members during the period since the survey.
In non-union-site workplaces the union movement
tried to recruit more members. The survey shows
that following that recruiting drive success in
signing up more union members was achieved in
only 1 per cent of the workplaces. A total of 32 per
cent of union members said they had to be members
to do their jobs.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Lucas is
now giving some detailed background information. I
ask Mr Lucas whether the information is absolutely
necessary given that the question has already been
asked.

Hon. N. B. LUCAS - Absolutely. A total of
21 per cent of workers said they would prefer not to
be members of the union. Interestingly, although the
last statistic is that 28 per cent believed the union
gave the members a say in what went on, a lot of
union members believed they did not have any say.
The article describing the survey is important
information for all honourable members because
unions are failing - they are no longer what people
want and are no longer relevant in our society.
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Workcover: common-law access
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I raise
with the minister responsible for Workcover the
1996-1997 annual report of the Victorian Workcover
Authority.
Hon. Pat Power - Are you going to quote
national figures?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - There is an
argument for a national Workcover system.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order!
Mr Theophanous cannot develop that argument
during the adjournment debate.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I refer the
minister to page 39 of the authority's annual report
where in a table headed Financial Statements a line
item designated 'Agent and authorised insurer fees'
shows an increase from $76.5 million to
$79.3 million. A line designated 'Administration
costs' shows an increase of $74 million to
$100.5 million. Therefore on those two items alone
the increase in administration and agent fees
amounts to $29 million. I also refer the minister to
the Trowbridge report, which indicated that the total
savings from eliminating common-law access would
amount to 0.1 per cent of premiums.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Which report?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Trowbridge
report. I will be happy to make it available to the
minister. The Trowbridge report was made available
to the Workcover Advisory Committee when during
its deliberations it asked how much would be saved
by getting rid of common-law access. Trowbridge
identifies the total saving as 0.2 per cent, but says
that when other costs are taken into consideration,
such as the long-term administrative costs of having
workers on ongoing benefits, the overall saving
would be only 0.1 per cent.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Of what?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Of the premium.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - This is a very important
point - 0.1 per cent of what?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It would be
0.1 per cent of the premium. In other words, if the
premium were 1.8 per cent the saving would bring
the premium down to 1.7 per cent.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - So it is not a 0.1 per cent
saving, is it?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I just explained
it to you. Do you need any more explanation than
that?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It is not a 0.1 per cent
saving. Again you have been caught out.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - A saving of
0.1 per cent equates to about $50 million in
premiums that are paid by employers.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It is not a premium, but I
will respond in due course.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is called a
reinsurance premium in this report. I do not know
what the minister wants to call it. ApprOximately
$900 million is paid by employers and the saving
equates to approximately $50 million. Given that the
government could have saved $30 million by not
allowing the Victorian Workcover AuthOrity to
increase its administrative and other costs over the
past 12 months, does the minister not think it might
have been a better idea to have tried to find the extra
$20 million and bring the administrative and
management costs down from the current level of
about $180 million in operating costs rather than
seeking to save a miserly $50 million?
Hon. Bill Forwood - A miserly $50 million?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You wasted
$30 million, you fool.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order!
Mr Forwood knows very well that he is not allowed
to interject in that manner, particularly when he is
out of his place. I do not take kindly to members
doing that.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Is the minister
prepared to reconsider looking at finding the
savings that are required in order to retain
common-law claims by simply removing the fat
from the system, which in the past 12 months
amounted to $30 million?

All-Australian Line Dancing
Championships
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - I direct a
matter to the Minister for Tourism, who will be very
aware from her recent visit to East Gippsland of the
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importance to the East Gippsland regional economy
in particular of tourism events. Local communities,
particularly in the Bairnsdale district, are very good
at developing events to attract revenue from
accommodation and the other services that are
available in the region. Examples are the Fosters
Go-Cart Grand Prix, which has been mentioned in
this place previously, the Australian power boat
championships on the Gippsland Lakes, and the
All-Australian Line Dancing Championships, an
event which has become prominent in the past
couple of years and which will require significant
support if it is to continue.
The All-Australian Line Dancing Championships
developed from an event that was held initially in
1996 and involved only 150 dancers. In 1997 the
championships involved 400 dancers from 50 clubs
across south-eastern Australia and 1000 spectators.
The event is now established and growing in
popularity, particularly in Gippsland, and will
eventually attract further tourism to the area. It has
been sponsored by the Noweyung Centre in
Bairnsdale, and I mention in particular the efforts of
the development officer, Mr AI Balfour.
The centre's facility provides services for people
with disabilities and raises a great deal of revenue
from the event by providing catering services. I ask
the Minister for Tourism to respond to the requests
from the Noweyung Centre to provide support
through Tourism Victoria for the 1998 All-Australian
Line Dancing Championships.

Planning: San Remo development
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
refer the Minister for Health to a decision he gave
while he was Acting Minister for Planning in 1994.
He dealt with amendment L24 to the Bass shire
planning scheme, which gave the current Minister
for Planning and Local Government the opportunity
of developing a $10 million resort and golf course at
San Remo.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, I am wondering in what
capacity Mr Nardella is raising this matter with the
minister.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I am raising the
matter with the Minister for Health in his brief
capacity as Minister for Planning back in 1994.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - Further to the point of
order, Mr Deputy President, if Mr Nardella raises a
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matter relating to the administration of planning he
should be raising it with the minister representing
the Minister for Planning and Local Government in
this house. Even if he is raising a matter concerning
the then acting Minister for Planning, it should be
raised with the minister in this house representing
the Minister for Planning and Local Government.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! The
response by the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology is appropriate. Mr Nardella is at liberty
to raise those issues, but from what I have heard so
far the Minister for Planning and Local Government
would be the minister responsible for this matter,
and I invite Mr Nardella to raise the matter with the
minister who represents him in this place.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I am happy to do
that, and I refer the matter to the Minister for
Finance, who represents the Minister for Planning
and Local Government in another place. Was the
minister aware that the amendment at the time dealt
with land owned by the then Minister for Plarming,
and if so why was it not disclosed to the public at
the time of the decision?

Responses
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35 per cent of the work force. This figure is
Significant.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Unfortunately these
figures are not broken down on a state-by-state
basis, but I would expect our share to be
proportional to our population or perhaps to show a
more serious decline, given that people are voting
with their feet. Not only have unions not been
gaining new members, but they have lost existing
members hand over fist. The report also makes it
clear that only half the union members surveyed
who believed they had to be members of a union to
do their jobs actually wanted to be members.
Hon. Pat Power - Not true!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - This is the authoritative
survey. The union membership has fallen by a third
over the past decade. In August 1986 2.6 million
Australians were trade union members and in
August 1996 fewer than 22 million Australians were
trade union members, despite the fact that the
Australian work force had grown significantly
during that time.

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Mr Nguyen raised with
me a matter reported in the Herald Sun on
24 September regarding a Monash University study
on members of the Vietnamese-born population in
Springvale and their job prospects. I am happy to
look into the matter and get back to him on the
issues raised, particularly his concern about
programs to deal with new migrants.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What exactly is your
point?

Mr Lucas raised a matter regarding the falling
membership of trade unions in Australia and its
impact on the Victorian economy and businesses. I
welcome his inquiry, and coincidentally I have with
me the Australian Bureau of Statistics report on the
matter, so I am well placed to respond.

The male union members have left in droves. In 1986
50 per cent of male employees were union members
and in 1996 this figure was only 34 per cent. Why
has there been such a massive decline in union
membership throughout the nation? The answer is
provided in the informative workplace survey. Less
than 30 per cent of the surveyed union members
believed they were given a say in how their union
operated. In other words, they thought the union
bosses rather than the members were running the
union.

In August of this year the federal Department of
Workplace Relations and Small Business released
the results of a survey on industrial relations entitled
Changes at Work: the 1995 Australian Workplace
Industrial Relations Survey.
The ABS report makes interesting reading. Among
other things it states that over the five years from
1990 to 1995 the trade union movement suffered a
net loss of 600 000 financial members, falling to just

Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I am evidencing a
substantial change in the industrial and economic
make-up of this nation. The benefits of flexibility in
the workplace and getting rid of the old restrictive
conservative values of trade unions are shown in the
survey.

The survey also showed that only slightly more than
a third of the members thought their union did a
good job, less than half thought their union paid
attention to their problems, and only about
40 per cent of members were satisfied with their
union's performance. Unions are becoming
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increasingly irrelevant. Their membership is falling
because people are realising they are better off
without unions, and this is demonstratively good for
the Victorian economy.
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Drug Advisory Council, which suggested that we
trial alternative therapies to add to methadone as
part of a range of treatment programs.
As I said, we have asked Turning Point to provide

I thank Mr Lucas for raising the matter. The house is
now better informed as a result, and I am pleased
that my statistics bear some resemblance to those of
MrLucas.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health)Mr Brideson raised with me the issue of an
ultra-rapid detoxification program developed by
Dr Waismann in Israel. There is no doubt that a
number of Australians who have developed heroin
addiction have travelled to Israel and been
successfully treated under that program. It is
important to recognise that many of those who
travel to Israel have a high level of family and social
support and would therefore be considered to be
good candidates for participation in other
drug-withdrawal programs. However, given the
level of interest in the program and its efficacy, the
people for whom it works and in what
circumstances, the government has commissioned
Turning Point to provide advice on whether we
should conduct a trial along similar lines in Victoria.
As soon as the government receives that advice the
matter will be considered further.
It is important that where possible members take the
opportunity to point out some facts to the
community. Given the considerable difficulty those
who are addicted to heroin have in trying to break
the addiction and the limited options currently
available to help them to do so, there is a tendency
for people to become excited by new concepts and to
believe they will provide a solution. It is important
for the community to understand that before
programs are embarked on they need to be clinically
trialled and evaluated so that we do not embrace
programs that have unforeseen consequences. It is
not so many years ago that deep sleep therapy was
considered to be an appropriate treatment for some
people who were suffering mental illness, but
subsequent events tells us that that was not the case.

It is easy to understand that those for whom the
program has worked want it to be more widely
available and that a community that is concerned
about the impact of heroin addiction wants strong
support for such services, but we have to balance
those attitudes with a level of prudence. We must
look at the issues and the follow-up processes. We
are adopting the same process that we followed in
considering the recommendations of the Premier's

us with some advice on whether a trial should be
conducted in Victoria. As soon as the government
receives that advice it will consider it, and I will be
happy to advise the house of both the nature of the
advice and the government's response to it.
Mrs Hogg raised with me the issue of contracting
out the Linkages program. She asked what
mechanisms were in place to ensure that the
program was accessible for older people from a
non-English-speaking background and what the
mechanisms for monitoring performance and
standards were. This is an ongoing task, unrelated to
whether the program is attended, but we must
ensure that the services provided are delivered at
the required quality and standard.
The Linkages program is monitored. An extensive
overview of the monitoring mechanisms is already
in place and the department is hoping to have a
report completed within the next three w~ks or a
month on the effectiveness of the monitoring so it
can recommend any changes. As soon as that is
available I will be happy to provide the further
information to Mrs Hogg.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) Mr Walpole raised with me a case being dealt with
by the conciliation service of the Victorian
Workcover AuthOrity. I am prepared to investigate
the circumstances Mr Walpole brought to my
attention by way of specific example, but I shall
make some background comments in the first
instance. It is a matter of fact that the conciliation
process is working well. It is a matter of some envy
in the other jurisdictions. It is true and generally
accepted that it offers non-threatening, practical,
speedy and inexpensive resolution. It is true - and I
acknowledge it - that where a dispute is not
resolved the parties have the right to take the issue
to court. That is the way the system is designed to
work. Mr Walpole may simply have been referring
to an illustration of that process at work.
I have issued ministerial guidelines because I treat
the conciliation process very seriously indeed. I will
investigate the matter raised. But I might offer
Mr Walpole the same advice, because in introducing
the subject he used the terminology 'inappropriate'
and 'biased' and he accused the conciliator of
coercion. I take that to be a very serious challenge.
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Hon. Pat Power - He wouldn't say it unless he
considered it to be serious.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I hope that what he has
given me is a fair representation of the facts because
he is casting a very serious slur on a senior officer
within the service. I will report back, but I would
have thought that it would have been appropriate
for Mr Walpole to have used terminology that was a
little more reserved.
Miss Gould raised with me the relative levels of
compensation currently available under the
Workcover system and related that, apparently, to
the levels she claims will be applicable under the
new program. Apart from the advice I have been
giving members of the opposition for a few days
now - that is, to wait until the package comes
before the house so they can actually check it - Hon. D. A. Nardella - Because you've got no
idea!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Nardella, it might
help the reputations of the people who raised the
issues.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Why? We asked the
questions and we got no answers!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - On the figures raised
tonight I suspect that Miss Gould was quoting from
a document put out by the Law Institute of Victoria.
They sound very much like the figures I saw in a
document that came across my desk earlier in the
day.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You can't answer the
question!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Let me answer the
question this way: the figures I saw were incredibly
wide of the mark, factually wrong, misleading at
best-Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - If that is going to be the
challenge, I ask Miss Gould: were the figures you
quoted to me in the house tonight taken directly
from the Law Institute of Victoria's paper?
Hon. Pat Power - Definitely not; they were the
consequence of wide research.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It is significant that
Miss Gould is not prepared to answer the question.
Hon. Pat Power - That's not true; she did.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Do you deny that you
took the figures directly from the document?
Hon. M. M. Gould - Yes.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Thank you. I will be
able to check the Hansard record and compare them
with the figures that came across my desk this
afternoon.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! We have
had a long day. The minister is attempting to
address the issue, and I suggest it is in the interests
of both sides of the house to allow him to finish
making his points. lhis is not a debate. I ask the
minister to wind up his remarks.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I do not recall the
precise figures that were offered to me by way of
example. Miss Gould did not provide a document to
support them, so I am relying upon my memory, but
my memory is not too bad. The figures she quoted
sounded to me remarkably consistent with the
figures that were apparently part of a Law Institute
of Victoria's case which came across my desk today.
If that is the case I can answer with some assurance.
Those figures are not only wrong, they are grossly
misleading. The document circulated by the Law
Institute is mischievous and unprofessional.

Miss Gould asked me whether I would confirm that
injured workers would have their entitlements
severely curtailed. That was the terminology that she
used and I wrote it down. Of course I will not
confirm that because it is not true. I deny absolutely
the imputation in her question.
Mr Power asked me to refer to the Minister for
Planning and Local Government a complaint
relating to the Gty of Glen Eira. I will convey his
concern to the minister in exactly the terms put to
me.
Mr Theophanous quoted me the Victorian
Workcover Authority report I tabled yesterday. He
tried to mount the case that because the
administrative costs went up from 1996 to 1997-
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and he quoted the figure - from $74 million to
$100 million in round terms - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is what is in
there.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Let me come to it. Then
he claimed that, because a report that he implied
had been presented by the firm Trowbridge
Consulting showed a lower figure in potential
savings to come from the deletion of common
law-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - No, I gave a figure of
$50 million.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I will come to that.
Mr Theophanous is trying to make the case that the
government would have been better to have
tightened the administrative costs - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Absolutely! You
have got it in one.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Okay, and therefore
avoid the need to delete common law, on your own
argument. When Mr Theophanous was challenged
on his figures - he is inclined to be a bit careless on
the figures he quotes to the house - he said that
Trowbridge had stated that the deletion of common
law would have the net effect of a reduction in costs
of only 0.1 per cent.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - From 1.8 to 1.7 per
cent.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, you didn't say that.
If I sound sensitive about this it is because I am
sensitive about the way Mr Theophanous has
abused the rules of this chamber.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You asked him a question
and he actually replied in that manner.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - He had to be asked the
question. His response was that he was quoting a
percentage of premium. That is wrong as well. Apart
from the fact that I do not necessarily accept the
quotation of 0.1 per cent, he was quoting a
percentage of payroll- a fundamentally different
concept.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I said from 1.8 per
cent to 1.7 per cent.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Yes, of payroll. We get
to the point where the saving is $50 million and so
the logic of his case is that if we were able to
reverse-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But you could have
saved $30 million.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Okay. This is the logic
of what you said - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are you contesting
the $50 million?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Well, he asks
questions.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! With this
behaviour nobody is getting any benefit out of the
adjournment debate. The issue has been before the
minister, who is entitled to answer the question the
way he thinks fit. If honourable members want an
answer to a question they need to listen to the
answer and not continually interject and ask further
questions. I ask the minister to complete his answer
without constant interjection.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I actually heard
Mr Theophanous say he conceded that what the
government would save by deleting common law
was a miserable - Hon. I. J. Cover - Miserly.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - A miserly $50 million.
He is mounting the case that administrative costs
went from $74 million to $100 million and, therefore,
all the government had to do was tighten up the
administration and it would have come out in front.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I didn't say that.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You overlooked the
footnote that appears on that line.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Here we go!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Isn't that exactly right!
Let's go to footnote no. 9. listen very carefullyjust to prove how little homework you do. It states:
The administration costs for 1997 include staff and
other operating costs relating to the administration of
the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 and other
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legislation relating to health and safety. These costs
were previously incurred by the former Health and
Safety Organisation, and substantially funded by the
authority as certified payments (see note 10).

The bottom line is that there was no blow-out at all
in the cost of administration.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You are digging
yourself a big grave. Keep going.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I will not
get up and down from this chair repeatedly
throughout the adjourtunent debate. The level of
interjection is not helpful for getting any meaningful
answers. The minister's answer is not debatable by
honourable members on either side of the house.
Whether honourable members like the answer or
not, they need to accept the way in which the
minister responds to the question. Honourable
members should note that the adjournment debate is
the opportunity to raise issues briefly and the
ministers to respond briefly to them. The minister
has spent a fair amount of time responding to this
issue, mainly because of the level of interjection from
both sides of the house. I ask the minister to wind up
his answer to this question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I would be happy to
wind up my answer if only one issue was involved,
but Mr Theophanous asserted that the option was
available to the government to simply tighten up the
administration of the Victorian Workcover
Authority and thereby avoid the need - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have had a
16 per cent increase in the executives.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, we have not.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have so!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Show me the figures.
That is the second time you have quoted that and I
will come back and nail you on that as well.
Mr Theophanous invited me to reconsider the
decision to take common law out of the system and
to fund that from the deletion of fat - his
terminology. Let me tell Mr Theophanous about the
fat. In cost as expressed as a percentage of payroll,
which is the best method and basis upon which to
compare the Victorian Workcover AuthOrity in the
year under review - the year to which he refers, the
year just completed - the authority achieved an
administration cost of 0.37 per cent of payroll, down
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from 0.39 two years ago. But I am delighted to
compare it with the administrative costs of
Workcare.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - But the amount of
payroll has gone up.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I can almost rest my
case!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! It would be
advisable to ignore interjections and complete the
answer.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I want to go back and
compare the administrative costs under Workcover
with those under Workcare. That is the only basis
upon which we can compare the relative
performance: 0.37 of a per cent of payroll under
Workcover; 0.50 per cent of payroll under Workcare;
and, for what it is worth and to round out
Mr Theophanous's day, it currently applies at 0.55
per cent of payroll in South Australia and
0.62 per cent of payroll in New South Wales.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It has gone up by
$30 million!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I refute that absolutely.
Firstly, the Victorian Workcover Authority is a very
efficient organisation, and I am delighted to be
judged on that under any criteria that
Mr Theophanous likes to bring forward in the light
of day rather than use the slippery, manipulative
figures that he tends to bring to the house.
The other issue I refute is that there was any sort of
option available from an improvement in the
administration of the Victorian Workcover
Authority, given that we started from the basis that,
by any criteria, the authority is a very efficient
organisation. I am delighted that Mr Theophanous
wants to keep bringing up his Aunt Sallies because if
they are of this standard I will happily continue to
knock them down.
Mr Nardella invited me to take up an issue with my
colleague the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, and I will do so with some relish.

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Bowden raised a very serious issue
with me concerning people riding bicycles on the
Nepean Highway between North Road and Punt
Road. Certainly such activities as bicycle riders
going through red lights, lane-hogging and riding
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bicycles without lights in the evening are
unacceptable. The government places significant
emphasis upon provision of on-road and off-road
facilities for cyclists, and it is important that they use
those facilities. It also invests heavily in their safety
when they are using the roads, and it is important
that they understand they have responsibilities
when riding on the road network. I will certainly
take up the matter with the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and consider a campaign to see
what can be done in that area.
Mrs Powell raised an issue concerning the
Lancaster-Mooroopna Road in her electorate. In
June this year I announced an allocation of $377 000
for a 2-kilometre section of the
Lancaster-Mooroopna Road to be reconstructed. The
City of Greater Shepparton estimated that that
would be the cost of the required works. Tenders
were received from two contractors, but
unfortunately the discrepancies between the tenders
submitted were, in the engineer's estimate, large
enough for us to advise the council in August this
year that the tenders were unacceptable. On
30 August we again advertised the tender for the
reconstruction of the Lancaster-Mooroopna Road as
part of a larger project of rehabilitation of the
Midland Highway at a cost of some $2 million.
Tenders closed on 1 October, and I am pleased to
inform Mrs Powell and her constituents that the
winning bid will be announced shortly.
The work on the Lancaster-Mooroopna Road will be
the first part of that total project to be done, which
means that within a couple of weeks the contract
will be signed and officially awarded and the
successful tenderer will have 12 weeks to complete
the work.
It is unfortunate that there has been such a long

wait, particularly when one considers the economic
benefit of having the road in an area with significant
heavy vehicle traffic, east-west traffic and a good
deal of local traffic as well; but I am sure that within
a few weeks it will be possible to start the project for
the benefit of people in the Mooroopna area.
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facilities, including facilities for the disabled, for a
hall at Tarnagulla. On the face of it, it would appear
to me that this is a very good program under the
partnerships program. It sounds like an excellent
endeavour on the part of the shire, and I shall
convey Mr Best's request to our colleague the
Minister for Rural Development, Mr Tom Reynolds.
Mr Phil Davis raised with me the matter of the 1998

All-Australian Line Dancing Championships
scheduled to be held in Baimsdale in Apri11998. The
young, now incorporated group has applied for a
grant to assist in the marketing and promotion of the
event, which will be particularly good for Bairnsdale
because the estimated economic impact is $250 000.
In 1996 a form of the championship was held in
Baimsdale and another similar event was held in
Baimsdale in 1997. A total of 400 dancers from
50 clubs from all over south-eastem Australia
attended the previous event. This year greater
numbers than ever are expected, and the grant from
Tourism Victoria will enable the local tourism
people to spread the word about this event from
Baimsdale. In particular, South Australia, New
South Wales and Canberra have been targeted
seeking potential visitors.
Bairnsdale is an ideal venue for such an event, as
you would realise, Mr Deputy President. There are
something like 1000 hotel beds in the region and
another 570 in nearby Paynesville.
The concept of regional events fits in particularly
well with the government's tourism strategy, which
is to replicate Melbourne's tourism success in
country Victoria. The government is looking for a
range of events to be held in country Victoria, and
this event fits the bill. I am very pleased to advise
Mr Davis that the grant his constituent group has
requested for promotion of this event to boost the
number of visitors from interstate has been
approved. It gives me a great deal of pleasure to
officially advise Mr Davis that a grant of $10 000 has
been approved for the 1998 All-Australian Line
Dancing Championships.
Motion agreed to.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - Mr Best raised an issue for me to raise
with the Minister for Rural Development with
regard to the Shire of Loddon's request for toilet

House adjourned 6.48 p.m. until Tuesday,
28 October.
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UNIVERSITY OF BALLARAT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.33 p.m. and read the prayer.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
21 October

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Health).

GEELONG PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE TRUST BILL
Introduction and first reading

Construction Industry Long Service Leave Act
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Amendment) Act
Electricity Industry (Further Miscellaneous
Amendment) Act
Melbourne and Olympic Parks (Amendment)
Act
28 October

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Industry, Science and Technology).

DOCKLANDS AUTHORITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.

Associations Incorporation (Amendment) Act
Veterinary Practice Act

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (TRAINING FRAMEWORK)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Health).

UNIVERSITY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KN OWLES
(Minister for Health).

Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

URBAN LAND CORPORATION BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

MELBOURNE SPORTS AND AQUATIC
CENTRE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. LOUISE ASHER
(Minister for Small Business).

HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.

DISABILITY SERVICES AND OTHER ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Health).

DISABILITY SERVICES AND OTHER
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
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minister justify this when the authority is spending
more than $1 in every $5 collected from employers
on administration costs?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
cannot confirm the exact amount of the performance
payment made to the chief executive of the Victorian
Workcover Authority.

Received from Assembly.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Have a stab at it.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Health).

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

HIRE-PURCHASE (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, I'm not going to
have a stab at it. Having a stab at it may appeal to
Mr Theophanous, but it does not appeal to the
Minister for Finance. I am responsible for making
the system work, and I take that very seriously, so I
do not have a stab at anything.
I will be happy to report back to Mr Theophanous
about the performance payment made to the chief
executive. Whatever that performance payment was,
I consider it to be well warranted on the facts. The
facts are that we converted a basket-case scheme we
inherited in 1992.

Honourable members interjecting.
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. LOUISE ASHER
(Minister for Small Business).

WILDLIFE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Industry, Science and Technology).

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - We inherited a basket
case, an embarrassment to the state, particularly
when compared with the schemes around the rest of
the nation. That has been converted. As the
honourable member is keen to refer to the published
annual report, maybe he is prepared to look beyond
the quotation he just gave us and acknowledge that
on any test the performance of the Victorian
Workcover Authority stands up extremely well.
The last time this place sat Mr Theophanous went to
some lengths to disparage the record of efficiency of
the Victorian Workcover Authority. All he proved
was that he could not read a balance sheet.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It is $183 million.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Work cover: administration costs
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Finance to the Victorian Workcover
Authority's annual report, which indicates that
Workcover scheme administration costs were
$183 million in 1996-97. Will the minister confirm
that the VWA chief executive, Andrew Lindberg,
received a performance payment of more than
$100000 on top of his salary, and how can the

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It is $183 million of
what?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Administration costs.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - For the record, given
that Mr Theophanous is prepared to quote the
$183 million - Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It is $183.3 million, in
fact.
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Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Maybe you would like
to identify exactly where that comes from in the
annual report?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I am happy to page 5.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous
should refer to the financial statement at page 39. I
shall elucidate for his benefit that it shows there
were administrative costs of $100 million in 1997
compared with $74 million in 1996. That was the
issue Mr Theophanous raised in this context last
time he quoted from the report. What he failed to
refer to is the footnote attached to those figures,
which reports:
The administrative costs in 1997 include staff and other
operating costs relating to the administration of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1985 ... These costs
were previously incurred by the fonner Health and
Safety Organisation, and substantially funded by the
authority as certified payments.

They simply appear under another heading in the
financial statement.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - They have still gone
up, even if you take that into account.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The Victorian
Workcover Authority was funding almost the entire
cost of the Health and Safety Organisation. The last
allocation of funds I recall was in the vicinity of
$20 million and was recorded under a different
heading. I invite Mr Theophanous to have another
look at the balance sheet, and if there is anything he
does not understand he may ask me privately and I
will take him through it.

Health: network changes
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - Will
the Minister for Health advise the house of the
government's intention to reconfigure metropolitan
health care networks in Melbourne's northern and
western suburbs, particularly in relation to the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
thank Mr Forwood for his question and his ongoing
interest in this subject. As part of its metropolitan
health care services plan released in October last
year, the government has identified the
redevelopment of the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre on the former repatriation hospital
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site in Heidelberg, the relocation of the Mercy
Hospital for Women at East Melbourne to that site,
and the relocation of services currently provided on
those sites as being the major redevelopment of the
hospital system. It involves a capital investment of
about $160 million for the location of full medical
research facilities to the new site.
As a result of the government's decision, the boards
covering the Western Health Care Network and the
North Eastern Health Care Network have been
focusing on the long-term arrangements for the
management of services in the western and northern
suburbs. Following that consideration a proposal
was put to the government that the boards should be
amalgamated. The government has agreed to that
proposal, but has decided, given the complexity of
the management of the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre and the Royal Talbot Rehabilitation
Centre - which is intricately linked with the Austin
campus - to establish a separate board to manage
those services as the process for selecting the new
provider of those services is determined.

It is important that the wide range of services
provided not only to the general community but also
the specialist services provided to the veterans
community continues to be of high quality and as
comprehensive as possible.
As a result, a new North Western Health Care
Network will come into existence early next month
with a board comprising four representatives from
each of the existing western and north-eastern health
care networks. Mrs Melda Donnelly will be the chair
of the new board and Or Michael Stanford, the chief
executive officer of the North Eastern Health Care
Network, will become the chief executive officer of
the new network. The board representatives will be
joined by Professor Gordon Clunie, the current dean
of the Melbourne University school of medicine.

It will be a strong board and will provide great
leadership for that new health care network.
Or James Breheny, who has previously worked for
the Mercy Hospital for Women and at the
repatriation hospital, has accepted an invitation to
become the chairman of the new board covering the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre. Ms Jennifer
Williams, the department's current program director
for aged, community and mental health services,
will become the new chief executive officer for that
board.
The changes will provide a clear framework for the
continued delivery of high-quality services as we
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embark on the redevelopment of those new services.
Again I stress that the new hospital will continue to
be one of Victoria's great and significant teaching
hospitals with a strong research effort being
undertaken at the hospital. The opposition has
continued to adopt a negative approach to any
redevelopment. One wonders why it is opposed to a
new Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre.

Tuesday, 28 October 1997

The PRESIDENT - Order! The first part of the
question is in order.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thought the first part asked for an opinion,
Mr President.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - I asked you to confirm,
not for an opinion.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - The relocation of the
Mercy Hospital for Women from East Melbourne
will bring particularly obstetric and paediatric
services to the northern suburbs for the first time. In
the 10 years of Labor government there was no
development of health services in those northern or
western suburbs. It has only been since the election
of the Kennett government that we have made
advancements in the building of a new hospital at
Epping which will - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - We have done that in
5 years; you had 10 years and did nothing!

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I thank Mr Nardella for
his question and his interest in workers
compensation. I am responsible for the Victorian
Workcover Authority and I take the responsibility
very seriously indeed. We need to address some of
the gross misinformation that has been marketed
under the guise of support for injured workers. It
seemed to us to be important to get the facts out into
the marketplace.
As to whether the compensation includes pain and
suffering, the answer is no. It does not simply
because there is no way of knowing in advance what
the component of pain and suffering may be in an
individual circumstance.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You did leave it out?

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - We are well advanced
in constructing a new facility at Broadmeadows in
the heart of the electorate of the Leader of the
Opposition in the other place - yet for 10 years the
Labor government did nothing for those people. The
government is in the process of establishing a new
state-of-the-art Austin and Repatriation Medical
Centre on the Heidelberg repatriation hospital site.
In the meantime, we have in place a structure that
will ensure the ongoing provision of high-quality
health services to those people now using the Austin
hospital in Heidelberg.

Workcover: advertisements
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
refer the minister responsible for Workcover to the
Workcover advertisements entitled 'Workcover
changes the facts'. Will the minister confirm that the
comparisons provided in the Workcover
advertisements do not include supplementary
payments of up to $50 000 for pain and suffering
under section 98A of the act; and if so, does that not
amount to misleading advertiSing by the Victorian
Workcover Authority?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Why don't you listen? I
said that! I did so on the very best of rationale.
. About one in three clients get access to the pain and
suffering component in the first place, so the true
comparison should have been on the - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The government gave a
commitment at the time the package was announced
that there would be a no-disadvantage rule. I
confirm that that no-disadvantage rule applies to
pain and suffering. I invite Mr Nardella to listen
carefully: it includes the components of pain and
suffering, the equivalent percentage of the claim as it
applies to the table of maims. I emphasise that the
comparisons were absolutely factual and that the
commitment to the no-disadvantage aspect includes
a component of pain and suffering.
While I have the opportunity to respond on a
workers compensation matter, and since the Leader
of the OppOSition asked me earlier about a similar
matter, I can advise the house that I have now read
the document to which he referred. I invite the
honourable member to listen if he is trying to make a
case that the Victorian Workcover Authority is
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inefficient because the page he quoted from in the
report concludes:
Scheme administration costs for the year represent
0.37 per cent of the total payroll for Victoria, down
from 0.38 per cent the year before.

Road safety: young drivers
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) - Will the Minister
for Roads and Ports inform the house of the latest
government initiatives to improve the safety of
young drivers?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for her
question and her interest in road safety issues.
Today I am pleased to announce a new peer
education program called Survival on the Roads,
which is aimed particularly at at-risk young drivers.
The Survival on the Roads program aims to improve
the safety of young drivers and their passengers
who are exposed to and engage in high-risk driving
behaviour. The program is designed not only for
young people in their community settings but also
for those who come into contact with youth work
agencies. The program uses the peer education
technique, which is used widely in many other areas
in the health sector, particularly in alcohol and drug
programs for young people at risk.
In 1995 a review was carried out that focussed on
high-risk young drivers who were involved in road
accidents. It revealed a small subgroup of young
drivers whose actions put them at a
higher-than-average risk when compared with other
young drivers. The review revealed that many of
them had been involved ii1 joy riding or had
engaged in illegal and high-risk driving activities. It
also revealed that most of those young people came
into contact with youth workers during their
day-to-day activities.

During the next six months four workshops will be
conducted by the Centre for Youth Affairs Research
and Development at RMIT University to inform the
youth workers involved in the program for young
people at risk. The program derives from the
government's Safety First strategy and has been
developed for Vicroads by RMIT. It has been
successfully triailed with three different groups,
including young people fromPhillip Island,
Landcare and Environment Action Plan trainees,
and young people from Melbourne's north-eastem
suburbs.

The program is a clear indication of the
government's commitment to maintaining its high
standards in road safety.

Work cover: benefits
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I refer
the minister responsible for Workcover to the
Workcover changes mark II that were announced
yesterday by the Premier. I point out as a
supplementary comment that the $183 million
represents $1 in $5 of the premiums paid by
employers. Will the minister confirm that under the
new proposals workers who are currently classified
as totally and permanently incapacitated will be
worse off because they will remain on 70 per cent of
weekly payments whereas under the original
proposals they would have received 75 per cent?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
leave aside the invitation to respond to the way in
which the honourable member described the
package. It is true that after some very careful
costing of the alternatives, the trade union
movement was offered a refined package - an
amendment to the original concept - in response to
its prioritising the issues it believed were the most
important in the first meetings we held with it.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In response, the Premier
put an alternative offer to the unions that included a
component that was based on the premise that what
one had one would keep. In other words, there
would be a line drawn in the sand and the existing
entitlements of injured workers would be protected
into the future.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - That was brought about
because the unions were concerned, not so much
about the shift that the honourable member now
raises but about - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I just want a factual
answer.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I am giving a factual
answer. The unions were concerned about the
reverse. Although it is true that under the original
concept those classified as TPI and therefore on
70 per cent of weekly payments would have gone to
75 per cent, it is also true that those who were
classified as having serious injuries and were
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therefore on 90 per cent would also have gone to
75 per cent. There was a mixture of winners and
losers.
It was put to the unions that they could not have it
both ways. They could not complain about those
who were seen to be losers and at the same time
store away the concept that there would be winners
on the basis that the entitlements injured workers
currently enjoy would be preserved into the future.
Unfortunately, the response from the union
movement was to say, 'Thank you for the
consultation, but we are not prepared to accept the
offer'. That is sad, because the other components of
the package are not necessarily still on the table.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In my view,
Mr Theophanous, it is dear that the union
movement runs the substantial risk of being
seen-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are you threatening
to remove them?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No, not at all.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is what you just
said. You said it is not on the table.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous, the
offer was declined, in which case we have, I
presume, a new ball game. In any event, the unions
have been badly advised, because it is dear, from
my perspective at least, that the package that was
put on the table was very substantial and one that
offered clear additional benefits to injured workers.
I make the point that although the unions have
declined the offer, I am still determined to get the
best possible outcome - and I am still prepared to
continue negotiations. However, I am not prepared
to be involved in a situation in which the threat of
industrial action is held to the government's head.
The strategy of the union movement is at best
premature; and beyond that, it will be very costly for
the members it says it represents.
I simply make the point that those Victorian workers
who are contemplating taking part in tomorrow's
industrial action should look carefully at the offer
that has been extended, and they should not be
persuaded by those who may have a vested interest
in a different outcome.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In my view the package
is very good. I am disappointed that the union
movement has declined, but the door is not closed.
In response to the interjection from the honourable
member, let me make this point: he has the luxury of
being able to snipe at the strategy and then walk
away; he does not have the responsibility of making
the system work.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You had a responsibility
to Australians to make it work and that has not
happened in five years!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I make the point by way
of comparison that I do have the responsibility to
make the system work and it is a responsibility that I
take seriously. In fact, I am very proud of the history
of workers compensation and I remain determined
to ensure that the system is the most affordable and
the fairest in the nation.

Nike concept store
Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) - Honourable
members would be aware of the many exciting
developments that continue to be attracted to
Victoria. In light of that I ask the Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology to advise the
house of the latest major retail initiative in the city of
Melbourne.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to inform
the house that Melbourne has secured one of the
world's most prominent brands for a full retail
concept store in the city. The international sport and
leisure giant Nike will establish its first store outside
North America on the corner of Swanston and
Bourke streets. This is an enormous retail coup for
Melbourne and certainly adds to our status as a
retailing centre as well as a sporting centre.
The Nike concept store was secured through the
collaborative efforts of the Gty of Melbourne, the
Julliard Group that owns the building at the co~er
of Swanston and Bourke streets and the state
government. This multimillion-dollar development
is extremely welcome. It will take up the ground and
first levels of the building along Bourke Street. This
new retailing icon will become an international
tourism destination, injecting millions of dollars into
the city's economy. Honourable members should
understand that this is not a retailing outlet as much
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as it is a concept destination and the fitout itself will
amount to millions of dollars. Construction has now
begun on the site and Nike will commence a fitout,
which is estimated to take about four months in
mid-1998, using furniture and fittings the like of
which has not been seen in the Southern
Hemisphere. The store will open in late 1998, and I
am pleased to report that it will attract 60 jobs.
The announcement follows hot on the heels of the
opening of the first Original Levis store in Australia
in Swanston Street, and of course not far from that
area is the current revival of the Georges store in
Coilins Street. The government has worked to create
a climate which has ensured that international
companies like Nike and Levi Strauss, as well as
home-grown companies such as Georges, can invest
in retailing with confidence. We should all be
pleased that when Nike chose to establish its first
concept store outside of North America that it
determined that the store would be created in
Melbourne and not in any other capital city.

Local government: superannuation
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - Can the Minister
for Finance confirm that a briefing note from the
Department of Treasury and Finance listed the state
government's restructuring of local government as
the first reason for councils now facing
multimillion-dollar debts to meet local government
superannuation shortfalls?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
rush to assure the honourable member that I do
occasionally read the Age. As it happens I have a
copy of the article with me. It is, of course, a fact that
I received a briefing note which listed among other
issues the issue of restructuring as an explanation for
the problems confronting the Local Authorities
Superannuation Board (LASB). What the honourable
member did not mention in introducing the question
was that I actually responded to that briefing note.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Do I have a response
to how is it so?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It has actually been out
in the marketplace as a freedom-of-information
request. I am advised that the briefing r.ote referred
to in the Age article dated today, 28 October 1997,
was released under FOI on 17 June 1997 after advice
was received from the Victorian Government
Solicitor. The release was to Mr Jim Bulling,
partner-in-charge of Coltmans Price Bent, solicitors
acting for the Victorian Local Governance
Association. It is a matter of record that that issue is
now out in the marketplace. There is one feature of
the report which raised my eyebrows slightly, and it
is attributed - Hon. Pat Power - On a point of order,
Mr President, my question did not invite the
minister to make a ministerial statement. My
question is simple. On the basis of the minister's
acknowledgment that this is an issue covered in
today's press I simply ask him to clarify whether the
briefing note from Treasury and Finance lists the
restructuring of local government as the first reason
for ratepayers now facing multimillion-dollar
payouts.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I do not know
whether the honourable member put that point of
order seriously. The minister had not finished his
answer so it is very hard to judge.
Hon. Pat Power - Not for me, Mr President.
The PRESIDENT - Order! It is clear that the
minister's answer is responding to the question and
that is the basic requirement. The way the minister
answers is a matter for himself. I am sure the
minister has heard the restatement of the question.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr President, the facts
are that a briefing note did come to me from senior
members of my staff and was disputed by me.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - How is it so?
Hon. Pat Power - What is the first category?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You got it right,
Mr Theophanous!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - The Julius Sumner
Miller of the finance sector!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I also qualified my
endorsement of the briefing note. This should not
come as too much of a surprise because - -

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - It is a recorded fact that
I disputed the entry. It is now a matter of public
record that I also qualified my endorsement of the
briefing note.
Hon. Pat Power - What is the first category?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - How many questions
do you want?
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Hon. D. A. Nardella - That is the question.
Hon. Louise Asher - No, it is not; it is the third
question!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - The briefing note, along
with several others, was actually released to
Ms Susan Davies, the honourable member for
Gippsland West in the other place. The article in the
Age which the honourable member cites goes on to
quote Ms Davies and implies that I had in fact
nobbled my bureaucrats, my senior officers. It states:
Ms Davies said the fact that the reference to local
government restructuring did not appear after
25 March showed that officials of the department were
'obedient to their political masters'.

I want to put down the notion that I have somehow
nobbled my advisers because the one thing that I can
attest to is that I enjoy getting advice which is free
and frank.
I certainly take umbrage at that. It may just be that
my advisers have not mentioned that issue since
25 March, if that is in fact true, because they have
been persuaded by the logic of my response.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Because you said,
'How is that so?'.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No. I am pleased to take
up the interjection because - The PRESIDENT - Order! It is Mr Power's
question, so let's deal with that.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - For the sake of the
interjection - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - No-one in the chamber
would be surprised to learn that I did more than
simply write a curt response on the briefing note. I
took the time to discuss the issue in some detail with
my advisers, and maybe their advice changed as a
result of our discussions.

Tourism: South-East Asian financial crisis
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) - Given
Tourism Victoria's recognition that the South-East
Asian tourist market is one of the most beneficial to
Victoria's international tourism industry, will the
Minister for Tourism inform the house of the likely
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impact of the currency and stock market crisis in
South-East Asia on the Victorian tourism industry?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank Mr Boardman for his interest in and ongoing
work on my tourism bills committee, particularly in
this area. It is clear that the ongoing currency and
general economic crises in South-East Asia are likely
to impact adversely on the tourism industry, not
only in Australia but also in Victoria. Victoria
currently attracts only around a quarter of the
overseas visitors to this country, so it will be
shielded to some extent in comparison with states
like Queensland. However, I am gravely concerned
about the recent economic news from South-East
Asia.
Visitors from South-East Asian countries account for
15 per cent of Australia's inbound tourism, and that
was predicted to grow to 17 per cent by the
year 2000. The Tourism Victoria business plan up to
the year 2001 singles out South-East Asia as an
emerging market for Victoria, particularly because
of the growing middle-class in that area. Up to the
year 2001 Victoria was expected to experience
similar levels of growth to the rest of Australia in
tourists from South-East Asian markets. In
expectation of that, Tourism Victoria opened a
number of offices in South-East Asia and
concentrated its marketing effort on attracting
overseas visitations from that part of the world.
I was therefore concerned to read about the events of
recent times. I am not surprised that the Australia
Tourist Commission yesterday reduced its growth
targets for Asia for 1998 from 16 per cent to 6 per
cent. Such a slowing in growth could reduce the
economic contribution by Asian tourism to Australia
by apprOximately $260 million, with commensurate
ramifications for Victoria. There will dearly be a
significant negative impact on overseas visitations to
Victoria from South-East Asia. There is no doubt
that the effects on the discretionary expenditure and
overall confidence of the emerging middle-class will
have an adverse impact on industries such as
tourism, and we expect that to flow through to
Victoria.
The reductions in currency values of up to 40 per
cent in several South-East Asian countries will make
Australia and Victoria more expensive destinations
for tourists and will further increase the competitive
pressures we face. Accordingly, last week I asked
Tourism Victoria to revise some of its targets.
Obviously, we will be addressing the areas in which
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we need to be marketing and whether we need to
shift some of our focus.
I am also concerned about the impact of the
downturns in South-East Asia's currencies and share
markets on Australia's domestic tourism, because
Australians have traditionally shown a propensity to
travel overseas for holidays. Victoria is dependent
on the domestic market for its tourism success. The
currency downturn will make South-East Asian
destinations even more attractive to domestic
visitors than they are at present. That causes us
significant concern, and it is something I will raise
with the federal minister in our focus on domestic
tourism.
I also draw to the attention of the house another
undesirable impact of this economic turmoil, which
is the action taken by Malaysia in particular to
counter its effects. Malaysia has recently announced
an austerity budget that is designed to support its
currency. As part of that, it has introduced measures
such as the removal of income tax concessions for
international schooling fees. That is clearly of
concern to me and to my ministerial colleague
Mr Honeywood, the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training in another place, because Malaysian
students underpin a strong tourism market for
Victoria that is based on friends and relations
visiting from South-East Asia. I am concerned not
only about the currency crisis but about the
Malaysian government's response to it.
The Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
has announced the establishment of a task force
which will be headed by the Honourable Wendy
Smith and which will report to him on the
occurrence. The minister is also leading a tertiary
education delegation to Japan, Thailand and the
Philippines over the next few days, and he will also
be raising tourism issues with those countries.
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carriers who service the region to ensure that any
negative impacts are minimised.

Parliamentary Secretary for Planning and
Local Government
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to
the fact that Mr Bruce Atkinson was appointed to
the EPA Urban Village project as a subcontractor
despite the fact that clause 7 of the consultants
agreement between the authority and Fisher Stewart
states that:
Except with the prior written consent of the project
director, EPA, the consultant shall not assign or
subcontract the whole or any part of any of the seIVices,
tasks or work associated with the project.

Given that a government member was able to
subcontract for that project while the minister was
Minister for Conservation and Environment, can he
assure the house that no contracts or industry grants
from his current department involve government
members?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I thank the honourable
member for his question - and I am glad the last bit
was there! Honourable members should be aware
that any approaches made by industry will be dealt
with by a department - my department or any
other - in terms of the applicants coming to them. I
would have thought that it would be extremely
unlikely-Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It happened in
conservation while you were there.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - If you want to raise that
issue, I suggest you do - but you haven't. If
honourable members were themselves approached
for grants, I would be extremely surprised. I am not
aware of it ever happening.

In conclusion, there are some very worrying signs
for the Australian and Victorian tourism industries
as a result of the economic instability in Asia. It is
beyond the capacity of Victoria to have a significant
impact on the region, given the monumental events
of the past few weeks. Suffice it to say that I will be
working closely with the Australian Tourism
Commission in seeking to minimise the negative
consequences of the current situation.

Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - Will the
minister responsible for Workcover inform the
house of the highlights of the recent annual
Workcover awards night?

One advantage this state has is its excellent network
of representational officers throughout South-East
and North Asia. Tourism Victoria will be working
closely with the local industry and the major air

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank Mr Best for his question and his continuing
interest in what we all should regard as a very
important issue. I was delighted to attend the annual

Workcover: annual awards
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awards night of the Victorian Workcover Authority
at the Melbotune function centre on 16 October. I
regard this night as the highlight of my ministerial
year, given that it is an opportunity of rewarding
excellence and innovation in workplace safety. I
hope all honourable members would acknowledge
the importance of that concept.
The night has become something of a tradition. It is
an occasion when we put party politics to one side,
avoid debate about legislation and come together to
recognise those who are leading the way in
workplace safety.
The 180 organisations entered the 1997 awards did
so from the best of motivations - because it was
good for their workplace, good for their work force
and good for the community. If I knew how to
capture through legislation the sort of spirit and
innovation demonstrated on that night I would do
so, but of course that is not possible.
Winners of four categories were honoured. The first
category - the best solution or approach to an
identified health and safety issue - had joint
winners. They were Parke Rotary shears - an
innovative shearing device with unique safety
benefits which I believe will revolutionise the
shearing industry and which dramatically addresses
workplace safety in the shearing industry - and
Cominek Pty Ltd, which has developed a forklift
speed-limi ting device.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - How much did it cost $100 a head?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I don't think it was. The
Workcover awards night was an outstanding
success and on behalf of at least my colleagues - I
would have hoped the entire chamber - I extend
my heartiest congratulations to those involved and
in particular to those who took the prizes.
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Answer
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - On
8 April my colleague the Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology tabled an answer to
question on notice no. 1138, but unfortunately a
clerical error made by the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment led to the answer to
1137 being mistakenly attached in response to
question 1138. The matter has been resolved and I
now table the answer to question on notice no. 1137.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE

Annual report
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) presented
1996-97 report, together with appendices.

Laid on table.
The second category was the best health and safety
promotion, which also had joint winners: Ford
Australia and the Metropolitan Fire Brigade which won the award for the extraordinary training
of a high-level response team - and Transfield
Defence Systems. It did my heart good to see the
delight and excitement of the Transfield contingent
when its win was announced.
The third category was the best health and safety
corporate reporting, and the winner was BHP
Westemport for a concept known as the health and
safety reporting documentation. The fourth
category, which is a new category that I support
wholeheartedly, was the student award, which was
won by liz Mobayad for new health and safety
initiatives in the food production industry.

Ordered to be printed.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 9
Hon. P. A. KA TSAMBANIS (Monash) presented
Alert Digest No. 9 of 1997, together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

It was a good night and it was a chance to recognise
excellence and innovation. I hope we all would
agree that it has no peer in importance to the
community.

Alexandra District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Anti-Discrimination Tribunal- Report, 1996-97.

PAPERS
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Auditor-General - Report on the Statements of
Financial Operations, 1996-97.
Bacchus Marsh and Melton Memorial HospitalReport, 1996-97.
Beaufort and Skipton Health Service - Minister for
Health's report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Beechworth Hospital - Report, 1996-97.
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Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 - Order in
Council of 23 September 1997 adding items to
Schedule 2 - List of Taxa and Communities of Flora or
Fauna which are Threatened and Revocation of an
Order adding items to Schedule 2.
Forensic Medicine Institute - Report, 1996-97.
Forests (Dunstan Agreement) Act 1987 - Report of
Amending Agreement, 27 March 1997 pursuant to
section 6 of the Act.

Benalla and District Memorial Hospital - Report,

1996-97.

Gas and Fuel- Report, 1996-97.

800rt District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.

Gas Transmission Corporation - Report, 1996-97.

Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee - Report,
1996-97.

Goulbum Valley Base Hospital- Report, 1996-97 (two
papers).

Channels Authority - Report, 1996-97.

Greyhound Racing Control Board - Report, 1996-97.

City West Water Limited - Report, 1996-97 (two
papers).

Hospitals Superannuation Board - Report, 1996-97.

Cobram District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.

Inglewood and Districts Health Service - Report,
1996-97.
Intellectual Disability Review Panel- Report, 1996-97.

Cohuna District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984Construction Industry Long Service Leave Board Report, 1996-97.
Crimes Compensation Tribunal- Report, 1996-97.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's Order of
14 October 1997 giving approval to granting of lease at
Point Leo Foreshore.
Dairy Industry Authority - Report, 1996-97.
East Grampians Health Service - Report, 1996-97.
EcoRecycle Victoria - Report, 1996-97.
Electoral Commission - Report, 1996-97.
Emerald Tourist Railway Board - Report, 1996-97.
Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme - Report,
1996-97.
Environment Protection Authority - Report, 1996-97.
Financial Institutions Commission - Report, 1996-97.
Financial Operations Statement - Report, 1996-97.

Notice pursuant to section 32(3) in relation to
Statutory Rule No. 98/1997.
Notice pursuant to section 32(4) in relation to State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria).
Kerang and District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Kyabram and District Memorial Community
Hospital - Report, 1996-97.
Legal Aid - Report, 1996-97.
Loy Yang B Power Station Pty Ltd - Report, 1996-97.
Maldon Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Manangatang and District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Mansfield District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Maryborough District Health Service - Report,
1996-97.
Meat Authority - Report, 1996-97.
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Melbourne Market Authority - Report, 1996-97 (two
papers).

Geelong - Greater Geelong Planning Scheme
- Amendments R178 and R180 Part 1.

Melboume Parks and Waterways - Report, 1996-97.

Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendments
L284 and L286.

Melboume Port Corporation - Report, 1 March 1996
to 30 June 1997 (two papers).
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act
1978 - Summary of Returns June 1997 and Summary
of Variations notified between 22 May and 30
September 1997.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board - Report, 1996-97.
McIvor Health and Community Services - Report,
1996-97.
NathaIia District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
National Parks Act 1975 - Minister'S Notices of
consent to the renewal of Exploration Licences
Nos. 3281 and 3376 to Chiltem Box-Ironbark National
Park (two papers).
Numurkah and District War Memorial HospitalMinister for Health's report of receipt of the 1996-97
Annual Report.
Overseas Projects Corporation Limited - Report,
1996-97.
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Minister's
response to recommendations in Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee's Report upon the 1996-97
Budget Estimates and 1995-96 Budget Outcomes.
Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Fund Report, 1996-97.
Patriotic Funds Council - Report, 1996.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 Approved Amendments Nos. 105 and 106 to the
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan (two papers).
Notices of Approval of the following amendments
to planning schemes:
Boroondara Planning Scheme - Amendment

L36.
Flinders Planning Scheme - Amendment
Ll60.

Moreland Planning Scheme - Amendment

L40.
Pakenham Planning Scheme - Amendment
L140.

Port of Melbourne Planning Scheme Amendment L26.
Port Phillip Planning Scheme - Amendment

L40.
Surf Coast Planning Scheme - Amendment
R29 Part 2.
Swan Hill (City) Planning SchemeAmendment L24.
Whitehorse Planning Scheme - Amendment
L26.
Police Review Commission - Report, 1996-97.
Power Net Victoria - Report, 1996-97.
Premier and Cabinet Department - Report, 1996-97.
Project Development and Construction Management
Act 1994 - Nomination Orders of 29 September 1997
and 7 October 1997 and an Application Order of 7
October 1997 relating to Federation Square (three
papers).
Public Service Commissioner'S Office - Report,
1996-97 (two papers).
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Trust - Report,
1996-97.
Quiet Life Limited - Report, 1996-97.
Renewable Energy Authority - Report, 1996-97.
Rural Finance Corporation - Report, 1996-97.
St. Amaud District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Stamps Act 1958 - Treasurer's report of9 October
1997 of approved exemptions and partial exemptions
and refunds made on corporate reconstructions for
1996-97.
State Trustees Limited - Report, 1996-97.
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Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act
1986-No.106.
Tobacco Act 1987 - No. 105.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 Minister's exception certificate under section 8(4)
in respect of Statutory Rules No. 99/1997.
Ministers' exemption certificates under section 9(6)
in respect of Statutory Rules No. 135/1996 and
Nos. 98 and 105/1997.
Swan Hill District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Tallangatta Hospital- Minister for Health's report of
receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Transport Accident Commission - Report, 1996-97.
Tricontinental Holdings Limited - Report, 1996.
Urban Land Authority - Report, 1996-97.
Victorian Managed Insurance Authority - Report,
1 October 1996 to 30 June 1997.
Wangaratta District Base Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Western Highlands Health Service - Report, 1996-97.
Wodonga District Hospital- Report, 1996-97.
Wycheproof and District Health Service - Report,
1996-97.
Yarrawonga District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Yea and District Memorial Hospital- Minister for
Health's report of receipt of the 1996-97 Annual Report.
Young Fanners' Finance Council- Report, 1996-97.

Proclamations of His Excellency the Governor in
Council fixing operative dates in respect of the
following Acts:
Gaming Acts (Further Amendment) Act 1997 Section 9 -1 November 1997 (Gazette No. G42,
23 October 1997).
Mineral Resources Development Act 1990Section 126(5) - 1 November 1997 (Gazette No. G42,
23 October 1997).
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Annual Financial Statement, 1996-97
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank the house for its indulgence in allowing me to
make a ministerial statement on one of the
documents included in the list just tabled. I speak of
the report on the Annual Financial Statement,
1996-97, which contains the financial statements for
the State of Victoria for the year ended 30 June 1997.
I am delighted to note its presentation.
The statement includes the budget sector accounts
and the uniform presentation framework data
which, as has been the case in the past, have been
developed using cash accounting techniques. Much
of the information contained therein has already
been released by the Treasurer, so I will not dwell on
it too much. However, as the Treasurer has already
advised, the accounts reveal a current account
surplus of $1.981 billion, a capital account deficit of
$0.997 billion and an overall budget sector surplus of
$0.984 billion. That is significantly ahead of the
original budget estimates and marginally better than
the revised budget estimates.
I particularly want to draw the attention of
honourable members to section 3. The annual
financial statement represents a first for Victoria in
that it presents the state's accounts in a manner
consistent with contemporary best practice, relevant
accounting standards and the Financial
Management Act, which came into being in 1994.
The statement contains a consolidated operating
statement for the year ended 30 June 1997, a
consolidated statement of the financial pOSition as at
30 June 1997, and a consolidated statement of cash
flows for the same year. They are akin to a profit and
loss statement, a balance sheet and a funds
statement, which we all recognise as being
applicable in the outside word. One aspect of the
annual statement that gives me particular pleasure is
that all the statements have been prepared on an
accrual accounting basis. I suggest to the chamber
that that in itself is a significant breakthrough, one of
which I am personally proud.
Mr President, you among others will recall that I
have spoken on a number of occasions of my dismay
on learning, after being elected to Parliament in
1985, that the state relied on the crudest form of cash
accounting I had come across. It has been a crusade
of mine, along with a number of others, to ensure
that something is done to achieve a better standard
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of accounting and, in particular, to ensure that the
Victorian public is protected against the financial
manipulation and camouflage that characterised this
place in the late 1980s and early 19905.
I am also delighted to point out that the annual
financial statement has been audited. Apart from
one relatively minor matter that I will touch on later,
the Auditor-General's report provides an
unqualified endorsement of the financial results and
the positions reported. The Auditor-General's formal
report has been received and tabled.
The 1996-97 annual financial statement represents
the culmination of a range of major reforms and
policy directions undertaken over a number of years,
all driven by the need to improve public
accountability and achieve better financial and
resource management across the public sector. I
recall that the earliest important steps included the
Report of the Victorian Commission of Audit in May
1993 and the changes to the Financial Management
Act in 1994, which confirmed the need for annual
financial statements. I am also pleased to put on the
record the fact that the changes to the Financial
Management Act enjoyed bipartisan support when
they came before the chamber.
The government has adopted all the specific
recommendations of the Commission of Audit, and
it has made an enormous effort over several years to
put in place the necessary steps to achieve the
objectives outlined by the commission. It has
progressively introduced accrual accounting across
all government departments, including the adoption
of Australian accounting standard AAS29. As an
aside, I can report not only that the government has
been involved in the adoption of that standard but
that several of my senior officers have been involved
in its promulgation.
The additional steps include: expanding and
updating the financial skills of the accounting and
managerial staff; establishing new valuation policies
to obtain consistent and comprehensive valuations
of assets; installing new financial management
computer applications; working with other
governments and the Public Sector Accounting
Standards Board in developing and establishing
Australian accounting standard AAS31; and
publishing trial consolidations of the accrual
financial statements.
The resultant annual financial statement provides
new information that has not been available before,
including an audited net assets position for the state
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of $20.8 billion - that is, assets of $71.4 billion
compared with liabilities of $50.6 billion.
It also provides whole-of-state coverage, dealing
with more than 300 entities ranging from general
government organisations to public trading
enterprises and public financial institutions.

In the preparation of the statement of financial
position, all assets have been valued for the first
time. Some have been valued in the past, but this is
the first time that all the assets have been valued and
included as a statement of net worth. The total of
$71.4 billion in assets includes land and buildings
valued at $20.5 billion; plant and equipment valued
at $18.9 billion; roads valued at $12.1 billion; and
investments valued at $10.9 billion.

The operating statement indicates a
whole-of-government surplus for the 1996-97
financial year of $1.6 billion, before a net abnormal
income of $1.9 billion. This is the first time
depreciation and amortisation have been taken into
account and charged against operations; they total
$1.52 billion.
I believe the Victorian public will gain dramatically
through this new formula. The public will have a
clearer picture of the state's financial pOSition; the
Victorian government's financial reports will be
understandable to anyone with a working
knowledge of standard financial statements;
members of the public will have access to a
straightforward tool for assessing the financial
management performance of the Victorian public
sector; the statements will ensure maximum
integrity through transparency; and everything is
audited. I emphasise the point that everything is
audited when it is presented in this chamber.
I particularly draw attention to note 20 at page 67,
which covers appropriation at agency level, fully
audited, and which reports directly upon how the
spending priorities approved by Parliament have
been honoured. That is important.
I am very proud of the contribution of the veritable
army of finance officers within the Department of
Treasury and Finance, the agencies and the auditor's
office who have produced this document, which
undertakes a shift in accounting procedures, and
even the culture. It is something akin to a major
military manoeuvre. I pay particular tribute to
Ron Paice, a senior officer from the Department of
Treasury and Finance who has lived with this
project and driven the outcome.
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I mention in passing that the report had been
technically qualified by the Auditor-General, who
has said in respect of the technical audit that he was
unable to audit all the data that had been aggregated
to form the opening balances. On that basis I agree it
is appropriate to include a technical qualification.
However, the Auditor-General is prepared to give a
tick to the operations for the year without
qualification, and he is also prepared to sign off on
the closing balances without qualification. One can
work backwards and draw the conclusion that by
this simple process there is an implied verification of
the opening balances. I am relaxed about the
qualification in the form outlined. I would never be
happy about a qualification in any other
circumstance, but I think in this case it is truly a
technical and readily rationalised form of
qualification.
There are two additional features of the report that
warrant comment. Firstly, it should receive support
across party lines, and in that context I acknowledge
that some of the preparatory work and early changes
took place under the previous government,
particularly concerning the move to accrual
accounting. I am happy to acknowledge the work
that took place under the Labor government in
getting that agenda off the ground.
Secondly, it places Victoria at the maker's edge of
the reform agenda, certainly in an Australian
context. Although the other states, the
commonwealth and New Zealand are all committed
to the same process and outcome, I do not believe
any other jurisdiction can match Victoria's
achievement of producing a fully audited set of
consolidated financial reports at a
whole-of-government level within the time frame we
have now demonstrated. We have set a tough
benchmark for all jurisdictions to meet. It is a tough
benchmark even for us in the future.
This is a major step forward in public accountability,
bringing financial reporting of government into line
with commercial practice and Australian accounting
standards and creating a powerful financial tool for
good. government.

I proudly commend the documents to the house.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I
acknowledge the comments made by the Minister
for Finance on the bipartisan nature of the statement,
and I move:
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That the Annual Financial Statement, 1996-97, and
related ministerial statement be considered on the next
day of meeting.

Motion agreed to.

CRIMES (MENTAL IMPAIRMENT AND
UNFITNESS TO BE TRIED) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The opposition does not oppose the Crimes <Mental
Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Bill. It is
important legislation that affects people who have in
many cases committed terrible crimes and are held
at the Governor's pleasure. At present political
intervention is required to change their situation or
have them released from custody.
For a person held at the Governor's pleasure to be
released a decision has to be made by the
Attorney-General. That decision then goes to cabinet
and a recommendation is made to the Governor in
Council. It is unfortunate that political
considerations are paramount in decisions about
people in that situation. About 20 years ago a study
on the release of people held at the Governor's
pleasure found that because of those political
considerations basically such people were released
soon after a state election rather than just before an
election or midway through a term of government.
Obviously that is not suitable, and this legislation
deals with release in a much better way.
The bill results from a reference by the
Attorney-General to the then Community
Development Committee in May 1994. That
committee's report, entitled Inquiry into Persons
Detained at the Governor's Pleasure, was presented to
Parliament on 10 October 1995. All members of the
committee are to be commended for their work in
producing that important report which
recommended changes now incorporated in this bill.
The committee dealt with the issue sincerely and
maturely. It is a credit to the parliamentary
committee process that members from both houses
of Parliament can sit down and in a bipartisan way,
work through an extremely complex and sensitive
issue and finally arrive at an excellent report.
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The committee, having arrived at the report which
was the genesis of the bill, later had the draft of the
bill sent to it for comment.
The outcome of that referral is evident. The bill is
extremely easy to read. On its back page it even has
a flow chart of the court processes relevant to this
legislation; so far as I know, it is the only legislation
to provide such information. Further evidence of the
bipartisan operation of the committee is that it
unanimously supported the draft bill. It will clearly
be of benefit to many Victorians. I commend the
committee for its work.
A committee member, the honourable member for
Bentleigh in the other place, produced a minority
report on relief measures for victims of crime or their
families. The government has also adopted that
report. Parliamentary committees should always
operate in that way. In this instance, the outcome is
the best for Victorians. The people involved in the
criminal justice system consider the bill to be a good
outcome for those suffering from mental impairment.
The minister's second-reading speech sets out the
processes involved in what have been known as
Governor's pleasure detainees. An important
definition in the bill concerns the people who will be
classified as suffering from mental impairments; at
the moment they are classified as being insane. That
word has been developed and used in the legal
system since 1800 under the British lunatic crime
legislation. That word stigmatised members of the
community who were mentally impaired. The new
definition of 'mentally impaired' moves us into the
21st century. The High Court has used this
definition. The attitude of people towards those
suffering from mental impairment is being changed;
it will also mean we will deal more humanely with
them.
The bill is concerned with people living outside
asylums and mental homes, as they were called. The
opposition welcomes that change in terminology.
The bill, unfortunately, derives in part from the
Garry David situation with which the former Labor
government was forced to deal. That government
was criticised because people claimed its actions
were an attack on civil liberties. The community
debate revolved around whether special legislation
was necessary and about the government's ultimate
action in that case. Some say the government acted
too late. Some people were concerned that the then
Labor government was setting an unfortunate
precedent in enacting special legislation to continue
to incarcerate a person.
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The proposed legislation will allow the government
to deal with a similar situation in a better and
non-political way. The bill is acceptable to the
opposition because, as I said, it removes the political
considerations that arise when politicians are forced
to make decisions on such matters.
Who is covered by this bill? Many of those who are
now classified as insane - but who will be classified
as mentally impaired - are ordinary people whose
minds may have snapped at the time criminal acts
were committed; subsequently, at the time of trial
they were found to be unfit to stand trial because of
mental impairment. Many of them committed
crimes against friends or family members. In many
cases, sons or daughters kill or seriously injury their
parent or parents - and the reverse also applies.
Many have killed or seriously injured their lovers
and some elderly people have attacked their carers;
sadly, in the latter example, persons have lost
control and cracked.
The television news often refers to incidents when
people have attacked or killed one or both of their
parents. That would be devastating for the family
and friends of the victims. I am advised that some 50
people are now in custody, awaiting the Governor's
pleasure.
During the briefing I was informed that one is
currently in gaol and that in the main the others are
in the Rosanna forensic psychiatric centre. The
opposition welcomes the fact that the government is
building a new facility at Fairfield to look after these
people.
In her second-reading speech the Attorney-General

refers to the Supreme Court's decision on the
question of the fitness to stand trial in the case of
Rv. Presser (1958) VR45. The case dealt in detail with
issues such as an accused's ability to understand the
charges, to plead his or her case, to exercise the right
to challenge in jury selection, to follow the general
course of the proceedings and to instruct counsel.
Common law provisions covering those issues are
included in the bill, which is welcome.
The bill is well set out, which might be because the
general issue was considered by the non-lawyers on
the Community Development Committee before the
legislation came before Parliament!
Hon. Louise Asher - I am with you, Donny, for
the first time in my career!
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Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Excellent! Many
questions were asked as a precursor to the process
being detailed. It is a new way of dealing with
legislation.
Clause 1 sets out the purposes of the bill, and
clause 3 defines the terms it uses. Clause 4 refers to
trials being conducted in the Supreme and County
courts. Part 2 defines the criteria to be used in
deciding whether a person is unfit to stand trial.
Clause 6 incorporates the Rv. Presser precedents I
referred to. For example, subclause (2) says that a
person is not unfit to stand trial only because he or
she is suffering from memory loss.
Among other things, clauses 7 to 11 provide for
juries to be empanelled to test whether persons are
fit to stand trial. One of the important aspects of
those clauses is that although in the past there have
been situations in which the evidence has not been
tested by the courts or by any other authorities and
as a consequence people have been put away at the
Governor's pleasure, now the evidence must be
presented to a jury in each case. That is a step
forward.
Clauses 12 to 14 detail the processes to occur
following an investigation into whether a person is
fit to stand trial. Clause 15 outlines the purposes of
special hearings. It provides that a court can hear
evidence to determine whether a person is unfit to
stand trial. The clause provides that a special
hearing should determine whether a defendant:
(a) is not guilty of the offence; or
(b)

is not guilty of the offence because of mental
impainnent; or

(c) committed the offence charged or an offence
available as an alternative.

The process is spelt out for everybody to see. The
clauses in part 3 are important because they enable
the courts to hear evidence and determine
appropriate courses of action. That is in contrast to
what has happened, when people have been put
away without the courts hearing any information.
Those courses of action are now detailed and will
depend on the decisions of juries. In each case, a
judge will now have a number of options open to
him or her: to release a defendant unconditionally;
to make an order from a range of supervision orders;
or to order that bail be granted.
Clause 20 outlines the criteria for the defence of
mental impairment, including the implications for
the defendant and the role of the court if mental
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impairment is established. Clause 26 deals with the
dispOSition of people declared to be liable to
supervision. It refers to custodial supervision orders
and non-custodial supervision orders and provides
that supervision orders must commit persons to
appropriate places.
Clause 26 is important because it says that prison
should be the last resort for defendants found to be
mentally impaired. In the past it has been easy to
put those people in prison, where they are unable to
get access to treatment, where the surroundings are
alien to them, and where rehabilitation is
unavailable. Until now, there has been no process by
which those people's cases could be reviewed and
their circumstances changed.
Clause 28 contains a table setting out the nominal
terms for supervision orders. For instance, the
nominal term for murder or treason is 25 years. On
my understanding, the nominal terms are linked to
the maximum terms of imprisonment for those
offences. The nominal terms have been set so that
there is a process by which the circumstances of
people who have been found to be mentally
impaired can be reviewed.
Clause 31 provides for applications for the variation
or revocation of supervision orders. The bill
proposes a three-year period for a further review of
a revocation or the lifting of a supervision order. The
reason for the review is that we do not want a
situation where people continually call for or
implement processes to have supervision orders
altered. Three years is long enough for such an order
to be in place. However, my understanding is that
members of the judiciary have a discretion to alter
an order if they see fit.
Clause 36, 'Defendant to be present at hearings', and
part 6, 'Principles on which court is to act, reports
and certificates', are pertinent to the person under a
supervision order. Part 6 is important because it
does not allow people to be lost in the system, and it
implements regular checks and balances for
detainees. Clause 39 outlines an important principle:
In deciding whether to make, vary or revoke a
supervision order or to remand a person in custody
under this Act, the court must apply the principle that
restrictions on a person's freedom and personal
autonomy should be kept to the minimum consistent
with the safety of the community.
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That is another important principle adopted
throughout the bill and is an extremely good guide
for the judiciary to follow.
Clause 41 provides that regular 12-monthly reports
are to be made to the court. Again, this is to avoid
people being lost in the system and allows for
progress to be reported to the judiciary.
Clause 42 details the rights of victims of crime and
family members. The October 1995 minority report
to Parliament covers reports by family members of
people with mental impairment. It was thought best
that family members of the mentally impaired and
those who had been victims of crime at the hands of
the mentally impaired should not again be faced
with confronting the mentally impaired person
without prior knowledge of his or her release. If
those people were aware of the details of the
person's release they would be better able to avoid
triggering off further trauma for both themselves
and the mentally impaired person.
That is a logical and rational way of dealing with
that situation. It means that through registered post
victims of crime and their families are informed of
hearings to be held to alter or to consider leave for
people with a mental impairment.
Clause 47 details a certificate of available services.
One of the checks and balances in the bill is that it is
not just a matter of the judge sentencing or putting
in place a supervision order without knowing
whether the services are there and therefore
disadvantaging the person so ordered; the provision
requires the obtaining of a certificate from the
relevant department outlining the services that are
available before the court hands down an order and
gives a judge the information needed to properly
supervise a person. The opposition supports this
provision, which gives the judge the appropria~e
options.
Part 7 of the bill details leave of absence provisions.
It is important for the dignity of people under
supervision orders to have these details. Division 1
details the rights of victims when an application is
made, as I have explained before. Division 2 covers
the Forensic Leave Panel. Clause 59 specifically
provides that a Supreme Court judge must be
appointed to the panel and that if there is only one
Supreme Court judge on the panel he or she will be
the president of the panel.

On reading the bill I discovered that it was not
gender specific. I do not know whether other
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honourable members found that. I digress for a
moment: in the TAC annual report the chairman is
listed as Margaret Jackson. The bill refers to
chairpeople and chairpersons or president, which is
a non-gender specific use of modern day language
and moves us into the 21st century, instead of
keeping us in the 18th!
Clause 59 also refers to other members of the
Forensic Leave Panel: the chief psychiatrist or a
nominee together with other members. The Forensic
Leave Panel will hear leave applications by mentally
impaired people on orders.
Clause 64, which is part of division 3, details the
panel procedures. Part 8 of the bill refers to general
matters. Clause 74 details the service of notice of
hearings to family members and victims in relation
to a person on a supervision order. As I said, it is
important to have the people directly involved know
what is happening because we do not want people
confronting others while on leave that has been
granted. Part 9 amends other acts.
Schedule 3 is important because it details what
happens to existing detainees. That provision is
gratifying. It not only looks at people to be detained
in the future; it also provides for the review and
supervision of people who have been detained in the
past. Those people will be covered by the provisions
of the bill; it will certainly be of advantage to them.
The legislation is socially progressive. It has in part
been put together by both sides of the house, after
they faced up to a difficult problem. More of this
type of legislation should come before both houses
of Parliament. I reiterate that the opposition
supports the bill.
Hon. P. A. KA TSAMBANIS (Monash) - I am
delighted to speak in favour of the bill. I thank the
opposition for its support of the bill, and I note the
contribution of Mr Nardella, who outlined the
prOvisions of the bill succinctly.
This is certainly much-needed legislation. It reflects
the evolving attitude of our community to people
who suffer from mental impairments. They have for
too long been the forgotten people whom Society
preferred to lock away in institutions, pretending
they did not exist. That attitude has been reflected in
the way we have treated people with mental
impairments who have committed crimes. The bill
deals with those people.
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I dares ay that over the past decade or so other bills
and other programs implemented by the
Department of Human Services have in their way
reflected our changing attitudes to people with
mental impairments. As evidence of its heartfelt
concern, the community is attempting to embrace
those people as equals, recognising that all people in
our society have rights, including those who are
afflicted with mental impairments. That is why I
support the bill.
As Mr Nardella outlined, the bill has been
introduced after a lot of work in the wider
community, a lot of work by the former Community
Development Committee, and a lot of work at the
national level that has resulted in similar bills being
passed by other jurisdictions in Australia. The bill
also reflects the work of the Attorney-General and
the Department of Justice. They need to be
commended for their foresight in, firstly, giving the
reference to the Community Development
Committee and, secondly, embracing the
recommendations of the committee and moving to
enact the bill.
The bill corrects many of the anomalies apparent in
our previous approaches to people with mental
impairments. One major anomaly concerned people
who committed acts that were considered to be
criminal while suffering from what was then known
as insanity - and what under today's law is still
known as insanity. Because they were deemed to be
unfit to stand trial, they were simply locked away
without anyone testing whether the allegations
against them could stand up in court. That removed
in large part the rights of people suffering from
mental impairments.
Once they were locked away, decisions about
whether to release them back into society did not
rest with a clear, open and transparent judicial
process but on political decisions. Recommendations
would be made by the Adult Parole Board to the
Attorney-General. They would then go to cabinet,
which would refer them on to the Governor in
Council. Political decisions were made by the
executive government. Of course, a lot of issues
needed to be determined, apart from whether
individuals were fit to return to the community and in those cases community sensitivities had to be
taken into account. Decisions such as those are
medical and judicial decisions, not political decisions.
Another anomaly in our current law that the bill
removes is the reference to the term 'insanity', which
has become redundant. Now we talk about mental
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illness and mental impairment. The change gives
people suffering from mental impairments the
opportunity to have any allegations made against
them tested in a court of law to determine whether
or not criminal acts have been committed. The bill
gives those people the opportunity to have their
situations reviewed in a judicial rather than a
political manner, and it also corrects the terminology
to reflect modern-day thinking.
Many years ago, before any of us were born, the law
was such that certain crimes were automatically
deemed to be capable of being committed only by
insane people. Because Mary, Queen of Scots, was
found to have committed treason against Elizabeth I,
she was considered to be insane - and so was
beheaded.
Over the years our laws evolved. In the middle of
the 19th century the M'Naghten rules were
introduced to deal with the common-law test of
insanity. Those rules were subsequently adopted in
Australia following the High Court decision in
R v. Porter in 1936; and, as Mr Nardella pointed out,
they were adopted in Victoria following the
Supreme Court decision in R v. Presser. As
Mr Nardella said, the M'Naghten rules have been
codified in clause 20, and they have been updated to
reflect modem-day terminology. The bill will not
effectively change the operation of those
common-law rules, which will now apply to the
defence of mental impairment. However, one
significant change is the increased flexibility a judge
will have once the defence of mental impairment has
been invoked by counsel for the accused, or for that
matter by counsel for the prosecution.
Under our criminal justice system the prosecution
has to prove two basic elements before a conviction
for a criminal offence can stand. Firstly, it must
prove that the offender actually committed the act,
which in Latin is called the actus reus. It must also
prove that the offender had the mental capacity to
commit the act, and that is known as the mens rea.
Both those elements must be satisfied.
In looking at mental capacity, there are three basic
scenarios that our legal system can be confronted
with. One is where a person was mentally impaired
at the time the act was committed but no longer has
that impairment at the time of trial. Often that is
referred to as temporary insanity. It may be an apt
description but it does not include only those two
elements I referred to. In that case, although there
was no mental capacity at the time the crime was
committed, by the time the person comes to trial he
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or she has the capacity to understand what he or she
is doing. The bill will not affect that scenario very
much.
There are two other scenarios. One is where a person
is mentally impaired throughout the whole process.
In that case, he or she has no mental capacity either
when the crime is committed or when the time
comes to stand trial.
In the other situation - I am not sure of its
frequency, but I know it has existed from time to
time - a person may not have been mentally
impaired at the time the offence was committed but
for some reason by the time of the trial may no
longer have the capacity to go through a criminal
trial. In the past, as Mr Nardella said, the only
option the judge had when the defence of mental
impairment was found was to order that the person
be locked away in an institution - either a gaol or
other treatment facility.

Today, about 49 people are locked away at the
Governor's pleasure. About 40 of them are in
institutions and I understand 9 are on limited release
in the community, possibly after spending a
Significant time in institutions. They have reached a
point where it was felt safe by the Governor in
Council to release them into the community. No
other option was open to the judges and, effectively,
they had to decide on the spot whether those
persons had to be institutionalised. There was no
opportunity to test the facts or to determine whether
the person suffering from a mental impairment had
actually committed the act.
The bill provides the opportunity for a special
hearing, when the defence of mental impairment is
established, to test the evidence regarding the
commission of the act. If it is found at the hearing
that there is insufficient evidence to support the
charges, the charges against the person will be
dismissed. It will be the first time in our legal history
that this is able to be done. It may be that the person
requires some form of treatment, but the person will
not be punished by being locked away at the
Governor's pleasure.

If it is found at the special hearing that the person
committed the offence, the judge will have a range
of options at his disposal to deal with the individual.
He will be able to release the person
unconditionally - as is possible with others who are
convicted of crimes - if it is a low-level crime that
requires no custodial sentence or supervision order.
The judge may also make a supervision order under
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which the convicted person is supervised in either a
custodial or non-custodial situation.
Further down the track after the special hearing
there will be opportunities for the judicial decision
to be reviewed. If the person's mental capacity has
returned to normal as a result of treatment or his or
her mental impairment has ceased to exist the
person's progress can be reviewed with regular
reports to the court assessing whether the treatment
and the orders made by the judge continue to be
appropriate for the person. That provision will
ensure that a person suffering from mental
impairment is not locked up in the system and
forgotten. Through a process of regular review the
case can be looked at and the continuing
appropriateness of the order and the supervision can
be determined.
The release decision will be removed from the
political process I spoke about earlier. It will become
a medical and judicial decision that is made by a
judge in consultation with the appropriate health
professionals. It will no longer be a political matter;
there will be a clear and transparent process that will
take place in open court. I commend that provision,
which Mr Nardella also referred to in his
contribution to the debate. Some overtly political
decisions have been made in the past. Unfortunately,
in some instances, they were not made in the best
interests of the person concerned.
The bill also provides for applications for leave by
people held under supervision orders. Currently
some people under these sorts of strict supervision
orders are not able to walk around the grounds of
the institutions in which they live. They cannot go to
the shop on the premises to buy an ice-cream or a
cup of coffee. They are confined to a limited area.
The bill provides for a forensic leave panel that will
make determinations on applications for leave. The
panel will be chaired by a judicial member to ensure
judicial input, and an appeal mechanism on the
panel's decisions will be put in place. People
detained under supervision orders will be able to
seek leave so that they can return to the community
under limited off-ground leave applications. That
will help in their rehabilitation.
The bill provides access for existing detainees to
some of the new prOvisions. They will be able to
have immediate access to the leave proviSions and
they may apply to the court for a variation or
revocation - under certain circumstances - of their
existing orders handed down under a different
legislative regime.
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These provisions will have an impact on people
coming through the system and also on the forgotten
people I mentioned earlier who are in institutions.
Finally, they will have access to an open and
transparent mechanism to review their cases.
The legislation also takes victims' rights into
account. There is an opportunity under the special
hearing process for the court to take account of the
views of victims of an act - it is not really a
crime - of a mentally impaired person. The court
can also take into account the views of the family of
the person charged with an offence.
It is good legislation that is much needed. It is an
area that has been in the too-hard basket for too
long! Not only is it good legislation but also, as
Mr Nardella pointed out, it is well drafted, well
presented and set out in logical order and it deals
with an area of the law that is a minefield for
lawyers and non-lawyers.
Anyone who picks up the bill will quickly navigate
his or her way through it and find that the
provisions are clear and self-explanatory. I
commend the draftspeople for their work and for the
chart on the back page of the bill that is headed
'Guide to court processes'. It is the first time I have
seen included in legislation a chart that makes the
process clear so that the lay person can quickly get a
view of what the legislation entails and what
procedures it introduces.
I welcome the opposition's support of the
legislation. I congratulate everyone involved in the
process from the former Community Development
Committee through to the Department of Justice and
certainly the Attorney-General. I commend the bill
to the house.
Hon. C. A. FURLETII (Templestowe) - I am
pleased to support the Crimes (Mental Impairment
and Unfitness to be Tried) Bill. Like the previous
speaker, I offer my congratulations to the then
Community Development Committee, which in 1995
tabled a report entitled Inquiry into Persons Detained
at the Governor's Pleasure, upon which the bill is
substantially based.
Clearly, the Attorney-General and her staff and the
draftpersons involved are to be congratulated on
their presentation of a unique bill in its terminology
and addenda, which make the bill easy to follow.
The schedule referred to by Mr Katsambanis acts as
a guide, simplifying a somewhat complex area of the
law. The bill seeks to change dramatically what have
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up to now been traditional approaches to the
treatment of persons with severe mental disorders
who are accused of serious crimes.
The number of recommendations from the
Community Development Committee report that are
reflected in the bill reveals the detail of the
committee's work. It also indicates the complexities
of our social and legal systems and illustrates the
difficulties and dilemmas that belatedly are being
dealt with.
The bill comprehensively redefines the treatment of
insanity as defined in the criminal law, both in
common law and in legislation. It redefines it to the
extent that the term 'insanity' is removed from the
vocabulary. The common-law defence of insanity is
abrogated in clause 25 of the bill.
It is important to distinguish between two aspects of
the bill: 'mental impairment' and 'unfitness to be
tried' are two distinct concepts. Mr Katsambanis has
analysed the law as it stands, and I hope to add to
his contribution to the debate and to that of
Mr Nardella.

The issue of unfitness to be tried first raised its head
in common law in 1836 in the case of R v. Pritchard
[1836]173 ER 135. The court, in directing the jury,
said of fitness to plead that the jury was to
determine whether the accused:
... is of sufficient intellect to comprehend the course of
proceedings of the trial, so as to make a proper
defence - to know that he might challenge any of you
to whom he may object - and to comprehend the
details of the evidence.

That was one of the earlier judicial comments on
fitness to plead. The decision was accepted in the
case of R v. Presser where the Supreme Court listed
six factors relevant to the issue of fitness to be tried.
Those six factors are substantially reproduced in
clause 6 of the bill, so I will not put those factors on
the record. That case indicates that a person is
required at the time of pleading - that is, after the
offence took place but before the beginning of the
trial - to be mentally competent and capable to
stand trial once those six issues have been
determined. The common law has been codified in
that clause.
The defence of insanity, which is abrogated in the
legislation, relates to the mental position of the
accused at the time of the defence. As
Mr Katsambanis said, there are instances where a
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person may be mentally incompetent at the time of
the offence but then comes good, or where a person
may be perfectly sane at the time of the commission
of an offence and at the time of trial there is lack of
competence to enter a plea.
One issue which appears to have not been put on
record to date is that it is not a question of the
person accused having been found to have
committed some awful crime. As has been said by
previous speakers, if a person is found to be unfit to
plead due to mental incompetence or mental
impairment or if a person is found not guilty on the
ground of mental impairment - insanity, as it
currently is - the court has no alternative other than
to make a hospital order, which is in effect
transferring that person from the criminal justice
system to the mental health system, or placing that
person in prison at the Governor's pleasure. There
are no alternatives. Such issues are considered on the
basis that we are dealing with a criminal, but always
there is a non-conviction and an indefinite detention
order. That is probably the most offensive part of the
law as it stands, and in my view the bill seeks to
remedy that dreadful default.
Since the earliest days the law has recognised the
exculpatory nature of the defence of insanity. In the
late 13th century a royal pardon was available to
people who were insane and resulted in a
non-conviction. The rule of law in that regard is
reported in the writings of the earliest jurists
including Coke, Hale and Blackstone in their essays
on jurisprudence. Our common law is based on
those writings.
The modem law on the defence of insanity in the
case of criminal conduct was founded in the early
19th century. I shall provide the house with a little
history because not only is it interesting but it
provides an insight into the development of our
current law in the area.
It is ironic that the two cases upon which our
modem law of the defence of insanity is based are
politically connected. The first concerned the trial of
James Hadfield in 1800. Mr Hadfield was found to
have attempted to kill King George Ill. It was
determined by Chief Justice Lord Kenyon some way
through the trial that the accused should not be
standing trial, and accordingly the trial was aborted
and no determination of guilt was made.
The Chief Justice found that the accused represented
something of a danger to society. As is the case
today, security in the community was one of the
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major considerations. The Chief Justice took the
unprecedented step of ordering that Mr Hadfield be
detained at the sovereign's pleasure, but as there
was no statutory basis urgent legislation was
required to ratify the Chief Justice's order. That led
to the first statute providing for the detention of
persons found by a court to be insane. In that case
the sovereign would not have been happy, and may
have been displeased for some time, yet it was at his
pleasure that Mr Hadfield was detained.
The second case that gives the foundation to our
current law concerning the defence of insanity arose
in 1843 when David M'Naghten killed the then
Prime Minister's secretary, Edward Drummond,
apparently mistaking him for Sir Robert Peel. Again
the accused was found not guilty on the ground of
insanity. The House of Lords considered it
appropriate to consult with the three trial judges to
consider the basis for their determination. They put
five questions to the judges to determine the then
state of the law, and the answers to those questions
effectively constitute what are now known as the
M'Naghten rules, which are the basis of our modem
law.
Clause 25 abrogates the common-law defence of
insanity and clause 20 sets out a new defence of
mental impairment. In effect it reproduces the
1995 definition in section 7.3 of the commonwealth
criminal code. I applaud the government on
ensuring that there is consistency at both state and
federal levels by introducing a similar definition.
Clause 78 removes the power of a court to make an
order detaining a person at the Governor's pleasure.
Currently we have the mandatory indeterminate
detention of persons found to be unfit to plead or
who have been acquitted on the ground of mental
impairment. That in itself is a sentence sometimes
more onerous than that which would have been
imposed had the person not pleaded mental
incompetence and been given an appropriate
sentence in the circumstances.
The shadow Attorney-General called this bill an
excellent piece of legislation and praised its
progressive nature. Given the development of our
society over the past 200 years and the advances
being made in the psychiatric field from a mental
health perspective and the psychology field from a
scientific and sociological perspective, it is
appropriate that the bill dramatically reviews and
redefines the community's recognition of mental
disorder and illness and imposes a whole new mode
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of treatment of persons who are found to have
mental disorders of a serious nature.

Mr Katsambanis mentioned the various types of
applications that can be made for people who are the
subject of supervisory orders. It would appear that
the various procedures introduced by the bill will
make it impossible for people to get lost in the
system, which is unfortunately something that
occurs at present. The bill provides for the checks
and balances of review. It provides a right to seek
variation or revocation of supervision or custodial
orders and the ability to appeal to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal against refusal of
applications. It also contains leave provisions and
stipulates that annual reports are to be submitted to
the court.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! As there is
not an absolute majority of the members of the
house present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! So that I
may ascertain whether an absolute majority exists, I
ask honourable members supporting the motion to
stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

The questions of release and analysis of condition
have been taken from the political arena and placed
with the judiciary, and judges can seek whatever
advice and professional expert opinion are
considered appropriate. The legislation introduces a
graduation program. If a person's condition
improves he or she can be tested and analysed at
various times and, if the results are satisfactory,
released.
The fact that the bill introduces so many new
processes, all of which involve the detainee being in
contact with various people in the detention system,
causes me to raise a recommendation of the former
Community Development Committee which has not
been addressed specifically but which I am sure the
government will take into account. It also touches on
my membership as a commissioner of the former
Ethnic Affairs Commission when it tabled its 1995
Multicultural Victoria report. The commission found
that there was a concentration of people from
non-English-speaking backgrounds with mental
health problems in in-patient care. The number was
disproportionate to the number of clients from
English-speaking backgrounds.
There is also evidence of a disproportionate number
of people from non-English-speaking backgrounds
currently in detention at the Governor's pleasure.
There appears to be a problem that should be
addressed by the authorities, and the government
should give serious consideration to the Victorian
Multicultural Commission's recommendation that
more bilingual mental health professionals be
employed to support the professionals working in
the field. This is good legislation that has bipartisan
support.

Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
1.

Clause 2, line 15, omit 1/3" and insert "5".

I thank the opposition, Mr Katsambanis and
Mr Furletti for their support of the bill. Following
Mr Katsambanis and Mr Furletti, as I usually do on
most justice bills, I am pleased to note the high
quality of debate and analysis by those honourable
members who explained the bill particularly well.
I thank the opposition for its support of the
amendment which is technical in nature; it relates to
the number of months before the commencement
date of the provisions. The government considers
three months may not be sufficient time to put into
place a number of necessary changes; it thinks five
months would be a better period.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 30 agreed to.
Clause 31

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
2.

Clause 31, page 28, line 8, omit "given" and insert
"give".
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The amendment corrects a grammatical error.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 32 to 89 agreed to; schedules 1 to 3 agreed
to.
Reported to house with amendments.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

COMMONWEALTH POWERS (FAMILY
LAW-CHILDREN) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The opposition supports the bill. Old British
legislation stipulated that the Australian
constitution, in so far as it relates to marriage,
should prescribe powers that would be divided
between the states and the commonwealth. The
Australian government has power to make laws
about marriages - that is, how to get married and
be divorced, about the custody of children, property
settlement arising from a divorce, maintenance,
access, and so on. The commonwealth does not have
the power to deal with division of property, access
to children, and so on, for couples not married.
Section 51(xxii) of the Australian constitution,
relating to divorce and matrimonial causes, deals
with those matters. Section 51(xxxvii) of the
Australian constitution applies a joint power; the
state does not lose its ability to make laws but
creates an additional concurrent power in the
commonwealth Parliament.
That is what the bill is all about. It completes a
process commenced in 1986 by the former Cain
Labor government when it referred certain powers
to the commonwealth so the Family Court could
deal with matters relating to ex-nuptial children that is, children born outside of marriage. There
were some exceptions, and this bill deals with them.
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Under the current court system children of the same
parents can be dealt with differently, depending on
when they were born. Children born ex-nuptially to
parents who later married, had one or more other
children and then divorced are dealt with differently
from children born within the marriage. That is
because the commonwealth is able to deal with
matters concerning children born after a couple were
married but not those born before they were
married. That causes delays within the system and
may disadvantage ex-nuptial children.
The bill refers to the commonwealth the power to
legislate on maintenance for children who are
subject to child welfare orders. That is one of the
areas that did not transfer to the commonwealth in
1986 and this bill will rectify the problem.
The bill also refers to the commonwealth Family
Court the power to hear and determine matters
concerning the custody, guardianship and access of
ex-nuptial children who are subject to child welfare
orders if the state minister consents in writing.
Although the state has referred those powers to the
commonwealth in a sense, the relevant minister still
retains the ability to oversee the referral and is
required to provide written consent.
The Family Court being able to deal with matters
concerning ex-nuptial children at the same time as it
deals with matters concerning children born after
the marriage of the same partners provides a better
way of dealing with families. The bill also gives the
Family Court power to make declarations on
parentage and overcomes a cumbersome system
under which the state has the power but not the
commonwealth. There have been a number of
difficult cases in which such a power was needed to
determine issues concerning maintenance, custody
and access orders. The bill will give the Family
Court jurisdiction that is concurrent with that of the
state courts.
The bill will also amend the act to clarify that the
power of a bail justice to make an interim
accommodation order under the Children and
Young Persons Act will not be affected by the
referral to the commonwealth unless the relevant
consent is given.
The bill is an important step forward in dealing with
some of the problems currently being experienced.
In our briefing we were told of a number of cases
where parents thought they had done the right thing
by going to the Family Court with issues that
needed to be dealt with in the Family Court, but
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then found that a number of matters had to be
referred to the state court and were subsequently
delayed. Such people will now be in a much better
situation.
Those parents and children will also be in a better
situation because they will be referred to a court that
specialises in family situations. The Family Court is
renowned as being expert in its field, and it has the
resources to provide conciliation and other
assistance to parents and children. It hears both the
easier cases and the more difficult ones every day.
Therefore it is more appropriate that the Family
Court, which was set up under the Whitlam Labor
government, deal with these matters.
The pain and the delays currently being experienced
should not continue. That is why the government
should be commended for introducing this
legislation - which is good legislation. I reiterate
that the opposition does not oppose but supports the
bill.
Hon. C. A. FURLETTI (Templestowe) - I am
pleased to speak in support of the Commonwealth
Powers (Family Law-Children) (Amendment) Bill,
and I thank Mr Nardella for the opposition's
support of the bill and for his contribution to the
debate.
The principal legislation, the Commonwealth
Powers (Family Law-Children) Act, was passed in
1986. Under that act the state transferred a number
of its jurisdictional powers to the commonwealth
government, predominantly to the Family Court.
The difficulties this bill will rectify arise from what
now appear to be loopholes or anomalies that are
causing considerable problems and confusion about
the appropriate jurisdiction for the hearing of
matrimonial or family issues.
The transfer of the powers in 1986 gave the Family
Court jurisdiction over issues of maintenance,
custody, guardianship and access of ex-nuptial
children, except those children who were the subject
of child welfare orders under the Children and
Young Persons Act. The bill will amend the
principal act to clarify the position and confirm the
transfers that were envisaged in 1986.
The proposed legislation addresses four areas. As
was indicated by Mr Nardella, those four areas
relate to the maintenance of children who are subject
to welfare orders; the custody, guardianship and
access of ex-nuptial children who are subject to
welfare orders; the clarification of certain ambits of
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welfare orders; and the declaration of parentage for
commonwealth purposes.
I will quickly deal with each of those areas. On the
question of maintenance, the bill proposes to
transfer jurisdiction totally to the commonwealth to
eliminate what is perceived as discrimination
against ex-nuptial children and to bring all
maintenance issues under the commonwealth
umbrella.
That amendment will allow issues of maintenance to
be dealt with under the single jurisdiction and will
facilitate commonwealth vehicles, predominantly
the Child Support Agency, to enable the
enforcement of maintenance in a cheap and simple
manner in which that agency should work. It also
takes the issue of enforcement and pursuing of
maintenance out of the Magistrates Court, which the
government anticipates will be cheaper, less
cumbersome and more efficient. At present there is
an enormous amount of confusion in respect which
jurisdiction custody, guardianship, access and child
abuse proceedings should be initiated. It is not
uncommon for the issued affecting the same child to
fall, as it were, into two jurisdictions. Therefore it is
not inappropriate for lawyers and people concerned
with achieving justice to take every precaution and,
as often happens, to issue proceedings in both state
and commonwealth jurisdictions. That process
obviously causes a great deal of duplicity, confusion,
expense and delay; but, most importantly, it gives
rise to a large degree of inconsistency in results,
community, often within the one family.
The bill retains the jurisdiction of ex-nuptial children
who are in the custody or guardianship of the state
with the state unless the minister consents to the
Family Court having that jurisdiction. That, of
course, would be an appropriate course if
proceedings have already been initiated in the other
jurisdiction. The commonwealth and state
Attorneys-General have cooperated to introduce
complementary legislation that will clarify the types
of child welfare orders to be excluded from the
commonwealth jurisdiction, which is certainly a
move in the right direction.
The question of parentage is also addressed in the
bill. Although the Family Court currently makes
parentage declarations it does so as an implied or
ancillary power to its clear powers. The bill provides
specific power to the court to make a declaration as
to parentage to complement its specific power to
order a person to undergo a parentage test, thereby
removing any doubt as to its jurisdiction. The bill
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makes it clear that the issue and the power in respect
to adoption proceedings remain with Victoria and
clarifies the jurisdictional position - that is, a
statement of clarity rather than a change of policy.
Finally, the bill protects from any interference the
power of bail justices to make interim
accommodation orders under the Children and
Young Persons Act. The so-called child protection
orders allow a bail justice to make a protective order
overnight or until the court opens so that the court
can give full consideration to whatever matter is
necessary; and, therefore, the matter remains within
the state system.
1bis is a small bill but a significant measure - one
which I am sure all honourable members will
support and one which I trust will remove many of
the anomalies that for many years have been
hounding lawyers and the people who need to use
the system. I support the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank honourable members for their
contributions and support of the bill.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
LEGISLATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) - I
intervene briefly to debate this small bill because the
financial institutions duty levied on bank account
deposits is one of those taxes that impinges
indiscriminately, and in some instances quite
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unfairly, on ordinary citizens. It is a tax that could
well go by the board if and when this nation gets
some well-overdue tax reform and we are able to
rejig our financial arrangements. Some of our taxes
have been introduced almost in desperation at times
to gamer sufficient government revenue without
due regard to their impact upon various classes in
our community.
I acknowledge that this tax was initially levied by
the commonwealth Parliament and was passed over
to the state some time ago, almost with a gun being
held at the state's head to accept it or else. However,
that is not the aspect I wish to canvass tonight. It is
the issue of the need for tax reform and how this tax
in particular has some undesirable consequences,
especially for people who live in and around border
areas.
I commend the Premier and, in particular, the
Minister for Finance for the lead they have taken in
attempting to get the tax reform bandwagon rolling
and to have it succeed this time, bearing in mind
that previous attempts at tax reform have failed. I
hark back to when Mr Keating was Treasurer in 1985
running his BBCT - broadly-based consumption
tax - which he thought was a great idea at the time.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Option C!
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Option C, Mr Nardella,
quite right; it failed to get off the ground! Or John
Hewson's Fightback package was to have
introduced the goods and services tax but it, too,
failed to get off the ground - again, in the
'unlosable' election - because like so many things
that political parties on both sides of the fence
attempt to do when introducing new policies, they
fail to sell them properly. The GST was widely
misunderstood in the community and the electors
determined not to elect Or Hewson as Prime
Minister of this country; he therefore did not have
the opportunity to introduce it.
When the current Prime Minister, Mr Howard, was
Leader of the Opposition he promised he would not
introduce significant new taxes in his first term of
government, and he is honOuring that promis~.
The Prime Minister has indicated that tax reform is
an increasingly urgent necessity for Australia, and I
commend him on that. I also commend the Premier
and the Minister for Finance on the support they are
giving to that push.
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To that end, I can report on a successful seminar
which was held in Wodonga last Friday morning
and which was attended by the Minister for Finance.
Some 70 or 80 people attended and some
constructive suggestions were made. It was
gratifying to go to a public meeting to which there
was a good roll-up and at which some good ideas
were put forward. No-one came along simply to
whinge and moan, which in many instances is part
and parcel of life today. The morning was
productive, and I think the Minister for Finance was
happy with the outcome.
At the end of proceedings, people who were ready
to serve on a small committee to prepare a
submission for the Prime Minister's taxation task
force were invited to volunteer. Some 15 or
16 people from a range of occupations, including a
solicitor, an accountant, a farmer, a schoolteacher, a
manager of one of the local firms and two or three
retired people, put their names forward. I look
forward to meeting with them, along with my
colleague, Mr Antony Plowman, the member for
Benambra in the other place, and the local federal
member, Mr Lieberman, so that we can add our
weight to the push for urgently needed tax reform.
One particular aspect of the financial institutions
duty which was raised on Friday and
representations on which have come across my desk
is the impact on citizens who live along the border,
where oftentimes the duty is imposed twice.
Ms Narena Papp, who was at the seminar, lives in
Wodonga, works in Albury and banks with one of
the big four banks - the 'Which Bank'. Her account
is with the Wodonga branch. If she banks her salary
cheque in Albury, she pays FrO in New South
Wales, and when the cheque is electronically
transferred into Victoria, she pays again - so the tax
is doubly charged. That is an injustice. As she says, it
may only be 60 or 70 cents a transaction, but when
you multiply that many times over it adds up to a
Significant sum each year. I well remember that
when the financial institutions duty was first
introduced, the intention was to exempt salary
cheques. That is something that should also be
addressed.
There are a couple of other examples of the tax not
being paid by the receiver of the funds, which was
the original intention. With my home mortgage, I
notice I am paying PlO on the amount the lender
gets. My monthly mortgage statement shows a
mortgage repayment of $2504 and FrO of $1.50, so I
am paying the lender's duty as well. Any farmer
who sells livestock through an agent at the auction
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sales usually finds a deduction on his account for the
FrO the agent paid when he received the funds from
the purchaser - and of course, when the farmer
pays the cheque into the bank, he pays again. There
is double taxation in that case, as well.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are you criticising
the government?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - No, Mr Theophanous, I
am criticising the financial institutions duty and how
it has been applied under this government, your
government and all governments.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - You are criticising the
system.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - As Mr Katsambanis says,
I am criticising the system. That is one of the
reasons, albeit a relatively minor one, why tax
reform is long overdue. I look forward to the Prime
Minister, Mr Howard, supported by Mr Kennett and
his ministers, getting the tax reform bandwagon
rolling and achieving success, rather than seeing it
blown out of the water, as has happened in the past
as a result of the populist actions taken by some
members of the Labor Party, including some of
Mr Theophanous's federal colleagues.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition supports the bill.
Hon. M. T. Luckins - Are you going to
apologise for being late?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - If the
honourable member insists on my apologising, I am
happy to put on the record the fact that
unfortunately I was not here when the debate
commenced because it commenced earlier than I
thought it would. If you want to be petty about
those things, it is not a concern.
The opposition supports the bill, which is not very
contentious. It is simply a housekeeping bill that
winds up a number of dormant funds that were
created back in the 19805 and 1990s. I understand
that in most cases the changes affect fairly small
amounts of money. With some funds we are talking
about remaining amounts as low as $39 000, and in
other cases the amount is $239 000.
Mr Baxter raised some issues concerning tax reform
and the financial institutions duty. Given that I have
the opportunity of responding to what he said
because he spoke before me as a consequence of my
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being late, I make the following comments. I agree
with Mr Baxter that tax reform is an important issue
that needs to be considered if Australia and Victoria
are to be efficient and internationally competitive
and if certain anomalies are to be removed. But
when one talks about tax reform, one has to talk
about the type of reform.
The opposition makes it clear that it does not
support the GST part of the tax reform process.
Although Mr Baxter did not make it clear, I suspect
he supports a GST. He was a pretty strong supporter
of the Hewson agenda on tax reform, which
included a GST of about 15 per cent.
The form of the GST proposed by the former federal
Leader of the Opposition, Dr Hewson, was highly
inequitable.
Hon. K M. Smith - Why don't you talk about
the seven taxes that the bill abolishes?
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Hon. Louise Asher - I point out that Mr Bracks's
contribution took up only 6 centimetres of Hansard.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is the extent
of your contribution to the debate, Minister.
Taxation reform is important, but it is also important
- this was mentioned to some extent by Mr Baxter
when he discussed the FID, and I agree with himto recognise that in many respects FID is highly
inequitable in its application.
The Premier said he would deliver $500 million in
tax reductions, but all he finished up doing was
introducing inequitable changes to the water rating
system under which people who have large houses
in Toorak worth $1 million or more will receive huge
cuts in their water bills while people whose houses
are worth $100 000 will have their water bills
increased.
Hon. Louise Asher - Not necessarily.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Smith has
absolutely no credibility when talking about
financial matters in this house. Mr Smith would not
know how to read a ledger, let alone make a
contribution to the debate. He would not know even
know what a ledger is. The only thing he knows
about taxation is what he has to pay from his own
finances when he does his tax return each year. That
is all Mr Smith knows about tax reform. If Mr Smith
were interested in these matters - Hon. K M. Smith interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Smith would
do well if he listened to the debate instead of making
inane comments, as he usually does, that are not
based on any factual assessment. The truth is that
with a GST a whole range of taxes would have to be
eliminated, including wholesale sales tax. When you
do your calculations you will find that there would
be nothing left over to allow you to remove payroll
tax or any other tax for that matter unless you have a
GST of 25 per cent.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We know about
your misinformation, Minister, and your attempt to
paint the situation as being anything other than
what it is: one of the most inequitable actions the
.government has ever taken. Nearly all the savings
will go to people with big houses.
Hon. Louise Asher - There will be big savings
for small business.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - As far as small
business is concerned, Minister, you would have to
be the last person to talk, because small business will
be paying more and more in taxes and charges,
whether they be for water or in a range of other
areas. I will cite one statistic relating to small
business that I am sure the minister does not know
about. Small businesses with payrolls of less than
$1 million are paying 60 per cent of the premium
collected by the Victorian Workcover Authority,
whereas five years ago they were paying 50 per cent.
That is just one example of small business paying
more in taxes and charges.

Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - That is your opinion.
The real issue for the Victorian government should
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It is not my
opinion. I am happy to refer Mr Katsambanis to the
relevant studies, which show that not one cent of
taxes would be removed beyond wholesale sales tax
and the compensation package you have put in
place until the GST went beyond 13 per cent.

be an unemployment rate that has been above

9 per cent for 18 consecutive months. The real issue
in Victoria is not some airy-fairy consideration about
what the federal Treasurer, Mr Costello, might do on
tax reform but whether we will get tax cuts at all. If
we are to get any tax cuts they will not be based on
the crying needs of the economy for which
appropriate action should be put in place now, they
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will be based on the fact that the government will
give some tax handout 5 minutes before the next
election and will tell the people that it has delivered
tax cuts. I do not think the government will get away
with it. The people will not believe it and it would
certainly be one of the most cynical actions to be
taken by the Kennett government.

The opposition does not oppose the legislation. It is
a sensible housekeeping arrangement and the
opposition is happy to join with the government in
supporting it. However, on the issues raised by
Mr Baxter relating to tax reform we urge the
government not to make a whole range of
pronouncements about the need for tax reform but
to bring down a mini-budget instituting tax cuts for
the people of Victoria so that we can get Victoria
working again.
Hon. P. A. KA TSAMBANIS (Monash) Although I welcome a robust debate on tax reform
in Victoria and in Australia as a whole because it is
one of the most important issues we face as a nation
as we go into the new millennium, nonetheless we
would be wise on this occasion to confine our debate
to the bill because we will have many opportunities
to discuss taxation reform in many forums over the
next few years. The record shows where I stand on
the issue of tax reform in Australia. I am happy to
debate it, but I do not believe this is the appropriate
forum for that. However, I welcome Mr Baxter's call
for a wide-ranging debate on taxation reform.
The bill does a little spring cleaning of the legislation
controlling financial institutions in Victoria. It deals
with three separate acts. Firstly, it corrects an
anomaly in the Financial Institutions (Victoria) Act
under which appeals on a question of law from the
Australian Financial Institutions Appeals Tribunal
for parties located in Victoria lie jointly in Victoria
and Queensland, so that through some technical
applications of cross-vesting rules and the
cross-vesting of jurisdictions matters that are
rightfully in the province of the Supreme Court of
Victoria because the individuals and the
corporations involved reside in this state are not able
to be brought on here and people are forced, under a
technical interpretation of the legislation, to bring an
action in Queensland. It is a minor anomaly.
This is national code legislation. Similar legislation
has been introduced in other states. Initially,
Queensland was the sponsoring state, and that is
why the anomaly exists. It has already been
corrected in South Australia, New South Wales,
Tasmania and Western Australia. The bill makes a
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technical correction to ensure that Victorians who
take appeals from the Australian Financial
Institutions Appeals Tribunal to the Supreme Court
can bring their actions in Victoria rather than being
forced to go to Queensland. That change is welcome.
The second element of the bill allows for the
winding up of two funds - the Building Societies
Liquidity Support Fund and the Building Societies
General Reserve Fund - which the existing
legislation does not allow. In total, the assets of the
funds, which are effectively dormant, are worth just
under $300 000. The purposes for which the funds
were established have been superseded by new
legislation. There are already new prudential
requirements for building societies in Victoria,
which are governed by the Victorian Financial
Institutions Commission.
The money in the funds will be distributed to all
Victorian building societies, resulting in a reduction
in the supervision levy. That will obviously be of
benefit to building societies, which will be able to
pass that on to their investors. It will result in a net
positive gain for people investing in building
societies.
The third element of the bill concerns mergers and
the transfer of the engagement provisions of
cooperative housing societies. It will enable those
societies to deal with the discharges of mortgages
from the Land Titles Office more effectively
following mergers or transfers of engagement,
which is a technical term that refers to the
amalgamation of cooperative housing societies.
Currently, when housing societies merge or when
one takes over another, the Land Titles Office must
go through a complex procedure to discharge the
mortgages involved. That increases the cost of
discharging mortgages and adds to the rigmarole
consumers have to go through. The changes will
bring cooperative housing societies into line with
friendly societies under the Australian Financial
Institutions Code. They will simply decrease the cost
to consumers of choosing funding providers and
financiers in what has become an increasingly
competitive market for housing finance and
mortgage finance. That is a positive step because it
increases the choice available to consumers and
reduces the transaction costs.
In touching on one issue mentioned by
Mr Theophanous, I highlight a specific taxation
reform that the government has implemented. The
refinancing of loans is not subject to stamp duty,
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which increases the opportunities for people to
move from one financier to another to take
advantage of the increasingly competitive nature of
the market.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - We had been calling
for the change for only four years!
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - You were in
government for 10 years and did not implement the
change. The rhetoric of the opposition does not wash
when it is compared with the 10 years of
mismanagement of the Cain and Kirner
governments. I remind you that you were a senior
cabinet member in the Kimer government.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Thank for the
promotion.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - Make that a
cabinet member! Coupled with the other taxation
reforms of the government, those provisions reduce
the cost to consumers of transferring from one
finance provider to another. The change is to be
welcomed because ordinary people with mortgages
will be able to more readily access the increasingly
competitive interest rates available in the
marketplace.
This spring-cleaning legislation corrects minor
anomalies that affect the state's financial institutions.
The bill is non-contentious, and I note that the
opposition supports it. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - I
support the Financial Institutions Legislation
(Amendment) Bill, which is important because it
will have a direct impact on the cost of housing in
the state. For that reason, honourable members
should be pleased to support it.
The bill amends three acts - namely, the Building
Societies Act 1986, the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act 1958 and the Financial Institutions
(Victoria) Act 1992. I will quickly deal with three
aspects of the bill, which brings good news to the
people of Victoria. The bill is a small but important
contribution to reducing industry costs and lowering
housing costs for all Victorians.
The first element concerns appeals Wlder the
Victorian financial institutions scheme, which will
now be heard by the Victorian Supreme Court. For
technical and legal reasons, Wlti1 now those appeals
have had to be heard in the Queensland Supreme
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Court. The amendment is important because it will
significantly reduce the cost of appeals litigation.
Sections 14 and 15 of the Financial Institutions
(Victoria) Act will be repealed to ensure that that
takes place.
The Australian Financial Institutions Appeals
TribWlal will continue with its normal functions,
and the people of Victoria will be abie to use the
Victorian Supreme Court to lodge their appeals and
have them heard. That is part of a national
commitment, similar legislation having been passed
by state parliaments in South Australia, Western
Australia, Tasmania and New South Wales. The bill
complements those moves and will be of assistance
to consumers.
I acknowledge the extremely valuable contribution
building societies have made to Australians in
general. Many of my family members and
constituents have financed the purchase of houses
through building societies. I take this opportunity to
recognise the valuable, important and productive
part building societies have played in the state's
financial service sector.
The bill also amends the Building Societies Act to
allow the Building Societies General Reserve FWld
and the dormant Building Societies Liquidity
Support FWld to be made available for the benefit of
the citizens of Victoria. The funds to be transferred,
which amoWlt to approximately $290 000, will be
used to lower the levy.
All building societies in Australia contribute to a
national fund to provide stability and confidence to
those who lend and borrow in this important
segment of our national financial institutions. The
Australian Financial Institutions Code has been
working successfully for a considerable period. It is
recognised that the two funds I mentioned are no
longer required and, as I said, the $290 000 will be
used to lower the levy.
A third aspect of the bill is support from the Land
Titles Office, the cooperative housing society
industry, the industry's prudential supervisor and
the Victorian Financial Institutions Commission.
Following a merger, the merged building society
will be able to lodge documents and discharge
mortgages. The transfer of documents between
societies will not require the lodgment of hWldreds
of titles, which is complex and expensive and creates
delays. That provision will apply to all mergers or
transfers between building societies after 1 July 1992.
It is a machinery measure but it is an important
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move to ensure the proper registration and
discharge of mortgages transferred between
building societies is handled efficiently and
expeditiously.
The government can be proud of this small but
valuable bill because it is a further step in ensuring
that the financial community knows the government
has a sophisticated and caring attitude towards the
management of financial services in this state. I
support the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
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important part of the education of our students.
Following the change in our school system from
three terms to four terms a year the review came to
the conclusion that work experience should line up
with that change and be extended from 36 days to
40 days, which would allow for 10 days per term.
That is an obvious and appropriate approach.
Students who obtain work experience with an
employer will now have the opportunity to be
engaged for work experience with that employer on
more than one occasion. The current act restricts that
to just one occasion. Based on the views of students
and employers, through the review it has been
acknowledged that it is in the best interests of the
student to be given the opportunity to return to the
same place of employment so that the student can
become familiar with the work and the employer
can become used to the student, which in turn may
lead to an opportunity for employment after the
student graduates.

That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank honourable members who
participated in this wide-ranging debate, in
particular I thank Mr Theophanous for his support
of the bill. I also thank Mr Baxter, Mr Katsambanis
and Mr Bowden for being precise and to the point.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages

Another recommendation was that the current
maximum age limit of 21 years be removed. In my
province the Tottenham English language school
educates a number of students over the age of
21 years who have migrated to Australia from
war-tom countries such as Bosnia, Vietnam,
Cambodia and others. Because they are entering the
school program over the age of 21 years the act
denies them the opportunity to undertake work
experience. The recommendation to remove that age
barrier is appropriate. The bill also removes the
requirement to consult the Victorian Trades Hall
Council on work experience.

Passed remaining stages.

EDUCATION (WORK EXPERIENCE)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. R.1. KNOWLES (Minister for Health).
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - The
opposition does not oppose the Education (Work
Experience) Bill, which allows secondary school
pupils from government and non-government
schools to obtain work experience as part of their
education. Work experience usually affects students
in year 10 for about one or two weeks.
The 1994-95 review of the act made a number of
recommendations, the most important of which was
to maintain work experience because it is an

As I have indicated, a number of recommendations
have resulted from the review undertaken in
1994-95. The bill allows students aged over 21 to
gain work experience. In my electorate a number of
people have been disfranchised, so to speak, through
being unable to be placed in work experience
positions because of the present age limitation - for
example, migrant students might not have been
accepted into State Training Board or other tertiary
courses.
Another part of the bill relates to a change in the
definition of certain classes of employment.
Restrictions have applied to students who could be
placed for work experience in certain factories. The
aim of the existing provision was to ensure students
would not be put at risk. The bill will allow the
minister to impose certain restrictions that will
ensure the safety of a student.
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The opposition supports that provision, but urges
the minister to be aware of the dangers facing
students, usually aged 16 or 17 and who have never
had work experience placements in factories, who
may be required to work near machinery. They can
be harmed if they are not fully familiar with that
machinery. Students should be given work
experience but they should never be put at risk.
The increase in the total time allowed for work
experience placements from 36 to 40 days adjusts
legislative provisions to accord with the four school
terms in each year. However, the opposition is
aware of unscrupulous employers - and I have
dealt with such people in my previous
employment - who try to use work experience
students as cheap labour.
Hon. G. R. Craige - It's only a small group.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - Absolutely. I am not
saying the practice is widespread but it does happen.
Hon. G. R. Craige - It should not happen.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - It does happen. We must
ensure employers do not abuse the extension of
work experience time by an additional four days a
year simply to get extra cheap labour. Some people
on work experience placements receive $5 an hour.
The son of a constituent of mine has a part-time,
after-school job at a local chemist shop delivering
prescribed medicine. He receives about $6 an hour,
but if he does not make a delivery in anyone hour,
he is not paid for that hour; if he makes only one
delivery in that hour, he gets only a couple of dollars
for it. That is an example of an unscrupulous
employer. The youth is trying to earn money, but the
pharmacist is saying, 'If you don't deliver anything,
you will not be paid'; yet the pharmacist offers that
delivery service to customers at any hour of the day.
The minister's second-reading speech refers to the
consultation that took place with the Trades Hall
Council about the repeal of the section stipulating
that schools must inform the THC of their
involvement in work placements. As late as
6.30 p.m. yesterday the assistant secretary of the
Trades Hall Council told me the THC was not
consulted. Apparently the THC and the government
have held no meetings on that issue.
Hon. G. R. Craige interjected.
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Hon. M. M. GOULD - That's typical of this
government! It has a flag on the computers which
reads 'THC'; if it flashes up on any legislation the
government thinks it has to repeal that section.
I have a list, dated 20 October 1997, sent this week
from the Erinbank Seconda..ry College to the Trades
Hall Council. That list specifies the work experience
placements of 50 college students. It details the
names of the students, their birth dates, their work
experience placements, their type of work
experience, and the commencement and finishing
dates of their work experience. I will not go through
all 50.

Hon. G. R. Craige interjected.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - All the companies are
good because they have taken on students at face
value. I remind the house that the minister will have
the power to define what areas students may work
in. I note that in the list of 50 students from
Erinbank, one will be working as a factory hand at a
workplace in Barry Road, Campbellfield. Another, a
15-year-old, has been placed as an engineer's
assistant at the Ford Motor Company. That may be
fine, but the safety of those young students must be
of paramount concern.
As I said, students may now be placed twice in one
year at the one company. The Erinbank list shows
that two students will again be working for a
company where each had previous work experience.
One young student will be working at the
McDonalds Family Restaurants store in Camberwell.
His work experience is listed as kitchen hand, yet a
student from the same school who is to be placed at
another McDonald's store is listed as working in a
customer service classification. Because of the act,
schools have had to be creative in their paperwork.
The work experience must be of benefit to the
students: yet one classification is customer service
and the other is kitchen hand. Is customer service
defined as a person meeting customers versus
somebody working as a kitchen hand preparing the
meals out the back?
I draw the attention of the house to the variety of
jobs on lists which the THC was receiving last week
from a number of schools. Another example of a
school which sent its list to the THC, in accordance
with the act, was Beaufort Secondary College. It lists
about 12 students who will be working in a number
of different places - Buninyong, Beaufort and
Ballarat.
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The mc receives lists from country schools of
students with work experience placements in
metropolitan areas. The mc would then be aware
of people placed away from their homes, usually in
Melbourne. They could be doing carpentry work,
working with animals or even as park rangers. A
variety of jobs is available.
Students must be protected. They should not be
placed in workplaces that could be detrimental to
their wellbeing. Migrants aged over 21 who are
undertaking tertiary education will now be able to
gain work experience. The opposition does not
oppose the bill.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m until 8.02 p.m.
Hon. W. I. SMITH (Silvan) - I am pleased to
support the Education (Work Experience) Bill.
Although it is small it is important, because it allows
students to gain more placements with companies
during vacations and increases the opportunities
available to them to gain experience in the work
force.
One of the government's major priorities is to
encourage employment. The bill does that by giving
students and migrants more exposure to the
workplace and encouraging them to enter the work
force by increasing the number of days on which
they can have work experience. Young people today
are confronted with the possibility of
unemployment. The reasons for the youth
unemployment rate can include a lack of experience
in and a lack of exposure to the work force. It is
interesting that only two states in Australia have a
statutory provision for work experience programs,
and they are Queensland and Victoria.
The bill increases from 10 to 40 the number of days a
student may gain work experience in a school year.
That enables students to be engaged more than once
with the same employer in the same type of
employment. Although it maintains the existing
restriction on the minimum age, it gets rid of the
restriction on the maximum age. The bill also
provides that schools no longer have to consult with
the secretary of the Trades Hall Council and also
declares certain classes of employment as having a
higher-than-usual possibility of exposing students to
physical injury.
Work experience is important and valuable and
helps the transition from study to work. It assists
students to gain self-awareness and self-confidence
and some small understanding of how to relate to a
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working environment. The benefit of work
experience becomes more apparent when it is part of
a school's integrated approach to work education.
Work experience forges positive and cooperative
links between businesses and schools. I believe we
will see more communication and more work on
courses such as these from businesses, schools,
universities and TAFE colleges.
Already in my province in the outer east
universities, TAPE colleges, the school community
and businesses, particularly those dealing with new
technology, are discussing how to create and
conduct courses that will give students more access
to work programs that are significant to their study
programs. I believe the community is committed to
assisting young people through work programs.
The purpose of work experience programs is to
enable students to be active in areas of the
workplace that are of particular and personal
interest to them. Work experience creates an
awareness of choice in the workplace and enables
students to explore vocational aspirations. It also
enables them to sample the types of careers that
interest them and to find out whether they are suited
to those careers. Work experience gives them some
knowledge of the extent to which they need further
education and training.
The program also exposes students to the work
force, allowing them to talk to people who work in
their fields of interest and to gain a better
understanding of what is involved. Students are
usually sent by schools to gain some form of work
experience when they are in years 10 and 11. It
involves their being placed in occupations to which
they have aspirations and performing tasks suited to
new recruits.
The 1988 ministerial review undertaken by the
education and training ministry concluded that each
year apprOximately 70 000 students gained work
experience placements. Obviously, that was a long
time ago. After speaking to people from the
Department of Education, it is obvious that over the
past nine years the number has increased
enormously. A new review is being undertaken to
get an update on the figures.
My personal experience of a work experience
placement occurred when my eldest son worked for
seven weeks with a computer company which
writes software. He and his friend were put to work
on a design and wrote a software package that was
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later sold to BHP. He has been encouraged to
continue working in the area.
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importance of the formal work experience program,
which has been operating in schools for about the
past 20 years.

Hon. M. M. Gould - Did he have copyright over
it?
Hon. W. I. SMITH - Of course not! He sees
himself as a potential Bill Gates, so I hope he is
successful.
The bill is not just restricted to younger students; it
is also concerned with work experience for those
older than 21. Many students over 21 are involved in
adult secondary school programs. Many of them are
migrants who have had little experience of the
Australian workplace. This is an excellent initiative
because it will give migrants the opportunity to
work in areas they may otherwise not have been
able to get into. Young people find it difficult to get a
job if they have been out of work for a long time or if
they have never worked - and as a result they often
lose interest and lack incentive.
Recently my office conducted a survey of
6000 businesses by letter that identified 23 new jobs.
With the assistance of the Melbourne East Training
Group, a non-profit employment training group,
people were placed into all those jobs. One result of
the survey that I found particularly interesting was
that although a lot of jobs were available and
although there were youths to fill them, a lot of
young people had lost interest in going back into the
workplace. I am concerned by the number of young
people who have been out of work for a long time
and who have lost confidence as a result, because
they often find it hard to get the first interview that
gets them back in.
Although many want to find work, a growing
number of unemployed youths do not. It is
obviously a complex problem, to which there is no
easy answer. However, by increasing the number of
days of work experience schools can offer students,
perhaps more youths will discover jobs they enjoy at
an earlier stage and so be confident about going into
that work after they leave school. If that happens,
the number of long-term unemployed will be
reduced.
I am pleased the opposition supports the bill, which
I commend to the house.
Hon. C. J. HOGG <Melbourne North) - I am
delighted to support this relatively small but
Significant bill. A large number of members want to
say a few words on it because they recognise the

Work experience is important to students, because
for many it is their first taste of work. Although the
experiences may not be positive in the sense that
students may go into workplaces only to discover
jobs that are not what they want to do at all, they are
nonetheless important.
I noticed that work experience was an extremely
good incentive for the young people in my family to
be up early and to learn how to use public transport
to get from the inner suburbs of Melbourne to the
outer east or to Moorabbin. It focuses a young
person's mind on the realities of working life, which
is not always taught in a cloistered school
environment. To a large degree the quality of work
experience is governed by the amount of effort that
is put into the placement by the employer, by the
school and by the student. The idea of work
experience has been underpinned by the support it
had and continues to have from the trade union
movement, which needed to understand that work
experience when properly conducted was no threat
to the employed work force but was a positive way
of getting children involved in it. Work experience
needs the support of employers. A good employer
provides terrific work experience for a student. It
also needs a lot of support and organisation from
schools.
I may well think this, Mr President, because for a
few years I was associated with another member of
staff in the work placement, supervision and
monitoring of students, which was an enormous job.
In those days studen1$ were not encouraged to seek
out their own placements but instead to discuss their
areas of interest; the school then matched the
students with the placement. To a degree all of that
is getting harder. Today we ask a lot from employers
in the community.
The demands of the VCE mean that many students
are going into legal firms, MPs' offices, dress shops
and all sorts of small businesses and asking
questions about the world of work or about history
or something specific. I always hope those
community members will respond in the right spirit;
in other words, give the young people the
information they seek. However, it is asking a lot of
the person from whom the information is sought.
Members of this house probably give a fair bit of
time to student surveys and students wanting
interviews. All female members of Parliament know
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how many demands are made on them; they give a
lot of time and try to take learning experiences
seriously. Those demands are made on people in the
community as well and we must be careful that
employers are not run ragged by the demands made
on their time for information and in setting up
learning experiences for work experience students.
Work experience can be one of the most valuable
things students undertake while at school, and the
value can be measured by the amount of energy the
school is able to put into planning the experience
and supervising and monitoring it to some degree not in a heavy-handed way, but just making certain
that some follow-up is involved - which is a
resource issue. While resources are stretched in
schools the degree of energy I am talking about may
not always be possible. When we talk about work
experience it is important to advocate the kinds of
resources needed to make it the best possible
experience for the students concerned. All
honourable members support what work experience
sets out to do. Most of us have seen the positive
difference it has made in our own families in
guiding children in career paths that they were not
so well suited for. We must recognise that the effort
to make work experience successful is a tripartite
one and the modifications that the bill makes to
work experience are sensible and practical. As
Ms Smith said, today there are all kinds of ways into
the world of work and all kinds of pathways
between different levels of education.
When I was at school there was technical school
education and high school education, and, as you
would know, Mr President, never the twain should
and never the twain did meet! We now have
pathways between all areas of education: between
school, TAFE, higher education, the local
community provider and all manner of work
experience and employment. The more we can
encourage those experiences the more positive we
can be and the more we can put in, and perhaps the
more likely we are to see good, sustainable
employment prospects for young people.
Hon. M. T. LUCKlNS (Waverley) - The
Education (Work Experience) Bill makes changes to
four main areas resulting from a review of the
legislation to ensure that it reflects the current work
experience practices undertaken in schools.
The bill updates the existing act to take into account
four school terms as opposed to three. The
legislation was last reviewed in 1988 prior to the
introduction of the four-term school year. It also
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allows students to be engaged by the same employer
on more than one occasion in the same type of work.
The bill maintains existing restrictions on the
minimum age for participation of students in work
experience schemes but increases the maximum age
of and over 21. It also removes the requirement for
schools to consult the Trades Hall Council about the
placement of students in work experience.
Work experience is an important part of the
preparation for secondary students in their
transition from school to workplace; it is one of the
first introductions the student has to the work ethic
and to what is required as an employee. The first
provisions for work experience were passed in 1974.
In 1983 I completed my work experience as a year 10
student at my local primary school because at that
time I had decided I wanted to be a primary school
teacher . .
Hon. R. A. Best - You woke up!
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS - At 14 it is very difficult
to determine what your future career path will be.
Students need as much experience as possible as
well as consultation with parents, peers and others
in the community to decide what career they are best
suited to and what they would find most rewarding.
I soon decided that although teaching is a noble
profession - and the next speaker, my colleague
Mr Brideson, was a primary school teacher - based
on my experience it was not for me. I toyed with
journalism and law; went to law; went back to
journalism; and then went to real estate. I had never
envisaged a career in politics, but here I am! As a
secondary school student work experience had an
impact on the career I wanted for the rest of my life.
Clause 4 of the bill relates to the age of participation
in work experience schemes and maximises the age
to 21 and over. The reasons for the change are
twofold. The first is that students of language
centres which benefit many newly arrived migrants
by allowing them to learn the language through a
secondary college or institution annexed to a
secondary college are over 21. Areas in my
electorate, certainly around Springvale, Clayton and
Oakleigh, have very high newly arrived migrant
populations. Many language courses such as those
offered at the Noble Park language centre and
classes offered through the Springvale Secondary
College involve students who are well over the age
of 21. Often newly arrived migrants need to
demonstrate their competence in their chosen fields
to have their overseas qualifications recognised, and
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the changes in the bill acknowledge that not all work
experience students are aged 21 and below.

because we all know that technological changes
mean those professions are changing all the time.

The other reason for the change is the introduction
in 1998 of the commonwealth youth allowance,
which will result in many young people over 21
being encouraged to return to school to complete
their secondary education. It has been proven over
many years that the higher the level of education
they attain the better prepared young people are for
employment and the more opportunities they have
to gain full-time and permanent jobs.

I am excited about the proposal to re-establish
vocational education at specialist schools for
students at year 9 and above. The program is to be
introduced at Brandon Park Secondary College,
which is in my electorate. It goes back to the former
technical school approach, under which academic
education was integrated with skills training. It is
important that those schools have good links with
local employers, not only because they can help
young people gain work experience. The contacts
those young people establish with the local
employers mean that when they finish their
education they have opportunities for immediate
employment.

The increased attainment of higher education
qualifications will also improve our national skills
base and reduce long-term unemployment over
time. The Department of Education estimates that
the payment of the commonwealth youth allowance
will result in an increase next year of around 6500 16
to 18-year-old students across Victoria either
remaining at school or returning to school to
complete their education.
The policy is aimed at encouraging students who are
at risk of leaving school before completing their
education to remain, as well as prOviding them with
vocational as well as normal education. It also
encourages those under 18 who may have left school
over the past couple of years to return to complete
their studies.
Many other policy initiatives are being advocated by

Clause 6 relates to conditions of employment. As I
mentioned earlier, it reflects the changes in school
terms. It substitutes in section 64N(1)(a) of the
Education Act 1958 '40' for '36' and '10' for '12',
which reflects the number of days the student is able
to gain work experience now that we have four
terms. The amendment allows for work experience
arrangements to be made with the same employer
the student has previously contacted. That is
especially important to students who are either at
risk or not doing as well at school as they would
hope, because it gives them links with local
employers, who are then more likely to offer them
positions when they leave school.

Mr Gude, the Minister for Education in another

place, such as changing the mix of vocational
education as it relates to schools and post-secondary
institutions. That will assist many young people to
move smoothly from school to the workplace. Not
all students have the capacity or the desire to pursue
post-secondary education. Only around 30 per cent
of students who have attained their HSC or VCE
complete post-secondary courses. Therefore, it is
important to provide work experience and training
that is also relevant to local industry in order to
improve the employment prospects of those young
people.
Many of the surveys conducted by universities of
late have highlighted possible future skill shortages.
If young people are not given relevant training in
emerging industries such as multimedia skill
shortages will result. It is important that all young
people are given relevant training while they are still
at school. We need to widen the breadth of their
experience of these industries so that they are aware
of the professional opportunities available to them,

Clause 7 refers to the payment of students for work
experience. I recall that when I undertook work
experience the payment was about $15 a week,
which certainly was not much even then. I think it
related to transport costs and any expenses incurred
in getting to the work experience placement. The
amount will now be by an order fixed by the
minister, who I am sure will give due regard to the
number of regional students who sometimes have a
lot further to travel to take advantage of work
experience.
Clause 8 repeals section 64R which relates to Trades
Hall Council being consulted on the placement of
young people with employers.
Hon. M. M. Gould - It would have been nice if
they had been consulted!
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS - I take up the
interjection. The reduced influence and reduced
memberships of unions reflect the increasing
irrelevance of the Trades Hall Council. Only around
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30 per cent of the working population are members
of unions. Super union amalgamations have meant
that Leigh Hubbard is struggling to appear
relevant - and tomorrow's strike is another
example of that. Miss Gould said that the Trades
Hall Council had not been consulted on the bill. I
have been advised by the Minister for Education that
that is not so. Perhaps that reflects the Trades Hall's
poor administrative capacity in handling
correspondence.
Hon. M. M. Gould - Did the minister say who
he consulted?
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS - I have been advised that
the ministry consulted the Trades Hall Council and
that there was agreement. If the Trades Hall lost the
correspondence, that is a reflection on its inability to
fulfil its obligations under section 64R.
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the same employer more than once for the same type
of employment.
It also removes the requirement for schools to
consult with the Victorian Trades Hall Council on
each work experience contract signed. The existing
restriction on minimum age will be maintained
while the restriction on maximum age will be
removed.

The amendments contained in the bill also allow the
Minister for Education to declare certain types of
work as being more likely to dispose students to the
risk of physical injury. Students under the age of
15 years who wish to take part in high risk work
experience placements will need to seek permission
from the Secretary to the Department of State
Development.
In his second-reading speech the minister states:

Clause 9 amends section 64S to enable the Minister
for Education to make orders concerning the
placement of students who obtain work experience
as part of their education. It will allow the minister
to regulate work experience arrangements in a
similar way to work placement arrangements.
The bill brings up to date required practices to
ensure that young people are able to participate
fully in and take advantage of work experience
placements while in secondary school. I commend
the bill to the house.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I rise
to support the Education (Work Experience) Bill,
which the opposition supports. The bill makes a
number of worthwhile amendments to the current
act. They are the result of a review of the work
experience proviSions in the Education Act that was
undertaken in 1994-95. Despite a number of
requests, and despite an initial agreement, the
results of the review have not been made available
to the opposition - and they should have been.
The review apparently found that work experience
is an important part of the school curriculum and
should be maintained, with minor changes. The
amendments have been described by schools as
tidying up and improving current administration
practices. Firstly, the amendments remove the
restriction on the maximum age of students engaged
in work experience.
The bill also increases from 36 to 40 the number of
days students are permitted to be engaged in work
experience and allows a student to be engaged by

The continued impact of migration together with the
introduction of the commonwealth's youth allowance
in 1998 has further necessitated the proposed
amendment.

In other words, the minister has basically admitted
that the federal government effectively forced a
change in state government policy due to the impact
of large numbers of young people returning to
school because they will be no longer eligible for
unemployment benefits under the commonwealth
youth allowance scheme. Although it is appropriate
to relax the age restrictions on work experience
students to cater for such students, clearly the
minister has no response to the projected increase of
young people in the school system other than some
slight tinkering with the work experience sections of
the act. Because the Premier has rejected the
minister's request for extra funds this represents yet
another education budget cut. The support services
young people so desperately need, which are in
short supply, will effectively suffer yet another cut.

Although I support the legislation I strongly urge
the minister to look at ways of preventing young
people from being exploited. The Department of
Education must come up with procedures for better
mOnitoring the relationship between employers and
work experience trainees. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. AN DREW BRIDESON (Waverley) - I
welcome the support of the opposition and I endorse
the comments made by my colleagues, particularly
Ms Smith, Mrs Luckins, Mrs Hogg, Miss Gould and
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Mr Nguyen. I shall take up a couple of the points
raised by Miss Gould and Mr Nguyen about
protecting students from being exploited. Those are
concerns that I am sure are agreed with by members
on the government side of the chamber, and I
believe I can categorically say that the minister
would not allow those situations to develop. The
amendments contained in the bill support that view.
I hope the minister will take that into consideration.
The amendments proposed by the Education (Work
Experience) Bill will provide further opportunities
for practical experience offered to students in the
Victorian education system - not only in state
schools but also in non-government schools, which
also participate in the program.
Many young people going through school these
days are uncertain of the direction they want to take.
Mrs Luckins gave an example of that situation.
Students have little or no practical experience in the
work force and often are not in a position to make
informed choices about the path they will follow
when they leave school. The work experience
program will help to address that situation.
The 1994~95 review of work experience provisions
under the Education Act recommended that work
experience be maintained because it is an important
aspect of the school curriculum. I reiterate the words
of Mrs Hogg, who said that it is perhaps one of the
most valuable experiences students in the school
system can have.
During the review process a number of consultations
took place with the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and non-government
schools. I, like Mrs Luckins, was advised that the
Victorian Trades Hall Council was consulted and
had indicated that it did not have adequate
resources to deal with work experience forms, which
it suggested would be more appropriately dealt with
in schools.
The review recommended four major changes,
which are all incorporated in the bill. I shall briefly
run through them. It was recommended that the
legislation be amended to reflect the four-term year
with a maximum of 40 days work experience a year
or a maximum of 10 days each term. Secondly, it
recommended the maintenance of existing
restrictions on minimum age and the removal of
restrictions on maximum age. Thirdly, it
recommended that pupils be able to be engaged
more than once by the same employer in the same
employment. Fourthly, it recommended that the
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requirement for schools to consult with the secretary
of the Victorian Trades Hall Council be removed.
There is no need for me to elaborate clause by clause
because that has already been done by previous
speakers, but I would like to give an example of the
success of the work experience program at the
Brandon Park Secondary College, which is located in
my electorate - and I am proud to say that I am
also on the school council. It was formerly a
technical school and has always had excellent
relationships with employers in the community. In
1995-96 it had good relationships with more than
100 employers in the Glen Waverley and Mulgrave
areas and, in partnership with those industries and
businesses, good workplace experience programs
were running.
It is important to look at the outcome of these
programs. In 1997 Brandon Park Secondary College

underwent a triennial school review in which the
following data was revealed. It had a 100 per cent
success rate with students leaving school, with
50 per cent of the students going on to university or
TAPE colleges, 46 per cent going into employment
and the remaining 4 per cent returning to school to
complete their VCEs.
The school has had a long history of success in
placing its students in industry, essentially as a
result of the partnership that has developed between
local employers and the school. The school has also
modified its curriculum using the ideas of business.
It is to be congratulated for the emphasis it has
placed on the future of its students.
Even though this is a short bill, it has far-reaching
implications for the future of young people, and I
commend it to the house.
Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) - I also
support the bill and I am pleased to see it has the
support of the opposition. The bill amends the
Education Act 1958 and makes further proviSion for
work experience arrangements. It makes a number
of minor but important changes recommended
following a review of the act in 1994-95.
The bill reflects the current four-term year, which is
a minor amendment but it is still one that needs to
be made. It provides that a young person who has
already undertaken work experience with an
employer may undertake the same type of
employment with that employer on more than one
occasion.
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Before becoming a member of Parliament I worked
as a manager with my husband in my family's
auto-electrical business. Since 1980 some 10 work
experience students have come through our
business. Sometimes the school would phone and
place the students, and sometimes the students
would ask if we could take them for work
experience.

It is also rewarding to see changes take place in

Work experience is quite an experience for students
and employers. Sometimes it is a good experience,
with students learning the job and gaining
familiarity with the work. They may learn that that
is where they want to have a career. Sometimes it is
not such a good experience. The student might make
a mistake and be reprimanded or might not like the
work. A friend's child wanted to be an accountant
because he was so good at mathematics. During
work experience at an accountant's office he found
to his horror that he did not even like being inside.
He decided that being an accountant in an office was
not for him.

For example, one student at our workshop hated
English and wondered why he needed to study it
because he was going to be an auto-electrician. After
two weeks work experience he realised he had to
write up his work diary and job invoices. He went
back to school realising that English was not
something he could choose to study but something
he needed if he wanted to get on in life.

The amendment to increase the number of work
experience days from 36 to 40 is also important.
Sometimes students do a two-week block, one week
being with one employer and the other with another
employer. That is not enough. Students can now do
two weeks with one employer and two weeks with
another employer. In that way they learn more on
the job and learn how to have a relationship with an
employer.
At the end, the work experience program is a
two-way street. Forms are filled in by the employer
to indicate how the work experience went, what the
employer thought of the student and where it was
thought things could have gone better. The student
also completes forms, so he too can say where he
thought things "ould have gone better. That is great
because it is a way of ensuring the accountability of
the work experience program without an audit
being necessary. Teachers from the schools also visit
the business during the program to find out whether
the young person is benefiting from the program or
whether the boss is using the student for cheap
labour, as was instanced earlier. People oversee
what is happening in the work experience program.
The minimum wage is $5 a day or $25 a week, but
students who put in one or two weeks good work
will usually get $50 a week or something like that.
The student will feel respected and will know he has
put in a good week's work.

some students from the time they start to their last
day. Sometimes it is the first time a student has been
in a business and been exposed to a business
community. It is great to see young people blossom.
They become more confident. They learn new skills.
They learn what skills are needed for the jobs they
want to do, and they learn the work ethic.

It is of benefit to the employer and the student when

an employer takes a special interest in a student. For
example, one of our students hated school and was
going through a particularly bad patch. He came to
us with a chip on his shoulder. We learnt that from
the teacher when we put the chap on, but we
decided we could cope with that for two weeks. The
young chap did not want to stay at school.
We did not need an apprentice at that time, so we
were not able to put him on. He suggested he would
like to be a panel beater rather than an
auto-electrician, so in his second week of work
experience he went to a panel beater. He was very
fortunate. At the end of the year, when he had
finished year 11, he was given a job as an apprentice
panel beater. We formed a relationship with that
young man because he was able to open up and talk
to us. It was another adult relationship for him; his
relationship with his parents had broken down.
Relationships are of vital importance to young
people, so it is to be hoped they experience
supportive and positive relationships.
On a more personal note, both my sons have been
through the work experience program and both
have had positive results. My youngest son, Nathan,
had work experience with a local newspaper as a
photographer. At the end of his work experience the
newspaper was keen on having him as a part-time
photographer for its 'rage page'. He had to take
photographs of young people in particular having a
good time. He is now in hospitality, but he still has
photography as a hobby. He took it on following
work experience, and it is something he enjoys
doing.
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My eldest son, Corey, has always wanted to be a
pilot. He had the opportunity of gaining work
experience at Gawne Aviation at the local airport.
He used to clean and fuel planes and work on the
reception desk. They did not quite allow him to fly
planes! While he was there he decided he definitely
wanted to become a pilot. He started studying for
his pilot's licence at the same time as he was
studying for the Victorian certificate of education.
Many students study for the VCE and do vocational
training at the same time. Luckily, he passed both
the VCE and his pilot's exams. He became a pilot at
the aerodrome where he had done his work
experience, and he is now a pilot at Boraloola in the
Northern Territory.
Clause 4 inserts proposed subsections to enable the
Minister for Education to approve a work experience
arrangement for a pupil of or over the age of
21 years and to make the approval subject to such
terms and conditions as the minister may specify.
Those provisions will be of benefit to the
multicultural population in my electorate. Older
students will be able to take advantage of the work
experience program. They come to Australia without
English language skills and cannot quite keep up
with what is going on. They are sometimes put in
lower classes. To be able to participate in the work
experience program will be of great benefit to them.
A large number of families in the electorate also
come from war-tom countries. Six families from Iraq
were placed at Cobram recently. It is important that
students from those families have the opportunity to
gain work experience while developing language
skills.
The introduction of the commonwealth youth
allowance in 1998 will have a big impact on schools,
particularly secondary schools. Students who want
to leave school because they feel the education
system is not for them or who are not doing
particularly well at school cannot leave at 15 or
16 years of age and expect to go on the dole. Certain
criteria have to be met before they can receive the
youth allowance.
It will be a big challenge for teachers in those schools
to keep in the education system young people of that
age who do not want to be at school. The work
experience program will let students go out into the
real world and mix with people in industry,
exposing themselves to potential bosses. They will
be given the opportunity to look around and say to
potential employers, 'I want to leave school. Are
there any jobs on offer?'. If they do justice to
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themselves they may be given the opportunity to
work in one of the places at which they have done
work experience.
In the next few weeks legislation concerning
apprenticeships and traineeships will be dealt with.
The legislation will be of advantage to students who
do not want to go on to tertiary education. They will
be able to use work experience, vocational education
and on-the-job training over the two years of study
for the VCE. While still at school they will be able to
attain a qualification of some sort.

I totally support the concept of a work experience
program, and I believe it has proven results. In our
business we offered apprenticeships to 2 out of
10 work experience students. I commend the bill to
the house.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - When I went to
school there were no formal work experience
programs, which is probably the experience of most
colleagues in this house, but I did learn that
Ms Luckins had work experience and that made me
feel a little older in that some members are
beneficiaries of the work experience programs that
were introduced in about 1974. I can recall the
introduction because at that time, like Mrs Hogg, I
was teaching in a secondary school where I was
involved in the implementation of work experience
programs in schools and I saw them grow into a
successful part of the total school curriculum.

Colleagues of my age largely undertook work
experience outside normal school hours. Most of us
gained work experience in taking up holiday
employment in a range of vocational areas. Some of
the work was menial but some gave us valuable
experience. When I think back on the different
vocational jobs I undertook there were deficiencies
in that experience because we did not get into the
professional areas. I never had a job in the clerical
area, such as in a bank, an accountancy firm or even
in education. Those profesSional areas were not
available then and therefore we did not have the
opportunity to participate in them. I worked at
service stations, in the retail industry and the farm
sector and in factories, but I did not get the
experience in some of the professional areas into
which young people go today. The work experience
program has opened up a whole variety of
experience and exposure to students, which is why
the program has been such a success over many
years.
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It is worth making a number of comments about the

significant changes that have taken place in
education over a number of years. I recall the
abolition of technical and high schools to the single
secondary college system. I can also recall the
significant changes in recent years in assessment
methods, particularly at the upper secondary level.
All of these are major changes in education and are
generally supported by both sides of the house.
There has been the introduction of more extensive
curriculum, particularly in areas like learning a
language other than English, arts, information
technology and, more recently, vocational education.
There has been a greater tendency to skills-based
assessment rather than formal examination-type
assessment at the primary, secondary and tertiary
levels.
There has been a rapid growth in technology and
that has been the catalyst for driving a lot of the
change in both curriculum content and learning
methodology. I can recall as a young student slaving
through a book of logarithms, which is almost an
ancient term that people struggle to recall. Then
there was the use of the slide rule, the hand-held
calculator and now, of course, the computer. Those
changes in technology have also led to the changes
in education in recent years.
The Education (Work Experience) Bill is another
example of the need from time to time to alter the
education system in Victoria to accommodate the
changing needs of our students. The bill reflects the
need to make further changes to accommodate the
needs of young people today.
As my colleagues on both sides of the house have
mentioned, there are three Significant areas of
change. The first enables students to undertake a
maximum of 40 days work experience a year. That is
a sensible measure because there is now a four-term
school year rather than a three-term school year.
Secondly, the bill removes the restriction of a
maximum age under which a student may
undertake work experience. That is a sensible
measure because not only are many adults going to
school these days and many older overseas students
participating in our education system, but also many
TAPE courses have a work experience component.
The latter change is complemented by some changes
made recently in this place to the Workcover
legislation to enable students from TAPE colleges
who participate in work experience programs to be
covered by the Workcover legislation to assist those
older people in TAPE courses to undertake work
experience.
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Another issue on which I wish to comment that has
not been mentioned so far is vocational education
and work experience and the relationship between
the two. The particular issue I mention relates to the
Certificate IT in Food Retail (McDonalds) that has
been introduced into the VCE curriculum.
I put on record my strong support for such
vocational programs at the VCE level. I also hold the
view that education is and should be about the
acquisition and knowledge of skills, not only in a
formal sense but also in a vocational sense. Members
on both sides of the house would agree that working
at McDonalds or any other retailing or
manufacturing outlet requires a whole range of new
skills and experiences. I would think many of my
colleagues, like me, have had a turn at working at
McDonalds and McHappy Day, the charity day that
McDonalds puts on.
Hon. Pat Power - That's not working; that's
volunteering!
Hon. P. R. HALL - Volunteering is a better term
to use but it is still exercising skills that many of the
employees at McDonalds are required to undertake.
It is not an easy task and one must display a
pleasant attitude when dealing with people as well
as learning the technology that exists in those places.
It gives students important and worthwhile
additional vocational skills.
Some of the criticism has been that this particular
program is associated with only one commercial
outlet, McDonalds. I agree with some of the critics
that Certificate IT in Food Retail should be extended
more broadly across other retail sectors. I suggest
that we should extend it to manufacturing and other
services more broadly across the community to give
students more choice in undertaking vocational
education courses at the workplace. I hope that sort
of thing is extended through the VCE in coming
years.
To sum up on the Certificate IT in Food Retail, I put
on record the comments made by the chairman of
the Board of Studies, Professor Kwong Lee Dow,
who is quoted in the Herald Sun of 24 October as
saying:
Young people need an extended education.
I've talked to a number of major employers .. , Telstra,
food manufacturers, car manufacturers. They are all
saying they want well-educated young people, but they
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also want students to have some experience in the work
environment.

Employers don't necessarily want students from a
purely academic track, starting at an independent
school and going on to full-time university studies for
three or four years.

1 believe all future employers of young people today
welcome any direct work experience or vocational
experience that students may acquire during their
years at school. The work experience program is a
formal one that gives students that opportunity
during their VCE in subjects such as the one 1 have
spoken about. I welcome any measures that the
government may implement to increase those
opportunities that will help students to gain
full-time employment in the future.
I endorse the support shown by government and
opposition members for the bill.
Hon. R. J. H. WELLS (Eumemmerring) - It has
been most interesting to listen to the debate which
has turned into a subject that all of us have had some
personal interest in over the years, from the time we
were young - seeking experience, and so on - to
the time of our children and other youngsters in
relation to the work done in community areas.
As 1 listened to honourable members contributing to

the debate 1 was reminded of a driving force in my
generation for work experience - that is, income.
People worked after hours and at weekends to earn
the income to see them through, to help in what they
needed, to have them get on. I have great admiration
for the young today because earlier 1 was thinking of
the university period in a person's life; today
university students are driven by the need for
income. That was probably not happening as much
in our day when people went to university on
commonwealth scholarships, and the like, and were
able to devote more time to studies.
Today it is hard for youngsters to earn a reasonable
income and to simultaneously study at a ternary
institution. Yet 1 enthUSiastically support the idea of
young people learning something about the world
outside from which they have been sheltered by
caring parents as they have grown up and during
which time they have not had the opportunity to
learn about other things.
1 remember the experiences of my own children. 1
gained work experience placements for two of my
daughters, then aged about 15 or 16, before there
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was any formal work experience system in
Victoria. At the end of the first week one said, 'I
can't get back quickly enough. 1 can't wait for next
Monday. 1 love it'. Half way through her placement
the second said, 'They are wonderful people, but if 1
have to go back again it will be too soon'. The first
went on in that field of endeavour while the second
went elsewhere and finally said, 'I have found what
I want'. She continued in that field of work and I
believe that work experience made the difference.
As is the case with other honourable members, 1
have had experience with youngsters in businesses
in which 1 have been associated. 1 have been
involved in guiding them in their experience and
inspiration, and seeing them gain reward for effort.
1 have seen a number of youngsters for whom school
learning and work experience did not really matter.
When they reached the crossroads they said, 'I've
got it, I know I have to be self-driven or
motivated' - although they may not have used
those words; but they would get up and take off.
Then one knew one's work was done. They would
gain apprenticeships, jobs in the retail sector, or
whatever. The miracle had been brought about, of
getting them involved in not only their work but
also their lives.
They would now not only work better but live
better. They would know about reward for effort.
Sometimes we would wait for months for some
youngster, but nothing would happen. Then,
suddenly, they would be off and we knew they
would be right.
I certainly approve of this bill. The amendments to
the legislation to increase the age of students entitled
to be placed for work experience are only natural.
From my own lifetime's experience 1 do not see the
need to bother people at the Trades Hall Council.
Work experience is an arrangement between adults
and youngsters and is aimed at their getting
experience. I take no exception to any of those
proviSions.
Some years ago 1 was surprised, when the
communist world in Europe collapsed, to find that
millions of people knew nothing about democracy
and free enterprise. As they arrived in Australia they
said, 'We don't know how to run a business or what
is involved in a business'. That is a good illustration
of what is in the bill, as is detailed in the minister's
second-reading speech.
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Perhaps older people are returning to school- and
I commend them for that effort because that is the
only way to go forward - but many do not know
enough about work. It may surprise some
honourable members but that is the truth; 1 have
seen it with people from other countries. Anything
that may help them in this world is to be
commended.
1 have seen such instances around Dandenong,
Springvale, Cranbourne and other such places
where youngsters have been isolated and do not
have that work experience. Only a few years ago,
when talking to some 17-year-olds in Cranbourne, 1
was surprised when they said they would not go to
Dandenong because it was not their city. At that
point the liberal Party was pushing to have that rail
service extension electrified.
Those youngsters did not have the experience of
even travelling to Dandenong - a large industrial
centre from which they could have gained a world
of experience. It is all too easy to overlook the
isolation that youngsters face when they first meet
that interface between their sheltered home lives which one hopes for many has been sheltered,
although unfortunately often not enough - and the
world outside where they must make their own way.
The idea of how to run a business or how to work in
a business can be foreign, as can the idea of
creativity. We in Australia are fortunate because our
people have a good level of that very necessary
ability. Once youngsters go into a business they see
opportunities or challenges and begin to think
without the restrictions that restrain many older
people. The youngster does not say, 'I can't do it, I
won't think about it'; he or she says, 'I will have a go
at it, I will try to change it'. That is an important
aspect of business.
1 diverge a little from the comments of many of my
colleagues and issue a word of caution about one
aspect of the bill. My experience over many years
has been with people who spent only short periods
in work experience placements or who worked
outside school hours so their educational processes
were not interrupted. Nobody knows how much
each person needs to spend in formal education to
acquire the necessary skills for life, but the
provisions in the bill make it possible for a student
to spend two weeks each term - that is, eight weeks
a year - in year 10 away from school and doing
other things that are often most valuable, but which
eat into that formal educational time.
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1 know from experience that school years 10 and 11
are years of considerable pressure on our children. I
have seen students drop subjects because they could
not fit enough in during the available time. There is
no question that we do not want all our people
becoming tradespeople or academics. We need that
scattering, to be driven by the genius of each
individual's interest; but within that context it is
important to ensure, even above work experience,
that our young people have an ability through
gaining basic educational skills.
I am not talking only about universities or tertiary
education but about reading, writing, arithmetic,
computer skills and so on. One attaches that to
personal pride - to get up and go! It is all about the
basic skills our young people need.
The work experience program, although enriching
for students, places upon school teaching bodies an
additional responsibility to monitor as carefully as
possible the progress of individual students to
ensure they do not miss out on basic skills. It is all
too easy for students to grey and fudge the area, and
to come through the system without those necessary
basic skills. Perhaps some will go into the
community and work with limited skills, but we
should encourage the total educational scene, the
access to training and education.
A good illustration of that would be the students
who leave school at age 16, who go into the
community and, at that point, stop their formal
education. They may not have acquired much in the
way of life's skills in handling a modem and
complex community.
1 have even had discussions with people about the
idea of students who have left school at 16 somehow
being encouraged to undertake evening courses to
add to their skills in handling their lives in a modem
SOCiety.
Recently we have seen plenty of illustrations
showing that young people often know little about
running their society, nothing about Parliament and
the government, nothing about managing their
money, and little about their own health, their
bodies, their psyche and the elements of
happiness. They need a whole range of things as
well as work experience and the basic three or four
Rs.
We as a society have not yet grappled with that, and
this debate provides the opportunity to mention it. I
believe Parliament should look at what more can be
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done for young people to ensure two things: one,
that their going out for work experience does not
detract from their basic education, which is not
finished at the age of 15; and two, that students,
especially youngsters who leave school early, are
better prepared for their lives ahead.
For the individual it is beyond question, but for the
community there is no question that the worst
prepared 10 per cent of people, in an educational
sense, have less happiness in life than the average
and cost society more to help them through life. It
would be much cheaper and more satisfactory to
address these issues in terms of knowledge, because
in the end knowledge is the ultimate and absolute
power.
With those comments I support the bill, but I urge
that the government do whatever it can in the
teaching system to encourage the monitoring
process to get the necessary balance between basic
education and work experience.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I, too, rise to
support the bill. As many of my colleagues have
already covered them I will not labour the
provisions of the proposed legislation, other than to
say that they are very welcome, that they reflect the
school year, which now has four terms, and that
they address the issue of equipping students as well
as possible to obtain jobs.
When my children - one is now going on with
further education and the other has joined the work
force - went through school they also went through
the work experience program. Both as a private
employer and in my present role as a member of
Parliament I have had personal knowledge of the
work experience program because students, through
the career coordinators at their schools, have sought
employment and work experience in my business or
in my electorate office.
It is interesting to note that the last young man who
worked at my office through the work experience
program spent two weeks at the office and then
continually came back to work in a voluntary
capacity to assist me and my electorate officer in
various tasks. It is somewhat disappointing that he
has since left my office - although he stays in
touch - and has joined and is the president of the
Bendigo branch of the Young liberals. He is a very
impressive young man, who has obviously gained a
liking for the political arena and desires to pursue a
career as a representative in either this forum or in
Canberra.
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The work experience program provides kids who
are unsure of what to choose as a career the
opportunity to put a toe in the water and experience
first-hand the environment in which they may wish
to pursue a career. Until they have personal
experience it is very difficult for them to make
choices.
The work experience process, particularly with the
changes now being introduced, provides students
with an opportunity to come to an agreement that
they will visit a workplace on more than one
occasion. Whether the working environment is an
accountancy firm, a panel beating business or a
politician's office, the important point is that they
will have the opportunity to confront issues such as,
whether they like to work inside or outside, whether
they are good with figures or whether they are good
with dealing with people. They will get to know the
range of skills they will need if they are to pursue a
particular career.
I welcome the changes. I will not labour the points,
as many of my colleagues have already made
excellent contributions. However, I would like to put
one thing on the record - that is, the excellent job
done by career coordinators at individual schools. I
have had the opportunity of working with a number
of career coordinators. They have a great affinity
with what the students are trying to achieve and an
excellent working relationship with many employers
and others in the work force. In making my
contribution it would be remiss of me to not refer to
my admiration for and appreciation of the guidance
career coordinators provide not only to students but
also to the parents of the students in their care.
One other point I would like to raise, which I think
was raised by my colleague Mrs Powell, is that I do
not think I have ever paid any of the kids who have
come through the system the base rate of $25 a week.
I have always thought of that as a token fee, and
unquestionably the returns to me as an employer
were far greater than the token amount prescribed
under the arrangement. It is fair to students that
they be encouraged by knowing that if they are
prepared to put in and work hard and have a good
work ethic they will be rewarded.
I am mindful that not all workplaces are as ethical as
we would like and concerned that exploitation
occurs in some areas, but I do not believe it is within
the bounds of this legislation to ensure that every
employer who exploits work experience students is
caught. Generally people who participate in work
experience placements embrace the concept on
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which this type of legislation was established - that
it equips students with the opportunity to gain as
much experience in and as much exposure as
possible to their potential careers.
I join my colleagues from both sides of the house in
supporting the changes.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. 1. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank all honourable members for their
contributions to the debate and their support for the
measure.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Hon. R. 1. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That so much of sessional orders be suspended as
would prevent new business being taken after
10.00 p.m. during the sitting of the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

FORESTS (DUNSTAN AGREEMENT)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and Ports).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Forests
(Dunstan Agreement) (Amendment) Bill is simple
but important legislation. The opposition does not
oppose the bill; it understands that it is an important
step forward for the softwood industry in
employment, especially in the north-east of the state.
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However, the opposition has some concerns about
the process.
Honourable members will be aware that the bill
ratifies an agreement between the state government,
the Victorian Plantations Corporation (VPC) and
A. Ounstan Timber Sales Ltd. The bill also amends
the current agreement, the Forests (Ounstan
Agreement) Act.
There are three substantial issues in the amending
bill. The first change alters the location from which
the softwood is to be taken. Currently some 20 000
cubic metres per annum is taken from plantations in
the Ovens Valley. That location will be replaced by
that entitlement plus existing entitlements from the
Koetong plantation to assist the companies that have
relocated mills. The second change is a procedural or
consequential one. It acknowledges that
Bowater-Scott Ltd is now known as Carter Holt
Harvey Wood Products Australia Ltd. An
amendment will ensure that agreements can be
made between parties without the need for
Parliament to amend the act. However, the
opposition expresses concern about the capacity for
this to occur outside the processes of Parliament. At
present the agreement can be varied if the matters
involved are minor, but there is a risk that if
variations to the agreement do not require the
approval of Parliament one party may take legal
recourse. It is reasonable for the opposition to argue
that where substantial changes to an agreement are
to be made as much as possible they ought to be
made through Parliament.
Clause 5 enables the Victorian Plantations
Corporation and A. Ounstan Timber Sales to amend
the agreement with the approval of the minister but
without coming to Parliament. Such a provision is
potentially not in the best interests of the public
because there is no public scrutiny. Commercial
contracts may not reflect the issues the public hold
dear or the public issues to which Parliament and its
processes guarantee access and exposure.
Commercial-in-<:onfidence arrangements will apply
under the conditions of clause 5, and the public will
not be able to see those agreements. A much greater
concern is the possible sale of the Victorian
Plantations Corporation. We do not know whether
this involves the sale or lease of the trees or whether
it will involve the sale of the public land on which
those trees are grown - some 115 000 hectares. It is
important to understand that 115 000 hectares of
public land is a significant public asset, and if there
is to be divestment of that property there ought to be
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a process from which the public is not locked out.
There ought to be a process that ensures that there is
a forum - the Parliament - where public views are
put forward and aired in the traditional manner.
Historically the management of the plantations has
always recognised that there were issues apart from
simply harvesting softwood. In the area the subject
of this legislation there is a school camp and a
disused rail line that contains a historic trestle bridge
recognised by the Land Conservation Council. It is
important to acknowledge that a public process is
essential, especially when we are not just
contemplating softwood plantations and the
necessary provision and guarantee of a resource but
are also addressing other public issues encapsulated
in the 115 000 hectares. This is public land; the
public currently has access to it and important
public facilities and assets are involved.
In conclusion, the opposition does not oppose the
bill. It recognises that VPC is an important employer
of local people in many parts of Victoria, especially
in the north-east where the plantations are. It is, of
course, absolutely necessary that there is a
guaranteed flow of resource. In that sense the
opposition is happy to take this stance, although it
expresses concern about there being an
understanding that the bill relates not only to
plantations and the softwood resource but to public
land to which there is currently public access and of
which uses other than plantation use are made.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - In response
to Mr Power's contribution, I pick up the essence of
his general comments which relate to a need for
continuing parliamentary scrutiny of the commercial
arrangements the Victorian Plantations Corporation
will enter into in the future. Clearly, as articulated in
the minister's second-reading speech, the bill
provides a mechanism to progressively assist in the
unbundling of the fairly complex entitlements to
plantation product that have been legislated in the
past. It is important to recognise that the minister
observed that this would allow the corporation to
operate in a more flexible and commercial manner.
I note Mr Power's suggestion that it is necessary for
us to continue to operate in a traditional manner.
The whole purpose of the government's public
sector and statutory authority reforms particularly its reorganisation of the VPC - has
been to ensure that the corporations operate
progressively and increasingly as proper,
commercially focused businesses.
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It is not sensible for the VPC and its customers to be
dependent on continual legislative review when the
contracts entered into will affect no-one other than
the parties to the contracts. I reiterate that plantation
forests are an important element of Victoria's rural
and regional economies. The timber and pulp
products industry has a turnover of about
$3000 million a year. It provides significant
employment opportunities in rural Victoria,
particularly in plantation harvesting and
management, where an estimated 520 people are
employed directly - and a further 6280 are
estimated to be employed in the production of wood
and paper products.
The bill simply seeks to ratify the amendments to the
softwood plantation supply arrangements in
north-eastern Victoria that involve the Koetong and
Ovens plantations, which are now under the
management of the vpc. All the parties to the
agreement supported the amendments, including
the Treasurer, the Minister for Conservation and
Land Management, the VPC, Dunstan Timber Sales,
which is a subsidiary of Boral, and Carter Holt
Harvey Wood Products Australia.
Ratification is necessary because of the provisions in
the two principal acts, the Forests (Dunstan
Agreement) Act and the Forests (Bowater-Scott
Agreement) Act. The amendments are required to
facilitate the changes to the supply arrangements
that have been outlined and will provide the
flexibility to enable future arrangements to be
entered into. Duns tan ,s existing right to sawlogs
extends to available logs from the Koetong and
Ovens plantations. The deed of amendment limits
Dunstan's area of supply to Koetong.
As I have said, the bill further amends the principal
act to allow amendments to be made between VPC
and Dunstan's with the approval of the minister,
where those issues are not binding on other parties.
The bill also removes references to existing
entitlements to softwood by Bowater-Scott Ltd,
which is now known as Carter Holt Harvey Wood
Products Australia, and creates reserved
entitlements for vpc.
In conclusion, I am pleased the opposition supports

the bill in principle. I have noted the concerns
expressed by Mr Power on behalf of the opposition
about the appropriateness of public scrutiny and
further amendments to the supply agreements.
However, I point out that it would not be possible
for an organisation that was simply administering
relationships with its customers to have a
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commercial focus if Parliament were inevitably
interceding. Those arrangements would be put at
risk because the VPC would not be operating on a
commercial basis.
I support the bill, which assists in re focusing wood
supply arrangements in commercial ways. I urge the
house to support it.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank honourable members who spoke
for their Significant contributions on this important
piece of legislation.

Motion agreed to.
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Road Transport (Dangerous Goods) Act. The
national regulations were completed under phase 2,
in September 1997. Under phase 3, the final phase,
the package of national legislative reforms will be
brought into operation in all the states and territories
around Australia. The scheduled trigger date for
that is 31 March 1998.
The bill makes a number of housekeeping
amendments to the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) Act. The need for the amendments emerged
while people were working through the details on
the national regulations and the codes. The
amendments will achieve a number of ends. They
will, for example, clarify certain provisions in the
national regulations that do not apply to the laws in
Victoria. They relate to the calling-up powers in the
acts administered by the commonwealth and the
ACT. The best way to describe that is to quote from
the explanatory memorandum on page 1. In
referring to clause 4 it says:
The commonwealth regulations apply in their own
right as laws of the Australian Capital Territory, and it
is only in that context that the calling-up provisions are
required.

Read third time.

Remaining stages

A new subsection will be added to the principal act
to enable some of the expressions to be integrated
into the Victorian context.

Passed remaining stages.

ROAD TRANSPORT (DANGEROUS
GOODS) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - It is with
pleasure that I rise to speak on the Road Transport
(Dangerous Goods) (Amendment) Bill. I welcome
the bill because it implements a good principle that is, it seeks to achieve consistent rules across
state borders and throughout Australia. The
template legislation was agreed to by
commonwealth, state and territory transport
ministers and has been gradually put in place over a
long time.

There have been three lots of legislative changes.
The changes we are discussing tonight will be the
last in the program. In 1995, under phase 1 of the
program, the template act of the commonwealth
Parliament was adopted by Victoria through the

The final proviSion will enable the different states
and territories to set their own fees, so it is necessary
to insert a regulation-making power into the bill. I
note that in his second-reading speech the minister
states that the fees are expected to cover the costs
relative to administration in this area.
As you look through the bill it is interesting to note
how it alters the scope of the package. For example,
it excludes explosives, radioactive substances and
infectious substances. I was concerned about that at
first, but there is no doubt that when you go through
the processes you find that these substances are best
handled under Victorian laws. Perhaps in the future
some consideration will be given to extending these
rules, regulations and laws into a national package.
Uniform national law is a great concept, and those of
us who live along borders, whether it be the River
Murray or any other state border, have experienced
many difficulties. Different rules apply in many
areas, such as towing caravans over the river,
carrying dangerous goods and other road transport
matters. The laws are very confusing and they create
uncertainty.
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When provisions are dealt with in template
legislation they have been decided on by
commonwealth, state and territory ministers and
bureaucrats. We need good communication to
ensure accmmtability processes are put together and
adhered to. We are fortunate in Victoria to have a
government and ministers who do that and who
have included us in the process. It is important that
we have a fair degree of communication and trust
when our ministers and the bureaucrats set up these
template packages.
I compliment the road transport industry in Victoria
and Australia. It is a highly efficient industry that is
absolutely necessary to Australia, with its long
distances and isolated areas. The industry has high
asset costs in the equipment used to earn a living
and work the trade. It is also a highly competitive
industry across all aspects. I compliment the
Minister for Road and Ports on his forward thinking
in relation to the industry. B-doubles and B-double
specials increase the efficiency of the road transport
industry.
I never cease to be amazed by the technology that
keeps appearing in the trucking industry. Next
weekend I will have the pleasure of opening a
trucking exhibition in Mildura called the Show and
Shine Truck Show. I attended the show last year
when a wonderfully restored International R190
truck took my eye. In my day that was a very big
truck that carried 15 to 18 tons - it was one of the
biggest in the business. That truck was placed
alongside the 500 horsepower B-double trucks that
we see efficiently plying the highway these days.
They are comfortable, safe and reliable. We must
recognise the technology which serves us so well
and which has changed rapidly over the years.
It is wonderful to see how road and rail have
effectively been used together in the industry. The
minister is well aware of the work done by a fellow
called Ken Wakefield, who comes from Merbein. He
has a huge business in which he has married road
and rail with the containerisation of products,
particularly wine products that come out of the area.
It is a very efficient and effective system that is a
tribute to the trucking industry. He has had the
vision to put these concepts into place and to ensure
they work.

I commend the bill because it is a good bill that sets
consistent rules across Australia. I commend
Victoria and the other states and territories for the
part they have played in making those rules
consistent across this great country of ours.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - This is
largely template legislation that has been agreed to
by the states. It is the third and largest legislative
change that has been agreed to, and the agreement
dates back to 1991 and 1992. It is part of the
negotiations on consistency among the states and
includes part of the competition policy negotiations
as well.
The provisions relate to licence fees and to various
offences. The opposition does not oppose the
legislation, nevertheless it has some concerns about
some aspects of the application of the legislation and
about the transport of dangerous goods in general.
In relation to the application of the legislation, I refer
the minister to clause 4, which inserts a new
subsection that states:
The regulations referred to sub-section (I) apply as if
they did not include any provision (a) applying to an offence any prOvision of Chapter 2 of
the Criminal Code set out in the Schedule to the
Criminal Code Act 1995 of the Commonwealth ...

The purpose of these changes is to make clear that
the application of penalties for offences under the
regulations will be monitored at a state rather than a
commonwealth level. We seek an assurance from the
minister that the penalties will be applied no less
forcefully than they are applied at the
commonwealth level and the regulations will be
vigorously enforced by the state.
The principle of a universal system of licenSing is a
sensible one that the opposition supports. When we
speak about licensing we are not talking about a
drivers licence but about the licensing of the
transport of dangerous goods, which has some
inherent dangers. A uniform system across all states
is to be welcomed as a way of ensuring consistency.
There is a need for different licences to be granted in
each state.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - What assurances are you
looking for?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We are saying
that when regulations governing the licensing
system are not abided by the states are responsible
for ensuring that the regulations are enforced. We
want to ensure the penalties are applied and the
enforcement of the regulations is of a high standard.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I give you that assurance,
Mr Theophanous.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - And that it is not
at a lower standard than in the other states and the
commonwealth. The transport of dangerous goods
has important safety implications. By definition it is
inherently dangerous and the more safety provisions
that are in place the safer we will be. The minister
may be aware that Mr Bill Noonan, the secretary of
the Transport Workers Union, has raised some
general concerns about the provisions relating to the
transport of dangerous goods.
Mr Noonan's major concerns seem to come down to
questions about education and enforcement. I have
mentioned the question of enforcement. Mr Noonan
is rightly concerned about the education not only of
his members but also of people further up the line in
the transport of dangerous goods. In his
correspondence he makes the following point:
The current level of awareness of the Dangerous Goods
Act has yet to satisfy the private transport industry, as
few employers have an understanding of the impact on
both themselves and the employee. The issue of bulk
dangerous goods is not the major concern as licensing
is required for any driver to carry dangerous goods in
bulk. The prime concern is for operators and employees
who transport dangerous goods in packages and are
not aware of their obligations.

In the case of big bulk carriers of dangerous goods,
usually only one item is being transported at a time
and there are labels identifying it. Mr Noonan is
pointing to the circumstances in which small
packages that are being transported are mixed up
with other goods that are not classified as dangerous.
In situations such as those employees' awareness of
the way in which dangerous goods should be
handled is nothing like their awareness of the
dangers associated with dangerous goods that are
transported in bulk. Mr N oonan is suggesting there
is a need for education in such circumstances. He
also states:
The confusion is added to by authorities, who provide
advice such as segregation information in the form of
loading charts that advise 'this does not load with that'
that on the surface appears quite effective and
colourful. However, it sends the wrong message ...

Many workers do not understand what is meant by
the 'this does not load with that' system, unless they
have been educated about what the various labels
mean. That does not occur when people are involved
in the transport of dangerous goods on an ad hoc
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basis as opposed to the regular bulk transport of
dangerous goods, as I mentioned earlier.
Mr Noonan has identified two issues, as has the
opposition - firstly, the question of enforcement
and, secondly, the question of education. The way
those questions are handled makes all the difference
to whether dangerous goods are transported
properly. Regulations, codes and safety practices
must be enforced, and people must be educated
about not only the codes but also the safety practices
and a range of other measures of that nature.
Under the Labor government an occupational health
and safety body conducted inspections. In addition,
a specialist hazardous goods inspectorate that
operated under the Department of Labour
undertook not only inspections but also educational
functions. Because it was a specialist unit, it was in a
position to carry out those tasks effectively.
The opposition is concerned that those functions
have been transferred to the Victorian Workcover
Authority and that fewer inspections are taking
place as a result. We certainly know fewer
prosecutions are taking place. Last year there were
91 occupational health and safety prosecutions
compared with 170 prosecutions made by the
relevant organisation five years ago. The level of
prosecutions for safety breaches is now lower than it
was. I accept that not all those prosecutions related
to the transport of dangerous goods; nevertheless,
the prosecution trend is heading downwards.
The opposition is concerned that the Workcover
Authority may not have the same level of
commitment as the earlier organisation, with its
specialist hazardous goods inspectorate. I am
interested to find out the level of resources the
minister will be devoting to inspections and to
education on the proper handling of hazardous
goods. That is the fundamental issue.
The other matter concerning the transport of
dangerous goods is the location of specific facilities
to deal with those goods. The failure of the
government to find a solution to the Coode Island
problem means that there is still a dangerous goods
storage facility almost in the middle of Melbourne.
Not that long ago there was an unfortunate incident
at that facility. The government gave up on the Point
Iillias site, and because it had no other option it
decided to keep the Coode Island facility. If there is
another incident of that sort, many people in the
surrounding districts, particularly in the western
suburbs, will be in considerable danger.
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Hon. R. M. Hallam - What is your solution,
Mr Theophanous?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister has
a right to ask me that question if he offers me a
solution. If he has no answers, there is no point in
asking me such questions. It is another example of
the way the government operates; it takes no
responsibility for anything, and when it does not
know what to do it asks, 'What is your solution?'.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You are the one who is
being critical.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The government
made no serious attempt to find an alternative site. It
basically gave up and decided that Coode Island is
to stay for even the most dangerous of the goods
that are transported in bulk. But it gets worse than
that; the government has limited access to Coode
Island. Victorians will be forced by tolls to spend in
the vicinity of $2 billion on City Link, but the link
roads will not be able to carry dangerous goods,
certainly not in the Domain Tunnel or on the
southern part of City Link. Despite the construction
of a $2 billion transport system dangerous goods
will still have to be transported through the middle
of the city. That is the level of thought the
government has put into the location of
Coode Island and the transport of dangerous goods
to that location.
Moreover, it has made matters worse because in its
desire to please the consortium that is building City
Link it has decided to narrow Footscray Road to
ensure that people do not get out of paying the toll.
The government wants to channel everyone onto the
new City Link; it does not want anybody slipping
through the net. In doing so it will force the large
vehicles transporting dangerous goods to Coode
Island onto the same clogged road where they
potentially will be sitting in traffic waiting for it to
clear, thereby extending the danger period. It is clear
that the most dangerous aspect of these goods is
their transport, where leakages can occur, and the
longer the dangerous goods are on the road system
the more safety is compromised.
Although it supports the legislation the opposition
makes it clear that it is concerned about the
government's record on enforcement, education, the
lack of solution to the Coode Island facility problems
and, most importantly, the associated decision to
narrow Footscray Road, which makes the transport
of these hazardous goods more dangerous than it
would otherwise be.
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In conclusion, the opposition calls on the
government to increase the resources being put into
inspections and to increase education programs
throughout the system, right down to the driver. It
also seeks assurances on the proper enforcement of
the regulations to ensure our roads are safe when
dangerous goods are transported around Melbourne
and Victoria.

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - As
other speakers have said, this is template legislation.
The Road Transport (Dangerous Goods)
(Amendment) Bill has the benefit of standardising
many licensing conditions dealing with the road
transport of dangerous goods. The bill is designed to
integrate Australia-wide legislation into the
provisions of Victoria's legislation. It requires that
we have the capacity to treat these matters in the
same way as every other state that is party to this
agreement. I have no doubt that since Victoria is a
large manufacturing state it is well equipped to
understand the nature of the problems in imposing
penalties and prosecuting people who fail to observe
those standards.
The bill also provides exemptions from the template
legislation to reflect the fact that because Victoria is
an industrial state and has wide experience in
dealing with chemicals and other dangerous
substances it covers the handling of those materials
under legislation other than template legislation.
The bill enables us through the Dangerous Goods
Act and the Health Act to ensure that dangerous
substances are properly covered.
Occupational health and safety, which is now
integrated into the Workcover legislation, is well
placed to get some synergy from the Workcover
experience. I do not for a moment believe it is likely
to be less effective than the occupational health and
safety activities that were undertaken by the Labor
government when it introduced and boasted about
its safe system at the time of the Coode Island fire.
Apparently all the work carried out by the former
organisation did nothing to prevent that fire taking
place.
I understand the variety and volume of chemicals
that were stored at Coode Island at the time of the
fire have been greatly reduced. Although
Mr Theophanous may be concerned about the
decision to continue to store those chemicals in that
location, albeit in a facility that has been updated
and modernised to suitable standards and levels of
security and protection, I remind him that the
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proper security, supervision and safeguards have
reduced the likelihood of danger to negligible levels.
Locating the chemical storage on Coode Island
reduces the travel that would necessary if the facility
were at Port Lillias by 160 kilometres a round trip.
Although Mr Theophanous is concerned about the
rate of accidents increasing the longer the vehicles
are on the road, Coode Island is a better alternative
than the Geelong area. He would be interested to
learn that the honourable member for Geelong
North in the other place would be delighted to see
the Coode Island storage operation continue. He has
gone to some lengths to make that clear. I believe
Mrs McLean also made clear to him that she was not
happy about it.
The government is meeting some of the conditions.
Mr Theophanous appears to be of the opinion that
the construction of City Link will merely replace
existing road capacities. The intention of City Link is
to increase road capacities. Some vehicles will need
to continue to use the existing road system but that
will be in an environment where the burden of
traffic on existing roads will be greatly reduced by
City Link.
None of the actions taken by the government to
improve the flow, cost and safety of transport will in
any way be at odds with the proposed legislation.
The actions taken by the government to speed up
transport, to improve safety and to reduce cost by
building City Link all lead towards safer outcomes
in the carriage of goods.
I agree with Mr Theophanous that the transport of
large volumes of chemicals is usually by large
companies with specialised transport facilities.
Considering the volume of materials transported,
the evidence is that the companies, their drivers and
other operators are well aware of the need to be
careful.
I am reminded of the example of the large chemical
company Rohm and Haas which has been
transporting chemicals from Coode Island through
Geelong to its plant on the Bellarine Peninsula. It has
transported those chemicals for 30 years without a
spill, an accident or a problem occurring. That
remarkable record has been achieved because the
company understands the nature of the chemicals its
people are carrying. It trains people properly and
uses the correct type of transport.
There is a need to be concerned about the carriage of
small packages of chemicals that may be considered
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dangerous in a mix with other goods on the same
load, but I remind the house that there is an
integrated process of identification of the nature of
chemicals that takes place either at their importation
or production. Instructions for their handling at
every stage of the process are clear; people know the
composition of the chemicals and the conditions for
their handling and carriage. I would be surprised at
any significant lapses in the handling of dangerous
chemicals by people involved in that business.
Nevertheless, I have no doubt that the mantle of
occupational health and safety should correctly be
under the control of Workcover. I also have no
doubt that if the gentleman to whom
Mr Theophanous refers has genuine issues to raise,
the occupational health and safety officers would be
delighted to listen to him.
The bill provides for the state to charge fees to cover
the cost of administration. That is an important
provision because if we can properly finance the
management of this system we are likely - in
conjunction with the other states that have joined us
in compiling the template legislation for the whole
of Australia - to have better standards, better
equipment and the safer transport of dangerous
goods. I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. JEAN Mc LEAN (Melbourne West) - The
Road Transport (Dangerous Goods) (Amendment)
Bill introduces a universal licence across Australia
for the transport of dangerous goods. It is eminently
sensible and the opposition supports the bill,
although I have grave concerns for my constituents
in the face of the amount of hazardous goods and
chemicals transported daily throughout the western
suburbs, particularly as those suburbs have the
highest concentration of plastics, chemicals and oil
industries of any region.
Not only do huge transport vehicles drive through
our area from places such as Dandenong to Geelong,
but they also constantly crisscross from Coode
Island to Altona through Footscray and other
western suburbs. The trucks travel through built-up
areas and use High Street, Whitehall Road, Francis
Street and Melbourne Road; those roads carry a
constant stream of trucks, many of which carry
hazardous chemicals.
On most days I drive on those streets and often I
find, particularly when traffic stops at traffic signals,
perhaps 20 to 25 trucks, travelling in both directions,
all in single file. Many car drivers must be quite
terrified by that sight.
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Princes Highway between Geelong and the West
Gate Freeway carries 132000 vehicles a day, 13000
of which carry freight. The Coode Island review
panel recommended that a third lane should be built
on the Princes Highway because of the enormous
volume of traffic using that road. The possibility of
accidents involving hazardous chemicals on the
Princes Highway is extremely high and a constant
concern to the workers and residents in our area even if Mr Hartigan is not concerned about it.
The Western Ring Road has only increased the
volume of freight and dangerous goods being
transported through the area. I was shocked when
the government decided not to relocate Coode
Island. I suppose the government thought six years
was long enough to dim the memory of Victorians to
that terrifying day on 21 August 1991 when the
whole of Melbourne was under threat from fire,
explosion and poisonous atmospheric fumes as a
result of the Coode Island fire. The promised
relocation of that plant was returned to the too-hard
basket - after all, Coode Island is in the west and
has only the expendable Labor voters!
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why didn't you fix it?
Hon. JEAN Mc LEAN - We were trying to fix it
but unfortunately you took over the space. In
addition to the failure to relocate Coode Island, we
now have the dangerous and stupid decision by the
government to narrow Footscray Road which, as
every honourable member must know, carries a
huge amount of freight and dangerous goods. I have
no doubt that the decision was taken to force drivers
to use City Link.
The narrowing of Footscray Road will only increase
the likelihood of accidents and chemical spillage,
thereby further threatening the lives and safety of
workers and residents in the Footscray area.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - You should have moved
Coode Island from the centre of the city, but the fact
that the government will not move it and City Link
will not allow access for the movement of dangerous
goods means that the proposed narrowing of
Footscray Road can be considered only as
irresponsible at the very least.
I cannot imagine that the decision was taken for any
reason other than the government wants people to
use its toll road. The decision to narrow Footscray
Road beggars imagination.
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Although the legislation has support because it
introduces uniform national road transport laws, it
is not possible for Victorians to feel safer unless all
drivers have a full understanding of the hazards of
transporting dangerous goods around Australia and
unless we ensure that the roads are safe for truck
drivers, their trucks and their cargo, as well as the
people living in the surrounding areas.
Last weekend there were two horrendous smashes
overseas in which dozens of people were killed.
Each involved a petrol tanker and a bus.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Where was this?
Hon. JEAN McLEAN - One was in Germany
and the other was in Turkey, I believe. There is little
hope of anyone involved surviving a smash between
a bus and a tanker, whether it occurs on Footscray
Road or in Germany.
The roads to and from the storage facilities and the
factories in the west where hazardous chemicals are
used and stored must be made safe if the bill is to
make any sense at all to the people of Victoria. The
government must take into account the problems
faced by the people of the western suburbs.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - The
opposition supports the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) (Amendment) Bill because it makes a
number of worthwhile amendments to the principal
act. The amendments will incorporate uniform
national road transport laws as part of an
intergovernmental reform program that will apply
across Australia. It will result in all states having the
same licensing system for the transport of dangerous
goods by road.
The adoption of the intergovernmental reforms will
make Melbourne's west a safer place to travel into
and out of. Most people travel from the Tullamarine
Freeway to Geelong Road via Flemington, and in
travelling through the west they use Footscray Road,
Dynon Road and the Princes Freeway through to the
Western Ring Road. In many cases heavy vehicles
use the nearby residential streets.
The people of the western suburbs welcome the bill
because it will help ensure that heavy vehicles safely
transport dangerous goods between the many large
chemical storage warehouses in the region. Some
large vehicles travel along the small roads at
incredible speeds, and if car accidents occur,
dangerous goods may be spilled on the road. That is
not safe for people living in the area.
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The opposition has some concerns that are not
directly related to the bill. One matter of particular
relevance is the government's decision not to
relocate the Coode Island chemical storage facility to
Point Lillias. One consequence of the Melbourne
City Link project will be the narrowing of some local
roads, particularly Footscray Road, which is the
main road access to Coode Island. That will restrict
heavy vehicle access to the island, which is of major
concern to drivers and owner-drivers alike.
Narrowing Footscray Road will only increase the
risk of accidents, endangering the lives of the people
who work along and live close to Footscray Road. It
will also endanger the lives of many emergency
group members.

Mr Theophanous sought assurances on two issues.
He referred me to clause 4, which deals with the
application in Victoria of the commonwealth
regulations, and he sought an assurance from me
that I am happy to put on the record. Clause 4
provides clarification of the application in Victoria of
the commonwealth regulations. The clause
establishes that certain provisions in the
commonwealth regulations that call up laws of the
commonwealth and of the Australian Capital
Territory do not apply as laws of Victoria. The laws
that are called up are the Criminal Code Act of the
commonwealth and the Subordinate Laws Act of the
Australian Capital Territory. These laws are called
up in part only.

Recently the minister decided to allow B-triples on
the Princes Freeway. B-triples are long trucks which
transport lots of freight, including dangerous goods.
During the adjournment debate of 14 October 1997 I
raised a concern about the many accidents that have
occurred in the past five years along the Princes
Freeway. Thirty-four people have lost their lives and
another 511 have been injured in accidents during
that period.

The commonwealth regulations apply in their own
right as laws of the Australian Capital Territory, and
it is only in that context that the laws referred to
above are required to be called up. So far as
jurisdictions other than the Australian Capital
Territory are concerned, the adoption of the
calling-up provisions is optional.

I also raise a matter of concern to the people of the
City of Wyndham. The Werribee community does
not want a toxic dump at the old tip site in Werribee.
The impact of the toxic dump will be enormous,
because it will increase the number of vehicles that
use the Princes Freeway from the West Gate Bridge
to Geelong.

Victoria has opted not to adopt the calling-up
provisions because there are equivalent state laws in
place. It is best to allow the relevant state laws to
automatically apply, to ensure ease and, more
importantly, to ensure certainty of enforcement of
the national package. That will have little impact on
national uniformity because the other jurisdictions
appear to be preparing legislation that does not
adopt the calling-up prOvisions.

The bill is not enough; it cannot stand on its own. It
should provide protection for the Werribee
community. The government should not allow a
toxic dump to be established in Werribee, and it
should not put more pressure on the Princes
Freeway. However, I commend the bill to the house.

I make the point in addition that paragraph 3
ensures that while the Victorian adopting act will be
silent on the status of regulatory offences, that
silence will not be misinterpreted as meaning that
regulatory offences cannot be categorised as offences
of strict liability.

Motion agreed to.

Further, Mr Theophanous also cited comments
attributed to Mr Bill Noonan, secretary of the
Transport Workers Union. His concern was that
operators and drivers of dangerous goods vehicles
will need to be made aware of the legislative
obligations, including the need for employees to
adequately supervise and train staff. The briefing
note states:

Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank those honourable members who
spoke for their contributions to the debate, and I also
thank the opposition for its support for the bill.

The template legislation being introduced in Victoria is
consistent with the current legislation in this area
which covers the road transport of all dangerous goods
and has been in operation since 1987. Furthermore the
bulk transport of all dangerous goods has been
regulated since 1982. In addition the Occupational
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Health and Safety Act which has been in place since
1985 has provisions specifically addressing the training
obligations of employers.
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Read first time for Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister
for Health) on motion of Hon. R. M. Hallam.

ADJOURNMENT
In the 10 years that dangerous goods transport has
been regulated it is reasonable to suggest that a good
level of recognition and understanding of the
obligations and requirements relating to that transport
has been developed.
In relation to training the situation is no different from
that which exists now. Employers have training
obligations in respect of their employees and keep
records of training which is provided. In many
instances employees receive certificates of competency
from training providers. In the case of a driver, who
applies for a licence to drive a vehicle transporting bulk
dangerous goods, evidence of competency is required
by the licensing authority before a licence can be issued.

Notwithstanding the current level of knowledge which
exists the government has for some years been working
in association with other states and the assistance of the
National Road Transport Commission and the Federal
Office of Road Safety on an information and
implementation strategy to support the introduction of
the legislation.

And I give that assurance.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Rerrulining stages

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Heidelberg Emergency Housing Group
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Health, who is the
representative in this house of the Minister for
Housing, the funding cuts to the Heidelberg
Emergency Housing Group. Last Sunday
Mr Forwood, Mr Furletti, the honourable member
for Ivanhoe, Craig Langdon, and I attended the
group's annual general meeting.
As of 1 September funding has been cut to the
Heidelberg group as a result of the introduction of
the transitional housing manager. The cuts have
resulted in the loss of one of the housing workers.
The Heidelberg Emergency Housing Group was
established 24 years ago. In 1973 the group rented
one house; in 1983 it eventually bought land and
built two units and owned them outright; in 1987 it
managed four houses; in 1993, five; and in 1995, nine
with limited government funding. The group
employed one full-time and one part-time housing
worker.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Your father started this
organisation 25 years ago.

Passed remaining stages.

TRANSPORT ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister
for Roads and Ports) on motion of
Hon. R. M. Hallam.

MENTAL HEALTH MCTORIAN
INSTITUTE OF FORENSIC MENTAL
HEALTH) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.

Hon. M. M. GOULD - Approximately 24 years
ago to be exact. He retired in 1989 and now lives
interstate. The Heidelberg Emergency Housing
Group seeks to address the crisis in housing and
related issues, not the least of which is the prevailing
misunderstanding that a roof will fix all the
problems. It is essential that the causes of a person's
homelessness are addressed. It takes time for a
worker to develop a client's trust in order to assist.
The group has grave reservations about the
government's philosophy and its effect on the
community spirit and quality of life. Crucial to the
group achieving its goals is the independence of
quality of access, not the least of which is housing. It
is essential that members of the community also
have access to the support services that seek to
sustain personal dignity, control and independence.
The Heidelberg group is involved in emergency
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housing, information and referral, assisting in
securing appropriate affordable permanent
accommodation, preparing documentations for the
Office of Housing priority panels, empowering
service users, linking children to schools, preschools,
child care, health care and advocating on behalf of
its clients. It also organises and accompanies its
clients to appropriate appointments with the DSS
and the CES, the Office of Housing, solicitors, courts,
doctors, social workers, financial planners, police,
rehabilitation services and estate agents. It also
assists clients with the obtaining of food, clothing,
furniture and finances - it meets crises in need.
As I said, due to government funding cuts on
1 September the group's second part-time housing
worker does not fit under the new category. I ask the
minister to refer the matter to the Minister for
Housing in the hope that she can give financial
assistance to the group so that it can continue its
wonderful community work. After visiting the
centre for its AGM on Sunday Mr Forwood and
Mr Furletti would appreciate my concerns.
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Hon. Pat Power - On a point of order,
Mr President, I understand what Mr Forwood is
seeking to do, and if the government backbenchers
want to put the issue back on the table, that's fine.
However, I ask you, Mr President, to remind
Mr Forwood that there is an agreement on these
kinds of issues that means, so far as I am concerned,
that they should not be the subject of any matters
raised on the adjournment.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The letter of
understanding that was agreed to by the parties
clearly relates to unsourced material and to
members reading from bits of paper and quoting
unnamed persons. In this case I understand
Mr Forwood is quoting from a press release issued
by a member of Parliament and drawing some
questions from it. I think that it is in a different
category from the one the house considered.
The Clerk has reminded me that the matters raised
have to relate to government administration, and the
honourable member should relate his remarks to
that.

Banyule: councillors
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - I raise
for the attention of the Minister for Finance, who is
the representative in this house of the Minister for
Planning and Local Government, the administration
of the City of Banyule, which comprises part of my
electorate. Two of the councillors on the Banyule
City Council, Crs Brooks and Peters, are the
employed electorate officers for the honourable
member for Ivanhoe, Mr Craig Langdon. There is
nothing intrinsically wrong with that: they stood;
they got the votes; they got elected. But what is a
matter of concern is an inability on the part of any
councillor to distinguish between his or her role as
an employee of a member of Parliament and his or
her role as a municipal councillor.
For example, I have in my hand a press release from
Craig Langdon, the member for Ivanhoe in the other
place. The first four paragraphs relate to comments
from the local member. The last four paragraphs are
comments from the Hawdon Ward councillor,
Cr Dale Peters, who, as I have just pointed out,
works for the honourable member for Ivanhoe. In
the one press release we have mention of an
honourable member and a councillor who works for
him. We know that one of the problems in Darebin
was that some councillors were very close to some
members of Parliament.

Hon. BILL FORWOOD - It is a pity that I was
interrupted because I was about to make the point
that we certainly do not want another Darebin at
Banyule. Would it be possible for the minister to
arrange for the councillors of the City of Banyule to
receive some guidance to ensure there is no
confusion between the legitimate roles of councillors
and the legitimate roles of employees of members of
Parliament? I can think of no-one better than, for
example, Vern Robson. I ask the minister to raise the
issue with his colleague in another place.

North Melbourne Football Club Social
Club
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Finance,
who represents the Minister for Planning and Local
Government in another place. As some honourable
members will know, the North Melbourne Football
Club Social Club has a planning permit to use the
Broadmeadows Town Hall as an entertainment or
gaming centre. Many people in Broadmeadows
opposed the planning permit, and many now
oppose the granting of a liquor licence for those
premises.

It now appears that there are several major
discrepancies between the understanding members
of the Broadmeadows community believed they had
reached on their access to the town hall for
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community uses and the provisions of the lease
entered into between the Hume City Council and the
social club. Individuals raised the issue of access to
the premises during the negotiations between the
council and the social club. Some of the local groups
have cultural and religious objections to entering
licensed or gaming premises. Therefore, in the draft
lease the council indicated its intention to preserve
the rights of community members whether or not
they were members of the club.
At a public meeting held for the purpose of
consultation and discussion that was attended by
the Minister for Planning and Local Government,
community members were left with a clear
impression that the minister understood that the
premises would continue to be made available to the
public in conjunction with their use as a licensed
club and entertainment centre.
I ask the minister to draw to the attention of the
Minister for Planning and Local Government the fact
that the final lease, as distinct from the draft lease,
makes no reference to general community access
and that the application for the liquor licence
involves the whole of the town hall, leaving no area
free for community events to be held in non-licensed
premises. The arrangements or understandings that
the community believed would be reflected in the
lease have not been referred to. I seek any assistance
that the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, through his representative in this
place, can offer to resolve the problem.
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Last year in Victoria we had a total crop yield of
about 4.5 million tonnes, consisting of 2.7 million
tonnes of wheat and over a million tonnes of
barley - and when you add the tonnages for oats,
triticale, pulses and others, you get a total of
4.5 million tonnes. The good yields injected huge
amounts of revenue into Victoria and Australia. This
year we may be looking at yields of less than half of
that, which will make it difficult not only for farmers
but also for service industries throughout the rural
area - and that, of course, flows on to the city area
as well.
I ask the minister to provide details on the present
position with crops in Victoria, as well as estimated
final harvest figures.

Kinetik Energy: customer information
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I refer
the Minister for Small Business, who represents the
Attorney-General in another place, to a matter
concerning Kinetik Energy. According to an article
in the Herald Sun of 20 October, customers who
refuse to provide private information to new gas
companies faced disconnection. Such information
includes customers' previous addresses, employers'
addresses and contact numbers, property owners or
agents' numbers and birth dates, as well as the
details of the customers' driving licences and
passports.
A letter from Kinetik Energy to new or prospective
customers states that:

Agriculture: crop damage
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Roads
and Ports, who represents the Minister for
Agriculture and Resources in another place. I ask the
minister to arrange for his department to carry out
an assessment of the crop damage across Victoria
caused by sustained high temperatures and little or
no rain over the past couple of months.
As the minister is aware, crops in Victoria have
struggled to grow this season. In fact, there has
barely been enough moisture for planting. Most
crops throughout the grain belt were eventually
sown, and we had very reasonable rains in August
and early September - but then the crunch time
came. During most of September and October we
have had high temperatures and no rain, which has
certainly brought our crop prospects down
substantially.

Failure to provide this information will result in the gas
supply being disconnected. A reconnection fee and
security deposit will be required before the supply is
restored.

In response, the coordinator of the Consumer Credit
Legal Service, Rob Williams, has said that the letter
is disgraceful:
I have real doubt over whether they have the legal
powers to fulfil this threat to disconnect and it's
outrageous to bully customers to provide information
on that basis.

I ask the minister to ask her colleague, the
Attorney-General, whether she intends to take any
action about the matter.
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Bass Coast Beach Festival
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - The
Minister for Tourism will be aware that last year the
inaugural Bass Coast Beach Festival was held at
Phillip Island. It is an important issue. The Bass
Coast Beach Festival is probably one of the finest
surfing events held in Australia. It is one of the three
major surfing events. It has received major
sponsorship from one of the world's largest
surf-wear manufacturers, Quicksilver, which exports
$200 million worth of products a year. It sees the
importance of this event not only to Australia but
also to Victoria.
Phillip Island has six surfing beaches and at any
time there will be good surf at one of those beaches,
which is not something that Bells Beach, Bondi
Beach or the Gold Coast can boast. If the surf is not
up at one beach on Phillip Island, it will be up at
another of the island's ocean beaches.
This event will bring people from all over Australia
to compete in the Australian championship. The
festival will be launched at the All Star Cafe on
6 November by Matt Hoy, one of the three top
surfers in the world, which shows how important it
is. I ask the minister whether she will be able to
assist the festival in any way to ensure that it is a
world-recognised event.

Bushfires: prevention
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I ask
the Minister for Roads and Ports to raise with the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
another place an article in the Herald Sun of
19 October headed 'An inferno waiting to explode',
which details the dangerous predicament Victoria is
in because of the El Nino effect, which has caused
drought in this state. Apparently the situation is so
desperate that the Country Fire Authority has
developed a secret list of unsafe areas where it will
not send its men and women officers.
Given that Victoria was in drought prior to the 1983
Ash Wednesday fires, I ask the minister to obtain the
fire prevention strategy from the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services and make public the
measures the government will employ to prevent a
repeat of the Ash Wednesday fires.

Swimming pool fences
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Finance, who
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represents the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, the fencing of swimming pools.
Recently I visited a provincial city where I observed
a swimming pool in the grounds of a motel that was
surrounded by a brick fence. There was a gap in the
fence to allow entry into the pool area but it did not
have a gate. The door to the indoor swimming pool
at that motel was wide open and did not have a
child-proof locking device.
I was so concerned that I raised the issue with a
qualified building surveyor, who told me that there
is no requirement to fence pools in properties that
are not residential. Perhaps the government should
investigate the extension of the regulations covering
the fencing of swimming pools. If the advice I
received from the building surveyor is wrong - I
would be pleased to hear that it is wrong - that
would be good news, but I am afraid the news is bad.
I ask the Minister for Planning and Local
Government to ascertain whether it is practical to
extend the requirement for fences around swimming
pools to such facilities.

Women's Domestic Violence Crisis Service
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Health,
who represents the Minister for Youth and
Community Services, an article published in the
Sunday Herald Sun of 19 October that states that the
Women's Domestic Violence Crisis Service is
struggling to meet increasing demand. In 1996-97
the Victoria Police Force attended 19250 family
violence cases, which was up 23 per cent on the
previous year. This led to 4300 women being
referred to the Women's Domestic Violence Crisis
Service of Victoria in 1996-97 compared with 2625 in
1995-96. The executive director of the service, Fiona
Kyle, when asked whether those figures were a true
reflection of the need, stated:
We currently have a very inadequate telephone system
and since that's critical to our functions, it makes it
difficult ... There are many times when there is no
effective accessibility for women ... because they simply
can't get through.

Despite the rise in demand, the service's funding has
not been changed, although the government has
paid for a new telephone system that is still to be
installed. Given that the minister was reported in the
article as saying that an extra $3 million over three
years would strengthen the system, I ask the
minister to ascertain whether it is possible that part
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of that $3 million can immediately be made available
to the service to deal with its increased workload.

Road safety: elderly drivers
Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I direct to
the attention of the Minster for Roads and Ports an
article in the Herald Sun of 20 October that was
pOinted out to me as a member of the parliamentary
Road Safety Committee. The article cites a report by
Or Peter Upski in the Medical Journal of Australia
which found that at least 40 000 people with
dementia are driving on Australian roads. Or lipski
referred to post-mortem studies conducted on the
brains of drivers over 65 years who had been killed
in car accidents. It was found that 50 per cent had
changes indicative of Alzheimer's disease. A
five-year study found that 50 per cent of the drivers
who suffered dementia had crashed, compared with
10 per cent of the drivers who did not show those
changes.
The study also found that visuo-spatial orientation is
important for selecting the correct side of the road
and making appropriate and safe turns. It also found
that impaired judgment reduces the ability to make
appropriate decisions in traffic and interpreting
traffic signs. Or lipski said that drivers with
dementia had trouble remembering warnings about
changed traffic conditions and might not cope with
sudden changes or new environments. I ask the
minister to consider Or lipski's recommendation
that all drivers over 70 years should have
compulsory cognitive screening tests.

Local government: superannuation
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I seek a response
from the Minister for Finance regarding a
memorandum dated 25 March concerning unfunded
superannuation liabilities. The minister would
acknowledge that the list states three reasons why
the unfunded liability exists.
He knows that the first point listed is the
restructuring of local government by the Kennett
administration. The minister also knows that he
made a notation against that point, 'Why is this so?'.
I ask the minister to advise the house what response
he was given as a consequence of directing that
question to the department.

Responses
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Miss Gould asked me to refer to my colleague in
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another place, the Minister for Housing, an issue
regarding the Heidelberg Emergency Housing
Group and its experience of changes to policy. I will
certainly do so.
Mr Nardella raised with me a matter for referral to
the Minister for Youth and Community Services
relating to the resourcing of the Women's Domestic
Violence Crisis Service. I will convey his concern
about the matter he raised to the minister.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) Three issues were raised with me on behalf of my
colleague in another place, the Minister for Planning
and Local Government. The issues were raised by
Mr Forwood, Mrs Hogg and Mr Lucas. I will pass on
each of those inquiries to my colleague and ask that
he respond directly to the members.
Mr Power raised with me an issue he raised earlier
today in question time regarding a memo that came
to me, according to Mr Power, on 25 March. I do not
have the memo to confirm that date, but I presume
we are talking about the same memo that went to
the issue of the unfunded liability of the defined
benefits scheme for local government of the Local
Authorities Superannuation Board. As I recall, the
briefing note talked about the background to the
shift in that unfunded liability.
I advised the house today during question time that
I responded brusquely to the advice offered. I said
then, presuming Mr Power would be surprised, that
I would talk that issue through with the officers
providing me with the advice. The honourable
member then asked me to divulge the department's
response. I do not recall getting any form of
response at all.
Hon. Pat Power - Did you follow that up?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I said at the time that it
was at least impugned in the article to which the
honourable member referred during question time
that I had nobbled my advisers.
Hon. Pat Power interjected.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I said that is what the
article said.
Hon. Pat Power - That is quite different from
accusing me of having suggested you nobbled them.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - In question time today
the honourable member cited an article in the Age. In
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that article another member of Parliament implied
that I had somehow nobbled my advisers. I rebut
that absolutely. On the question of whether the
members of my staff have changed their advice, I
said maybe it had something to do with the logic of
the argument I applied at the time.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Bishop raised an important matter with
me for referral to the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources. He raised the effect of long-term weather
conditions upon crops in Victoria. As most
honourable members would know, there have been
significant periods of high temperature and no rain.
All members would recognise the significant
contribution of the rural sector and in particular crop
growing to Victoria's economic wellbeing, not only
from the rural point of view and the economics of
farmers and small towns but also from the point of
view of transport, wharves, shipping and so on.
There is a significant flow-on effect in Victoria. I will
certainly pass on his concern to the Minister for
Agriculture and Resources.
Mr Nguyen raised with me a question for referral to
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. He
raised the drought conditions in Victoria and the
importance of the strategy developed by the
Country Fire AuthOrity being made public. I will
certainly refer that to him.
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been in place in Victoria for a long time, and it has
proven to be satisfactory. Some 40 000 drivers would
be involved Australia-wide.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So you did listen.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - At least I have the ability
to listen, not like you. We know you have a
difficulty. Some younger people like yourself should
be tested.
I assure the house and members of the community
that the government takes road safety seriously.
There is a stark contrast between the government's
record and that of the ALP. Unlike the ALP, the
government will not be advocating that people over
70 years of age be tested. That is unacceptable, and
we certainly will not be doing it.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) Mrs McLean raised with me an issue for the
attention of the Minister for Fair Trading. I will refer
that matter to her.
Mr Smith raised with me the Bass Coast Beach
Festival, which is run by the Phillip Island Board
Riders Club, to be held on 7 November at Phillip
Island. On my advice 600 people will attend and
80 per cent will be from interstate. They will stay an
average of nine days, which is important to the
tourism industry.

Isn't it great that Mr Walpole has clearly indicated
the ALP's first policy! Mr Walpole sat here for
18 months and did not raise anything until tonight.
It is outrageous that the ALP wants to test every
driver over 70 years of age! The ALP should hang its
head in shame - to think for a moment that the
ALP wants every person over the age of 70 years to
be tested!

The honourable member said there will be a media
launch, with Matt Hoy attending. I expect he will be
a star at the launch. Mr Smith has been vigorous in
his advocacy of the festival. I am pleased to inform
him that the Bass Coast Beach Festival will receive a
grant of $5000.

When the ALP starts to promote compulsory driving
testing of people who are 70 years of age and over,
clearly it has missed the point entirely. A system has

House adjourned 11.10 p.m.

Motion agreed to.
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